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Preface

The present volume contains the invited contributions and a selection of papers presented
at the 16th International Conference on Membrane Computing (CMC16), which was held
in Valencia, Spain, August 17–21, 2015 (website: http://users.dsic.upv.es/workshops/
cmc16/), as well as three selected papers from the Asian Conference on Membrane
Computing (ACMC) 2015, held in Anhui University, Hefei, Anhui, China, November
12–15, 2015 (website: http://2015.asiancmc.org/).
The CMC series started with three workshops organized in Curtea de Argeş,
Romania, in 2000, 2001, and 2002. The workshops were then held in Tarragona, Spain
(2003), Milan, Italy (2004), Vienna, Austria (2005), Leiden, The Netherlands (2006),
Thessaloniki, Greece (2007), and Edinburgh, UK (2008).
The 10th edition was organized again in Curtea de Argeş, in August 2009, where it
was decided to continue the series as the Conference on Membrane Computing (CMC).
Subsequent editions were held in Jena, Germany (2010), Fontainebleau, France (2011),
Budapest, Hungary (2012), Chişinău, Moldova (2013), and Prague, Czech Republic
(2014).
A regional version of CMC, the Asian Conference on Membrane Computing,
ACMC, started in 2012 in Wuhan (China), and continued in Chengdu, China (2013)
and Coimbatore, India (2014).
CMC16 was organized, under the auspices of the European Molecular Computing
Consortium (EMCC), by the Research Group on Computation Models and Formal
Languages of the Universitat Politècnica de València and it was supported by the
Escuela Técnica de Ingeniería Informática (ETSINF, UPV).
CMC16 consisted of three different parts: the ﬁrst day was organized as a tutorial
day, with lectures by Gheorghe Paun, Rudolf Freund, Claudio Zandron, Gyorgy Vaszil,
and Agustín Riscos-Núñez. From Tuesday to Thursday the conference continued with
standard sessions; invited lectures were given by Ion Petre (Abo Akademi University,
Finland), Andrés Moya (Universitat de València, Spain), and Vincenzo Manca
(University of Verona, Italy). The last day of the conference was devoted to the
presentation of extended abstracts and to interaction between participants. Based on the
votes of the CMC16 participants, the Best Paper Award of this edition was given to
Rudolf Freund and Petr Sosík for their paper “On the Power of Catalytic P Systems
with One Catalyst.”
The editors express their gratitude to the Program Committee, the invited speakers,
the authors of the papers, the reviewers, and all the participants for their contributions
to the success of CMC16.
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Information Theory in Genome Analysis
Vincenzo Manca(B)
Dipartimento di Informatica, Centro di BioMedicina Computazionale,
Università degli Studi di Verona, Verona, Italy
vincenzo.manca@univr.it

Abstract. Classical concepts of Information Theory are quickly summarized and their application to the computational analysis of genomes
is outlined. Genomes are long strings, and this open the possibility of
considering them as information sources. From this viewpoint, it turns
out that information entropy, mutual information, entropic divergences,
codes, and dictionaries (ﬁnite formal languages) are fundamental tools
for extracting the biological information on which biological functionalities are based on. The importance of random genomes is also motivated,
and some genomic distributions are presented and discussed.

1

Introduction

Genomes are containers of biological information that direct the functions of the
organisms and transmit biological information along their generations. Recently,
concepts from algorithms, formal languages, computer science, and linguistics
[2,5–7,10,12–14,17,19,23–25,28,29,31,32] were applied to the mathematical and
computational analysis of DNA and genomes. Moreover, alignment free methods
emerged [15,16,32,33], where genomes are investigated, in the whole, rather than
by means of local similarities deduced by classical methods of string alignment.
Here we show that many aspects of genomic information are related to concepts
of information theory, which can be fruitfully applied when genomes are considered as information sources in the original sense developed by Shannon in his
seminal work on the mathematical theory of communication [30] (see [20–22] for
short introductions to related subjects).

2

Basic Notation

Let us recall basic concepts and notation. For basic concepts on strings and
formal languages, the reader can refer to classical textbooks (see for example
[27]). Strings will be denoted by Greek letters (possibly with subscripts). In
particular, λ denotes empty string. The length of a string α is denoted by |α|, α[i]
denotes the symbol occurring at position i of α, and α[i, j] denotes the substring
of α starting at position i and ending at position j (all the symbols between
these positions in the order they have in α). The most important operation over
strings is concatenation of α, β, usually denoted by the juxtaposition αβ. The
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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overlap concatenation of two strings αγ, γβ, is αγβ where γ is the maximum
substring that is suﬃx of the ﬁrst string and preﬁx of the second one.
The genomic alphabet of symbols representing nucleotides is Γ =
{a, c, g, t} (and Γ  is the set of all possible words over Γ ). A genome G is a
“long” string over Γ (its symbols are written in a linear order, from left to right,
according to the chemical orientation 5 − 3 of DNA molecules). All the substrings of a genome G deﬁne the ﬁnite language D(G), while all the substrings
of length k provide the language Dk (G). Any subset of D(G) is a dictionary
of G. Elements of D(G) are also called words, factors, k-mers, k-grams) of
G (k preﬁx is used when we want explicitly mention the length of strings). The
set of positions where (the ﬁrst symbol of) a factor α occurs in G is denoted
posG (α), and the multiplicity of a factor α in G, that is, the number of times it
occurs in G, is denoted by multG (α).
It is very important to distinguish two kinds of words of a genome G: repeat
and hapaxes. A hapax of G is a word occurring in G once, while a repeat of G is
a word occurring in G at least twice. Any string that includes a hapax is a hapax
too, while any string included in a repeat is a repeat too. A repeat is maximal
if it is not substring of another repeat. A hapax is minimal if any substring of
it is a repeat. From the given deﬁnitions, elongating a maximal repeat α with
a symbol x ∈ Γ , both αx and xα are minimal hapaxes. However, the converse
implication does not hold, because if αx (or xα), is a minimal hapax, this does
not imply that α is a maximal repeat (even if it is surely a repeat).
A dictionary L of a genome G (completely) covers G if, when we arrange the
words of L in all the position intervals of G where they occur, then any position
of G belongs to some interval where a word α of L occurs. When L does not
cover G, the fraction of positions covered by the words of L is the sequential
coverage of L, while the number of words covering a position is the positional
coverage of L in that position.
Important genomic indexes for a genome G are: (i) mrl(G) denoting
the maximal repeat length, (ii) mhl(G) denoting the minimal hapax length,
(iii) mf l(G) denoting the shortest length m such that for all k < m, all k-mers
over γ occur in G.

3

A Glimpse in Information Theory

Information theory “oﬃcially” begins with Shannon’s booklet [30] published in
1948. The main idea of Shannon is linking information with probability. In fact,
the starting deﬁnition of this seminal work is that of information source as
a pair (X, p), where X is a ﬁnite set of objects (data, signals, words) and p is
a probability function assigning to every x ∈ X the probability p(x) of occurrence (emission, reception, production). The perspective of this approach is the
mathematical analysis of communication processes, but its impact is completely
general and expresses the probabilistic nature of information. Information is an
inverse function of probability, because it is a sort of a posteriori counterpart of
the a priori uncertainty represented by probability, measuring the gain of knowledge when an event occurs. For this reason the more an event is rare, the more
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it is informative. However, if event E has probability pE , for several technical
reason it is better to deﬁne inf (E) as 1/ lg(pE ) = − lg(pE ) than 1/pE . The
logarithm guarantees the information additivity for a joint event (E, E  ) where
components are independent, giving inf (E, E  ) = inf (E) + inf (E  ). However,
in passing, it is important to remark that the relationship between information
and probability is in both verses, because as Bayesian approaches make evident,
information can change the probability evaluation (conditional probability, on
which Bayes theorem is based, deﬁnes how probability changes when we know
that an event occurred). A famous example of this phenomenon is the famous
three-doors (or Monty Hall) dilemma [26], which can be fully explained by using
Bayes theorem.
In the following of this section we give a quick overview of the basic concepts
in Information theory. The reader is advised to refer to [9,11,30] for more details
in Information and Probability theory.
3.1

Entropy

As a consequence of the probabilistic approach, the average quantity of information, for an information source (X, p) is given by

p(x) lg p(x).
(1)
H(X, p) = −
x∈X

Information entropy corresponds (apart multiplicative and additive constants) to
H function deﬁned by Ludwig Boltzmann when he founded statistical mechanics as microscopical representation of thermodynamical entropy. This is the reason for which physics entropy and information entropy share a common name.
Mathematically, they are the same thing, and this equivalence has a deep common probabilistic basis with consequences so far not completely understood (a
belief common to many physicists claims that information could explain some
of unsolved puzzles of modern physics): It from bit is one of the last speculations of John Archibald Wheeler, a founder of quantum gravity, suggesting that
information is fundamental to the physics of the universe.
Entropy allows us to discover theorems connecting the probabilistic measure
of information with the digital quantity of information. The digital quantity of
information is always related to a given code, that is, a function from a set C, a
ﬁnite language over a ﬁnite alphabet, of strings (words, signals, . . . ) to a set X
of data. In order to simplify our discussion, assume that a code is 1-to-1, or that
it is represented by a function γ : X → C (codes where more than an encoding
in C are associated to one datum, are called redundant, but are not considered
here). The digital quantity of datum d, with respect to the code is the length of
string α encoding it. Usually, codes are required to have some basic properties
ensuring simple sequential decoding. Namely, a code is univocal if any string over
the alphabet of the code can be factorized in a unique way as concatenation of
strings of the code.

6
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Let p a probability deﬁned on set of pairs (a cartesian product) X × Y . The
joint entropy extends naturally to:

p(x, y) lg p(x, y).
(2)
H(X × Y, p) = −
x∈Xy∈Y

Conditional entropy is deﬁned by using conditional probability:
p(y|x) = p(x, y)/p(x)
where



p(x) =

(3)

p(x, y)

(4)

y∈Y

by setting:
H(Y |X, p) = −



p(x, y) lg p(y|x).

(5)

x∈X,y∈Y

It can be shown that:
H(X × Y, p) = H(X, pX ) + H(Y |X, p) −



p(x, y) lg p(x, y)

x∈Xy∈Y

where pX is the marginal probability assigning to x the value p(x) deﬁned in (4).
3.2

Entropic Divergence

After the deﬁnition of entropy for an information source (X, p) other two key concepts are the entropic divergence and the mutual information. Shannon deﬁnes
directly the second one, but after Kullback and Leibler [18] now it seems more
appropriate to deﬁne mutual information by means of the entropic divergence
KL. It is a sort of distance measuring how much two probability distributions
deﬁned on the same domain diﬀer each other. This value is always positive, apart
the case of two identical distribution (in this case D(p, q) = 0), However KL is
nor symmetric neither transitive. The formula is the following:

p(x) lg(p(x)/q(x)).
(6)
KL(p, q) =
x∈X

Similar divergences can be deﬁned, in particular a symmetric version of divergence of KL, due to Jeﬀreys [9] is given by:

JKL(p, q) =
[p(x) − q(x)] lg(p(x)/q(x))
(7)
x∈X

It is easy to realize that JKL(p, q) = KL(p, q) + KL(p, q).
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Mutual Information

Let p a probability deﬁned over X × Y , where pX , pY are the two marginal
probabilities over X, Y respectively, the mutual information I(X, Y ) is given by:
I(X, Y ) = KL(p, (pX · pY )).

(8)

It can be shown that (probabilities over X, Y are not indicated):
I(X, Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X, Y )

(9)

I(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ).

(10)

and
Shannon’s booklet proves three fundamental theorems. The ﬁrst Shannon’s
theorem provides a lower bound to the optimality of codes. Given an information source no code can exist having a average length (with respect to a given
probability distribution of data) shorter that the entropy of the source.
Mutual information is the basis of Shannon’s second theorem: even if symbols
of an information source are transmitted with some noise along a channel, then
it is possible to encode them in such a way that transmission could become safe,
in the sense that, the longer are the transmission encodings, the more error probability, along the channel, approaches to zero. In more precise terms, the theorem
establishes quantitative notions giving the possibility of avoiding error transmission if the rate of transmission is lower that the capacity of transmission channel,
where notions of transmission rate and of capacity channel are formally deﬁned
in terms of transmission codes and in terms of mutual information (between the
transmitter information source and the receiver information source).
Third Shannon’s theorem concerns with signals. To this end, the entropic
notions are extended to the case of continuous information sources, then, by using
these continuous notions, quantitative evaluation about safe communication by
means of continuous signals are proven.
3.4

Univocal and Prefix-Free Codes

A code C with n words is minimal if no code of n words exist having a shorter
average length. A lexicographic code of n words consists of the ﬁrst n words in
the lexicographic ordering of strings. A lexicographic code is minimal.
A code γ : X → C, encoding a set of data X, where γ(x) is the encoding
of datum x, is optimal with respect to an information source (X, p) if no other
code exists having a smaller average length:

|x|p(x).
x∈X

The Kraft norm associated to a code γ : X → C is deﬁned by in the following
way (for the sake of simpliﬁcation let us identify a code with the set C of its
encodings), where k is the cardinality of the alphabet of the code.

k |α| .
(11)
||C|| =
α∈C

8
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A theorem tell us that a code C is univocal iﬀ ||C|| ≤ 1 [9]. Moreover,
for any C satisfying this inequality it is possible to construct a code C  with
the same Kraft norm, that is prefix free (no encoding of C is preﬁx of another
encoding). Preﬁx freeness of a code guarantees an eﬃcient way for reconstruct the
sequence of data associated to the concatenation of their encodings (in the same
order as data are arranged). Therefore, when encodings of data are transmitted
with a preﬁx-free code, we do not need to separate encodings in order to avoid
ambiguity. Other more complex properties can be deﬁned on codes, which ensure
other eﬃciency properties of decoding processes. Of course, no ambiguity is
present if codes are ﬁxed-length codes where all the encodings have the same
length. However this requirement is often too strong in many cases of encoding
processes. In fact, assume that we want to optimize the global length of a string
encoding a sequence of data. In this case, it is reasonable to have codes where
data more frequent are encoded by shorter strings, while data seldom appearing
are encoded by longer strings.
In general a code is optimal with respect to
a probability of occurrences of
its data, when its probabilistic average length α∈C |α|p(α) is minimal. Simple algorithms exist providing codes that are optimal for a given probability
distribution (the famous Huﬀman encoding [9] is one of them).
3.5

Compression

An issue related to optimal encodings is the compression of strings. In general
terms, a compression algorithm is a way of representing a string α by a string
β shorten than α (let us assume β to belong to the same alphabet of α) such
that the original string α can be completely and univocally recovered from β
by a decompression algorithm (partial forms of compression where sone loss of
original string are tolerated, are also useful in some cases). The compression
ratio is given by the fraction |β|/|α|, and the smaller it is, the more the compression algorithm gains space when it compress the original string. Of course,
this gain is usually paid by a computational cost in the compression and/or in
the decompression. It is easy to realize that a compression algorithm cannot be
universal. In fact it can give a small ratio for some strings, but it cannot do the
same for all the strings over the alphabet, because otherwise by the compression
algorithm we could represent all the strings of a given length by means of shorter
strings, but this is impossible because the cardinality of longer strings is greater
than that of shorter strings, therefore all the strings of a given length could not
be uniquely determined from their compressed corresponding strings. Nevertheless, it is often interesting that compression could really compress some classes
of strings for which a more compact way is required in some circumstances.
Methods of compression are usually based on three diﬀerent principles (in many
aspects related). The ﬁrst is based on a known distribution of probabilities of
some words occurring in the string. In this case, it is enough to deﬁne short
encodings for words with high occurrence probabilities and longer encodings for
those with low probabilities. The second method is based on dictionaries. If we
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know a dictionary of words occurring in a string, then we memorize this dictionary, and replace in the text the words by the corresponding encodings. This
provides a space gain when we have for example one thousand binary words of
length 20. In fact, one thousand objects need only binary strings of length 10,
therefore we gain 10 bits for each word. In a text of 100.000 binary symbols
we have 100.000/20 = 5000 word occurrences of length 10, giving an encoding string of 500.000 binary symbols, therefore if the dictionary memorization
requires 10.000 binary symbols, we obtain a representation of the original string
with an encoding string of 50.000 symbols plus a dictionary of 10.000, with a
compression ratio of 60.000/100.000. The third method is based on a rearrangement of a string from which the original string can uniquely be recovered, in
such a way that in the rearranged string similar substrings are contiguous. If
this happen, an element of type αn can be encoded by encoding α and n, that
need |α| symbols plus O(lg n) symbols instead than n|α| symbols (the n copies
of α scattered in the original sequence).
3.6

Entropic Paradox

It is important to remark an aspect that highlights an intrinsic paradoxical
nature of information. An initial section of Shannon’s fundamental booklet
(Sect. 6), devoted to introduce the notion of entropy is entitled “Choice, Uncertainty and Entropy”. What sounds strange in this title is a sort of identiﬁcation
between Entropy and uncertainty, where the ﬁrst was already deﬁned as an average measure of the information quantity emitted by an information source. It
reasonable to identify notions that seem to be opposite? This impression of contradiction continues when Shannon proves that the maximum value reached by
entropy is realized when the probability distribution of an information source is
the uniform distribution where all the events (emitted symbols) have the same
probability. In this sense, a completely random source reaches the maximum
entropy. This means that a random symbol emission process is more informative than a process where symbols are generated according to a precise rule.
Why Shannon does found its theory on such a kind of conceptual ambiguity?
Of course, Shannon is not interested in philosophical issues, but surely he is
conscious of this problem. Is it safe to identify information with uncertainty? Is
it not something like to identify knowledge with ignorance? A possible answer
to this position is related to the intrinsic relative nature of information. It is
not really important to quantify information, but the gain/loss of information
in the passage between two diﬀerent states. In this sense it is only matter of
the orientation we choose, because a gain of information corresponds exactly
to the same loss of uncertainty, or equivalently, what is the information quantity that we gain, after a passage of state, corresponds to the uncertainty that
we lose with respect to the previous state. Information is oriented in time, or
better, time arrow is a consequence of information orientation along a dynamical process. When we put gas molecules inside a volume, each of them having
an initial position and speed, if collisions are elastic (with no energy loss, that
implies constancy of speed distribution variance), then in colliding they exchange
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information, by tending to a limit distribution (which can be proved to be the
gaussian speed distribution). Information theory tell us that Gaussian distribution is the distribution having the maximum entropy among those having a
ﬁxed variance. This means that the thermodynamical low of maximum entropy
is a consequence of large numbers laws and information theory laws (this is an
extreme simpliﬁcation of the phenomenon, but centers its main point).

4

Genomic Distributions and Dictionaries

For the following discussion it is important to recall explicitly the notion of
discrete distribution. It is a function assigning to any value x of a ﬁnite
or enumerable subset B of real numbers a real value f (x) in such a way that

x∈B f (x) is a ﬁnite value b. When b = 1 the distribution is called a (discrete) probability distribution, because f (x) can be seen as the probability of
occurrence of the value x ∈ B. When B is a set of values expressing quantities
deﬁned on genomes, then the distribution is called a genomic distribution. In
the following, we consider some genomic distributions that result important in
the perspective of informational analyses of genomes. Of course, any genomic
distribution f , when is normalized (by considering f (x)/b), it becomes a probability distribution, therefore it determines an information source, to which all
concepts outlined above can be applied. Many important genomic distributions
are based on the notion of genomic dictionary, and genomic distributions are
the key for applying information theoretic concepts to genomes. Here we will
give only a succinct list of distributions and related concepts. We want to stress
that by using them we can extract and analyze information from real genomes,
by deciding if some parts of a genome are almost casual or if their information content is telling us that possibly some biological functions are related to
their “information density”. In this regard, an aspect that is outside the classical
approach of Shannon is the comparison with randomness. This comparison can
be developed by generating (pseudo) random genomes and comparing directly
them with real genomes, or indirectly, by comparing distributions observed over
genomes with those that probability theory tell us to rule random processes. This
is an amazing aspect, almost paradoxical, of probability theory (related to the
laws of large numbers): purely random phenomena follow perfect mathematical
laws. When you extracted balls from an urn where you are completely ignorant
about what can be the result of your extraction, in this case,
  we know that the
probability of extracting k white balls in n extraction is nk 1/2n , and that for
n going to inﬁnite, the distribution of these probabilities approximates to the
Gaussian curve (Moivre-Laplace’s theorem, that Gauss discovered as the law
according to which errors are distributed). The apparent contradiction of such
rule comes when we consider “random” as equivalent to “chaos” (to be precise,
the two concepts are not equivalent, but a deep analysis of this distinction would
be out the scope of the present discussion). In fact, if chaos is, in some sense,
the lack of any rule how it is possible that chaotic/random phenomena can be
described by precise mathematical laws? The nature of this paradox is informational (as the previous use of the term “ignorance” suggests) and only a deep
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discrimination between the causes acting over an observed phenomenon, and the
knowledge of their nature and realization (what happens and what I know about
what happens), can conciliate some intrinsic aporias underlying facts and conjectures about them (Jacob Bernoulli’s “Ars Conjectandi” is the title of the ﬁrst
systematic treatise about probability). Now, we can generate (pseudo) random
strings with deterministic algorithms. This is one of the most exciting success
of twentieth century (Universal Computability and Deterministic Chaos among
the top scientiﬁc achievements of the century, and they are related). If we can
generate random strings over alphabet of four symbols, we can generate random
genomes, and these genomes are probably the origins of real genomes. Therefore a key point, that we do not touch here, for understanding life evolution is
just based in methods comparing real genomes with random genomes. But let
us stop abruptly here this discussion and go back to the list of some genomic
distributions.
4.1

Distributions of k-mer Cardinality

Given a genome G the distribution:
k → |Dk (G|
is a characteristic of G. Important values of k, related to G, are the value for
which |Dk (G| is maximum and the value for which the possible k-words are more
than k-words occurring in the genome (corresponding to mf l(G)). Of course,
these values are strongly related to the length of G, but their exact determination
is related to speciﬁc aspect of the genome.
4.2

Multiplicity and Co-multiplicity Distributions

Let G a genome and L be a genomic dictionary of G. Let us consider the multiplicity multG (α) for every α ∈ L. If we set:

multG (α)
||L|| =
α∈L

then multG (α)/||L|| is a probability distribution. Let M = max{multG (α) | α ∈
L}. A distribution directly related to multiplicity is the co-multiplicity comult,
assigning to any value k in {1, 2, . . . M } the number of words of L having multiplicity k, that is:
k → |{α ∈ L | multG (α) = k}|.
Also co-multiplicity can be normalized if co-multiplicities are divided by |L|,
the cardinality of L. Particular cases of multiplicity and co-multiplicity distributions are based on the k-mer of G, for some k. These distributions, especially
multiplicity, are well studied especially for small values of k (k < 12). The empirical entropy Ek (G) of length k of a genome G is the entropy associated to the
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information source (Dk (G), multG (α)/||L||), that is:

Ek (G) =
(multG (α)/||Dk (G||)) lg(multG (α)/Dk (G||)).
α∈Dk (G)

It is easy to verify that Dk (G||) = |G| − k + 1.
4.3

Distributions Relating Word Length and Multiplicity

These kinds of genomic distributions answer to the following questions. (i) What
is the average, minimum, or maximum length of words occurring k times in a
genome G? (ii) How many times do the words of length k occur in a genome G
(on average, minimum, or maximum value)?
4.4

Spectra of Genomic Dictionaries

When a word occurs in a genome G, we say that it occurs at the position where
its ﬁrst symbol occurs. The set posG (α), also called the spectrum of word α in
G, provides all the positions of G, where α occurs (if α does not occur in G its
spectrum in G is empty). Of course, if a dictionary L covers completely G, then
from the spectra of its words it is possible to reconstruct uniquely G. Moreover,
the following equation derives directly from the deﬁnitions of mult and pos:
multG (α) = |posG (α)|.
Representations of genomes by means of word spectra may be very redundant,
and the redundancy level can be measured in terms of average positional coverage. However, this redundancy is a positive aspect when we want recover the
genome from a dictionary that covers completely it. The set of all k-mers occurring in a genome is a completely covering dictionary, therefore spectra of kmers uniquely determines genomes. However, an important question concerns the
search for minimal dictionaries that, almost completely, cover a given genome. In
fact, in this case, their spectra identify (almost completely) the entire genome by
reducing the representation redundancy. For example, in human chromosomes,
we found [3] that around a third of all possible 6-mers has a coverage near to
98 %, but these 6-mers are speciﬁc of each chromosome, even if, in groups of
four, their intersections are very consistent (around one thousand).
4.5

Hapax Overlap Factorizations

Given a genome G there exist a non trivial dictionary L of G such that G
is completely determined by L? The following algorithm provides an answer to
this question, by generating a dictionary of m-forward overlap factors having
this property of univocal identiﬁcation of G. Before giving a pseudo-code of the
algorithm, let us explain the main idea. Let ﬁx a length m amd factorize G in the
following manner, where wj for j = 1, 2, . . . n, are substrings of G of length m,
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while hj are the shortest hapaxes between the w substrings, hn is the rightmost
hapax of G, and wn+1 is the string following hn up to the end of G:
G = w1 h1 w2 h2 w3 h3 . . . hn−1 wn hn wn+1 .
Given the representation above of G, we deﬁne a dictionary L by setting:
L = {w1 h1 , h1 w2 h2 , h2 w3 h3 , . . . hn−1 wn hn , hn wn+1 }.
The algorithm generating L is given by the following procedure.
1 Set i := 1, j := 1;
2 Move m positions forward from position i of G;
3 From position i + m go forward and set hj as the ﬁrst position of G such
that factor G[i + m, hj ] is a hapax of G. If such a hapax does not exist, set
g := j − 1 and go to step 5;
4 Set i := hj + 1 and go to step 2;
5 Set F1 = G[1, h1 ];
6 For j = 1, . . . , g − 1 Set Fj = G[hj , hj+1 ];
7 Set Fg = G[hg−1 , |G|].
It can easily be shown that the factors F1 , F2 , . . . given from the previous
algorithm are exactly the dictionary L as deﬁned above, and directly from their
construction (they share hapaxes at most with other two factors) they can be
concatenated (with overlap) in a unique way and their overlap concatenation
is exactly G. These factors are very useful in the analysis of G. Researches in
progress are using these factors in some analyses of genomes that are relevant
to the identiﬁcation of genome pathological situations (in human genome). Of
course, changing the value of m, we get diﬀerent factorizations. According to the
cases of interest, a suitable trade-oﬀ between the length of m and the average
length of hapaxes can be required. Moreover, a variable forward length can
be used for optimize some aspects of the factorization. In [2] a more complex
algorithm generating hapax overlap factorization is given, aimed at realizing
some minimality principles.
4.6

Recurrence Distance Distributions

Let us consider the spectrum posG (α) of a given word α in a given genome G,
and enumerate the positions of this set in their increasing order: p1 , p2 , . . . , pm .
Then the values d1 = p2 − p1 , . . . , di = pi+1 − pi , . . . , dm−1 = pm − pm−1 are
called recurrence distances of α in G. Distribution RDDG (α) associates to any
recurrence distance the number of times it appear in the above enumeration. It
can be shown that in Bernoullian genomes RDD distributions are exponential
distributions (λe−λx for some real parameter λ). This fact is very important,
because the entropic divergence between the observed RDD(α) of a genome and
the exponential RDD(α) in a Bernoullian genome of the same length is a sort
of measure of the non-randomness of α in G (parameter λ can be evaluated by
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searching the exponential with the minimum error with respect to the observed
distribution). In [4] RDD distributions were used for introducing a new method
for discovering DNA encoding regions (inclusive of transcribed region that are
not translated into proteins).
4.7

Genome Representations

The three preceding subsections determine in a natural way forms of genome representations that are alternative to the standard sequence representation over
Γ ∗ . The reader is invited to provide the details of this. However, other unconventional genome representations can be deﬁned, which could suggest new ways
to consider and analyze genomes. Let us shortly mention some of them.
1. Hapax Permutation. Let us factorize G as:
G = G[1, p1 ]G[p1 , p2 ]G[p2 , p3 ] . . . G[pm−1 , pm ]
where all factors above are hapaxes, then the set of these factors (enumerated
in some order, for example, in lexicographic order) plus a permutation of
{1, 2, . . . , m} identiﬁes G.
2. Characteristic vectors. G is identiﬁed by three boolean vectors: vector X
of length |G| where
 1 is placed in all the positions where a is in G, vector Y
of length |G| − X where
 1 is placed in all the positions where c is in G,
vector Z of length |X| − Y where 1 is placed in all the positions where g is
in G (in the positions of X which do not correspond to 1 in Y and Z, surely
t is placed in G).
3. Random Exceptions. Let us generate a random sequence R of length |G|
over the symbols of Γ (by means of some algorithm of random generation,
where some parameters of the adopted random generation seed identify completely the generated sequence). Then, consider a boolean vector B of length
|G| having 1 in the positions where G diﬀers from R. If m is the number
of the diﬀerent positions, we can associate to B other two vectors X and
Y . Vector X of length m has 1 in the positions i where the order distance
G(i) − B(i) is 1, according the circular order a < c < g < t < a (for
 example,
d(a,
c)
=
1,
d(a,
g)
=
2,
d(a,
t)
=
3),
while
vector
Y
of
length
m
−
X (value

X corresponds to the number of 1 of X) has 1 in the positions j where the
order distance G(j) − B(j) is 2. Of course, in the remaining positions k of B
the distance G(k) − B(k) is 3.
4. Word Elongations. Consider a dictionary of L of all possible k-words (for
some length k, for example k = 6). If for every word w in L we give the
sequence ElongG (w) of the words L following all the occurrence of w, then
G is completely identiﬁed by the set ElongG (L) = {ElongG (w) | w ∈ L}
of elongations of w, and from the word w1 of L occurring in the ﬁrst k
positions of G (a simple algorithm can be given for reconstructing univocally
G from ElongG (L) and w1 ). Other kinds of representations can be developed,
where the idea of elongation is elaborated in similar, but diﬀerent, ways (for
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example, elongations of some “seeds”, located in suitable positions of G, until
the elongations do not reach the position before the beginning of another
seed).
5. Lexicographic Gaps. Let us factorize G by words of a given length. Each
of them represents the number ||w|| corresponding to the position of w in the
lexicographic order of strings. Then, given the ﬁrst word of G, the sequence
of integer numbers ||w|| − ||w ||, where w is the word following w, identiﬁes
completely G.
6. Alphabetic Transcription. The usual string representation of a genome
over the alphabet Γ can be transformed into a string in a diﬀerent alphabet by
encoding k-mers into suitable characters (letters, ciphers, colors, . . . ). These
kinds of representations are more properly “visualizations” of genomes, but
can be very useful for a better reading of recurrent pattern that become more
evident for speciﬁc inspections of genomic regions [3].
4.8

Complete Segmentations and Segment Dictionaries

A Segmentation S(G) of a genome G is given by a sequence of substrings of G,
of factors, or segments G1 , G2 , . . . , Gm such that their concatenation provides G.
Given a genomic dictionary L of G, the segmentation S(G) is L-complete when
D(Gi ) = L for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In real genomes, very often, complete segmentations
consist of factors with very diﬀerent lengths. This means that words of a dictionary are usually distributed in a non homogeneous way. Symmetrically, we can
consider a segmentation where all the factors have the same length and for each
of them we consider the words of L occurring in that factor. In this case, very
often, we get very diﬀerent set of words in the diﬀerent factors. Segmentation
distributions can associate to each factor the cardinality of its dictionary, or to
each value of k the minimal lengths l1 , l2 , . . . , lm such that:
G[1, l1 ], G[l1 + 1, l2 ], . . . G[lm−1 + 1, lm ]
results to be a L-complete segmentation of G. Given a segmentation of factors
of the same length and a word α, how much are the segments where α occurs k
times? In a Bernoullian genome this distribution follow a Poisson law λk e−λ /k!
(parameter λ depends on the genome length and on the segment length).
4.9

Occurrence Order and Context Dictionaries

Given a genome G and a word α of a dictionary L of G, we say that at position
h word α has occurrence order j, and write occurG (α, h) = j, if α occurs in G at
position h (its ﬁrst symbol occurs in h) and multG[1,h−1] (α, h) = j − 1. In this
case, the context dictionary of α in G, around its occurrence of order j, within
radius m, is the set of words of L that are in G within m positions before and
after h:
Lj,k (α){β ∈ L | occurG (α, h) = j, β = G[l1 , l2 ], h − m < l1 < l2 < h + m}.
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For some suitable m, the following language:
Lm (α) = ∩j∈posG (α) Lj,m
deﬁnes the words of G that are related to α in G. These kind of languages are
very important in the analyses of functions that some words play in a given
genome.

5

Conclusions

The previous discussion was mainly of mathematical (and philosophical) nature.
However, in closing we want avoid to give the impression that these two aspects
cover all the aspects of genomes viewed as information sources. The main interest in deﬁning informational concepts over genomes, is the computational aspect
that here was not presented. The interested reader is advised to consult the
papers given in reference for realizing the kind of results that can be obtained
when informational measures, dictionaries, and distributions are computed in
real genomes. After computing them, we compare them, and extract regularities and characteristics related to particular genomes or classes of genomes. In
this kind of activity, the most critical point is the computational eﬃciency. For
example, when we consider human genome, and its dictionary of 30-mers, you
reach a dictionary size of billions of words (near to the length of the whole
genome). If you want use it for computing the empirical entropy at length 30,
your computer almost surely crashes and you cannot conclude your computation. This means that suitable data structure have be used for avoiding these
computational limits. In this speciﬁc case, if you represent dictionaries in terms
of suﬃx arrays [1], you can obtain your result in two hours with a normal laptop.
This strategy was systematically implemented in [3] that supports a number of
functionalities for computing almost all the formulas that were presented in this
paper. Presently, we analyzed more than two hundreds genomes of several types
(virus, archea, prokaryotes, eukaryotes, multicellular organisms of diﬀerent types
up to many type of mammalians). Two main research lines, only mentioned in
the discussion above, are: (i) the extraction of dictionaries, based only of informational analyses that could integrate analogous analyses developed according
to biochemical aspects (see The project ENCODE (ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements) [8], http://nature.com/encode, http://epd.vital-it.ch); (ii) the analysis
of evolution of genomes on the basis of their genomic complexity (according to
suitable deﬁnitions of this notion) [3,20]. The ﬁeld of investigation is very rich
and the challenges are very ambitious, but what is encouraging and exciting
is that results obtained so far seem to conﬁrm that genomes obey to the laws
of information theory, the same rules that nowadays allows us to communicate
in a so integrate and pervasive way (transmitting data that obey to Shannon’s
theorems).
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Abstract. In this paper, I set out the contributions made by some
European biologists, as well as other more heterodox ones, to the recent
development of theoretical thinking in biology. Theoretical biology is a
relatively new discipline when compared with theoretical physics, in part
because the formal languages of logic and computing which it uses have
only emerged recently. Finally, I suggest that in order to build a theory
of life we need to combine a cell theory based on a proper description
of the laws that map the genotype in the phenotype and vice versa with
the laws of evolution. Only then will we be able to properly explain the
transformation and complexity of living things.

1

Introduction

A biologist presenting their ideas on logic and computing at a conference of
experts in computing - computing with membranes to be precise - is surprising for
two reasons: ﬁrstly, because it reﬂects the intellectual openness of the computer
scientists who invited me, and then secondly because I think they sense, like me,
that there is a very close relationship between biology and computing. Hence I
believe that my audaciousness in presenting my ideas in such a special forum is
justiﬁed.
The purpose of this paper is to describe my own path to discovering what
I can now put forward as an early thesis statement: that logic and computing
are the natural abstract languages of biology, in the same way that calculus
was in its day for physics. I do not mean that other formal languages are not
appropriate for biology, but rather that computing is the most appropriate one.
I have reached this conclusion by way of some fairly tortuous thinking which I
am going to set out in this paper, a paper which, in a nutshell, is a condensed
version of my recent book “The Calculus of Life” [1]. The logic in its development
has a certain historical chronology involving three periods. The ﬁrst relates to
the relevance which particular biologists, who can in some way be considered
recent pioneers of theoretical biology, have had for me. Although admittedly,
they are just some of the scientists and intellectuals who have inﬂuenced me.
The second period coincides with my search for ways of approaching biology
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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from logic and computing. Computing is a recent science, as is modern logic,
even though it precedes computing. Some of the reasons why it has been so
diﬃcult to develop theoretical biology, in the same way as we have theoretical
physics that is almost as old as physics itself, are internal to biology, mainly the
complexity of its many objects of study. However, here I will look at the late
development of languages, namely logic and computing, which are appropriate
for biology. Biology has been waiting for them, and when we have begun to apply
them, biological theorising has soared to levels of explanatory depth of biological
entities which were barely imaginable beforehand. Finally, the third period is my
own thinking in the ﬁeld of new biology, the ﬁeld of systems. This modern biology
is the one that Goethe would have dreamed of, and probably other later vitalist
authors too. Theoretical biology is arranged around the biology of (computable)
systems. We can model and compare biological phenomena and we are on track
to improve this even more. This modern biology means that theoretical biology
is not a purely speculative ﬁeld that is excessively conceptual and abstract and
unconnected with biologists empiricist interests.

2

Biology

There is a ﬁne tradition of recent theoretical thought in biology which, in some
ways, has been buried by the subsequent emergence of biology popularisation
literature, mainly about biological evolution, which has been promoted by British
or American authors such as Gould and Dawkins to mention just two great
icons in the ﬁeld. They are authors, scientists themselves, who also wrote and
thought about biology. I consider them as important forerunners for the establishment of theoretical biology. The list is skewed by my own interests but their
names are well known: Jacob and Monod, pioneers of molecular biology, von
Bertalanﬀy, a pioneer of the systemic conception of entities including biological
ones, and Waddington, a pioneer of theoretical biology. There are other authors
worthy of attention who go back even further than the four I have just mentioned
and whose logical-mathematical training and willingness to address biology as
a whole were very signiﬁcant. Here I am talking about Woodger, Turing, Rosen
and von Neumann. Although I brieﬂy discuss the work of these latter four, in
my book I focus on the four I mentioned previously, probably because they are
scientists involved in the research of life.
Monod poses a key problem in biology, one which hovers over its entire
history. It is the confrontation or the relative weight that contingency and chance
have had in the evolution of life compared with necessity. In fact, contemporary
biology is strongly inﬂuenced by the idea that new biological developments of
any kind appear by chance and are selected. Necessity has a teleological aftertaste to the extent that if you examine the tree of life and the time when these
fresh developments have emerged, you get the impression that the most recent
ones are more complex than the oldest ones. Put in another way, the evolution
of life is an evolution in complexity. However, we do not have much experience
with which to test this. The ideal experiment would be to see the dynamics of
life on other planets where it has emerged.
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Jacob is important for his theories about reductionism, particularly in its
ontological variant. As a pioneer in molecular biology he confers full powers on
genes to map the phenotype. He does not deny that properties not written in
the genes may emerge, but he claims that these properties appear because the
genes are there. Genes are the basic units that are transmitted from generation to generation and it is their products which, in broad interaction between
them and with the environment, make it possible to create that entire functional
superstructure which we call a living being.
von Bertalanﬀy is the father of the general systems theory. If anyone could
be credited with the idea that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, that
person would be von Bertalanﬀy. von Bertalanﬀy is the most theoretical of all my
favourite theoretical biologists. Living organisms are systemic conglomerates at
all their levels. Cells, multicellular organisms, populations, ecosystems; all these
hierarchies of biological organisation are systems formed by the most basic unit
components from which properties emerge. von Bertalanﬀys systems contrast
with Jacobs ontological reductionism. Yet that is biology, in which there is always
a vigorous debate between the analytical-reductionist and synthetic-systemic
traditions.
Finally, Waddington is the great conceptual father of modern theoretical
biology. We owe the concept of epigenetics to him, and like few others he was
prescient in seeing that the big problem of biology lies in the discovery and
integration of the laws governing the relationship between genotypes and phenotypes. Biology requires the development of a phenotype theory which combines
the laws that map the genotype in the phenotype and the phenotype in the genotype. Although Waddington, and anyone at this time, recognises the enormous
contribution that genetics has made to verifying the tree of life proposed by
Darwin, i.e. conﬁrmation of the unit and the genealogical relationship between
all living beings, it is still an insuﬃcient and gene-centric contribution to the
origin and transformation of living beings. For Waddington, I would repeat, we
need an evolutionary theory of the phenotype.

3

Logic and Computing

Modern logic was born with Frege and Boole and its history is recent when we
consider the Aristotelian origins of traditional logic, which is as old as reasoning
in the West. I mention the youth of modern logic to stress that the science of
computing has largely drawn on these authors, particularly Boole, for the advent
of computing which, obviously, is even younger than modern logic. What does
computing have that makes it so familiar to biology and means I venture to claim
that it is a very appropriate formal language for it? Consider the extraordinary
analogy of hardware (machinery) and software (algorithm) in computing with
cellular machinery, proteins or the phenotype as biological hardware and DNA or
genes as biological software, program or algorithm. As far as biology is concerned,
the twin concepts of hardware/software (machinery/program) have permeated
it to such an extent that much of the deep reasoning underlying modern biology,
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particularly in molecular biology, uses concepts drawn from computing. Hence
we can say that DNA - at least, because there may be other informational levels is an informational program or algorithm run at the cellular level by the protein
machinery. The relationship between computing and biology is deeper than this,
because if we admit the algorithmic nature of DNA then we can assess whether,
for example, it is feasible to measure its complexity or whether the cell is a
Turing machine.
However, I would now like to stress one aspect of computing which in my view
is fundamental to biology; the simulation of biological phenomena. In my book,
I use two examples, which can now be seen as historical, and which explore and
contrast the properties of living beings. They are the cellular automaton called
‘Life’ by the mathematician Conway and ‘Algorithmic Chemistry’ by Fontana
and Buss.
‘Life’ is a cellular automaton playing with the fundamental property of life;
its ability to persist. In fact, a cell of the grid (which would be the equivalent of
an organic cell) is deﬁned as living or dead by the status of its eight neighbours.
It starts from an initial set of live or active cells which are arranged in a certain
way in the grid. Rules are applied to them in order to assess in successive rounds
(generations) what the map of living cells will be, continuing the process for as
long as they exist. Though the rules are simple, indeed disdainfully simple, they
show properties on the grid that are reminiscent of the behaviour of living beings
such as cooperation, competition, multiplication or the indeﬁnite survival of some
of the structures formed by these cells, etc. The rules are as follows: (a) if two
neighbouring cells are alive, the reference cell maintains its status: dead if it was
dead and alive if it was alive; (b) if there are three live neighbours, the reference
cell will be alive regardless of whether it was alive or dead before applying the
rule; and (c) if the number of neighbouring live cells is zero, one, four, ﬁve, six,
seven or eight, the reference cell will die after applying the rule.
‘Life’ is an example of life dynamics under deterministic rules that make up
a closed evolution. The dynamic is the same whenever we begin with the same
number of cells, including their location, as well as the same starting grid size
(the environment). However, in spite of this and as noted above the simulation
captures many properties of living entities.
Another computational approach to biological phenomena which intrigued
me at the time is Fontana and Busss ‘Algorithmic Chemistry’. It is essentially
a reactor consisting of a set of initial objects which are structures that follow
the rules of lambda calculus, well known in computational theory. The total set
of objects remains constant and in each cycle or generation they are allowed
to interact or collide with each other to reconﬁgure the population in terms of
composition. A general observation in all the experiments conducted in these
reactors was the invariable appearance after a reasonably high number of cycles
of new objects, usually much more complex than any of the initial ones, which
exhibited properties typical of biological entities such as self-maintenance and
multiplication. They also observed emergent properties. Indeed, they identiﬁed
the emergence of new complex objects due to the joining together of others which,
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in turn, already had a degree of complexity and exhibited new properties with
respect to those presented by the combined objects. These behaviours emulated
the hierarchical organisation of biological entities where, for example, cells which
exhibit speciﬁc properties are grouped into tissues or organs that collectively
present other properties.
These computational experiments by Fontana and Buss show behaviour typical of the evolutionary dynamics of open systems. Although the rules or axioms
are deﬁned, the interactions between the objects are not, and instead are random, and the simulation itself allows the incorporation of mutations (random
alteration of objects in the reactor at any time during the experiment). However, the amazing thing was the systematic emergence and persistence of complex
structures with emergent properties and organisational hierarchy in spite of the
contingency introduced by the chance factor of the random combination of the
objects and mutations. It would be something like a kind of necessity inherent
in the dynamics of the living entities which evolved towards greater complexity.

4

Cell and Evolution

The development of a theory of life would involve a suitable combination of two
sets of sub-theories which unfortunately have been unevenly developed. They
are the theories of the cell and of evolution. It is almost a platitude now to
say that the fundamental unit of life is the cell, and this is a key ﬁnding of
biology which has been well accepted for centuries. Indeed, it predates evolutionary theory itself, which has only been consolidated after much time and
eﬀort. Yet taking the cell as the basic unit of life is not the same as saying that
we thoroughly grasp all the processes that occur within it. Molecular biology
has been the science that has taken the most important steps in examining the
structure and function of cellular components in depth. However, we still need to
draw up a catalogue of the laws that govern it. To a great extent, and going back
once more to the twin concepts of (genetic) information and (metabolic) cellular
machinery, the phenotype of a cell is far from fully understood on the basis of its
primary genetic information (genotype). In fact, the laws of transformation that
enable us to infer the phenotype (or mapping) from the informational genotype
as well as possible additional epigenetic laws are the big problem of modern biology. Nevertheless, we should not think that as a result we have not made great
strides. Quite the reverse is the case. We are in a very sweet spot in research into
the cell as a fundamental unit in which we are close to learning as never before
about its collective behaviour (as a whole) based on real-time knowledge of all
its fundamental components and processes. In the history of biology, ridicule
has been heaped on vitalist authors, some of them distinguished biologists, who
refused to accept that the essence of life - for example the essence of a cell can be captured by studying its parts. This vitalist tradition began with Goethe
and continued with Bergson and Driesch. Their intention would probably be
not so much resorting to a non-physical principle in which to site the essence
of living things, but rather the unavailability of methodological and conceptual
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procedures to address living entities as a whole. These authors would be reconciled with modern biology if, as Mayr says, we showed them that relationships
between the parts of an entity, which we can now measure, are as important as
the parts themselves. It would be like Goethes dream come true.
As I noted above, modern evolutionary theory conﬁrms without a shadow
of a doubt the union of all organisms in their evolution from the moment that
life appeared on Earth. Nevertheless, deeper understanding of this transformation and the gradual emergence of more complex forms calls for the addition
of thorough knowledge of the laws of genotype-phenotype transformation of the
cell. The combination of the two sub-theories would provide a uniﬁed theory
of life.
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Abstract. There is growing interest in creating large-scale computational models for biological process. One of the challenges in such a
project is to ﬁt and validate larger and larger models, a process that
requires more high-quality experimental data and more computational
eﬀort as the size of the model grows. Quantitative model reﬁnement is
a recently proposed model construction technique addressing this challenge. It proposes to create a model in an iterative fashion by adding
details to its species, and to ﬁx the numerical setup in a way that guarantees to preserve the ﬁt and validation of the model. In this survey we
make an excursion through quantitative model reﬁnement – this includes
introducing the concept of quantitative model reﬁnement for reactionbased models, for rule-based models, for Petri nets and for guarded command language models, and to illustrate it on three case studies (the
heat shock response, the ErbB signaling pathway, and the self-assembly
of intermediate ﬁlaments).

1

Introduction

Building and analysing large-scale models has attracted much attention recently
as shown, e.g., by building whole-cell models [24] or organ models [2,34]. This
is supported by advancement of biotechnologies, especially in terms of growing
amounts of experimental data leading to a deeper understanding of the functions
of a cell. On the other hand, the computational techniques for building biomodels
have seen in contrast more modest progress. The most commonly used technique
today is to compile a collection of submodels and to focus the computational
eﬀort on the communication and compatibility between them. This is a rather
ad-hoc approach, highly sensitive to availability of existing submodels and vulnerable even to minor changes in them.
We discuss in this paper an approach for building large-scale models based
on the idea of iteratively building the model through adding details to it stepby-step so that its experimental ﬁt and validation is preserved in each step. This
allows the modeler to start with an abstract view of the model and to add details
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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to it as they become available; it also allows the modeler to deal with a hierarchy
of models and to easily zoom-in and -out to various levels of detail as needed
in various applications. Several methods have been proposed to facilitate model
reﬁnement in diﬀerent frameworks, e.g., ODE-based models [9,19], rule-based
models [29], Petri nets [37], biochemical reaction networks [21], π-calculus [33].
This paper is thought of as an excursion through quantitative model reﬁnement, introducing brieﬂy the concept of ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement in several modeling frameworks and demonstrating it on three case-studies. It is only partially
self-contained due to space restrictions; instead it indicates in many places references for further reading on each topic. The paper is structured as follows.
In Sect. 2 we introduce reaction-based models and their associated ODE-based
mass-action semantic. In Sect. 3 we introduce the main concept of this paper,
that of quantitative model reﬁnement; we also formulate a necessary and suﬃcient condition for how the numerical details of a reﬁned model should be set
so that it preserves the ﬁt and the validation of the initial model. In Sect. 4 we
introduce our three case studies: the heat shock response, the ErbB signaling
pathway, and the self-assembly of intermediate ﬁlaments. In Sect. 5 we discuss
two software implementations of the quantitative model reﬁnement. In Sect. 6
we discuss the concept of model reﬁnement in the context of rule-based, Petri
nets, and guarded command language modeling. We conclude the paper with a
short discussion in Sect. 7.

2

Preliminaries

We recall in this section some of the basic notions and deﬁnitions we need
throughout the paper. For more details we refer to [5,9,11,20].
2.1

Reaction-Based Models

In this section we brieﬂy introduce the notion of reaction-based models following
the notations in [9,11].
A reaction-based model N = (S , R) consists of a set of species S = {S1 ,
S2 , ..., Sm } and a set of reactions R = {r1 , . . . , rn }. A reaction rj is of the form:
rj :

m

i=1

cij Si →

m


dij Si ,

i=1

where ci,j , di,j ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. A reaction can also be described as:
rj : cj → dj ,
where cj = (c1j , c2j , ..., cmj )T and dj = (d1j , d2j , ..., dmj )T are called the leftand right-complex of reaction rj , resp.
The stoichiometric coeﬃcient of species Si in reaction rj is denoted by sij
and deﬁned as sij = dij − cij . We say a species Si is produced in reaction rj of
N , if If sij > 0, and that it is consumed otherwise.
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A mass-action reaction-based model is described as M = (S , R, k) where
N = (S , R) is a reaction-based model and k = (kr1 , . . . , krn ) ∈ RR
≥0 . We call
kc→d the reaction rate constant of reaction c → d.
2.2

ODE-based Mass-Action Model

We introduce here the ODE-based mass-action model corresponding to a
reaction-based model; for details we refer to [13,25]. In an ODE the dynamics of a system is expressed in terms of the time-dependent evolution of each
species’ concentration. We assume that the concentrations of the species is only
aﬀected by the reaction. In the case of an ODE model the time evolution of any
Si concentration can be considered as a function si : R≥0 → R≥0 . We deﬁne si
in the case of mass-action kinetics, through the following system of ODEs:
s˙i =

n


m


(dij − cij )kj

scqqj ,

q=1

j=1

where ṡ denotes the diﬀerential of s. We deﬁne the system of ODE for all species
in a compact form as:

kc→d sc (d − c),
ṡ =
c→d∈R

where s = (s1 , s2 , ..., sm )T , ṡ = (s˙1 , s˙2 , ..., sm
˙ )T and sc =

m

i=1

sci i .

Note that we only consider irreversible reactions since any reversible reaction
in the form of
m
m


rj :
cij Si 
dij Si
i=1

i=1

can also be written as two diﬀerent irreversible reactions:
(1)

rj

:

m

i=1

3

cij Si →

m

i=1

dij Si ,

(2)

rj

:

m

i=1

dij Si →

m


cij Si .

i=1

Quantitative Model Refinement

The top-down development of large biological models starts with an initial
abstraction of the considered biological phenomena, which can then iteratively
extended by adding details to it. In the context of reaction-based models relying
on mass-action kinetics, one can distinguish data reﬁnement, which consists in
the replacement of one (or more) species with several variants, i.e. subspecies,
and process reﬁnement, where a generic reaction is replaced with a set of reactions that captures the process in more details by providing intermediary steps.
We focus here on data reﬁnement.
Building models via reﬁnement becomes increasingly diﬃcult as the model
size grows. Generating the reﬁned reactions manually is both tedious and error
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prone. To address this, one can rely on structural reﬁnement, which provides a
generic and systematic approach for generating reﬁned reactions based on the
desired reﬁnement of species. Furthermore, ﬁtting a large model is a computationally expensive process and thus it becomes critical that, to the extent possible, the computational eﬀort spent on ﬁtting previous versions of the model is not
completely wasted, but instead the obtained parameter values are reused for the
initialization of the reﬁned model. This can be accomplished via ﬁt-preserving
reﬁnement, where the parameters of the reﬁned model are set up so as to capture
the same dynamics with respect to the species of the original model.
3.1

Structural Refinement

In this subsection we discuss structural data reﬁnement, as introduced in [9].
We start with the deﬁnition of species reﬁnement, which aims to capture the
replacement of species from the original model with subspecies in the reﬁned
one.
Definition 1 ([9]). Let S and S  be two sets of species. A relation ρ ⊆ S ×S 
is a species reﬁnement relation if and only if it satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. for each S ∈ S , ρ(S) = ∅;
2. for each S  ∈ S  there exists exactly one S ∈ S such that S  ∈ ρ(S).
For each S ∈ S we denote ρ(S) = {S ∈ S  | (S, S  ) ∈ ρ}. Intuitively,
the constraints from the deﬁnition ensure that each species from the original
model is reﬁned to at least one subspecies (more than one in the case of nontrivial reﬁnements) and each species of the reﬁned model corresponds to exactly
one “parent” species from the original model. A species reﬁnement ρ can also be
written as an (S ×S  )-matrix with {0, 1} entries, referred to as the characteristic
matrix of ρ, deﬁned as follows:

1, if S  ∈ ρ(S);
Mρ = (mS,S  )S∈S ,S  ∈S  ,
mS,S  =
0, otherwise.
Note that each column of the matrix has exactly one 1-entry.
The species reﬁnement relation induces the structural reﬁnement of complexes, reactions and reaction networks.

Definition 2 ([11]). Let S = {S1 , . . . , Sm } and S  = {S1 , . . . , Sm
 } be two

sets of species and ρ ⊆ S × S a species reﬁnement relation.


1. Let c = [c1 , . . . , cm ]T ∈ NS and c = [c1 , . . . , cm ] ∈ NS be two complexes
over S , respectively S  . We say that c is a ρ-reﬁnement of c, denoted c ∈
ρ(c), if

cj = ci , f or all 1 ≤ i ≤ m
1≤j≤m
Sj ∈ρ(Si )

or, equivalently, if c = Mρ c .
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2. Let r : c → d be a reaction over S and r : c → d a reaction over S  . We
say that r’ is a ρ-reﬁnement of r, denoted r ∈ ρ(r), if c ∈ ρ(c) and d ∈ ρ(d).
3. Let N = (S , R) and N  = (S  , R  ) be two reaction-based models. We say
that N’ is a ρ-reﬁnement of N, denoted N  ∈ ρ(N ), if

ρ(r) and ρ(r) ∩ R  = ∅, f or all r ∈ R.
R ⊆
r∈R



In case R  = r∈R ρ(r), we say that N’ is the full ρ-reﬁnement of N.
4. Let M = (S , R, k) and M  = (S  , R  , k ) be two mass-action reaction-based
models. We say that M’ is a ρ-reﬁnement of M, denoted M  ∈ ρ(M ), if
(S  , R  ) ∈ ρ(S , R). We say that M’ is a full ρ-reﬁnement of M if (S  , R  )
is the full ρ-reﬁnement of (S , R).

5 Let σ ∈ RS and σ  ∈ RS (thought of as the initial values for the system
of ODEs associated to M and M  ). We say that σ  is a ρ-reﬁnement of σ,
denoted σ  ∈ ρ(σ), if σ = Mρ σ  .
k

Example 1. Consider the reaction A + B −
→ 2B. We reﬁne the reaction to
include two diﬀerent subtypes of species A, A1 and A2 ; species B remains
unchanged but for the lack of clarity we denote it in the reﬁned model by a
new variable, say B1 . The corresponding species reﬁnement relation is given by
ρ = {(A, A1 ), (A, A2 ), (B, B1 )}. The two possible reﬁnements of the considered
k

k

1
2
2B1 , A2 + B1 −→
2B1 .
reaction are A1 + B1 −→
Note that this reaction is part of the Lotka-Volterra model; for a complete
discussion of the reﬁnement of this model we refer to [5,10].

3.2

Fit-Preserving Refinement

In this subsection we deﬁne the ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement, as introduced in [5],
with the notations and formal deﬁnition from [9]. Given an initial value problem,
i.e. an ODE ẋ = F (x) with the initial condition x(0) = x0 , we use x[x0 ] to
denote its (unique) solution.
The problem we investigate in this section is the following:
What is the numerical setup (kinetic rate constants and initial values) of a
reﬁned model ensuring that for each species of the basic model, its corresponding
function in the mathematical model is the sum of the functions corresponding to
its subspecies in the reﬁned model?
The problem is strongly motivated by the need to preserve the numerical ﬁt of
an already validated model, while allowing its extension with additional details
through quantitative model reﬁnements. We give this problem a solution in this
section and we use this solution in several diﬀerent frameworks and case-studies
in the remaining of the paper.
Definition 3. Let M = (S , R, k) and M  = (S  , R  , k ) be two mass-action
reaction networks and ρ ⊆ S × S  a species reﬁnement relation. For any σ ∈
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S
S



S
RS
≥0 and σ ∈ R≥0 we denote by s[σ] : [0, τ ) → R≥0 (s [σ ] : [0, τ ) → R≥0 ) the
vector of the real functions obtained as solutions of the ODE system associated
to M (to M  , resp.) with initial values σ (σ  , resp.).
We say that M’ is a ρ-ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement of M if M  ∈ ρ(M ) and, for

S

all σ ∈ RS
≥0 and σ ∈ R≥0 such that σ = Mρ σ , we have that

s[σ](t) = Mρ s [σ  ](t),
for all values of t in a suitable right-neighborhood of 0.
Note that, for the same set of reactions, it is sometimes possible that two
diﬀerent assignments of kinetic rate constants lead to exactly the same ODE.
For such models it is shown in [4] that the values of the rate constants can not
be computed even from exact and complete experimental data for the system’s
dynamics. As such, the requirement that a model has uniquely identiﬁable rate
constants will be regarded as reasonable and desirable even outside the reﬁnement framework.
What we are looking for is an eﬀective procedure for assigning the values of
the kinetic rate constants of the reﬁned model so that a ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement
is obtained. An (implicit) assignment that achieves this is given in Deﬁnition 4.
Definition 4. Let M = (S , R, k) and M  = (S  , R  , k ) be two mass-action
reaction networks and ρ ⊆ S × S  a species reﬁnement relation. We say that
M  is a canonical ρ-reﬁnement of M if M  is a full ρ-reﬁnement of M and, for
every c → d ∈ R and every c ∈ ρ(c), we have that
|S |



c
c

i=1 ci !
kc →d =
kc→d , where
= |S
.
|



c
c
j=1 cj !
d ∈ρ(d)
It is shown in [9] that any canonical ρ-reﬁnement is also a ﬁt-preserving
reﬁnement. We provide here the stronger result of [11].
Theorem 1 ([11]). Let M = (S , R, k) and M  = (S  , R  , k ) be two reaction
networks such that M  is a full ρ-reﬁnement of M .
1. If M  is a canonical ρ-reﬁnement of M , then M  is a ﬁt-preserving ρreﬁnement of M .
2. If M has uniquely identiﬁable rate constants, then M  is a ﬁt-preserving ρreﬁnement of M if and only if M  is a canonical ρ-reﬁnement of M .
Note that Theorem 1 provides a complete characterization of ﬁt-preserving
reﬁnement in the context of mass-action models. What is remarkable in this characterization is the linear dependency between the rate constants of the reﬁned
model and those of the original model.
Example 2. Consider again the reaction from Example 1 and its reﬁnements. In
this case, canonical reﬁnement translates to having k1 = k and k2 = k, since the
left hand sides of the two reﬁned reactions are distinct.
For a more comprehensive discussion of ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement, see [11],
where several distinct ﬁt-preserving reﬁnements of the Brusselator [30] are presented and compared.
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Refinement Induced by the Composition of Species

In this subsection we rely on the initial reﬁnement ideas proposed in [5], where
a distinction is made between complex species (which consist of several, smaller,
units, e.g. molecules composed of atoms) and atomic species, which can not
be divided into smaller parts, within the current resolution of the model. For
k
example, consider the following chemical reaction: A + B:C −
→ A:B + C.
The deﬁnition of reﬁnement presented in Sect. 3 does not consider the composition of species. However, this information may be relevant, particularly in
cases when the subspecies distinguished in the reﬁned model are in fact induced
by the data reﬁnement of one (or several) atomic species. For the chosen reaction, note that there are three atomic species, namely A, B and C, and two
complex species, A:B and B:C. For uniformity, we assume that the reactants
and products of a reaction are all complex species, thus we allow a complex
species to be composed of a single atomic species.
Assume that in the reﬁned model we can distinguish two types of B. We can
write this as an atomic reﬁnement relation:
ρatomic = {(A, A1 ), (B, B1 ), (B, B2 ), (C, C1 )}.
This induces a reﬁnement of all complex species of the model where, just as
in the case of reaction reﬁnement, we aim to capture all possible combinations of
subspecies which are meaningful with respect to the composition of the species
from the original model. In this case, the species reﬁnement relation for complex
species becomes
ρ = {(A, A1 ), (B:C, B1 :C1 ), (B:C, B2 :C1 ), (A:B, A1 :B1 ), (A:B, A1 :B2 ), (C, C1 )}.
Given the species reﬁnement relation ρ, structural reﬁnement can proceed as
in Sect. 3.1. The advantage of deﬁning an atomic reﬁnement is its compactness.
Moreover, as we show in Sect. 5, this is enough for enabling the automated
computation of the structural reﬁnement of a model.

4

Case-Studies

We introduce in this section the three case studies discussed in this paper: the
heat shock response, the ErbB signaling pathway, and the self-assembly of intermediate ﬁlaments.
4.1

The Heat Shock Response

The eukaryotic heat shock response is a conserved regulatory network that acts
as a defence mechanism against proteotoxicity arising from environmental stressors such as: elevated temperature, toxins, infections, etc. Elevated temperatures
induce protein misfolding leading to the formation of aggregates which hinder
protein homeostasis, eventually bringing about apoptosis. The deleterious eﬀects
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of elevated temperature upon proteins are counterbalanced by a family of molecular chaperones, called heat shock proteins, which bind to misfolded proteins,
facilitating their recovery process so as to prevent apotosis. We consider the
following basic molecular model for the heat shock response, introduced in [32].
Heat shock proteins (hsp’s) play a key role in the process of protein refolding, chaperoning misfolded proteins in the recovery process and facilitating the
degradation of severely damaged proteins. Heat shock proteins possess an aﬃnity towards misfolded proteins and, hence, they sequester them, form hsp: mfp
complexes, helping them recover to their original conformation (prot). The hspencoding genes transactivation controls the cell’s response to environmental
stressors. Gene transcription is regulated by a family of proteins, called heat
shock factors (hsf’s). Heat shock factors are found predominantly in the cell in a
monomeric state when the cell does not withstand any stress from the environment, extensively bound to heat shock proteins (hsp: hsf). Elevated temperatures
lead to the breakage of hsp: hsf, causing the release of hsf’s. Heat stress induces
the dimerization of heat shock factors (hsf2 ) and their consequent trimerization
(hsf3 ), bringing them to a conformation which enables their binding with the
promoter elements of the hsp-encoding gene, heat shock element (hse). This promotes hsp synthesis. However, once the expression level of hsp is elevated enough
for the cell to endure the eﬀects of environmental stressors, hsp synthesis is turned
oﬀ. Heat shock proteins, thus, sequestrate the free hsf’s, break dimers and trimers
and impel DNA unbinding, by the formation of hsp: hsf complexes. Consequently,
the production of trimers is impeded. Temperature elevation causes proteins to
misfold, as a consequence heat shock proteins are detached from heat shock factors, hsp: hsf complexes being broken. Now free hsf’s dimerize and trimerize, thus
promoting the synthesis of hsp’s. We list the complete set of reactions in Table 1.
Table 1. The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [32].

Reaction

Description

2 hsf  hsf 2

Dimerization (1)

hsf + hsf 2  hsf 3

Trimerization (2)

hsf 3 + hse  hsf3 : hse

DNA binding (3)

hsf3 : hse → hsf3 : hse + hsp

hsp synthesis (4)

hsp + hsf  hsp: hsf

hsf sequestration (5)

hsp + hsf 2 → hsp: hsf + hsf

Dimer dissipation (6)

hsp + hsf 3 → hsp: hsf +2 hsf

Trimer dissipation (7)

hsp + hsf3 : hse → hsp: hsf +2 hsf + hse DNA unbinding (8)
hsp → ∅

hsp degradation (9)

prot → mfp

Protein misfolding (10)

hsp + mfp  hsp: mfp

mfp sequestration (11)

hsp: mfp → hsp + prot

Protein refolding (12)
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Various post-translational modiﬁcations can aﬀect heat shock factors (phosphorylation, acetylation, sumoylation) and inﬂuence DNA-binding activity. The
heat shock response is attenuated as a result of the acetylation of heat shock factors (hsf’s). We introduce here the reﬁnement of hsf molecules as shown in [19],
by considering the acetylation status of the hsf molecule at its K80 residue.
The species in the reﬁned model are classiﬁed in two categories: atomic or
complex. Atomic species refer to self-contained species, autonomous in their
structure, see [12]. The structure of a complex however consists in at least two
atomic species bound together. All species to be reﬁned, previously mentioned
above are atomic.
The reﬁned model includes two types of heat shock factors: one to represent
the acetylation of the lysine residue (K80) of hsf’s and one for the non-acetylated
hsf’s. As a consequence, the hsf3 : hse complex, for example, is to be reﬁned into 4
subtypes conforming to the status of its every hsf molecule, considering the symmetry in the acetylation sites distribution: rhsf3 : rhse, rhsf3 (1) : rhse, rhsf3 (2) : rhse,
rhsf3 (3) : rhse. We denote by rhsf3 (i) : rhse the complex where i of the 3 hsf’s are
acetylated at site K80.
The reﬁnement described above can be formalized through the species reﬁnement relation below (one row for each species of the basic model):
ρ ={(hse, rhse), (hsp, rhsp), (prot, rprot), (mfp, rmfp), (hsp: mfp, rhsp: rmfp),
(hsf, rhsf), (hsf, rhsf (1) ),
(hsf2 , rhsf2 ), (hsf2 , rhsf 2 (1) ), (hsf2 , rhsf 2 (2) ),
(hsf3 , rhsf3 ), (hsf3 , rhsf 3 (1) ), (hsf3 , rhsf 3 (2) ), (hsf3 , rhsf 3 (3) ),
(hsp: hsf, hsp: rhsf), (hsp: hsf, rhsp: rhsf (1) ),
(hsf3 : hse, rhsf3 : rhse), (hsf3 : hse, rhsf3 (1) : rhse), (hsf3 : hse, rhsf3 (2) : rhse),
(hsf3 : hse, rhsf3 (3) : rhse)}.
The reﬁned model in [19] comprises 20 reactants and 55 irreversible reactions, while the initial model in [32] consists of 10 reactants and 17 irreversible
reactions. The numerical details of the reﬁned model, set in accordance with
Theorem 1, can be found in [19]. Through reﬁnement, the model preserves its
ﬁt and validation, even though its size increases considerably, both in number
of reactants, and in number of reactions.
4.2

The ErbB Signalling Pathway

The ErbB signalling pathway is an evolutionary regulatory pathway, which plays
a key role in the regulation of diverse cellular processes (growth, diﬀerentiation,
motility, etc.) and whose anomalous behaviour is associated with cancer development in humans. The ErbB signalling pathway involves a number of cellular
ligands, among which we are interested in this survey in EGF and HRG, and four
receptor tyrosine kinases: ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4.
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The Initial ErbB Signalling Pathway Model. The activation of the pathway
commences with the binding of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) to the epidermal growth factor receptor EGFR (ErbB1), which brings about a dimerization
of the newly formed complex and subsequently a rapid auto-phosphorylation of
its tyrosine residues. The signal is propagated through two distinct pathways:
Shc-dependent and Shc-independent, both of which lead to the activation of
Ras-GTP. The Shc-dependent pathway is activated by the Shc protein, which
binds to the dimerized, phosphorylated, ligand-bound receptor and then subsequently to Grb2. The Shc-independent pathway is in turn activated by the
direct binding with Grb2. Both the aforementioned pathways require Sos to be
recruited to the membrane. The pathway sustains an elaborate internalization
process along with the degradation of several complexes. However, the recruitment of Sos impels an association with protein Ras which causes the activation
of Ras in a GTP-dependent manner. Subsequent to its formation and activation,
the inactivation of Ras-GTP is a consequence of the dissociation from the receptor complex involving protein GAP. It is not clear so far however what is the
responsible kinase for the phosphorylation of Raf, but the model in [17] considers protein Raf to be phosphorylated by free Ras-GTP. Then in turn, subsequent
to its phosphorylation, Raf is able to phosphorylate MEK. Doubly phosphorylated MEK sucessively phosphorylates ERK, see [17]. The initial model in [17]
acknowledges the negative feedback loop from doubly phosporylated ERK to Sos,
promoting as a result, the unbinding between Grb2-Sos and the receptor complex. Without any stimulation from EGF, the system is in a steady-state. The
initial model described in [17] distinguishes between two pools of dually phosphorylated ERK (ERK-PP), ﬁrst of which is identiﬁed in the cytoplasm and the
latter in association to the internalized receptor. As described in [17], the model
consists of 13 chemical processes: the activation of EGFR , the recruitment of
the following proteins: Shc, Grb2 and Sos, the activation and the inactivation
of Ras, the activation of Raf, the MEK phosphorylation/dephosphorylation, the
dephosphorylation of ERK , the negative feedback from ERK to Sos, the internalization of receptor complexes and degradations reaction. A more elaborate
discussion about the model can be found in [17]. The model has 103 species and
148 reactions.
The Refined ErbB Signaling Pathway Model. This subsection brieﬂy
describes the expansion of the EGFR signalling pathway model from [17] by
means of ﬁt-preserving data reﬁnement, taking into account four members of
the ErbB family: ErbB1 (EGFR), ErbB2 (HER2), ErbB3, ErbB4, and two ligands:
EGF and HRG. The resulting model has 421 species and 928 reactions.
We consider only the following two reﬁnements of two atomic species:
EGFR → {ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4};

EGF → {EGF, HRG}.

Obviously, these reﬁnements cascade to other reﬁnements of complex species.
We discuss this in the following.
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Consider ﬁrst the receptor activation reaction:
k+

lb
EGF-EGFR .
EGF + EGFR ↔

(1)

We reﬁne it to include both ligands L1 , L2 ∈ {EGF, HRG} and the receptors
R1 , . . . , R4 ∈ {ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4} as follows:
+
ki,j

Li + Rj ←−→ Li−Rj , for all i = 1, 2, j = 1, 4.
−
ki,j

We aim to set the kinetic rate constants of the reﬁned model in concordance
to the suﬃcient conditions for ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement in Sect. 3. Let’s consider
the ligand-binding reaction (1); its corresponding kinetic rate constants are set
−
−
+
+
= klb
and ki,j
= klb
, for all i = 1, 2, j = 1, 4.
as follows: ki,j
Consider now the dimerization of the ligand-bound receptor reaction:
k+

2 EGF-EGFR ←d→ (EGF-EGFR)2 .
−
kd

In the reﬁned model we considered all possible combinations of ligand-bound
receptor monomers, found on the left-hand side of the dimerization reactions.
Since we have two types of ligands and four types of receptors, this gives us
eight types of combinations ligand-receptors. Accordingly, the dimerization of
the ligand-bound receptor is reﬁned in the following manner:
+
ki,j,l

Ci + Cj ←−−→ (Cl )2 ,
ki,j,l

where Ci , Cj , Cl ∈ {EGF − ErbBp, HRG − ErbBq |p, q ∈ 1, 4}. Note that we only
consider the formation of homo-dimers in our considerations; hetero-dimers may
also be included, with the consequence of drastically increasing the model size.
According to Theorem 1, the kinetic rate constants of the reﬁned dimerization
reaction are set as follows:

0, if l = i; j
0, if l = i; j
+
−
; ki,j,l = kd−
ki,j,l =
kd+ , otherwise.
, otherwise.
8

kp

k

i
Consider now the receptor production −→ EGFR, reﬁned as −→
Ri , i =
1, 4, where Ri ∈ {ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4}. The corresponding kinetic rate
k
constants are set so as to comply with the condition in Theorem 1: ki = 4p .
Finally, complex species of the initial model of [17] were reﬁned taking into
account all combinations of receptor-ligand binding. Let’s take, for instance, a
species (EGF-EGFR*)2 -AC, where AC represents a so-called chain of bound atomic
species (such as GAP-Grb2-Sos-Ras-GDP-Prot). According to our method, species
(EGF-EGFR*)2 -AC was reﬁned into the subspecies below:

(EGF-EGFR*)2 -AC → {(Ci ∗ ) − AC}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 8,
2

with Ci ∈ {EGF − ErbBp, HRG − ErbBq |p, q = 1, 4} and with “∗” character
denoting the phosphorylation status the molecule.
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Intermediate Filaments Self-assembly

Intermediate ﬁlaments (IF), together with actin ﬁlaments and microtubules,
are the three types of protein ﬁlaments forming the cytoskeleton of eukaryotic
cells [35]. IF in particular have an important role in the structural reinforcement of the cells and their organization into tissues, and in distributing the
tensile forces across cells within a tissue [27]. IF sub-units are α-helical rods
which assemble both laterally and using end-to-end interactions into rope-like
ﬁlaments [15]. The emerging ﬁlaments range in length from hundreds of nm to
micro-meter values, while their width (when in mature state) is preserved at
11 nm.
In the following we choose vimentin ﬁlaments as a representative for the
class of intermediate ﬁlaments proteins, and we analyze their in-vitro assembly
principles. Based on the recent studies in [6] and [28] we present both a well
validated molecular and computational model of the in vitro vimentin assembly
into ﬁlaments, as well as a reﬁned model distinguishing between the diﬀerent
lengths of the emerging ﬁlaments.
The in-vitro vimentin assembly process follows four stages. In the ﬁrst stage,
monomers associate laterally into dimers and then into tetrameres (denoted as
T ). The tetramer sub-units are the ﬁrst chemically stable compounds in the
IF assembly process, and, moreover, the assembly can be blocked/freezed before
continuing further. This is why when modelling the in-vitro IF assembly this ﬁrst
stage is omitted, and the IF assembly is assumed to be starting from tetramer
level. The second assembly phase consist of a series of further lateral associations: two tetrameres merge into an octamer (O), two octamers merge into
a hexadecamer (H), and two hexadecamer merge into a unit length ﬁlament
(ULF). ULFs (denoted as U ) are the basic units of the emerging ﬁlament structures. In the third assembly phase the ﬁlaments start forming and elongating,
by sub-sequent end-to-end associations of both ULFs and of shorter ﬁlaments.
In the ﬁnal assembly phase the ﬁlaments undergo a radial compaction, from an
ULF diameter of about 15 nm to a ﬁlament diameter of about 11 nm [15]. Since
within this last assembly phase the ULF per ﬁlament ratio does not suﬀer any
further modiﬁcations, this stage does not bring any changes within the molecular
model itself.
Depending on the number n of constituent ULF’s within one ﬁlament, we can
diﬀerentiate between the emergent assemblies based on their “size” n. A common
problem in modelling self-assembly systems is dealing with the combinatorial
explosion of all possible emergent assemblies as possible diﬀerent species. In
case of the IF model above, this translates into the problem of representing and
reasoning about all the emergent ﬁlaments of size 1, 2, 3, etc. In [6], the authors
introduce a well validated molecular and numerical model for in-vitro vimentin
assembly. Within this model, see Table 2 (a), the emerging ﬁlaments consisting
of at least two ULFs are treated in a homogenous manner, and are captured
within the same generic species F . With this assumption in place, the authors
succeed to validate several experimental data sets on the time dependent mean
length of the emerging vimentin IFs. The model however is not able to capture
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the time distribution of a particular length ﬁlament, say the time distribution
of ﬁlaments containing exactly 3 ULFs.
Using the reﬁnement method described in Sect. 3 we can reﬁne the generic
ﬁlament species F according to any desired (ﬁnite) resolution level. For example,
for introducing a model distinguishing between all ﬁlaments of lengths 1 to 5
ULFs, as well as ﬁlaments containing at least 6 ULFs, we can use the species
reﬁnement relation below; the entire reﬁned molecular model is described in
Table 2(b):
ρ = {(T, rT), (O, rO), (H, rH), (U, rF1 ), (F, rF2 ), (F, rF3 ), (F, rF4 ), (F, rF5 ), (F, rF≥6 )}.

Moreover, by setting the kinetic rate constants of the reﬁned model as in
Theorem 1, we can ensure that the newly generated reﬁned model is preserving
its predictions for mean ﬁlament length. This implies that the reﬁned models is
indeed also validating the experimental data sets used in [6]. The kinetic rate
constants of the reﬁned model may be chosen as described in Table 2(b).

5

Software Support

We discuss in this section two software tools for implementing quantitative model
reﬁnement in practice.
5.1

ModelRef

We have developed a software tool called ModelRef [22] implementing ﬁtpreserving model reﬁnement for atomic-only species as described in Sect. 3. The
Table 2. The molecular models of the basic (a) and the reﬁned (b) representations of
the IF assembly process.
(a) Basic model
Reaction

(b) Reﬁned model

Rate constant Reaction

Rate constant

T + T → O kt

rT + rT → rO

kt  = kt

O + O → H ko

rO + rO → rH

ko  = ko

H + H → U kh

rH + rH → rF1

kh  = kh

U + U → F ku

rF1 + rF1 → rF2

k(1,1)  = ku

U + F → F kuf

rF1 + rFi → rFi+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4

k(1,i)  = kuf

F+F → F

rF1 + rFj → rF≥6 , j ∈ {5, ≥ 6}
rF2 + rF2 → rF4
rFi + rFi → rF≥6 ,
rFi + rFi ,i ∈ {3, 4, 5, ≥ 6}
rF2 + rF3 → rF5
rFi + rFj → rF≥6 ,
rFi + rFj , 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 5, i + j ≥ 6
rFi + rF≥6 → rF≥6 2 ≤ i ≤ 5

k(1,j)  = kuf
k(2,2)  = kﬀ
k(i,i)  = kﬀ

kﬀ

k(2,3)  = 2 kﬀ
k(i,j)  = 2 kﬀ
k(i,≥6)  = 2 kﬀ
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user provides as the input a numerical model as well as the reﬁnement criteria.
The numerical model in the input contains a set of chemical species, their initial
concentrations, set of chemical reactions and their reaction kinetic rates. In the
reﬁnement criteria one indicates the correspondence between original and the
reﬁned species.
ModelRef generates the reﬁned model as follows:
– Every species from the original model that should be reﬁned is substituted
with the corresponding set of the reﬁnement species.
– Every reaction from the original model that includes species being reﬁned
either as reactants or products is substituted with the set of reactions including
the respective reﬁnement species. The resulting set of reactions and their
kinetic rates are calculated as deﬁned in Sect. 3.
ModelRef handles models in both SBML and CPS ﬁle formats. The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) is one of the most wide-spread open
interchange formats for computer models of biological processes [18]. CPS is a
native ﬁle format of Complex Simulator Pathway (COPASI) [16] for storing and
exchanging biological models.
The reﬁnement criteria should be provided in CSV (Comma Separated Values) table, where the ﬁrst column contains names of the original biochemical
species, while the right column contains a set of species that should substitute/reﬁne the respective original species from the left column.
ModelRef is implemented as a Java library and it is deployed as a standalone Java console application, as an Anduril [31] component and as a webbased service. Anduril is an open source component-based workﬂow framework
for scientiﬁc data analysis developed at the Computational Systems Biology
Laboratory, University of Helsinki. Anduril provides and API that allows to
integrate rapidly various existing software tools and algorithms into a single
data analysis pipeline. An Anduril pipeline comprises a set of interconnected
executable programs (called components) with well-deﬁned I/O ports, where an
output port of a component may be connected to the input ports of some number
of other components.
The web-service allows for a user to upload on our web-server a numerical
model in either SBML or CPS formats, the reﬁnement criteria as CSV table,
and then, it sends back to the user the resulting reﬁned model in either SBML
or CPS format.
Since ModelRef is implemented as a Java class library, its functionality can
be extended by other developers and it can be directly incorporated into other
Java programs. As an Anduril component, ModelRef can be easily incorporated
into data analysis pipelines.
5.2

StructRef

StructRef relies on the data reﬁnement induced by an atomic reﬁnement relation,
as described in Sect. 3.3. The software is thought of as an interactive tool allowing
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the modeler to specify the initial atomic reﬁnement relation, but also to intervene
and alter intermediary results to better ﬁt prior knowledge about the model that
is reﬁned.
The software takes as input a model represented in the SBML format. Intermediary results are saved as XML ﬁles. The ﬁnal output, the structural reﬁnement of the input model, is represented as SBML, with the intermediary results
inserted as annotations, to allow for their reuse.
The software works as follows:
– Species are read from the input model and their composition is inferred from
their names. Currently, the software assumes that the atomic components of
a complex species are separated by colons, but this can easily be extended
in future versions. Moreover, at the end of this step, an XML is generated
with the composition information. The modeler can inspect this ﬁle and make
changes as needed.
– The (possibly updated) composition information is used for inferring the
names of all atomic species from the model. A template XML ﬁle is produced
for the atomic reﬁnement relation. The template contains a trivial reﬁnement,
namely the renaming of all atomic species by prepending “r” to their original names. The modeler must edit this ﬁle in order to describe a nontrivial
reﬁnement.
– The composition information and the atomic reﬁnement relation are used for
generating the reﬁnement of complex species, using the approach presented
in Sect. 3.3. The result is presented in XML format and contains the name
and composition information for each of the reﬁned species. The modeler can
update this ﬁle to rename species, or to remove some of them, so as to match
prior knowledge about the system that is modeled (some of the automatically
generated combinations of reﬁned atomic species may be impossible).
– The reﬁnement of complex species is used to generate the reﬁned reactions of
the model, as described in Sect. 3.1. Again, the modeler can alter the results
to remove some of the reactions.
– The reﬁned model is generated as an SBML ﬁle, including all the intermediary
information that was generated by the software.
The software was implemented in Python and uses Qt4 for the graphical user
interface. It can be found at [36]

6

Quantitative Refinement in Other Formalisms

Quantitative reﬁnement is by no mean restricted to the reaction-based and ODEbased models. In this section we discuss the reﬁnement in three other formalisms,
namely rule-based models, Petri net models and guarded command based models. In each part we brieﬂy introduce the modeling in that speciﬁc framework
and we also give a short explanation on how to apply the reﬁnement in each
formalisms. The structural part of the reﬁnement has a diﬀerent solution in
each approach, in some cases leading to a compact representation of the reﬁned
models. For a more detailed discussion we refer to [21].
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Rule-Based Models Refinement

A model within a a rule-based modelling framework is described by the molecules of interest, their components (i.e. a post-translational modiﬁcation site)
and the states corresponding to each component. The interaction between the
components are captured through graph-rewriting rules, where a rule can refer
to either a certain type of reactions or a class of reactions. We refer to [8] for a
detailed presentation of this framework.

Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the species EGF-EGFR and of the rule showing
the dimerization of EGF-EGFR through a binding site. Note that the sites denoted by
letter P represent phosphorylation sites, while the other sites represent binding sites.

Rule-based languages are used to characterize the dynamics of the system
at hand. Rules produce reactants introducing classes of reactions, which express
classes of reactions describing speciﬁc interactions between atomic and/or complex species. In practice, a rule speciﬁes group rules, which characterize interactions between species through regular expressions. The conversion from reactants
to products is enabled through a rate law.
A graphical representation of the dimerization of EGF-EGFR is in Fig. 1.
In case one would need to reﬁne either of the species to include two types
of ligands or four types of receptors as discussed in Sect. 4.2, the only required
adjustment needed is adding a site for EGF (with two possible vlaues) and one
for EGFR (with four possible values). Note that the rule illustrated in Fig. 1
remains unchanged, in stark contrast with the combinatorial explosion discussed
in Sect. 4.2.
6.2

Refinement of Petri Net Models

The Petri nets formalism is used to represent systems with concurrency and
resource sharing, which makes it suitable for modeling biological systems. In
this formalism each species is represented by a place with as many tokens as
the number of instances of the species present in the system, and each reaction
by a transition whose pre- and post-places correspond to the species on the left
and the right hand side of the reaction, respectively, where arc multiplicities
represent the stoichiometric coeﬃcients of species involved in the reaction. For
more information on modeling biological systems in the framework of Petri nets
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Fig. 2. Petri net representation of the initial HSR model.

we refer to [26]. A Petri net model of the heat shock response case study is
presented in Fig. 2.
Coloured Petri nets are an extension of Petri nets where places are assigned
data types called color sets, and each place may host tokens of diﬀerent colors
(values in the place’s color set). Transitions can have additional constraints on
the colors of the tokens traversing them, in the form of guards, and arc multiplicities are replaced by expressions containing variables and/or values from the
color set of the place connected to the arc. For more information on modeling
with colored Petri nets, see [23].
Reﬁnement of a model in the sense of Sect. 3 can be implemented in the
framework of Petri nets by creating a new model where each reﬁned species is
represented as a place, and each reﬁned reaction as a transition, which results in
a model explosion of the same magnitude as in the case of reaction-based models.
In the framework of colored Petri nets, the initial model can be transformed in
the reﬁned model via coloring. All subspecies of a species may be modeled using
the same place as the parent species, having a color set with as many colors as
the desired number of subspecies. New reactions can be represented with the
same transition as the parent reaction, with possible constraints expressed via
transition guards. It can also happen that the coloring scheme chosen for the
reﬁnement of species prompts to adding new transitions in the reﬁned model to
account for some of the reﬁned reaction, in case the modeler wants to avoid too
complex transition guards.
For the case study of the heat shock response, one coloring strategy is to
consider integer color sets with as many colors as the number of subspecies
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Fig. 3. Representation of the reﬁned HSR model as a colored Petri net, using as few
colors as possible (Color ﬁgure online).

for the species reﬁning to at least two subspecies. A possible resulting model
is depicted in Fig. 3. Compared to the network for the initial HSR model, this
reﬁned version contains several additional transitions. They account for reactions
that have the same left hand side, but diﬀerent right hand sides, e.g. a trimer
with one acetylated molecule can produce either a non-acetylated monomer and
a single-acetylated dimer, or an acetylated monomer and a non-acetylated dimer.
The same model could be implemented while preserving the network structure by
using variables on each adjacent arc and a guard on the trimerizationb w transition
that accounts for all valid variable bindings at once.
A diﬀerent coloring strategy is to consider the color set of places representing complex species to be the cartesian product of the color sets of the places
representing the components of the complex. In this case, there is a distinction
between e.g. one-acetylated dimers, depending on which of the two composing
monomers is acetylated. This results in an adjustment of the kinetic constants of
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some reactions, but the resulting colored Petri net has exactly the same structure as the initial one. We refer to [14,21] for all details of this construction.
Note that both colored Petri net representations of the reﬁnement are smaller
in size than the fully expanded model, showing that the framework of colored
Petri nets can be successfully used to obtain compact models upon reﬁnement.
6.3

Guarded Command-Based Models Refinement

The guarded command-based models, inspired by the guarded command languages ﬁrst introduced in [7], is a modelling framework to capture the dynamics
of alternative and repetitive constructs with a non-deterministic component in
which the enabled activity is not utterly dependent on the initial input.
Table 3. Basic guarded command-based model for intermediate ﬁlaments selfassembly.
Guarded command
[r2 ] T ≥ 2 → T2 ∗ kt : T = T −2 ∧ O = O +1;
2





(2)

[r3 ] O ≥ 2 → O ∗ ko : O = O −2 ∧ H = H +1;

(3)

[r4 ] H ≥ 2 → H2 ∗ kh : H = H −2 ∧ U = U + 1;

(4)

[r5 ]U ≥ 2 → U2 ∗ kh : U = U − 2 ∧ F = F +1;

(5)

[r6 ]U ≥ 1 ∧ F ≥ 1 → U ∗ F ∗ kuf : U = U − 1 ∧ F = F −1 ∧ F = F +1 (6)
[r7 ] F ≥ 2 → F2 ∗ kﬀ : F = F −2 ∧ F = F +1.

(7)

A guarded command-based model comprises a set of variables and a set of
guarded commands. A guarded command consists of a guard, an update and a
corresponding rate to the guarded command. The guard is a Boolean predicate
over all the variables in the model and the update describes a transition which
the system can make if the guard is true. To obtain the guarded command
corresponding to a reaction of a reaction network we use the approach proposed
in [1], for example the guard corresponding to the reaction F + F → F of Table 2
is obtained as follows:
– the reaction can be enabled whenever there are at least two F in the system
to bind and form an F, therefore, we deﬁne the corresponding guard to be
“F ≥ 2”, i.e. the guarded command can be enabled whenever F ≥ 2;
– we deﬁne the rate corresponding to the guarded command to be “F2 ∗ kﬀ ”
which is in correspondence with the deﬁnition of a reaction rate of a massaction ODE-based model, see [25];
– we deﬁne the update corresponding to the guarded command to be “F =
F −2 ∧ F = F +1”, i.e. whenever the guard is enable two F are consumed and
one F is produced.
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Table 4. Reﬁned guarded command-based model for intermediate ﬁlaments selfassembly.
Guarded command
[r8 ] rT ≥ 2 → rT2 ∗ kt  : rT = rT −2 ∧ rO = rO +1;
2







(8)

[r9 ] rO ≥ 2 → rO ∗ ko : rO = rO −2 ∧ rH = rH +1;

(9)

[r10 ] rH ≥ 2 → rH2 ∗ kh  : rH = rH −2 ∧ rF1  = rF1 +1;

(10)

2







[r11 ] rF1 ≥ 2 → rF1 ∗ k(1,1) : rF1 = rF1 −2 ∧ rF2 = rF2 +1;

(11)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 :
[r12 ] rF1 ≥ 1 ∧ rFi ≥ 1∧ → rF1 ∗ rFi ∗ k(1,i)  : rF1  = rF1 −1∧
rFi  = rFi −1 ∧ rFi+1  = rFi+1 +1;

(12)

for j ∈ {5, ≥ 6} :
[r13 ] rF1 ≥ 1 ∧ rFj ≥ 1∧ → rF1 ∗ rFj ∗ k(1,i)  : rF1  = rF1 −1∧
rFj  = rFj −1 ∧ rF≥6  = rF≥6 +1;

(13)

[r14 ] rF2 ≥ 2 → rF2 2 ∗ k(2,2)  : rF2  = rF2 −2 ∧ rF4  = rF4 +1;

(14)

for i ∈ {3, 4, 5, ≥ 6} :
[r15 ] rFi ≥ 2 → rF1 ∗ rFj ∗ k(1,i)  : rFi  = rFi −2 ∧ rF≥6  = rF≥6 +1; (15)
[r16 ] rF2 ≥ 1 ∧ rF3 ≥ 1∧ → rF2 ∗ rF3 ∗ k(2,3)  : rF2  = rF2 −1∧
rF3  = rF3 −1 ∧ rF5  = rF5 +1;
for 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 5, i + j ≥ 6 :
[r17 ] rFi ≥ 1 ∧ rFj ≥ 1∧ → rFi ∗ rFj ∗ k(i,j)  : rFi  = rFi −1∧
rFj  = rFj −1 ∧ rF≥6  = rF≥6 +1;
[r18 ] rFi ≥ 1 ∧ rF≥6 ≥ 1∧ → rFi ∗ rF≥6 ∗ k(i,≥6)  : rFi  = rFi −1∧
rF≥6  = rF≥6 −1 ∧ rF≥6  = rF≥6 +1.

(16)

(17)
(18)

The list of all guarded commands corresponding to the basic intermediate ﬁlaments self-assembly is presented in Table 3.
Reﬁnement in guarded command-based models is similar to the one of
reaction-based models. In this approach whenever there is a reﬁned variable
in a guard we replace that guard with a set of guards considering to all possible
reﬁnements whereas in the reﬁnement of reaction networks we would replace each
reaction involving any reﬁned reactant by the corresponding set of all possible
reﬁned reactions, for more information we refer to [1].
The list of all guarded commands corresponding to the reﬁned intermediate
ﬁlaments self-assembly is presented in Table 4.

7

Discussion

We discussed in this paper quantitative model reﬁnement, an algorithmic approach for building large biomodels in an iterative fashion, while ensuring that
the ﬁt and the validation of the model is preserved throughout the construction.
This allows the computational modeler to avoid repeating parameter estimation
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in each step of the model construction, even as the model size increases in each
step; rather, the modeler may choose a setup that allows the model to preserve
its ﬁt to existing data in each step. Quantitative reﬁnement also allows the modeler to deal with partial information about some of the parameters of the model,
including such numerical values of the parameters whenever available, checking
their consistency with the other parameters and with the data, and compensating for lack of information about parameters with an algorithmic solution. We
investigated the versatility of the ﬁt-preserving reﬁnement method with respect
to four broadly used frameworks: reaction models, rule-based models, Petri net
models, and guarded command-based models.
The computational advantages of the reﬁnement-driven top-down approach
as opposed to the bottom-up approach based on collection of submodels is most
evident in the case study on the ErbB signaling pathway. For instance, the ErbbB
model of [3], consisting of 828 reactions and 499 reactants, was ﬁt to experimental
data by running about 100 times annealing methods, over 24 hours on a cluster
consisting of 100 nodes. The reﬁnement-driven approach starts from an initial
model of [17] consisting of 103 reactants and 148 reactions, and leading to a
reﬁned model consisting of 421 reactants involved in 928 reactions; the reﬁned
model has a good numerical behavior, avoiding any supplementary model ﬁt.
An interesting challenge that remains open to investigate is the scalability of
the quantitative model reﬁnement approach on larger case studies.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by the Academy of Finland
under project 267915. Bogdan Iancu’s current aﬃliation is at Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Turku, Finland.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to study the computational power
of P systems with one active membrane without polarizations. For P
systems with active membranes, it is known that computational completeness can be obtained with either of the following combinations of
features: (i) two polarizations, (ii) membrane creation and dissolution,
(iii) four membranes with three labels, membrane division and dissolution, (iv) seven membranes with two labels, membrane division and dissolution. Obviously, in polarizationless P systems with only one active
membrane only object evolution rules and send-out rules are possible.
We consider two variants here – external output and internal output –
and show how the choice of the output region influences the generative
power. Moreover, we illustrate the connection between (polarizationless)
P systems with one active membrane and catalytic P systems with one
catalyst in the skin region.

1

Introduction

Membrane computing is a theoretical framework of parallel distributed multiset
processing. It has been introduced by Gheorghe Păun in 1998, and since then it
has been an active research are, see [11] for the comprehensive bibliography and
[7,9] for a systematic survey. Membrane systems are also called P systems.
It has been shown in [4] (some results being improvements of the results from
[1,3]) that the following P systems with active membranes are computationally
complete:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

P systems with one membrane and two polarizations, as acceptors,
polarizationless P systems with membrane creation and dissolution,
polarizationless P systems starting with four membranes and three labels,
polarizationless P systems starting with seven membranes and two labels.

In this paper we investigate the family of P systems with one active membrane without polarizations. Similar questions have been addressed in [2] for
non-cooperative transitional P systems without any additional features.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Definitions

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions from formal language
theory, e.g., see [10], and for the area of P systems we refer to [6,7,9] as well as
to [11] for actual news.
2.1

Formal Language Prerequisites

The set of all positive integers is denoted by N1 , and the set of all non-negative
integers by N. For a ﬁnite set V , the set of all strings over V is denoted by
V ∗ . The concatenation operation for strings is denoted by • (which is only written when necessary) and the empty string is denoted by λ. Any set L ⊆ V ∗
is called a (string) language. For a string w ∈ V ∗ and a symbol a ∈ V , the
number of occurrences of a in w is written as |w|a . The set of permutations of a
string w ∈ V ∗ is denoted by Perm(w) = {x ∈ V ∗ : |x|a = |w|a for all a ∈ V }. We
denote the set of all permutations of the strings in L by Perm(L), and we extend
this notation to families of languages. We use F IN , REG, LIN , CF , M ON ,
RE to denote the families of ﬁnite, regular, linear, context-free, monotone, and
recursively enumerable languages, respectively. The family of languages generated by matrix grammars without appearance checking and with erasing rules
and the family of extended [tabled] interactionless L systems is denoted by M AT
and E[T ]0L, respectively. The family of sets of numbers generated by forbidden
random context multiset grammars is denoted by N f RC.
Throughout this paper we use the string notation to denote multisets,
although in membrane systems, the order in which symbols are written is irrelevant, unless we speak about the symbols sent to the environment. In particular,
speaking about the contents of some membrane, when we write an1 1 · · · anmm (or
any permutation of it), we mean a multiset consisting of ni instances of symbol
ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
2.2

P Systems with One (Active) Membrane

We present the deﬁnition of a P system with active membranes, simpliﬁed for
studying the generative power in case of systems with only one membrane, i.e.,
with the simplest membrane structure μ = [ ] 1 :


Π = O, [ ] 1 , w1 , R1 , i0 , where
O is a ﬁnite set of objects,
w1 is the initial multiset in membrane region 1,
R1 is the set of rules associated to membrane 1,
i0 is the output region; i0 = 0 is assumed for languages.
The rules of a membrane system have the forms (a0 ) [ a → u ] 1 (evolution
rules, evolving an object), and (c0 ) [ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 b (send-out rules, sending an
object out, possibly renaming it), where a, b ∈ O and u ∈ O∗ .
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The rules are applied in the maximally parallel way: no further rule should
be applicable to the idle objects, except that rules of type (c0 ) may be applied
to at most one object in any step.
A catalytic P system (with one membrane) is a construct


Π = O, C, [ ] 1 , w1 , R1 , i0 , where
O is a ﬁnite set of objects,
C is a special subset of O whose elements are called catalysts,
w1 is the initial multiset in membrane region 1,
R1 is the set of rules associated to membrane 1,
i0 is the output region; i0 = 0 is assumed for languages.
The rules in R are either of the form a → (b1 , tar1 ) · · · (bk , tark ) (noncooperative rules) with a and the bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, k ≥ 0, being from O \ C
and the tari ∈ {here, out} being the targets for the corresponding symbols bi ,
or of the form ca → c (b1 , tar1 ) · · · (bk , tark ) (catalytic rules) with c ∈ C.
A conﬁguration of a P system is a construct which contains the information
about the contents of the skin membrane as well as the sequence of objects sent
out. A sequence of transitions between the conﬁgurations is called a computation.
The computation halts when a conﬁguration is reached such that no rules are
applicable. In case of external output (i0 = 0), as the result of a (halting)
computation we may consider the strings obtained by the sequence of objects
sent to the environment; we denote it by L (Π). Both in case of internal output
(i0 = 1) and in case of external output, we may consider as the result the vector
of multiplicities of objects in region i0 , which we denote by P s (Π), or the total
number of objects in region i0 , which we denote by N (Π).
The family of P systems with one polarizationless active membrane is denoted
by OP1 (a0 , c0 ). The class of sets of numbers/vectors/strings generated by a
family F of P system is denoted by N F, P sF and LF, respectively. We use
the superscript int or ext when speaking about internal and external output,
respectively, and we may omit superscript ext in the case of generating languages,
i.e., external output always has to be assumed for LF.
Moreover, we may use a subscript T to denote terminal ﬁltering of the result;
in this case, a subset T ⊂ O is additionally speciﬁed for Π, and the objects
not belonging to T are not considered in the result. For example, the family
of sets of vectors of non-negative integers generated internally by P systems
with one polarizationless active membrane with terminal ﬁltering is denoted by
P sint
T OP1 (a0 , c0 ).
Example 1. To illustrate generation, consider the following P system:


Π = O = {S, a, b, c, d, f }, [ ] 1 , w1 = S, R1 , i0 ,
R1 = { [ S → Sabcd ] 1 , [ S → f ] 1 ,


[ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 a, [ b ] 1 → [ ] 1 b, [ c ] 1 → [ ] 1 c .

Object S produces objects a, b, c, d in arbitrary but equal amounts. Objects a,
b, c are sent out in arbitrary order. Hence, if i0 = 1 then N (Π) = N1 (i.e., the
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set of all positive integers), and if i0 = 0 then L (Π) =
{w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ : |w|a = |w|b = |w|c }.


n≥0

P erm (an bn cn ) =

P systems can be also viewed as acceptors. In that case, an input subalphabet
Σ is additionally speciﬁed in the tuple deﬁning P system before μ, and i0 = 1
is the input region. An input multiset over Σ is additionally placed inside the
membrane before the computation starts, and it is accepted if and only if the
computation halts; the result P sacc (Π) is the set of all accepted inputs, and the
family of vector sets accepted by P systems with one active membrane is denoted
by P sacc OP1 (a0 , c0 ).

3

Comparison with a Transitional Model: Catalytic
P Systems with One Catalyst

The model of P systems with active membranes, for the case of one membrane, can be compared with the following case of transitional P systems:
non-distributed P systems with one catalyst. Indeed, for each P system with
one active membrane, there exists a 1-catalytic non-distributed P system with
the same behavior, as non-cooperative rules work equivalently in both models:
[ A → u ] h is equivalent to A → u, and sending out corresponds to particular
rules with one catalyst, i.e., [ A ] h → [ ] h a corresponds with cA → c(a, out), or,
if without restricting generality we assume the set of symbols that may appear
inside the system to be disjoint from the set of symbols that may be sent to the
environment, simply with cA → c(a, here).
Notice that for P system with external output, we may ignore the objects
remaining inside the system when it halts (as explained in the next section),
while for P systems with internal output, we should ignore the objects sent
out. In this way, for the case of internal output, sending out corresponds to a
catalytic erasing, while for the case of external output sending out corresponds
to a catalytic renaming of a non-terminal symbol into a terminal symbol.
Hence, we can immediately conclude that
Xβα OP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊆ Xβ OP1 (ncoo, cat1 )
for X ∈ {N, P s, L}, α ∈ {int, ext}, β ∈ {−, T }, where β = − stands for not
specifying a subscript.
One-catalytic P systems were investigated in [5], where some subclasses of
P systems with one catalyst are deﬁned and certain results on their generative
power are presented. In particular, it was shown in [5] that
N−c OP1 (wsepcat1 ) = N REG and N−c OP1 (complcat1 ) ⊆ N f RC.
Clearly, the corresponding restrictions might also be considered for polarizationless P systems with one active membrane, and such results can be claimed
as upper bounds for the corresponding restrictions, e.g.,
N OP1 (wsep (a0 , c0 )) = N REG,
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where the restriction of the weak separation can be reformulated for the model
with active membranes as follows: the set O of objects is divided into three
disjoint subsets O , O and O , such that
– objects a ∈ O have no associated rules (they cannot evolve or be sent out, so
if they are produced, they remain idle inside the system),
– objects a ∈ O have associated send-out rules, but no evolution rules,
– objects a ∈ O have associated evolution rules, but no send-out rules.
It is worth mentioning that the additional requirement from [5] that the
objects produced by a catalytic rule cannot undergo a non-cooperative rule is
automatically satisﬁed after translation into the active membrane case, so the
only restriction remaining in the case of weak separation is that a rule of type
(a0 ) and a rule of type (c0 ) are not allowed to compete for the same object.
This restriction means, for instance, that all objects that have associated sendout rules cannot evolve inside the system, they simply wait there until they are
chosen to be sent out.
A diﬀerent restriction considered in [5] is complete P systems (mentioned
above as complcat1 ). It can be reformulated in the model of polarizationless P
systems with active membranes as follows: there is no object having associated
rules of type (c0 ) and no rules of type (a0 ). This restriction means that no object
is allowed to be temporarily idle; if it is not sent out, then it either evolves
immediately, or remains idle throughout the computation. It follows that
N REG ⊆ N OP1 (compl (a0 , c0 )) ⊆ N f RC.
It is interesting to note that weak separation and completeness are, in some
sense, two opposite requirements. While the latter one requires that all objects
which can be sent out must evolve if they are not chosen to be sent out, the
ﬁrst special case requires that no objects which can be sent out are allowed to
evolve. Of course, in the most general case there can be both kinds of objects
which can be sent out.

4

External Output

The ﬁrst goal of this section is to present a reduction of any P system with one
active membrane without polarizations and external output to an equivalent
normal form. Then we will use this normal form to prove an upper bound result.
For this the normal form, without loss of generality we assume the output symbols appearing in the environment to be disjoint
 used inside
 from the symbols
the skin membrane; in this case we write Π = O, T, [ ] 1 , w1 , R1 , 1 with T ⊂ O
being the output alphabet:


Theorem 1. For any P system Π = O, T, [ ] 1 , w1 , R1 , 1 with one active
membrane without polarizations and external output (where we assume the output symbols appearing in the environment to be disjoint from the symbols used
inside the skin membrane) we can eﬀectively construct an equivalent P system
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Π  O , T, [ ] 1 , w1 = S, R1 , 1 with one active membrane without polarizations
and external output (where again the output symbols appearing in the environment are disjoint from the symbols used inside the skin membrane) in the normal
form fulﬁlling the following conditions:
1. The initial multiset in Π  is a single symbol S which does not appear on the
right side of any other rule in R1 .
2. The only erasing rule allowed is  S → λ ] 1 for the initial object S.
3. Every symbol in O appears on the left side of some rule in R1 and can be
reached from S by using the evolution rules in Π  .
Proof. We approach this normal form in several stages, thereby constructing O
and R1 step by step.
1. First, we remark that we can guarantee that in Π  no objects remain inside
the skin region when Π  halts. Indeed, let Oλ be the set of all objects that do

not have
 associated rules. Starting with R1 for R1 , we now add the rule set
Rλ = [ a → λ ] 1 | a ∈ Oλ to R1 , thus making sure that there are no objects
that can remain idle at the end of a halting computation. On the other hand,
adding the rules from Rλ does not aﬀect the results obtained by the original
P system Π with external output, since preserving/erasing objects from Oλ
has no alternatives, and it does not aﬀect the environment.
/O and add it
2. Second, starting with O = O, we can use a new symbol S ∈

to O as the new initial multiset w1 ; moreover, we add RS = [ S → w1 ] 1
to R1 .
3. Third, we eliminate all symbols which cannot be obtained by using evolutions
rules when starting with S: In fact, we start with the set M0 = {S} and
iteratively, for i ≥ 1, construct the sets
Mi := Mi−1 ∪ {X | X ∈ w for some w with


[ v ] 1 =⇒ [ w ] 1 and v ∈ Mi−1 ,

where the derivation steps [ v ] 1 =⇒ [ w ] 1 use evolution rules from the
rule set R1 constructed so far. Obviously, these iterations end after at most
n := |OT | + 2 steps, in fact, as soon as Mi = Mi−1 . Then we take O := Mn
and eliminate from R1 all rules containing a symbol from (OT ) Mn on
the left or on the right side. Hence, now O and R1 only contain symbols
which can be reached from S.
4. We now claim that we can eliminate the λ-rules [ a → λ ] 1 in the rule set
R1 constructed so far, eventually except for [ S → λ ] 1 . For this purpose,
we ﬁrst compute the set of objects from which the empty
multiset λ can

be obtained: We start with M0λ = a | [ a → λ ] 1 ∈ R1 and iteratively, for
i ≥ 1, construct the sets


λ
∗
.
∪ a | [ a → u ] 1 for some u ∈ Mi−1
Miλ := Mi−1
Obviously, these iterations end after at most n := |OT | + 2 steps, in fact, as
λ
. Then we take Mnλ and replace each rule [ a → u ] 1 by
soon as Miλ = Mi−1
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all possible rules [ a → u ] 1 where the u are obtained from u by removing,
in all possible combinations, some objects from Mnλ . This will again yield
an equivalent system, because instead of eliminating a symbol in the next
step we just do not produce it. Hence, we now can just eliminate the λ-rules
[ a → λ ] 1 ∈ R1 for all a ∈ O (T ∪ {S}) from ∈ R1 without aﬀecting the
results, yet with one exception – if there is a rule [ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 b ∈ R1 for
some b ∈ T , but no other rule for a except [ a → λ ] 1 , in which case only one
copy of a can be sent out to the environment, whereas all other copies of a
would have been eliminated by the rule [ a → λ ] 1 ; to cope with this subtle
detail, we ﬁnally have to add the set of rules

Rt = [ a → # ] 1 | [ a → λ ] 1 ∈ R1 ,
[ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 b ∈ R1 for some b ∈ T , and
[ a → λ ] 1 is the only evolution rule for a in R1


∪ [ # → # ]1



to the rule set R1 constructed so far; # is a new symbol to be added to O ,
and if it appears in a conﬁguration, the system will never halt and therefore
will not produce any result. The introduction of # is only enforced in case we
non-deterministically generate more than one copy of a symbol a for which
the only rules are the evolution rule [ a → λ ] 1 and some send-out rules of
the form [ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 b ∈ R1 for some b ∈ T , from which only one can be
used in one derivation step.
In that way, from the original P system Π we ﬁnally have obtained an equivalent
P system Π  fulﬁlling all normal form conditions.
Corollary 1. LOP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊆ M ON .
Proof. Indeed, the total number of objects (inside and outside the membrane)
never decreases throughout the computation (except, possibly, for the empty
string, generated in one step), and the length of the result matches the total
number of objects when the system halts.
Obviously, similar results hold for the corresponding sets of (vectors of) numbers generated by OP1 (a0 , c0 ) systems with external output:
Corollary 2. For any Y ∈ {N, P s}, Y ext OP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊆ Y M ON .
We now proceed with a lower bound result.
Theorem 2. LOP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊇ REG • Perm (REG).
Proof. Consider an alphabet T and two arbitrary regular languages over T .
Then there exist reduced regular grammars G1 = (N1 , T, P1 , S1 ) and G2 =
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(N2 , T, P2 , S2 ) generating them, such that N1 ∩ N2 = ∅. We construct the following P system:


Π = O = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ T ∪ T  , [ ] 1 , w1 = S1 , R1 ,
T  = {a | a ∈ T } ,
 


R1 = [ A → aB ] 1 | (A → aB) ∈ P1 ∪ [ A → S2 ] 1 | (A → λ) ∈ P1

 

∪ [ A → a B ] 1 | (A → aB) ∈ P2 ∪ [ A → λ ] 1 | (A → λ) ∈ P2


∪ [ a → a ] 1 | a ∈ T


∪ [ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 a, [ a ] 1 → [ ] 1 a | a ∈ T .

The P system constructed above generates L (G1 ) • L (G2 ), except that the
symbols generated by the second grammars are ﬁrst produced in a primed form,
and may undergo trivial rewriting for an arbitrarily long time before they are sent
out, which ensures that after generating a string from L (G1 ), any permutation
of a string from L (G2 ) can be generated.
We have to mention that for the sets of (Parikh vectors of) natural numbers
generated by OP1 (a0 , c0 ) systems, the preceding lower bound result does not
help at all, since obviously P s (REG • Perm (REG)) = P s (REG), i.e.,


Y (REG) ⊆ Y OP1 (a0 , c0 ) , Y ∈ N ext , P sext .
We now present a few closure properties for the families Y OP1 (a0 , c0 ), Y ∈
{L, N ext , P sext }.
Theorem 3. For any Y ∈ {L, N ext , P sext }, the families Y OP1 (a0 , c0 ) are
closed under renaming morphisms.
Proof. The statement follows from applying the renaming morphism to the sendout rules.


Theorem 4. For any Y
∈
L, N ext , P sext , N int , P sint , the families
Y OP1 (a0 , c0 ) are closed under union.
Proof. The closure under union follows from adding a new axiom and productions for the non-deterministic choice between multiple axioms.

5

Internal Output

In this case the environment is no longer relevant: it does not matter which
symbol is written on the right side of a send-out rule. The object sent out no
longer aﬀects the result, so sending out is equivalent to a sequential version of
erasing.
Of course, we can generate P sREG with rules of type (a0 ) corresponding to
the rules of a reduced regular grammar. Hence,
P sint OP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊇ P sREG.
Is it an open question whether non-semilinear number sets can be generated,
see also the partial results transferred from the one-catalytic model, recalled in
Sect. 3.
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P Systems with Internal Input

In this section we show that, not very surprisingly, for P systems with one
polarizationless active membrane, their accepting power is even smaller than
their generative power. More exactly, unless such a P system accepts all allowed
inputs, it only accepts speciﬁc ﬁnite sets. We start by establishing some useful
facts (we remind that we use ⊆ to denote the submultiset relation, ∪ to denote
the union of multisets, and \ to denote the diﬀerence of multisets).
Lemma 1. Let Π be an OP1 (a0 , c0 ) system with alphabet O and let [ u ] 1 ⇒
[ v ] 1 α be a derivation in Π, with α ∈ O ∪ {λ}. Then for every multiset u ⊆ u,
either [ u ] 1 is already a halting conﬁguration, or there exist a multiset v  ⊆ v
and a β ∈ O ∪ {λ} such that [ u ] 1 ⇒ [ v  ] 1 β in Π.
Proof. In a transition [ u ] 1 ⇒ [ v ] 1 α, one of three possible cases happens for
every (copy of) object a in u:
– a is rewritten by some rule of Π into a (possibly empty) multiset γ, with γ
contributing to v;
– a is sent out by some rule of Π as α;
– a remains idle, contributing to v.
Note that v consists exactly of the resulting objects from the ﬁrst case and
the objects of the third case. More precisely, let the union of multisets of the
right side rules for all copies of rewritten objects be vr , and let the multiset of
idle objects be vi ; then, v = vr ∪ vi . By deﬁnition of the model, the second case
was applied to at most one (copy of) an object in u. Also by deﬁnition of the
model, for each object in the third case, there exist no rules to evolve it, except,
possibly, send-out rules, in which case α = λ.
We recall that u may be obtained from u by erasing some (copies) of objects.
Fix some correspondence of (copies of) objects in u to objects in u, and consider
a transition from u by the same behavior of objects in u as of objects in u:
– rewritten objects will yield some submultiset vr of vr ;
– β will be produced in the environment, with β = α or β = λ;
– idle objects will yield some submultiset vi of vi .
It is obvious that these rules are applicable, and that vr ∪ vi ⊆ v. Maximality
also holds, except in one special situation: in case α = λ, α was produced from a
(copy of) an object not in u , and there exists at least one object b that was idle
in the transition [ u ] 1 ⇒ [ v ] 1 α. In this situation, one such object b, instead
of staying idle, has to be sent out as β, and the resulting multiset in the skin is
v  = vr ∪ vi \ b.
Therefore, [ u ] 1 ⇒ [ v  ] 1 β in Π if at least one (copy of) object from u
falls into the ﬁrst or the second case, and otherwise [ u ] 1 is already a halting
conﬁguration.
Lemma 2. If n ∈ N (Π), then also n ∈ N (Π) for any non-negative integer
n ≤ n.
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Proof. Let the alphabet of Π be O, let the initial contents of the skin membrane
of Π be w1 , and let the input subalphabet of Π be Σ. By deﬁnition of acceptance,
a number n is accepted if and only if there exists a halting computation in Π
starting from conﬁguration [ u ] 1 , for some u ∈ {w1 } Σ n .

Consider the “sub-input” of only n objects, i.e., u ∈ {w1 } Σ n such that
u ⊆ u. If [ u ] 1 is already halting, then so is [ u ] 1 , hence, the statement
of the lemma holds. Now we assume the contrary: [ u ] 1 ⇒ [ v ] 1 α. By the
previous lemma, in one step, either the computation with u in the skin will
immediately halt (and the statement of the lemma again holds), or there is a
one-step transition [ u ] 1 ⇒ [ v  ] 1 β with v  ⊆ v.
Iterating the application of the previous lemma, by induction, we conclude
that there exists a computation starting from [ u ] 1 that will halt in at most as
many steps as the halting computation starting from [ u ] 1 that we considered.
Hence, n ∈ N (Π).
It follows that the accepted set of numbers is either N, or empty, or it contains
all integers less than or equal to the maximal accepted number, so accepting P
systems with one polarizationless active membrane cannot be computationally
complete, and P systems with one polarizationless active membrane are obviously weaker as acceptors than as generators:
Nacc OP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊆ {∅, N} ∪ {{k | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} | n ∈ N} .
In the rest of the section we show, by all necessary examples, that this inclusion is an equality:


Π∅ = O = {a}, Σ = {a}, [ ] 1 , w1 = a, R1 , i0 = 1 , where
R1 =  [ a → a ] 1 .

ΠN = O = {a}, Σ = {a}, [ ] 1 , w1 = λ, R1 , i0 = 1 , where
R1 =  [ a → λ ] 1 .

Πn = O, Σ = {a0 } , [ ] 1 , w1 = λ, R1 , i0 = 1 , where
O = {a

 i | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} ,
 
R1 = [ ai → ai+1 ] 1 , [ ai ] 1 → [ ] 1 a0 | 0 ≤ i < n ∪ [ an → an ] 1 .
Clearly, Π∅ accepts nothing, since with any input it starts with at least one
object, and then carries out an inﬁnite computation. On the other end of the
spectrum, system ΠN accepts any input, with erasing it in one step and then
halting. Finally, we claim that system Πn accepts exactly the set {k | 0 ≤ k ≤ n}.
Indeed, any object increments its index every step, unless the object is sent out,
or the index reaches n (forcing an inﬁnite computation). It is easy to see that at
k
most n input objects may be sent out in this way; the system with input (a0 )
has a halting computation if and only if k ≤ n.
Overall, we have established the following results (with α ∈ {int, ext}):
REG • Perm (REG) ⊆ LOP1 (a0 , c0 ) ⊆ M ON,
P sREG ⊆ P sα OP1 (a0 , c0 ) ,
N α OP1 (wsep (a0 , c0 )) = N REG ⊆ N α OP1 (compl (a0 , c0 )) ⊆ N f RC,
Nacc OP1 (a0 , c0 ) = {{k | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} | n ∈ N} ∪ {∅, N}.
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Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the family of languages generated by polarizationless P systems with one active membrane. A normal form was given for
the case of external output. It was then shown that the family of languages
generated by polarizationless P systems with one active membrane lies between
REG • Perm(REG) and M ON , and that it is closed under union and renaming
morphisms. The exact characterization is an open question, but polarizationless
P systems with one active membrane can be simulated by (and are, therefore, at
most as powerful as) P systems with one catalyst in the skin membrane, transferring two results on the generative power of two restricted classes, independently
from the output region.
Then we also considered sets of vectors or numbers generated internally, as
well as sets of (vectors of) numbers accepted by polarizationless P systems with
one active membrane. Several questions about the families of these sets are still
open, too.
Another possible generalization to be considered is to allow rules of type
(b0 ) to bring objects from the environment into the skin region. Note that such
systems would still correspond to a subclass of 1-catalytic P systems, but some
deﬁnitions would have to be revised, as well as all related results.
We have proved that accepting P systems with one polarizationless active
membrane are not computationally complete, unlike those with two polarizations or like those with membrane creation and dissolution, or with multiple
membranes and membrane dissolution.
The questions about the computational power of polarizationless P systems
with active membranes with 2 and 3 membranes in the initial conﬁguration are
still open, as well as of polarizationless systems with less than 7 membranes and
two labels, or of all polarizationless systems with only one label.
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Abstract. We continue the line of research of deterministic parallel noncooperative multiset rewriting with control. We here generalize control,
i.e., rule applicability context conditions, from promoters and inhibitors,
which are checking presence or absence of certain objects up to some
bound, to regular and even stronger predicates, focusing on predicates
over the multiplicity of one symbol at a time.

1

Introduction

As shown in [18], non-cooperative P systems with atomic promoters have
P sET 0L as lower bound and with atomic inhibitors even characterize P sET 0L,
while when in addition using one catalyst, see [7,12], or else promoters or
inhibitors of weight 2, see [8], leads to the computational completeness of noncooperative P systems. A question about the power of deterministic systems
was posed in [10], inspired by the fact that all identical objects have the same
behavior in the same context. This question was answered in [2]: deterministic non-cooperative P systems have weak power, namely, only accepting ﬁnite
number sets and their complements, even using generalized context conditions
(except for the sequential case, when they keep computational completeness).
Generalized context conditions for rule applicability are deﬁned as a list of
pairs (pi , Fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, applicable to a rule if at least one condition applies,
in the following way: pi , called promoter, must be a submultiset of the current
conﬁguration (or the contents of the current region), and none of the elements of
Fi , called inhibitors, is allowed to be a submultiset of the current conﬁguration
(or the contents of the current region). A subsequent paper, [5], precisely characterized the power of priorities alone, as well as established how much power of
promoters and inhibitors is actually needed to reach N F IN ∪coN F IN . Already
in [2] it has been shown that generalized context conditions are equivalent to
arbitrary predicates on boundings, i.e., all boolean combinations over conditions
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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< m (and, hence, also ≥ m, > m, ≤ m, = m and = m) for multiplicities of symbols. In other words, generalized context conditions are able to check exactly
the multiplicities of symbols up to an arbitrary ﬁxed bound m. In this paper we
consider stronger context conditions.
The model we study is very closely related to the model called conditional
grammars, see [9], where a context-free rule is applicable if the current sentential
form belongs to a speciﬁed language. The main diﬀerences are that here we
consider multisets instead of strings and that the computation is maximally
parallel and deterministic. Actually, since the scope of this paper is limited to
non-cooperative rules, maximal parallelism simply means that all objects that
can evolve must do so, and since we only focus on determinism, it follows that
all copies of the same object in a conﬁguration have to evolve by the same rule.
This paper is a revised version of [3], with improved presentation and
extended with new results.

2

Definitions

For an alphabet V , by V ∗ we denote the free monoid generated by V under the
operation of concatenation, i.e., containing all possible strings over V. The empty
string is denoted by λ.
In this paper we will not distinguish between a multiset, its string representation (having as many occurrences of every symbol as its multiplicity in the
multiset, the order in the string being irrelevant), and a vector of multiplicities
(assuming that the order of enumeration of symbols from V is ﬁxed). By V ◦ we
denote the set of all multisets over V .
For further notions and concepts from formal language theory we refer the
reader to textbooks as [17], and for the area of P systems we refer to [14–16] as
well as to [19] for actual news.
2.1

Register Machines

Register machines are well-known universal devices for computing (generating
or accepting) sets of (vectors of) natural numbers.
Definition 1. A register machine is a construct
M = (m, B, l0 , lh , P )
where
–
–
–
–

m is the number of registers,
P is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of B,
l0 ∈ B is the initial label, and
lh ∈ B is the final label.
The instructions of M can be of the following forms:
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– p : (ADD(r), q, s), with p ∈ B \ {lh }, q, s ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Increase the value of register r by one, and non-deterministically jump to
instruction q or s.
– p : (SU B(r), q, s), with p ∈ B \ {lh }, q, s ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
If the value of register r is not zero then decrease the value of register r by one
(decrement case) and jump to instruction q, otherwise jump to instruction s
(zero-test case).
– lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
A conﬁguration of a register machine is described by the contents of each
register and by the value of the current label, which indicates the next instruction
to be executed. M is called deterministic if the ADD-instructions all are of the
form p : (ADD (r) , q).
In the accepting case, a computation starts with the input of a k-vector of
natural numbers in its ﬁrst k registers and by executing the ﬁrst instruction of P
(labeled with l0 ); it terminates with reaching the HALT -instruction. Without
loss of generality, we may assume all registers to be empty at the end of the
computation.
2.2

P Systems

In this paper, we only consider membrane systems with the simplest membrane
structure μ = [ ] 1 , i.e., with even omitting μ, we consider a (cell-like) P system
as a construct
Π = (O, Σ, w1 , R1 )
where O is the alphabet of objects, Σ ⊆ O is the alphabet of input symbols, w1 the
multiset of objects present in the skin region at the beginning of a computation,
and R1 is a ﬁnite set of evolution rules, associated with the skin region.
If a rule u → v has at least two objects in u, then it is called cooperative,
otherwise it is called non-cooperative.

3

Context Conditions

Let Π = (O, Σ, w1 , R1 ) be a P system.
By a strong context in this paper we mean a language of multisets, i.e., a
subset of O◦ . Let a ∈ O and u ∈ O◦ , then a → u is a non-cooperative rule. The
rules are applied in the maximally parallel way, which in the case of our interest,
i.e., for deterministic non-cooperative P systems, correspond to replacing every
occurrence of each symbol a by the corresponding multiset u from the right side
of the applicable rule (if there is any; no competition between diﬀerent rules can
happen due to determinism).
Now let w be a multiset in the skin region. Then rule a → u with a strong
context condition C ⊂ O◦ (written a → u|C) is applicable if and only if |w|a > 0
and w ∈ C. We especially consider the following variants:
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– +(s) = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|s > 0}: a singleton atomic promoter s ∈ O represents
the context condition;
– −(s) = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|s = 0}: a singleton atomic inhibitor s ∈ O represents the
complementary context condition;
– +(p) = {w ∈ O◦ | p ⊆ w}: a singleton promoter p ∈ O◦ of a higher weight
represents the context condition;
– −(q) = {w ∈ O◦ | q ⊆ w}: a singleton inhibitor q ∈ O◦ of a higher weight
corresponds
 to the complementary context condition;
– +(P ) = p∈P +(p): a (ﬁnite) promoter-set P ⊂ O◦ is speciﬁed, i.e., at least
one promoter
out of P must be satisﬁed;

– −(Q) = q∈Q −(q): a (ﬁnite) inhibitor-set Q ⊂ O◦ corresponds to the complementary context condition, i.e., any inhibitor from Q can forbid the rule
to be applied;
– +(P ) ∩ −(Q): a promoter-set P and an inhibitor-set Q together are called a
simple context condition, written (P, Q);

– 1≤i≤m (+ (Pi ) ∩ − (Qi )): a ﬁnite union of simple context conditions is speciﬁed (these context conditions were considered in [2,5] and shown to be equivalent to predicates on boundings1 );
– {w ∈ O◦ | bk (w) ∈ M }: a bounding bk is an operation on a multiset, for any
symbol preserving its multiplicity up to k, or “cropping” it down to k otherwise; a predicate on bounding can be speciﬁed by a ﬁnite set M of multisets
with multiplicities not exceeding k; it can express precisely all Boolean combinations of conditions |w|a < j, a ∈ O, 1 ≤ j ≤ k;
– ctxt(REG): a regular strong context condition can be speciﬁed by a regular
multiset language or as a Parikh image of a regular string language; e.g.,
Eq(a, b) = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|a = |w|b };
– ctxtk : if a strong context condition only depends on the multiplicities of k
symbols from O (and all other symbols do not aﬀect the applicability), we
represent this property by a superscript k of ctxt; for instance, if we denote
the symbols mentioned above by S = {s1 , · · · , sk }, then
ctxtk (REG) = {{u ∪ v | u ∈ L, v ∈ (O \ S)◦ } | L ⊆ S ◦ , L ∈ P sREG} ;
hence Eq(a, b) ∈ ctxt2 (REG); by ctxt(Eq) we denote being able to compare
the multiplicities of two symbols (for diﬀerent pairs of symbols separately) for
being equal, together with the complementary condition;
– ctxt(REC): to stay within Turing computability of the resulting P systems,
in this paper we at most consider recursive context conditions, i.e., multiset
languages with decidable membership; for example, ctxt(CS) means that we
use Parikh images of context-sensitive languages;
1

The meaning of a promoter-set in [7] is diﬀerent, but the results on the computational
power are equivalent up to the descriptional complexity parameters such as number
of promoters/inhibitors and their weights.
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– if a one-symbol strong context condition only depends on the multiplicity of
one symbol, it can be speciﬁed by a predicate over N; for example,


Sq(a) = w ∈ O◦ | |w|a = k 2 , k ≥ 0 and


Sq (a) = w ∈ O◦ | |w|a = k 2 , k ≥ 1
are examples; hence, Sq, Sq ∈ ctxt1 (CS) ⊆ ctxt1 (REC); by ctxt(Sq) or
ctxt(Sq ) we denote being able to test the multiplicities (of diﬀerent symbols
separately) for squares (including zero or not, respectively), together with the
complementary condition.
Remark 1. Take an arbitrary context condition Z ⊆ O◦ . It is not diﬃcult to
see that any rule a → u without a context condition can be replaced by two
rules a → u|Z and a → u| (O◦ \ Z), yielding an equivalent system preserving
determinism.
It was already mentioned that context conditions as considered in [2,5] are
equivalent to predicates on boundings. We would like to note that such checking
up to bounded multiplicities precisely corresponds to the predicates that can be
speciﬁed by ﬁrst-order logic.
For the rest of the paper we need some additional deﬁnitions. Let R1 ∈ T1 ◦ ,
R2 ∈ T2 ◦ be multiset languages. The direct product of R1 and R2 , denoted by
R1 × R2 , is the multiset language {u ∪ v | u ∈ R1 , v ∈ R2 }. Equivalently, we
may say that R1 × R2 consists of all multisets w such that prT1 (w) ∈ R1 and
prT2 (w) ∈ R2 , where prT is the projection on the subalphabet T (prT (a) = a
if a ∈ T and prT (a) = λ otherwise). A direct product of multiset languages is
similar to language concatenation or language shuﬄe in the string case, but there
is no linear order in multisets (for our purposes, the case of disjoint subalphabets
suﬃces).
We now can explain more formally what we mean when we say that a strong
condition only depends on multiplicities of k symbols: it is any multiset language
of the form L × (O \ S)◦ , where L ⊆ S ◦ and |S| = k. Although L × (O \ S)◦ is
itself a multiset language over O, not over S, we informally call it a condition
over k symbols, because w ∈ L × (O \ S)◦ if and only if prS (w) ∈ L.
Finally, we introduce a special class of regular multiset languages, let us call
them separated regular multiset languages, denoted by sepREG, which are ﬁnite
unions of direct products of unary regular multiset languages.
Remark 2. Let C be a separated regular multiset language over the alphabet
Σ = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, i.e., a ﬁnite union of direct products of unary regular
multiset languages; let us write C as
C=

m

s=1

(s)

(s)

(s)

U1 × · · · × Uk .

The Ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ s ≤ m, are regular unary languages over the symbol ai ,
i.e., each of them is the union of a ﬁnite set over ai and a ﬁnite union of inﬁnite
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n (i)(s) +m(i)(s) j

sets of the form {ai
| j ≥ 0}. As is well known, we can take the
(s)
least common multiple (lcm) M (i)(s) of the m(i)(s) and thus obtain each Ui
as the union of a ﬁnite set over ai and a ﬁnite union of inﬁnite sets of the form
n(s) (i)+M (i)(s) j
{ai
| j ≥ 0}. Now taking again the lcm M of all the M (i)(s) , we
(s)
obtain a representation of the Ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ s ≤ m, as the union of a
ﬁnite set over ai – with all elements therein < M – and a ﬁnite union of inﬁnite
n(s) (i)+M j
sets of the form {ai
| j ≥ 1} with 0 ≤ n(s) (i) < M .

4

Regular Context Conditions

As expected, computational completeness can easily be obtained with speciﬁc
regular context conditions.


Theorem 1. P sa DOP1 ncoo, ctxt2 (REG) =
P sa DOP1 (ncoo, ctxt(Eq)) = P sRE.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary register machine M = (m, B, l0 , lh , P ) with m registers. For each register i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we represent its value by the diﬀerence of
the multiplicities of associated objects ai and bi . Hence, increment can be performed by producing one copy of ai , decrement can be performed by producing
one copy of bi , and zero can be distinguished from non-zero by the following
regular conditions:
Zi = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|ai = |w|bi } = Eq (ai , bi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m;

Pi = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|ai = |w|bi } = O◦ \ Eq (ai , bi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

We now construct the following P system:
Π = (O, Σ, w1 , R1 ), where
O = Q ∪ {ai , bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m},
Σ ⊆ {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ m},
w1 = q0 ,
R1 = {q → ai q  | q : (ADD(i), q  ) ∈ P }
∪ {q → bi q  |Pi , q → q  |Zi | q : (SU B(i), q  , q  ) ∈ P }.
Using the regular context conditions Pi and Zi , the P system Π can simulate
the SUB-instructions on register i in an obvious way and thus simulate the
computations of the given register machine M .
A natural question arises – what can P systems do if each of their context
conditions only depends on the multiplicity of one symbol? We address this
important issue in the following subsection.
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One-Symbol Regular Context Conditions

It turns out that with regular context conditions over one symbol, P systems can
only accept subregular multiset languages, namely exactly the separated regular
multiset languages.


Theorem 2. P sa DOP1 ncoo, ctxt1 (REG) = sepREG.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that every separated regular multiset language over an
alphabet Σ = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} can be accepted by a P system with one-symbol
regular context conditions in a deterministic way. For establishing this inclusion,
we ﬁrst consider arbitrary unary regular multiset languages Ui over ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
as well as the following P system.
Π = (O = Σ ∪ {pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1}, w1 = p1 , R1 ),
R1 = {pi → pi+1 |Ci , pi → pi |Ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},
◦

Ci = Ui × (Σ \ {ai }) , Ci = Σ ◦ \ Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

The work of Π is simple. We start with p1 and check if the multiplicity n(1) of
/ C1 , we enter an inﬁnite loop with the rule
a1 is in C1 or not; in case a1 n(1) ∈
p1 → p1 |C1 , otherwise we proceed to p2 using the rule p1 → p2 |C1 . In general,
for each symbol ai with multiplicity n(i), we enter an inﬁnite loop with the rule
/ Ci , whereas otherwise, in case ai n(i) ∈ Ci , we proceed
pi → pi |Ci in case ai n(i) ∈
to pi+1 using the rule pi → pi+1 |Ci . After having checked ai n(i) ∈ Ci successfully
for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the P system ﬁnally reaches pk+1 and halts. Hence, Π accepts
precisely the multiset language C = U1 × · · · × Uk .
It remains to show how an arbitrary ﬁnite union of such sets C can be
accepted in a deterministic way. Let
C=

m


(s)

s=1

(s)

U1 × · · · × Uk .
(s)

Instead of the objects pi we now use the control symbols pi , 1 ≤ s ≤ m, 1 ≤
(s)
(s)
i ≤ k, where the s are the indices of the sets Cs = U1 × · · · × Uk the given
separated regular multiset language consists of. Then R1 contains the following
rules:
(s)

R1 = {pi
∪

(s)

(s)

(s)

→ pi+1 |Ci , pi

(m+1)
{p1

→

(s+1)

→ p1

(s)

|Ci

| 1 ≤ s ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}

(m+1)
p1
}.

These rules now control the checking procedure as follows: for each s, s =
1, · · · , m, sequentially we check whether the multiplicity ni of symbol ai is in
(s)
Ci and as before proceed to i+1 in the positive case, whereas in case of failure,
(s)
i.e., if ai n(i) ∈
/ Ui , which means that the input cannot be in C(s) , instead of
entering an inﬁnite loop we proceed to checking whether the input is in C(s+1) .
Only in the case we have not found any s such that the input is in C(s) , we
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(m+1)

(m+1)

obtain p(m+1) and thus enter an inﬁnite loop with the rule p1
→ p1
.
Hence, any separated regular multiset language can be accepted by a P system
with one-symbol regular context conditions in a deterministic way.
We now prove the other inclusion, i.e., for any arbitrary P system Π with
regular context conditions over one symbol and with the input subalphabet Σ
we eﬀectively construct the separated regular multiset language over Σ accepted
by Π.
Consider the P system
Π = (O = Σ ∪ N, w1 , R1 ).
According to Remark 2, any rule a → w|C in R1 with a regular context
condition C can be split into a ﬁnite number of rules of the form a → w|C 
where C  either is a singleton set containing one unary multiset {bn } over some
b ∈ O or an inﬁnite multiset over b of the form {bn+M j | j ≥ 1} such that
0 ≤ n < M.
Now let M be this constant from Remark 2, computed from all the onesymbol regular context conditions appearing in the rules of R1 . We partition
the space O◦ of all possible multisets over O into 2M |O| disjoint classes, such
that each class is represented by the information about the multiplicities n(a)
of each symbol a ∈ O: either M ≤ n(a) < 2M , which then also represents all
multisets with multiplicities n(a) + jM , j ≥ 1, or 0 ≤ n(a) < M . Hence, each
class can thus be represented by some multiset over O where each symbol has
multiplicity less than 2M . In fact, in our derivation sequences we have to take
into account the multiplicities of the symbols in N as well as of the symbols in
the input alphabet Σ.
As inputs we only have to consider multisets with multiplicities n(a) of the
input symbols a obeying either the condition M ≤ n(a) < 2M , which then
also represent all inputs with multiplicities n(a) + jM , j ≥ 1, or the condition
0 ≤ n(a) < M . Hence, each class can thus be represented by some input over
Σ where each symbol has multiplicity less than 2M . In fact, in our derivation
sequences we never need to take into account multiplicities of symbols which
exceed 2M – if this happens after the application of a maximal multiset of
rules, then we reduce the corresponding numbers by multiples of M to again
obtain numbers in the range between M and 2M − 1 and proceed with this
reduced conﬁguration. The reason why we can do this is simple - multiples of
M symbols again evolve into multiples of M symbols, hence, they would not
lead outside the corresponding class obtained after this reduction process. For
any such input as described above, we either reach a halting conﬁguration or
else, according to the pigeon hole principle, we inevitably end up in an inﬁnite
loop and never halt. Each of these accepted inputs describes a separated regular
Uk , where for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, either
multiset language C= U1 × · · · × 
Ui = {ai n } or Ui = ai n+M j | j ≥ 1 . Therefore, the (ﬁnite) union of all these
accepted classes C is a separated regular multiset language, too.
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Stronger Context Conditions

We now consider one-symbol context conditions that are slightly stronger than
regular. It is expected that with recursively enumerable context conditions over
one symbol we get something like P sRE ∪ coP sRE, so we are interested in
intermediate cases. We look at ways of obtaining P sRE by encoding a number by
a multiplicity of one object, say, ai , in such a way that increment and decrement
are reasonably simple to be performed with non-removable objects.
We propose the following encoding: “ignoring the greatest square”, i.e., a
number t ≥ 0 is encoded by n = k 2 + t where k > (t − 1)/2. The latter inequality
is equivalent to t < 2k + 1, which is equivalent to k 2 + t < (k + 1)2 , so k is


2
the greatest square not exceeding n, hence, n − max k | k 2 ≤ n
is indeed a
correct decoding of t.
In this way, a zero-test becomes a test whether the encoding number is a
perfect square. Increment is performed as increment of the encoding number,
followed by the addition of 2k + 1 if the next perfect square, i.e., (k + 1)2 , has
been reached. On the other hand, a decrement can be done by adding 2k to
the encoding number. The value k can be stored as the multiplicity of another
non-removable object, say, bi , whose multiplicity is to be incremented each time
the encoding number is increased by 2k or by 2k + 1. Hence, while knowing n
is enough to be able to ﬁnd t, to implement increment and decrement in a P
system, number t is represented by ani bki .
Note that we start with one copy of ai and bi for every i, and these objects
are not erased until the end of a computation. While n = 1 and k = 1 encode
t = 0, there is no need to consider 0 in the testing for perfect squares, so we can
use Sq instead of Sq. On the other hand, for symbols q ∈ O which never appear
in the computation in more than one copy, Sq (q) can also serve in the role of a
promoter q.
Putting all that together, with taking
Zi = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|ai = k 2 , k ≥ 1} = Sq (ai ) , Pi = O◦ \ Zi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
we construct the following deterministic accepting P system:
Π = (O, Σ, w1 , R1 ), where
O = Q ∪ {ai , bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m},
Σ ⊆ {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ m},
w1 = q0 a1 b1 · · · am bm ,

R1 = q → ai q̃, q̃ → q  |Pi , q̃ → q̂|Zi , q̂ → ai bi q  , bi → ai ai bi |Sq (q̂)

| q : (ADD(i), q  ) ∈ P

∪ q → q  |Zi , q → q̂|Pi , q̂ → bi q  , bi → ai ai bi |Sq (q̂)

| q : (SU B(i), q  , q  ) ∈ P
∪ {ai → λ|Sq (qf ) , bi → λ|Sq (qf ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {qf → λ}.
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The rules in the last line of the description of R1 are not needed for acceptance, but can be used in the case of computing functions to remove all objects
representing the contents of the decrementable registers when the simulated register machine reaches the ﬁnal state qf .
Yet there is a major drawback of this result established above in comparison
with the result from Theorem 1, as the input has to be encoded: given a number
ni for input register i, we have to compute the numbers ni + ki2 and ki such
that ki2 ≤ ni ≤ ki2 + 2ki . But this is an algorithm which is not diﬃcult to be
implemented; also our context condition for testing a number to be a perfect
square does not require a diﬃcult algorithm.
Hence, we have just shown the following result, where the subscript wa
instead of a in P swa DOP1 (ncoo, ctxt(Sq )) indicates weak computational completeness as for having to encode the input:


Theorem 3. P swa DOP1 ncoo, ctxt1 (CS) =
P swa DOP1 (ncoo, ctxt(Sq )) = P sRE.
We can strengthen the claim of Theorem 3 by showing strong computational
completeness, in the sense of deterministic acceptance. Yet the same construction as given above even works for computing functions: without restricting the
computing power of register machines, we assume that in the simulated register
machine, the output registers are never decremented. For the additional output
registers, we then simulate each increment instruction q : (ADD(i), q  ) ∈ P on
the output register i by a single rule q → ai q  . In this way, the output is produced
without encoding.
It remains to show that P systems with strong context conditions over one
symbol can simulate register machines where also the input is not encoded. We
use the following idea. To represent the input N of a register in the way the
P system constructed in the proof of Theorem 3 needs it, we ﬁrst describe how
to get two numbers xN and yN such that N is a function of xN and yN , and,
moreover, by computing these two numbers from N , we get their representation
in the form we need them as for the P system constructed in Theorem 3.
First we explain the algorithm how to obtain xN and yN : Starting with
N represented by N copies of an object cN , the multiplicity of these input
objects is incremented until it becomes a perfect positive square (counting the
increments, thus ﬁnally obtaining xN ), and then incrementing it (again counting
the increments, thus ﬁnally obtaining yN ) until it again becomes a perfect square.
From these two numbers xN and yN we can regain N by the formula computed
in the following:
2
= N + xN (xN ≥ 0)
Given input N , the next positive perfect squares are kN
2
and (kN + 1) = N + xN + yN , then yN = 2kN + 1, so kN = (yN − 1) /2,
2
2
− xN = (yN − 1) /4 − xN . Of course, the function f (xN , yN ) =
and N = kN
2
(yN − 1) /4 − xN decoding N from xN and yN can be implemented by a register
machine and simulated by a P system as described in Theorem 3. In the following
example we specify more formally the precomputing block mentioned above.
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Example 1. Encoding the input number N . Let the input N be given as a multiplicity of symbol ci , and we want to obtain values xN and yN described above
in auxiliary registers j and l, respectively, but represented already in the way we
need their contents xN and yN implemented with the corresponding number of
symbols aj and bj as well as al and bl . We also use an additional starting object
si and in sum the following rules:
si → ci aj s̃i |Pi , s̃i → s |Pj , s̃i → ŝi |Zj , ŝi → aj bj s , bj → aj aj bj |Sq (ŝi ),
si → ci ti |Zi ,
ti → ci al t̃i |Pi , t̃i → ti |Pl , t̃i → t̂i |Zl , t̂i → al bk t , bk → al al bl |Sq (t̂i ),
ti → q0 |Zi , where


Zi = w ∈ O◦ | |w|ci = k 2 , k ≥ 1 = Sq (ci ) , Pi = O◦ \ Zi .
(i)

Essentially, the rules above are exactly like increment instructions from Theorem 3, tracking how many times the multiplicity of the input object ci has to
be incremented to reach a positive perfect square and the next perfect square.
In the next phase of the encoding procedure, the P system should simu(i)
late a register machine which starts in state q0 and computes the function
2
f (xN , yN ) = (yN − 1) /4 − xN , given xN in register j and yN in register l,
producing the result (i.e., the value N of the input register i to be represented)
in register i, represented by symbols ai and bi and thus in a suitable way to be
the input for the P system constructed in Theorem 3.


Theorem 4. P sa DOP1 ncoo, ctxt1 (CS) =
P sa DOP1 (ncoo, ctxt(Sq )) = P sRE.
Proof. Clearly, any input vector can be processed accordingly in the way
described in Example 1, and then a simulation of the register machine on
these inputs as outlined in Theorem 3 completes the explanation of the stated
result.

6

Bridging P Systems and Indian Parallel Grammars

Most of the upper bound results for deterministic controlled P systems heavily
rely on determinism. A closer look at the proofs reveals that it is not determinism
itself which is important, but rather the requirement that in any derivation, if
some object evolves, then also all identical objects evolve by means of the same
rule. Hence, we would like to consider relaxing determinism to this property.
A similar property has been considered in [13] already in 1980, for the
case of L systems, calling them 0LIP systems: like in Indian parallel grammars, all identical symbols simultaneously evolve by the same rule, but like in
Lindenmayer systems, all symbols evolve in parallel. In the area of P systems,
such a requirement may be viewed as a special case of the label agreement feature (label selection, target selection, and target agreement have extensively been
studied, for example, see [4,6]).
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For non-cooperative P systems, we deﬁne the rule agreement derivation
mode (denoted by ra) as follows: the evolution is maximally parallel and nondeterministic with the single restriction that in one derivation step, the same
rule must be used for all identical objects.
Obviously, deterministic controlled P systems are a subclass of controlled
P systems with rule agreement. With enough consideration, it should not be
diﬃcult to see that such coordinated non-determinism does not increase the
power of controlled P systems, e.g.,
 in case of Theorem
 2, which also should stay
valid in this case, so P sa OP1ra ncoo, ctxt1 (REG) = sepREG. Similarly, the
accepting power with generalized context conditions also should not be increased,
remaining N F IN ∪ coN F IN . However, we now have enough non-determinism
to be able to consider the generative case, too.
Lemma 1. P sOP1ra (ncoo) ⊇ P sREG.
Proof. No context conditions are needed to generate a set from P sREG. Moreover, the rule agreement feature is not essential for this inclusion, as the construction below does not rely on parallelism. Indeed, for an arbitrary reduced
regular grammar G = (N, T, P, S), consider the P system
Π = (O = N ∪ T, w1 = S, R1 ),
R1 = {A → aB | A → aB ∈ P } ∪ {A → λ | A → λ ∈ P },
which generates P s (L (G)).
Using the rules A → (a, out) instead of the rules A → a we could even
generate the regular languages themselves in the usual way by concatenating the
symbols sent out to the environment into strings. However, the case of generating
languages is known to be complicated even in the weakest case, see [1]. We do
not go into these details here, and instead concentrate on generating vectors for
the rest of this section; we also do not use any other communication with the
environment, noticing that this does not inﬂuence the computational power of
non-cooperative systems.
The rule agreement feature is known to increase the generative power of noncooperative P systems: while it is folklore that P sOP (ncoo) = P sREG, with
the rule agreement feature the famous non-regular set of powers of two can be
generated already with two rules:
Π = (O = {a, b}, w1 = a, R1 = {a → aa, a → b}).
It is worth noting that already with R1 being a ﬁnite subset of


a → ak | k ≥ 0 ∪ {a → b}
the entire class of languages generated by DT U 0L systems is covered. Inspecting
more carefully the way P systems with rule agreement work, we realize a strong
connection with the [E]0LIP systems introduced in [13], but we cannot claim
equality since with rule agreement alone we are not able to synchronize for
diﬀerent symbols when we stop evolving them and take the result.
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Conclusions

It is known that generalized context conditions are equivalent to predicates
on boundings, and that using them in deterministic maximally parallel noncooperative P systems still leaves their accepting power as low as N F IN ∪
coN F IN . We have shown that regular context conditions over two symbols yield
computational completeness of deterministic maximally parallel non-cooperative
P systems. We have characterized the power of P systems with regular context
conditions over one symbol by some restricted subclass of regular multiset languages. On the other hand, we have shown computational completeness using a
simple stronger one-symbol context condition, namely
Sq (a) = {w ∈ O◦ | |w|a = k 2 , k ≥ 1}.
Finally, we have considered a relaxation of the determinism requirement to the
so-called rule agreement. The obtained P systems often have the same accepting power as the deterministic ones, while their generative power is of separate
interest.
Some interesting questions remain open for future research:
– What kind of additional context conditions is necessary and suﬃcient for
generating some set of vectors that cannot be generated without context conditions?
– What kind of additional context conditions is necessary and suﬃcient for
obtaining computational completeness of non-cooperative P systems with rule
agreement?
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Abstract. In this paper we consider stochastic spiking neural P systems, a class of distributed parallel neural-like computing models. We
translate a restricted variant of the stochastic spiking neural P systems
using uniform distribution into a network of timed automata, proving
that such a translation preserves faithfully their behaviours. This relationship allows the veriﬁcation of several kinds of properties (both qualitative and quantitative) using the statistical model checking extension
of the complex software tool Uppaal .

1

Introduction

Membrane computing [13] is a known branch of natural computing that aims
to abstract computing ideas and formal models from the structure and functioning of living cells, as well as from the organization of cells in tissues, organs
(brain included) or other higher order structures such as colonies of cells (e.g.,
of bacteria) [1]. A structure is represented by a set of regions, each delimited
by a surrounding membrane, and arranged in a tree or a graph form. Multisets of objects are distributed inside these regions, and they can be modiﬁed
or moved between adjacent/connected compartments. Objects represent the formal counterpart of the molecular species (spikes, ions, proteins, etc.) ﬂoating
inside cellular compartments, and are described by means of strings over a given
alphabet. Evolution rules represent the formal counterpart of chemical reactions,
and are given in the form of rewriting rules that operate on objects. The models considered, called membrane systems (P systems), are parallel, distributed
computing models, processing multisets of symbols in cell-like compartmental
architectures. These models have been applied to the description of biological
systems [10,11].
Spiking neural (SN) P systems represent a class of distributed parallel computing models inspired from the way neurons communicate with each other by
means of electrical impulses (see Fig. 1), where there is a synapse between each
pair of connected neurons. Roughly, a spiking neural P system consists of a set
of neurons placed in the nodes of a directed graph, where neurons send signals
(spikes, denoted by the symbol a) along synapses (arcs of the graph). Stochastic
spiking neural P systems are obtained from spiking neural P systems by associating to each spiking rule a ﬁring time that indicates how long an enabled rule
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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waits before it is executed. Such ﬁring times are random variables (abstractions
for the concept of chance) whose probability distribution functions have domain
contained in R+ .

Fig. 1. Communication between neurons

The presence of unreliable components in spiking neural P system can be
considered in many diﬀerent aspects (e.g., in the form of a stochastic delays
of the spiking rules [8], or the stochastic loss of spikes [15]). The presence of
unreliable components pose an important constrains on the possible modelling
and veriﬁcation of spiking neural P system. In this paper we provide a formally
correct algorithm for translating systems described in stochastic spiking neural
P systems of [8] into a class of timed safety automata. This connection allows
the veriﬁcation of several kinds of properties, both qualitative and quantitative,
using the statistical model checking extension of the Uppaal software tool.

2

Stochastic Spiking Neural P Systems

Some notations and basic deﬁnitions are shortly presented.
The set of non-negative integers is denoted by N. Given a ﬁnite alphabet
V = {a1 , . . . , an }, the free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation is denoted by V ∗ . The elements of V ∗ are called strings, and the
empty string is denoted by λ. The set of all non-empty strings over V is denoted
by V + . When V = {a} is a singleton, then we write simply a∗ and a+ instead
of {a}∗ and {a}+ , respectively.
A regular expression E over an alphabet V is deﬁned as follows:
E = λ | a | (E)(E) | (E) ∪ (E) | (E)+ , where a ∈ V.
E ∗ = (E)+ ∪ {λ}. We associate a language
⎧
⎪
{λ}
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
{a}
⎨
L(E) = L(E1 )L(E2 )
⎪
⎪
⎪L(E1 ) ∪ L(E2 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩L((E )+ )
1

L(E) to each expression E:
if
if
if
if
if

E
E
E
E
E

= λ;
= a;
= (E1 )(E2 );
= (E1 ) ∪ (E2 );
= (E1 )+ .
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Some parentheses can be omitted when writing a regular expression. More
details can be found in [14].
We use a restricted version of the stochastic spiking neural P system presented in [8], considering only uniform distribution up to a given bound.
Definition 1. A stochastic spiking neural P system of degree m ≥ 1 is defined
by Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, out), where:
• O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
• σ1 , . . . , σm are neurons, of the form
σi = (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where :
(a) ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in σi ;
(b) Ri is a finite set of rules of the following two forms:
(1) E/ac → a; F (d), where E is a regular expression over a, and c ≥ 1,
and F is a probability distribution function with domain [0, d];
(2) as → λ; F (d), for s ≥ 1, with the restriction that for each rule E/ac →
/ L(E), and F is a probability
a; F  of type (1) from Ri , we have as ∈
distribution function with domain [0, d];
• syn ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , m} × N with i = j for each (i, j, r) ∈ syn,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ m (synapses between neurons);
• out ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} indicates the output neuron.
The rules of type (1) are called spiking rules, and are applied as follows: if the
neuron σi contains k spikes, and ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then the rule E/ac → a; F 
can be applied. This means removing c spikes from neuron σi , and producing 1
spike. The rules of type (2) are called forgetting rules and are applied as follows:
if the neuron σi contains exactly s spikes, then the rule as → λ; F  from Ri can
be used, meaning that s spikes are removed from neuron σi .
From the moment in which a rule is enabled up to the moment when the rule
ﬁres, a random amount of time elapses, whose probability distribution is speciﬁed by a function F associated to the rule (diﬀerent rules may have associated
diﬀerent distributions). Once the rule ﬁres, the update of the number of spikes
in the neuron, the emission of spikes and the update of spikes in the receiving
neurons are all simultaneous and instantaneous events. Multiple rules may be
simultaneously enabled in the same neuron. Whenever multiple enabled rules
in a neuron have the same random ﬁring time, the order of ﬁring is randomly
chosen, with a uniform probability distribution across the set of possible ﬁring
orders.
The initial conﬁguration of the system is C0 = {n1 , . . . , nm }, where
n1 , . . . , nm are the numbers of spikes present in each neuron. During the computation, a conﬁguration C = {n1 , . . . , nm } is described by the number of spikes
ni present in each neuron σi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Using the rules described above,
we can deﬁne transitions among the conﬁgurations of a system. Notice that,
because of the way the ﬁring of the rules has been deﬁned, in general there is no
upper bound on how many rules ﬁre for each transition. For two conﬁgurations
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rj

C1 , C2 of Π we denote by C1 → C2 the eﬀect of applying a rule rj of a neuron.
Also C1 ⇒ C2 denotes the fact that there is a direct transition from C1 to C2
in Π in which at most one rule was applied in each neuron, followed by moving
to the next time step. The reﬂexive and transitive closure of the relation ⇒ is
denoted by ⇒∗ . Any sequence of transitions starting in the initial conﬁguration
C0 is called a computation. A computation halts if it reaches a conﬁguration Ci
where no rule can be used.
Example 1. In what follows we present a graphical form of stochastic spiking
neural P systems. Here we just introduce the example without emphasizing on
its behaviour (we will consider latter this aspect). In Fig. 2, each neuron is represented by an oval marked with a label and having inside both its current
number of spikes and its rules. The synapses linking the neurons are represented
by directed arrows, while a short directed arrow pointing to (from) the environment identiﬁes the output (input) neuron. In the following example we consider
only an output neuron (and so the input synapse is not drawn).
1

3
a

a11
+

+

a /a → a; F (1)

a /a → a; F (2)
a+ /a2 → a; F (1)

a3 /a2 → a; F (3)

2
a+ /a3 → a; F (1)

Fig. 2. A simple example of a stochastic SN P system

The system consists of three neurons labelled by 1, 2, 3 in which neuron 3 is the
output one. In an initial conﬁguration C0 , neurons 1 and 3 are ready to ﬁre. The
spike of neuron 3 leaves it empty, and unable to spike again before receiving a
new spike. Neuron 2 cannot ﬁre until it succeeds to collect exactly 3 spikes. The
computation continues until consuming all spikes from all neurons.

3

Networks of Timed Automata

Timed automata [2] extended with integer variables, structured data types, user
deﬁned functions, broadcast, urgent channels and channel synchronization have
been used by several software tools for simulation and veriﬁcation of various
systems with time.
Syntax. We assume a ﬁnite set of real-valued variables C ranged over by x, y
standing for clocks, a set of clock resets ranged by r, ri , and a ﬁnite alphabet Σ
ranged over by a, b standing for actions. A clock constraint g is a conjunctive
formula of constraints of the form x ∼ m or x − y ∼ m, for x, y ∈ C, ∼∈ {≤, <,
=, >, ≥}, and m ∈ N. The set of clock constraints is denoted by B(C).
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Definition 2. A timed safety automaton A is a tuple N, n0 , E, I , where
•
•
•
•

N is a finite set of nodes;
n0 is the initial node;
E ⊆ N × B(C) × Σ × 2C × N is the set of edges;
I : N → B(C) assigns invariants to nodes.
g,a,r

n −−−→ n is a shorthand notation for n, g, a, r, n ∈ E. Node invariants are
restricted to constraints of the form x ≤ m or x < m, where m ∈ N.
A simple example of a timed safety automaton is depicted in Fig. 3.
A timed safety automata is a graph having
a ﬁnite set of nodes and a ﬁnite set of
idle
y<=3
labelled transitions, using real time clocks.
4<=y
The clocks are initialized with zero when
timing
the system starts, and then increased synx:=0, y:=0
chronously with the same rate. The behaviour of the automaton is restricted by using
1<=y
x<=1
clock constraints, i.e. guards on transitions,
fire
syn
y:=0
y<=5
and node invariants (e.g., see Fig. 3). An
x:=0
automaton is allowed to stay in a node as
long as the timing conditions of that node
6<=y
are satisﬁed. A transition can be taken when
ﬁnish
the transition guards are satisﬁed. When a
y:=0
transition is taken, clocks may be reset to
spike
zero.
y<=2

Networks of Timed Automata. A network of
timed automata is the parallel composition
A1 | . . . | An of a set of timed automata
A1 , . . . , An combined into a single system using the CCS-like parallel composition operator and with all internal actions hidden. Synchronous communication
inside the network is by handshake synchronization of input and output actions.
In this case, the action alphabet Σ consists of a? symbols (for input actions), a!
symbols (for output actions), and τ symbols (for internal actions). A detailed
example is found in [12].
A network can perform both delay and action transitions. An action transition is enabled if the clocks and variables assignment satisﬁes all guards on the
corresponding edges. In synchronization transitions, the resets on the edge with
an output label are performed before the resets on the edge with an input label.
To model urgent synchronization transitions that have priority with respect to
the delay transitions, a notion of urgent channels is used. On urgent channels
it is not possible to delay an execution whenever such an execution is possible.
One-to-many synchronizations are possible using broadcast channels: an edge
with synchronization label a! emits a broadcast and any enabled edge with synchronization label a? synchronizes with the emitting automata.
Fig. 3. Timed safety automata
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Let u, v,. . . denote clock assignments mapping C to R+ of non-negative real
numbers. g |= u means that the clock values u satisfy the guard g. For d ∈ R+ ,
the clock assignment mapping all x ∈ C to u(x) + d is denoted by u + d. Also, for
r ⊆ C, the clock assignment mapping all clocks of r to 0 and agreeing with u for
the other clocks in C\r is denoted by [r → 0]u. Let ni stand for the ith element of
a node vector n, and n[ni /ni ] for the vector n with ni being substituted with ni .
A network state is a pair n, u , where n denotes a vector of current nodes of
the network (one for each automaton), and u is a clock assignment storing the
current values of all network clocks and integer variables.
Definition 3. The operational semantics of a timed automaton is a transition
system where states are pairs n, u and transitions are defined by the rules:

d
• n, u −
→ n, u + d if u ∈ I(n) and (u + d) ∈ I(n), where I(n) = I(ni );
g,τ,r
τ
• n, u −
→ n[ni /ni ], u if ni −−−→ ni , g |= u, u = [r → 0]u and u ∈ I(n[ni /ni ]);
τ
→ n[ni /ni ][nj /nj ], u if there exist i = j such that
• n, u −
gi ,a?,ri

gj ,a!,rj

1. ni −−−−−→ ni , nj −−−−−→ nj , gi ∧ gj |= u,
2. u = [ri → 0]([rj → 0]u) and u ∈ I(n[ni /ni ][nj /nj ]).

4

Relating Stochastic SN P Systems to Timed Automata

In this section we present an algorithmic translation of stochastic spiking neural
P systems into timed safety automata, and prove that such a timed safety
automata has a bisimilar behaviour with the initial stochastic spiking neural
P system. This allows the use of existing tools such as Uppaal for the veriﬁcation of complex systems of neurons.
Building a Timed Safety Automaton for each Neuron: Given a neuron σi =
(ni , Ri ) of a stochastic spiking neural P system Π, we associate to it several
timed safety automata.
– For each rule rij : E/ac → a; F (d) ∈ Ri we associate an automaton Aij =
Ni , nij , Eij , Iij , where the components are as follows:
• Ni = {n ij, n ij f ired}
The node n ij denotes that in neuron i exists a rule rij , while the node
n ij f ired illustrates that the neuron i ﬁred the rule rij .
• I(n ij) = {x <= d}, I(n ij f ired) = {x <= 0}
The nodes n ij and n ij f ired should be exited before a maximum of d
and 0, respectively, units of time have elapsed.
• Eij = {nij , E, r[i][j]?, {ni = ni − c, x = 0}, nij f ired }
The transition {nij , E, r[i][j]?, {ni = ni − c, x = 0}, nijc } illustrates the
fact that when a rule rij is executed in neuron i (denoted by the synchronization on urgent channel r[i][j]? and the fulﬁlment of expression E),
then c spikes are removed from nij and the local clock x is reset to 0 in
order to model the delay according to the distribution F (d). Using urgent
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channels illustrates the fact that from all rules of a neuron one will be
selected nondeterministically.
To simulate the continuation of the rule we have three cases:
(1) Eij = Eij ∪ {nij f ired , , syn[i][1]?, , nij }
The transition {nij f ired , , syn[i][1]?, , nij } illustrates the fact that the
spike created by rule rij is sent on all outgoing synapses (illustrated by
the broadcast channel syn[i][1]). Graphically the obtain automaton
can be represented as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. An automaton associated to a rule rij : E/ac → a; F (d)

(2) Eij = Eij ∪ {nij f ired , , , , nij }
This case is similar with the previous case, except that there is no
outgoing synapse (illustrated by the missing of the broadcast channel
syn[i][1]) as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. An automaton associated to a rule rij : E/ac → a; F (d)

(3) Eij = Eij ∪ {nij f ired , , output = output + 1, , nij }
This case is similar with the case (1), except that there is no outgoing
synapse (illustrated by the missing of the broadcast channel syn[i][1])
but the current neuron is the output neuron (illustrated by the update
output = output + 1). Graphically this case can be represented as in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. A transition associated to a rule rij : E/ac → ap ; d

– for each rule rij : as → λ we associate an automaton Aij = Ni , nij , Eij , Iij ,
where the components are as follows:
• Ni = {n ij, n ij f ired}
The node n ij denotes that in neuron i exists a rule rij , while the node
n ij f ired illustrates that the neuron i ﬁred the rule rij .
• I(n ij) = {x <= d}
The node n ij should be exited before a maximum of d units of time have
elapsed.
• Eij = {nij , ni == s, r[i][j]?, {ni = ni − s, x = 0}, nij f ired }
∪ {nij f ired , , , , nij }
The transition {nij , ni == s, r[i][j]?, {ni = ni − s, x = 0}, nij f ired }
describes that s spikes are removed from ni , if ni contains exactly s spikes,
and the local clock x is reset to 0 whenever a forgetting rule rij is executed
in neuron i (denoted by the synchronization on urgent channel r[i][j]?).
The transition {nij f ired , , , , nij } illustrates that in the next step the
neuron will be able to ﬁre again. Graphically the automaton is represented
in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. A transition associated to a rule rj : as → λ

– For each neuron ni we associate an automaton Ai = Ni , ni , Ei , Ii , where
Ni = {ni }, Ei = ∅, Ii = ∅. The components Ni , Ei and Ii are updated
depending on the structure of σi and the incoming/outgoing synapses:
• for each incoming synapse (z, i) we have:
∗ Ei = Ei ∪ {ni , , syn[z][pzi]!, ni = ni + pzi, ni };
If on synapse (z, i) are received pzi spikes on the broadcast channel
syn, then the number of spikes from neuron ni is incremented with
pzi. Graphically this transition can be represented as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. A transition associated to an incoming synapse (z, i, wzi )

• for each rule rij ∈ Ri we have:
∗ Ei = Ei ∪ {ni , , r[i][j]!, , ni };
This transition signiﬁes the fact that a rule rij of neuron ni will be
executed if it synchronizes on the urgent channel r[i][j]. Graphically
this transition can be represented as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. An automaton associated to a rule rij

Building a timed automaton for each neuron leads to the next result about
the equivalence between a stochastic spiking neural P systems Π with the initial
conﬁguration C0 and its corresponding timed safety automaton AΠ in the initial
state nC0 , uC0 (i.e., (AΠ , nC0 , uC0 ). Their transition systems diﬀer not only
in transitions, but also in states. Thus, we adapt the notion of bisimilarity.
Definition 4. A symmetric relation ∼ over stochastic spiking neural P systems and the corresponding timed safety automata, is a bisimulation if whenever
(C, (AΠ , nC , uC )) ∈∼:
rj

τ

– if C →c C  , then nC , uC → nC  , uC  and (C  , (AΠ , nC  , uC  )) ∈∼ for

.
some C
rj
τ
– if C →p C  , then nC , uC → nC  , uC  and (C  , (AΠ , nC  , uC  )) ∈∼ for

some C .
d
d
– if C  C  , then nC , uC −
→ nC  , uC  and (C  , (AΠ , nC  , uC  )) ∈∼ for

some C , where uC  = uC + d.
Having deﬁned bisimulation, we can state our main theorem as follows.
Theorem 1. Given a stochastic spiking neural P system Π with initial configuration C0 , there exists a timed safety automaton AΠ with a bisimilar behaviour.
Formally, C0 ∼ (AΠ , nC0 , uC0 ).
Proof (Sketch). The construction of the timed safety automaton simulating a
given stochastic spiking neural P system is presented above.
A bisimilar behaviour is given by:
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• when execution starts, the global clock of the stochastic spiking neural P
system and the local clocks of the corresponding timed automata are set to 0;
• the application of a rule in a neuron is matched by two τ edges obtained by
translation (a τ edge corresponds to the consumption/production of spikes);
• the passage of time is similar in both formalisms: in stochastic spiking neural P
system the global clock is used to decrement by d all timers in the conﬁguration
when no rule is applicable, while in the timed automata all local clocks are
decremented synchronously with the same value d when no edge can be taken.
Thus, the size of a timed safety automata AΠ is polynomial with respect to the
size of a stochastic spiking neural P system Π, and the state spaces have the
same number of states.
Reachability Analysis. One of the most useful question to ask about a timed
automaton is the reachability of a given set of ﬁnal states. Such ﬁnal states may
be used to characterize safety properties of a system.
σ

Definition 5. We write n, u →
− n , u whenever n, u −
→ n , u for σ ∈
Σ ∪ R+ . For an automaton with initial state n0 , u0 , n, u is reachable if and
only if n0 , u0 →∗ n, u . More generally, given a constraint φ ∈ B(C) if n, u
is reachable for some u satisfying φ then a state n, φ is reachable.
Invariant properties can be speciﬁed using clock constraints in combination
with local properties on nodes. The reachability problem is decidable [7].
The reachability problem can be also deﬁned for stochastic SN P systems.
rj

rj

d

Definition 6. We write C −
→ C  if C →c C  or C →p C  or C  C  . Starting
from a configuration C0 , a configuration C1 is reachable if and only if C0 →∗ C1 .
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. For a stochastic spiking neural P system, the reachability problem
is decidable.
Bisimulation. Two timed automata are deﬁned to be timed bisimilar in [7] if
and only if they perform the same action transitions and reach bisimilar states.
Definition 7. A symmetric relation R over the timed automata and the alphabet Σ ∪ R+ , is a bisimulation if:
σ

σ

– for all (s1 , s2 ) ∈ R, if s1 −
→ s1 for σ ∈ Σ ∪ R+ and s1 , then s2 −
→ s2 and



(s1 , s2 ) ∈ R for some s2 .
Proposition 1. [9] Timed bisimulation is decidable.
In a similar way we deﬁne the bisimulation over conﬁgurations of stochastic
spiking neural P systems.
Definition 8. A symmetric relation R over configurations of stochastic spiking
neural P systems, is a bisimulation if:
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rj

– for all (C1 , C2 ) ∈ R, if C1 →c C1 for some C1 , then C2 →c C2 and (C1 , C2 ) ∈
R for some C2 .
rj
rj
– for all (C1 , C2 ) ∈ R, if C1 →p C1 for some C1 , then C2 →p C2 and (C1 , C2 ) ∈
R for some C2 .
t
t
– for all (C1 , C2 ) ∈ R, if C1  C1 for t ∈ N and some C1 , then C2  C2 and
(C1 , C2 ) ∈ R for some C2 .
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. For two configurations of stochastic spiking neural P systems,
timed bisimulation is decidable.

5

Verification of Stochastic Spiking Neural P Systems

In this section we present the automated veriﬁcation of the stochastic spiking
neural P system by using the software tool Uppaal (http://www.uppaal.org/).
Such a veriﬁcation is possible due to the translation of stochastic spiking neural
P systems into timed safety automata presented in the previous section.
We start from the stochastic spiking neural P system described in Example 1,
and translate it into the timed safety automata described in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. A simple example modelled in Uppaal

Uppaal allows the automated veriﬁcation of several properties involving several thousands of possible states, very diﬃcult to be validated by any experimental eﬀort. In this way we show how it is possible to prove/verify certain
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complex properties of complex biological systems modelled by stochastic spiking
neural P systems. This can be done without the high expenses required by the
experimental work in laboratories leading sometimes to wrong conclusions.
The model checking approach uses various techniques to automatically and
eﬃciently check a given system against speciﬁed formulas. The formulas can be of
two types path formulae (quantify over paths or traces of the model) and state
formulae (individual states). Path formulae can be classiﬁed into reachability
(E
φ), safety (A [ ] φ and E [ ] φ) and liveness (A
φ and φ  ψ), where
φ and ψ are boolean expressions over predicates on nodes and integer variables.
Reachability properties are used to check whether there exist a path starting
at an initial state, such that φ is eventually satisﬁed along that path. Safety
properties are used to verify that something bad will never happen, while liveness
properties check whether the system always progresses.
We present various properties that could be analyzed and veriﬁed for the
running example. We have used an Intel PC with 8 GB memory, 2.50 GHz ×
4 CPU and 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 LTS to run the experiments. The results are
presented for each analyzed property.
Example 2. Using reachability and safety properties, and some given initial values we performed some veriﬁcations in Uppaal for the system presented in
Example 1. The system on which we performed the veriﬁcation was composed
out of three neurons and six automata, by using the declarations:
const int N = 2; //Number of synapses
typedef int[0, N − 1] id s; //The id s deﬁnes a vector of N integer numbers.
int n1 = 11; //Number of spikes in neuron 1
int n2 = 0; //Number of spikes in neuron 2
int n3 = 1; //Number of spikes in neuron 3
where “//text” represents a comment.
Since the neurons nondeterministically choose which rule to apply, the number of possible conﬁgurations of this system is high. The complexity of such
systems increases even more when additional neurons and synapses are used,
and that is why we use the model checker of Uppaal for veriﬁcation.
• E <> n1 == 2 and n2 == 1 and n3 == 1 and output == 2
Starting from the initial conﬁguration, Uppaal can be used to check if certain amounts of spikes can be obtain in the system during its evolutions. The
result is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Veriﬁcation of reachability of a given conﬁguration

If our constructed systems is correct, we should not be able to reach conﬁgurations in which the amount of certain spikes does not respect the evolution
of the model. Considering such an impossible to reach conﬁguration: n1 == 2
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and n2 == 0 and n3 == 1 and output == 4 we obtain, as expected, a
negative response as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Veriﬁcation of reachability for a given conﬁguration

• A <> output == i, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Starting from the initial conﬁguration, Uppaal can be used to check if certain
amounts of spikes can be obtain as the output of the system. In this case we
check which can be the output of the system and, depending on the applied
rules, the output can be diﬀerent. The results are shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Veriﬁcation that always its output is between 1 and 4

• A[ ] not deadlock
A deadlock is a state in which no further evolution is possible. The existence
of the deadlock means that the systems stops after some steps. For the above
system, the result of the deadlock veriﬁcation is depicted in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Veriﬁcation of deadlock
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• P r[# <= 100](<> output == 4) Estimates the probability of the output to
be equal to 4 within 100 model time steps. The result of the veriﬁcation is
depicted in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Probability of reaching output == 4 in less than 100 steps

The tool can produce a number of histograms over model time, like probability density distribution (Fig. 16) that is useful for comparison of various
distributions.

Fig. 16. Probability density distribution

6

Conclusion

Over the years we provided several connections between membrane systems and
Petri nets for simulation and automated veriﬁcation of the properties of membrane systems: enhanced mobile membranes [3,4] are veriﬁed in [5], while mobile
membrane with delays are veriﬁed in [6].
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In this paper we provide a formally correct algorithm for translating stochastic spiking neural P systems into a network of timed automata, and so suitable to
be veriﬁed by using Uppaal . This allows the veriﬁcation of several kinds of properties, both qualitative and quantitative, involving also the Uppaal statistical
model checking. This approach could be related to a previous attempt of modelling complex neural systems by using stochastic spiking neural P systems [8].
Due to the large number of possible reachable conﬁgurations of such a neural
system, it makes sense to use various model checking capabilities of a complex software tool as Uppaal to verify several properties: reachability of desired
conﬁgurations, the fact that the system does not stop, whether the amount of
resources is constant and which is the probability of some events happening.
Acknowledgements. Many thanks to the reviewers for their useful comments. The
work was supported by a grant of the Romanian National Authority for Scientiﬁc
Research, project number PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0919.
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Abstract. We deﬁne a modiﬁed concept of a generalized communicating P system, where the environment is represented by a ﬁnite multiset
of objects which is allowed to dynamically change during the computation. We demonstrate the computational completeness of three restricted
variants of this model, the cases when the system uses only split rules,
or only join rules, or only parallel-shift rules. We discuss the relation
between the original and the new model, and propose classiﬁcations of
the environment.

1

Introduction

Among computational complete subclasses of P systems, there are purely communicating variants, i.e., membrane systems which work without any change of
their objects but only with importing/exporting objects from and/or to the environment and communicating objects between their regions. The possible large
computational power of these constructs is due to the fact that some types of the
objects are supposed to be found in an unbounded number in the environment.
That is, whenever the P system needs some extension of its “workspace”, i.e., to
complete a transition it needs more (a ﬁnite number of new) objects than it has
inside, then these objects are always available. This property implies the question
how the computational power (and the behavior) of membrane systems change
if there is only a ﬁnite number of objects in the environment that changes from
time-to-time. Such model is where the objects in the environment are provided
by a multiset rewriting system which starts its work from an initial ﬁnite multiset. Thus, at any computational step, the current environment is represented
by a ﬁnite multiset of objects that is allowed to dynamically change during the
computation.
This question is especially interesting in the case when the membrane system
represents a complex service system, thus any type of the objects corresponds
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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to a service and/or an application. Generalized communicating P systems are
such models. These constructs were introduced in [8], originally with the aim of
providing a common generalization of various purely communicating models.
A generalized communicating P system, or a GCPS for short, is a tissue-like
P system (a hypergraph) where each node represents a cell and each edge is
represented by a rule. Every node contains a multiset of objects which can be
communicated, that is, it may move between the cells according to interaction
(communication) rules. The form of an interaction rule is (a, i)(b, j) → (a, k)(b, l)
where a and b are objects and i, j, k, l are labels identifying the input and the
output cells. Such a rule means that an object a from cell i and an object b from
cell j move synchronously to cell k and cell l, respectively. The system is embedded in an environment, represented by cell 0, which may have certain objects in
an inﬁnite number of copies and certain objects only in a ﬁnite number of copies.
The GCPS and the environment interact by using the communication (interaction) rules given above, with the restriction that at every computation step only
a ﬁnite number of objects is allowed to enter in any cell from the environment.
The rules are applied in a maximally parallel manner, possibly implying changes
in the conﬁguration of the GCPS, i.e., changing the multisets representing the
contents of the cells. A computation in a GCPS is a sequence of conﬁgurations
directly following each other, starting from the initial conﬁguration and ending
in a halting conﬁguration. The result of the computation is the number of objects
found in a distinguished cell, the output cell.
GCPSs have been studied in details, with special emphasis on their generative
(computational) power. It has been shown that even restricted variants of these
constructs (with respect to the form of rules) are able to generate any recursively
enumerable set of numbers. Furthermore, several of them even with relatively
small numbers of cells and with simple underlying (hypergraph) architectures
are computationally complete [2,3]. It is also shown that the maximal expressive
power can also be obtained with GCPSs where the alphabet of objects is a
singleton [1].
One other important property of GCPSs is their strong similarity with Petri
nets, and thus they can be used for behavioral investigation of complex service
and/or application compositions (e.g. scientiﬁc workﬂows) as well. Since workﬂows are usually executed in heterogeneous and distributed environments, to
achieve automated enactment of workﬂows in these remote and complex systems,
adaptation, i.e., reacting to unpredictable changes of the conditions is highly
recommended. This observation was one more inspiration for us to introduce a
modiﬁed version of generalized communicating P systems where the objects of
the environment are provided by a multiset rewriting system which starts its
work from an initial ﬁnite multiset.
In the paper, after introducing the new model, we demonstrate the computational completeness of its three restricted variants, the cases where the system
uses only split, or only join, or only parallel-shift rules. We also discuss the relation between the basic and the new model of GCPSs, and propose classiﬁcations
of the environment.
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2

Preliminaries

We ﬁrst recall some basic notions and notations from membrane computing, formal language theory and computability theory; for further details
consult [5–7].
2.1

Some Basic Notions

An alphabet is a ﬁnite non-empty set of symbols. For an alphabet V , we denote
by V ∗ the set of all strings over V , including the empty string, λ.
A ﬁnite multiset over V is a mapping M : V −→ N; M (a) is said to be
the multiplicity of a in M (N denotes the set of non-negative integers). A ﬁnite
multiset M over an alphabet V can be represented by all permutations of a
M (a ) M (a )
M (a )
string x = a1 1 a2 2 . . . an n ∈ V ∗ , where aj ∈ V , M (aj ) = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
∗
x represents M in V . The size of a ﬁnite multiset M, represented by x ∈ V ∗
is deﬁned as Σa∈V |x|a . We note that if no confusion arises, we also use the
customary set notation for denoting multisets. Thus, we denote the set of ﬁnite
multisets over V by V ∗ .
A pair M = (O, P ) is said to be a multiset rewriting scheme, if O is an
alphabet, the alphabet of objects, and P is a ﬁnite set of rules of the form
u → v, where u, v are ﬁnite multisets over O and u is non-empty. P is called the
set of multiset rewriting rules of M .
Let x, y be two ﬁnite multisets over O. We say that y can be directly derived
from x by M , written as x =⇒M y if y can be obtained from x by a maximally
parallel application of rules in P ; i.e., there is a multiset R of rules of elements
of P such that y is obtained from x by parallel application of elements of R and
there is no multiset R properly including R such that y can be obtained from
x by applying elements of R in parallel.
The reﬂexive and transitive closure of =⇒M is denoted by =⇒∗M .
2.2

Register Machines

Now we recall the notion of a register machine; for further details the reader is
referred to [4].
A register machine is a 5-tuple RM = (Q, R, q0 , qf , I), where Q is a ﬁnite
non-empty set, called the set of states, R = {A1 , . . . , Ak }, k ≥ 1, is a set of
registers, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and qf ∈ Q is the ﬁnal state. I is a set of
instructions of the following forms: (p, A+, r, s), where p, r, s ∈ Q, p = qf , A ∈ R,
called an increment instruction or (p, A−, r, s), where p, r, s ∈ Q, p = qf , A ∈ R,
called a decrement instruction. Furthermore, for every p ∈ Q, (p = qf ), there is
exactly one instruction of the form either (p, A+, r, s) or (p, A−, r, s).
A conﬁguration of a register machine RM , deﬁned above, is given by a (k+1)tuple (q, m1 , . . . , mk ), where q ∈ Q and m1 , . . . , mk are non-negative integers, q
corresponds to the current state of RM and m1 , . . . , mk are the current numbers
stored in the registers (in other words, the current contents of the registers or
the value of the registers) A1 , . . . Ak , respectively.
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A transition of the register machine consists in updating the number stored
in a register and in changing the current state to another one, according to an
instruction.
An increment instruction (p, A+, r, s) ∈ I is performed if RM is in state p,
the number stored in register A is increased by 1, and after that RM enters
either state r or state s, chosen non-deterministically.
A decrement instruction (p, A−, r, s) ∈ I is performed if RM is in state p,
and if the number stored in register A is positive, then it is decreased by 1 and
then RM enters state r, and if the number stored in A is 0, then the contents
of A remains unchanged and RM enters state s.
We say that a register machine RM = (Q, R, q0 , qf , I), with k registers,
given as above, generates a non-negative integer n if starting from the initial
conﬁguration (q0 , 0, 0, . . . , 0) it enters the ﬁnal conﬁguration (qf , n, 0, . . . , 0).
The set of non-negative integers generated by RM is denoted by N (RM ).
Register machines generate all recursively enumerable sets of non-negative
integers [4]; the family of these sets of numbers is denoted by N RE.

3

Generalized Communicating P Systems with a
Dynamically Changing Environment

One important characteristics of generalized communicating P systems is that
certain environmental objects are available in an inﬁnite number of copies at
each computational step, thus, if needed, the GCPS can freely use an arbitrary
number of them. A reasonable restriction is, if the environment is supposed to
be a dynamically changing supply of a ﬁnite number of objects at every step of
the computation. In the following, we deﬁne the concept of a generalized communicating P system with a dynamically changing environment, a deGCPS for
short, where the number of objects present in the environment is ﬁnite at every
step of the computation and it is determined by the interaction of a multiset
rewriting system representing the environment and the “core” GCPS. In other
words, a computation step consists of two substeps: at ﬁrst, using its rewriting
rules the multiset rewriting system generates the contents of the environment,
i.e., changes the multiset of objects present in the environment. Then, the communication rules of the “core” GCPS are applied to its cells, possibly involving
objects of the environment in these actions, in a maximal parallel manner.
Definition 1. A generalized communicating P system with dynamic environment (a deGCPS, for short) of degree n, where n ≥ 1, is an (n + 5)-tuple
Π = (O, M, w0 , w1 , . . . , wn , R, h)
where
1. O is a finite alphabet, called the set of objects of Π;
2. M = (O, P ) is a multiset rewriting scheme;
3. w0 is a finite multiset representing the initial environment and wi ∈ O∗ , for
every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a finite multiset of objects initially associated to cell i;
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4. R is a finite set of interaction rules of the form (a, i)(b, j) → (a, k)(b, l), where
a, b ∈ O, 0 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n;
5. h ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the output cell.
The n + 3-tuple (O, w1 , . . . , wn , R, h) is said to be the core (core GCPS) of Π.
Now we deﬁne the functioning of deGCPSs.
We start with the semantics of the interaction rules.
The cells and the environment interact with each other by means of the rules,
having the form (a, i)(b, j) → (a, k)(b, l), with a, b ∈ O and 0 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n, given
above. For simplicity, we consider the environment as the cell labeled by 0. Such
an interaction rule may be applied if there is an object a in cell i and an object
b in cell j. As the result of the application of the rule, the object a moves from
cell i to cell k and b moves from cell j to cell l.
Let Π = (O, M, w0 , w1 , . . . , wn , R, h), n ≥ 1, be a deGCPS.
A conﬁguration of Π is an (n + 1)-tuple (z0 , z1 , . . . , zn ) with z0 , zi ∈ O∗ , for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n; z0 is the multiset of objects present in the environment, whereas,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, zi is the multiset of objects present inside cell i.
The initial conﬁguration of Π is (w0 , w1 , . . . , wn ).
Generalized communicating P systems with dynamically changing environment work by performing transitions. A transition in Π consists of two steps:
ﬁrst, the current multiset of the environment is changed by applying the rules of
M in maximally parallel, and then rules of R are applied in a maximally parallel
manner.
Formally, for a conﬁguration c = (z0 , z1 , . . . , zn ) of Π, a new conﬁguration c = (z0 , z1 , . . . , zn ) of Π is obtained by a transition as follows: c =
(z0 , z1 , . . . , zn ) is obtained from c = (z0 , z1 , . . . , zn ) by the maximally parallel
application of rules in M , denoted by c =⇒P c , and then c is obtained from c
by a maximally parallel application of rules in R, denoted by c =⇒R c .
A successful generation in Π is a sequence of transitions starting from the
initial conﬁguration and ending in a ﬁnal conﬁguration, i.e., in a conﬁguration
of the form cf = (u0 , u1 , . . . , un ), where no rule of R can be applied to cf and no
rule of P can be applied to u0 . Notice, that in this case neither the environment,
nor the system is able to continue its work.
The result of a successful generation in a deGCPS Π is the number of objects
present in the output cell, cell h.
We say that Π generates a non-negative integer n if there is a successful
generation by Π such that n is the size of the multiset of objects present inside
the output cell in the ﬁnal conﬁguration.
The set of non-negative integers generated by a deGCPS Π in this way is
denoted by N (Π).
Analogously to generalized communicating P systems, possible restrictions
on the interaction rules (modulo symmetry) can be introduced: Let O be an
alphabet and let us consider an interaction rule (a, i)(b, j) → (a, k)(b, l) with
a, b ∈ O, i, j, k, l ≥ 0. Then, the following cases can be distinguished:
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1. i = j = k = l: the conditional-uniport-out rule sends b to cell l provided that
a and b are in cell i (rule of type uout, for short);
2. i = k = l = j: the conditional-uniport-in rule brings b to cell i provided that
a is in that cell (rule of type uin, for short);
3. i = j, k = l, i = k : the symport2 rule corresponds to the minimal symport
rule [6], i.e., a and b move together from cell i to k (rule of type sym2, for
short);
4. i = l, j = k, i = j : the antiport1 rule corresponds to the minimal antiport
rule [6], i.e., a and b are exchanged in cells i and k (rule of type anti1, for
short);
5. i = k and i = j, i = l, j = l: the presence-move rule moves the object b from
cell j to l, provided that there is an object a in cell i and i, j, l are pairwise
diﬀerent cells (rule of type presence, for short);
6. i = j, i = k, i = l, k = l : the split rule sends a and b from cell i to cells k
and l, respectively (rule of type split, for short);
7. k = l, i = j, k = i, k = j : the join rule brings a and b together to cell i (rule
of type join, for short);
8. i = l, i = j, i = k and j = k : the chain rule moves a from cell i to cell k
while b is moved from cell j to cell i, i.e., to the cell where a was previously
(rule of type chain, for short);
9. i, j, k, l are pairwise diﬀerent numbers: the parallel-shift rule moves a and b
from two diﬀerent cells to another two diﬀerent cells (rule of type shif t, for
short).
N OdetPk (x) denotes the set of numbers generated by generalized
communicating P systems with dynamically changing environment of
degree k and with rules of type x where k ≥ 1 and x ∈
{uout, uin, sym2, anti1, presence, split,
∞join, chain, shif t}.
N OdetP∗ (x) is the notation for k=1 N OdetPk (x).

4

Power of deGCPS Systems

In the following we show that any recursively enumerable set of numbers can be
obtained with a deGCPS system with four cells, using rules only of type split
or join.
Theorem 1. N OdetP4 (split) = N RE.
Proof. Let RM = (Q, R, q0 , qf , I) be an arbitrary register machine, where Q is
the set of states, R = {A1 , . . . , Ak }, k ≥ 1, is a set of registers, q0 ∈ Q is the
initial state, qf ∈ Q is the ﬁnal state, and I is a set of instructions. To prove the
statement, we construct a dePCGS Π with only split rules and four cells such
that N (RM ) = N (Π) holds.
Let us assume, without the loss of generality, that there are no two decrement
instructions (i, A−, j, k) and (l, A−, m, n) in I such that j = n, that is, there
is no instruction label which appears in two diﬀerent decrement instructions in
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such a way that in one instruction it is the label which follows the decrement
of a non-empty register (j in the ﬁrst instruction above), and in another one
it is the label which follows the successful zero check of the register (n in the
second instruction above). To see why this assumption can be made, consider
the following: if two such instructions (p, A−, r, s) and (q, A−, s, t) exist, then
we relabel the second one to (q, A−, s , t), and for all (s, A±, k, l) ∈ P , we also
add (s , A±, k, l) to P .
To help the easier reading, we ﬁrst show how instructions of RM can be simulated, the components of Π then easily can be inferred from the constructions.
Now we show how to construct rules simulating an increment instruction
(p, Ai +, r, s): at the beginning of the simulation of any instruction, cell 1 contains
objects X and Y , cell 2 contains as many occurrences of ci as the number stored
in register Ai , and cells 3 and 4 are empty. The environment contains symbol Qp .
The rules in R are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

(p, 0)(ci , 0) → (p, 2)(ci , 3),
(X, 1)(Y, 1) → (X, 2)(Y, 3),
(Y, 3)(ci , 3) → (Y, 1)(ci , 2),
(X, 2)(p, 2) → (X, 1)(p, 0),

and corresponding rules in M are:
(a) : Qp → pci Qp , (b) : Qp → Qp , (c) : pQp → Qr , (d) : pQp → Qs .
Π works as follows: First the environment rewrites Qp to pci Qp . Then symbol
X moves to cell 2, and Y moves to to cell 3, while by rule 1., p moves to cell 2 and
ci to cell 3. Then M rewrites Qp to Qp and using rules 3. and 4., objects X and Y
return to cell 1, ci moves to cell 2 (thus, the contents of register Ai is incremented
by one) and p returns to the environment. After this, the environment rewrites
Q p either to Qr or Qs , non-deterministically chosen and erases p. Thus, the
next instruction can be executed.
Rules simulating a decrement instruction (p, Ai −, r, s) are as follows: at the
beginning of the simulation of any instruction, cell 1 contains objects X and Y ,
cell 2 contains as many occurrences of ci as the number stored in register Ai ,
and cell 3 and cell 4 are empty. The rules in R are given as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(p, 0)(c̄i , 0) → (p, 4)(c̄i , 2),
(X, 1)(Y, 1) → (X, 3)(Y, 4),
(c̄i , 2)(ci , 2) → (c̄i , 3)(ci , 0),
(p, 4)(Y, 4) → (p, 0)(Y, 1),
(p, 4)(Y, 4) → (p, 3)(Y, 2),
(X, 3)(c̄i , 3) → (X, 1)(c̄i , 0),
(c̄i , 2)(Y, 2) → (c̄i , 0)(Y, 1),
(X, 3)(p, 3) → (X, 1)(p, 0).

The corresponding rules in M are the following:
(a) : Qp → Qp c̄i p, (b) : Qp → Q̄r , (c) : Qp → Q̄s ,
(f ) : p → #,
(d) : Q̄r ci p → Q̄r , (e) : Q̄r → #,
(h) : Q̄r c̄i → Qr , (i) : Q̄s → Q̄s ,
(g) : ci → #,
(j) : Q̄s c̄i p → Qs , (k) : # → #.
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Notice that because of our assumption on the register machine RM , for any
instruction label l, either Ql → # or Ql → Q̄l , is present in I.
Π simulates the execution of the instruction as follows: At the beginning the
environment contains Qp and there is no other symbol in it. The environment
rewrites Qp to pc̄i Qp , and then, by rule 2. of R, symbols X and Y leave cell 1
and move to cell 3 and 4, respectively, and by rule 1. of R, p moves to cell 4
and c̄i moves to cell 2. The computation now may continue in two directions,
depending on whether the simulated register supposed to store zero or not, thus
Qp will be rewritten to Q̄r (the register is not empty), or Q̄s (the register is
empty). Suppose that the simulated register Ai is not empty. Then in cell 2
there should exist at least one ci . This implies that rules 3. and 4. or rules 3.
and 5. of can be applied in parallel.
Suppose that rules 3. and 4. are applied in parallel. Then symbol c̄i moves
to cell 3, symbols ci and p leave to the environment and symbol Y moves to cell
1. Then the environment uses its rule Q̄r ci p → Q̄r . If rules 3. and 5. are used
together, then only ci leaves to the environment. Then the environment uses
its rules Q̄r → #, ci → #, p → #. Thus, the computation terminates without
any success. Notice, that the same happens if the latter rules are used after
performing rules 3. and 4., thus the computation continues only if the correct
choice of the environmental rules takes place. Having Q̄r in the environment, rule
6. of R is performed, thus c̄i leaves to the environment. The procedure ends with
the application of the environmental rule Q̄r c̄i → Qr . Now suppose that after
introducing Q̄r in the environment, rule 3. cannot be applied, i.e., Ai is empty.
Then either rule 4. or rule 5. can be applied, but none of them introduces ci
in the environment. Then the environment introduces #, thus the computation
ends unsuccessfully.
Suppose now that the simulated register, Ai , should be empty. Then Q̄s
should be introduced in the environment. Then either rule 4. or rule 5. of R
can be applied. If rule 4. is applied then p leaves to the environment. Let the
environment have rules Q̄s → Q̄s and p → #. Then the only correct choice is
rule 5. Then, in the next step Π uses its rules 7. and 8., thus c̄i and p leave
to the environment and x and Y return to cell 1. Then the environment uses
rule Q̄s c̄i p → Qs and the computation successfully ends. Suppose that after
introducing Q̄s in the environment, register Ai is not empty. But then either
rules 3. and 4. or rules 3. and 5. can be applied in parallel. If the environment
has rule ci → #, then the environment, which is of the form Q̄s ci or Q̄s pci
will be rewritten to Qp # or Qp ##, thus, the computation will not successfully
terminate.
Notice that the rules in P and in R, together, simulate the instructions of
RM , and they are given in such way that the simulation of every instruction
does not interfere with the simulation of any other instruction.
The initial state of the environment in Qq0 . If Qqf , i.e., the counterpart of
state qf in Π appears in the environment, after then no rule of P will be applicable. In the next step, R performs a rule, i.e., moves objects X and Y , but after
then no rule of R is applicable. Thus, the end of the generation process in RM
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corresponds to the end of the computation in Π. Notice, that the number generated by RM is the number stored in register 1, and this is exactly the number
of objects c1 that can be found in cell 2, which is the output cell. By the explanations and arguments given above, it can be seen that Π correctly simulates
RM and N (Π) = N (RM ) holds. Since any recursively enumerable set of numbers can be generated by a register machine, and reversely, any register machine
generates a recursively enumerable set of numbers, we proved the statement.
In the following we deal with deGCPSs with join operation.
Theorem 2. N OdetP4 (join) = N RE.
Proof. As in the previous case, we will simulate the work of register machines.
Suppose that RM = (Q, R, q0 , qf , I) is an arbitrary register machine. To prove
the statement, we construct a dePCGS Π such that N (RM ) = N (Π) holds
and Π has four cells. As in the previous case, we assume that there are no two
decrement instructions (p, A−, r, s) and (q, A−, s, t) in I, that is, there is no
instruction label which appears in two diﬀerent decrement instructions in such
a way that in one instruction it is the state which follows the decrement of a
non-empty register (s in the second instruction above), and in another one it is
the label which follows the successful zero check of the register (s in the ﬁrst
instruction above).
As in the previous proof, to help the easier reading, we ﬁrst show how instructions of RM can be simulated. Then, the reader may easily infer the components
of Π from the constructions.
The rules simulating an increment instruction (p, Ai +, r, s) are given as follows: at the beginning of the simulation of any instruction, cell 1 contains objects
X and Y , cell 2 contains as many occurrences of ci as the number stored in register Ai , and cells 3,4 are empty. The environment contains symbol Qp .
The rules in R are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

(p, 0)(X, 1) → (p, 3)(X, 3),
(ci , 0)(Y, 1) → (ci , 2)(Y, 2),
(p, 3)(Y, 2) → (p, 0)(Y, 0),
(X, 3)(Y, 0) → (X, 1)(Y, 1).
The corresponding rules in M are as follows:
(a) : Qp → Qp ci p, (b) : Qp → Qp , (c) : Qp pY → Q
p Y,

→
Q
,
(e)
:
Q
→
Q
.
(d) : Q
r
s
p
p

Π simulates the instruction as follows: At the beginning the only symbol in
the environment is Qp . At the ﬁrst step, M rewrites Qp to Qp pci . At the next
step, by rules 1. and 2. of R, symbols p and X move to cell 3 and symbols ci and
Y move to cell 2. After then the environment rewrites Qp to Qp . Then rule 3. of
R is applied, moving p and Y to the environment. The environment then uses
its rule Qp pY → Q
p Y . After then rule 4. of R is applied and Y and X move
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to cell 1. At the next step the environment changes Q
p either to Qr or to Qs .
Thus the instruction is simulated.
Next we show how a decrement instruction (p, Ai −, r, s) is simulated: at the
beginning of the simulation of the instruction, cell 1 contains objects X and Y ,
cell 2 contains as many occurrences of objects ci as the number stored in register
Ai , and cells 3 and 4 are empty. The environment contains symbol Qp .
The corresponding rules in R are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(p, 0)(X, 1) → (p, 3)(X, 3),
(ci , 2)(Y, 1) → (ci , 4)(Y, 4),
(p, 3)(ci , 4) → (p, 0)(ci , 0),
(X, 3)(Y, 4) → (X, 1)(Y, 1),
(p, 3)(Y, 1) → (p, 0)(Y, 0),
(X, 3)(Y, 0) → (X, 1)(Y, 1).
The corresponding rules in M are the following:
(a) : Qp → Qp p, (b) : Qp → Qp , (c) : Qp pci → Qr ,
(d) : Qp → Q̄p p, (e) : Q̄p → Q̄p , (f ) : Q̄p pY → Q̄p Y,
(g) : Q̄p → Qs , (h) : Qp → #, (i) : Q̄p → #,
(j) : # → #.

Suppose that Ai is not empty. At the ﬁrst step, the environment rewrites
Qp to Qp p. Then, by parallel application of rules 1. and 2. of R, objects p and
X move to cell 3 and objects Y and ci move to cell 4. After then, Qp will be
rewritten to Qp . In the next step, rules 3. and 4. of R are used in parallel, moving
p and ci to the environment, and objects X and Y return to cell 1. Then the
environment will use its rule Qp pci → Qr , thus the instruction was correctly
simulated. Suppose now that no ci was present in cell 2, thus, the guess about
the simulated register Ai being non-empty was wrong. Then rule 2. was not
applicable, and objects p and X moved to cell 3. After the next step by R, the
environment will have the form Qp pY , but only the rule Qp → # is applicable
to this word, thus the computation does not terminate successfully.
Let us consider the case when the simulated register Ai is empty. At the ﬁrst
step, the environment rewrites Qp to Q̄p p. Then by rule 1. of R, objects p and X
move to cell 3. In the next step, the environment rewrites Q̄p to Q̄p . By rule 5.
of R, objects p and Y move to the environment. Then the actual environment,
Q̄p pY will be rewritten to Q̄p Y , and then by rule 6. of R objects X and Y move
to cell 1. In the next step, the environment will be rewritten to Qs . Suppose
now that although Ai was guessed to be empty, cell 2 contained at least one ci .
Then, after the second step by R, the environment will be of the form Q̄p pci .
Since only the rule Q̄p → # is applicable, the computation does not terminate
successfully. Thus the instruction was correctly simulated.
The rules in P and R, together, simulate the instructions of RM , and the
simulation of every instruction does not interfere with the simulation of any
other instruction.
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The initial state of the environment in Qq0 . If Qqf , i.e., the counterpart
of state qf in Π appears in the environment, after then no rule of P and R.
Thus, the end of the generation process in RM corresponds to the end of the
computation in Π. Notice, that the number generated by RM is the number
stored in register 1, and this is exactly the number of objects c1 that can be
found in cell 2, which is the output cell. By the arguments given above, it can
be seen that Π correctly simulates RM and N (Π) = N (RM ) holds. Since any
recursively enumerable set of numbers can be generated by a register machine,
and reversely, any register machine generates a recursively enumerable set of
numbers, we proved the statement.
Next we investigate deGCPSs with only parallel-shift rules.
Theorem 3. N OdetP5 (shif t) = N RE.
Proof. The proof follows the same way as we did in the previous cases, based
on simulation the work of register machines, hence we hold the same assumptions supposing that RM = (Q, R, q0 , qf , I) is an arbitrary register machine; a
dePCGS Π such that N (RM ) = N (Π) holds, but now Π has ﬁve cells. Moreover we assume that there are no two decrement instructions (p, A−, r, s) and
(q, A−, s, t) in I.
As in the previous proofs, to help the easier reading, we ﬁrst show how
instructions of RM can be simulated. Then, the reader may easily infer the
components of Π from the constructions.
The rules simulating an increment instruction (p, Ai +, r, s) are given as follows: at the beginning of the simulation of any instruction, cell 1 contains objects
X, cell 2 contains as many occurrences of ci as the number stored in register Ai ,
and cells 3,4 and 5 are empty. The environment contains symbol Qp .
The rules in R are as follows:
1. (p, 0)(X, 1) → (p, 1)(X, 2),
2. (ci , 0)(X, 2) → (ci , 2)(X, 3),
3. (X, 3)(p, 1) → (X, 1)(p, 0).
The corresponding rules in M are as follows:
(a) : Qp → Qp p, (b) : Qp → Qp ci , (c) : Qp → Q
p ,

p
→
Q
,
(e)
:
Q
p
→
Q
.
(d) : Q
r
s
p
p
The instruction is simulated by Π as follows: At ﬁrst, M rewrites Qp to Qp p
introducing a new p instruction symbol. Then rule 1 is applied, which moves
symbol p from the environment to cell 1 while symbol X is moved from cell
1 to cell 2. Next, as symbol p is disappeared from the environment, rewriting
rule b can be applied in M , hence symbol Qp is rewritten to Qp ci . Therefore in
the next step rule 2 of R can be applied that moves ci to cell 2, and symbol X
from cell 2 to cell 3. By applying rule c in M , symbol Qp will be rewritten to
Q
p . Next symbol X is moved to cell 1 while p leaves cell 1 and moves to the
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environment. Finally M rewrites its content nondeterministically to Qs or Qr .
Thus the instruction is simulated.
Next we show how a decrement instruction (p, Ai −, r, s) is simulated: at the
beginning of the simulation of the instruction, cell 1 contains object Yp for all
p ∈ Q, cell 3 contains Z1 and Z2 , cell 2 contains as many occurrences of objects
ci as the number stored in register Ai , and cells 4, 5 are empty. The environment
contains symbol Qp .
The corresponding rules in R are as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(p, 0)(Yp , 1) → (p, 1)(Yp , 2),
(Yp , 2)(Z1 , 3) → (Yp , 3)(Z1 , 4),
(ci , 2)(Yp , 3) → (ci , 3)(Yp , 4),
(Z1 , 4)(Z2 , 3) → (Z1 , 3)(Z2 , 2),
(Z2 , 2)(ci , 3) → (Z2 , 3)(ci , 0),
(Yp , 4)(p, 1) → (Yp , 1)(p, 0),
(Z2 , 2)(Yp , 3) → (Z2 , 3)(Yp , 5),
(Yp , 5)(p, 1) → (Yp , 1)(p, 0).
The corresponding rules in M are the following:
(a) : Qp → Qp p, (b) : Qp → Qp , (c) : Qp → Q
p ,

→
Q̄
,
(e)
:
Q̄
→
Q̄
,
(f
)
:
Q̄
c
p
→
Qr ,
(d) : Q
p
p
p i
p
p
(g) : Q̄p p → Qs , (h) : p → #, (i) : ci → #,
(j) : # → #.

At the ﬁrst step, the environment rewrites Qp to Qp p. Then, by application
of rule 1 of R, object p moves to cell 1 in parallel with Yp which moves from
cell 1 to cell 2. After this, Qp will be rewritten to Qp . In the next step, rule 2
is applied moving symbol Yp and Z1 from cell 2 and cell 3 to cell 3 and cell 4
respectively. In the next step the environment rewrites it content to symbol Q
p .
Let us suppose ﬁrst that Ai is not empty. It means that at least one occurrence
of ci is in cell 2. Now rule 3 and rule 4 is applied in parallel, moving ci and Z1
to cell 3, symbol Yp to cell 4 and Z2 to cell 2. Now the environment rewrites Q
p
to Q̄p . In the last communication step rule 5 and rule 6 are applied returning
symbol Yp and Z2 to their original cell, and moving ci and p to the environment.
Now ci and p appeared in the environment, therefore rule f is applied by M
that rewrites the content to Qr .
Now we suppose that Ai is empty. As above, the environment contains Q
p ,
symbol p is in cell 1, Yp is in cell 3 and symbol Z1 is in cell 4. Now symbols Z1
and Z2 are moved to cell 3 and cell 2 respectively by application of rule 4. The
environment rewrites its content to Q̄p , and then - as rule 3 cannot be applied in
the previous step - application of rule 7 returns Z2 to cell 3, while Yp is moved
to cell 5. In the environment rewriting rule e is applied that replaces Q̄p with
Q̄p . Next, rule 8 moves Yp to cell 1 while p returns to the environment. This
indicates the application of rule g rewriting Q̄p p to Qs .
As in the previous proofs, the rules in P and R, together, simulate the instructions of RM , and the simulation of every instruction does not interfere with the
simulation of any other instruction.
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The initial state of the environment in Qq0 , the ﬁnal state is Qqf , i.e., the
counterpart of state qf . When the ﬁnal state appears in the environment, no rule
of P (and R) is applicable, thus, the end of the computation in RM corresponds
to the end of the computation in Π. Also, the number generated by RM (the
number stored in register 1) is exactly the number of objects c1 that can be
found in cell 2, which is the output cell. By the arguments given above, it can
be seen that Π correctly simulates RM and N (Π) = N (RM ) holds. Since any
recursively enumerable set of numbers can be generated by a register machine,
and reversely, any register machine generates a recursively enumerable set of
numbers, our statement is proved.
4.1

Discussion

In the generic model, in GCPSs a subset of objects is distinguished, elements of
which are allowed to occur in an inﬁnite number of copies in the environment.
Thus, the environment serves an inﬁnite supply of certain objects. In some sense,
this environment could be considered as a static one, since whenever the GCPS
needs such an object from the environment, the object is available. This might
not be the case for deGCPSs. Therefore, according to their eﬀect on the computation process, we may distinguish diﬀerent types of environments: how much
extent the computed set of numbers and the computation processes diﬀer from
each other in a certain deGCPSs and a GCPS obtained from its core. Some other
research direction is to study the robustness of a deGCPS: the system is robust
if it computes the same set of numbers for any environment M , sensitive with
respect to the environment if there exists at least two diﬀerent environments M
and M  which lead to diﬀerent sets of computed numbers, and hypersensitive
if there exists inﬁnitely many pairwise diﬀerent environments Mn , n = 1, 2, . . .
such that any two of them results in diﬀerent sets of computed numbers. We
plan study these problems in the future.
The interesting fact that both “inﬁnite” and ﬁnite environments turn out to
be universal is due to that in the “inﬁnite” case in any computation step the necessary number of objects that should be/can be imported from the environment
is a ﬁnite number. Thus, by a suitable multiset rewriting system, the necessary
environmental objects for the core GCPS can be provided.
In other words, in the previous sections we showed that the core GCPS in
cooperation with a rewriting system as environment has the same generative
power as the general model that requires the possibility of symbols in inﬁnite
occurrences contained by the environment.
Considering that real-life situations e.g. workﬂow enactment on a dynamic
and heterogeneous distributed infrastructure has no control on the change of the
environment. In addition it must prevent its execution and adapt itself to the
unpredictable environmental changes. Therefore in the following we consider the
case when the environment is not created just for supporting correctness of the
computation, but it may cause harmful exceptions in the course of the execution
of the core GCPS.
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Abstract. Spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity (in short,
SNPSP systems) are models of computations inspired by the function and
structure of biological neurons. In SNPSP systems, neurons can create
or delete synapses using plasticity rules. We report two families of solutions: a non-uniform and a uniform one, to the NP-complete problem
Subset Sum using SNPSP systems. Instead of the usual rule-level nondeterminism (choosing which rule to apply) we use synapse-level nondeterminism (choosing which synapses to create or delete). The nondeterminism due to plasticity rules have the following improvements from a
previous solution: in our non-uniform solution, plasticity rules allowed
for a normal form to be used (i.e. without forgetting rules or rules with
delays, system is simple, only synapse-level nondeterminism); in our uniform solution the number of neurons and the computation steps are
reduced.
Keywords: Membrane computing · Spiking neural P system
tural plasticity · NP-complete · Subset Sum

1

·

Struc-

Introduction

Membrane computing, [18] a branch of natural computing, aims to abstract and
obtain computing ideas, data structures and operations from the function and
structure of living cells. Several introductory and advanced books [8,19] (including a handbook [21]) have been produced for this branch, as well as a recent
collection of applications to systems and synthetic biology [9]. As early as 2006,
membrane algorithms [16] have been introduced for approximation inspired by
P systems (the model of computations in membrane computing). The P systems
webpage [1] includes an updated list of workshops, conferences, and books on
or related to membrane computing (including a collection of PhD theses). The
Thomson Reuters Institute for Scientiﬁc Information (in short, ISI) has identiﬁed
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membrane computing as a “fast emerging research front” as early as October
2003, see e.g. [2].
In this work, the speciﬁc P systems we consider are spiking neural P systems
(in short, SNP systems) ﬁrst introduced in [12]. In particular, we focus on a
variant of SNP systems known as spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity (in short, SNPSP systems), recently introduced in [4] and improved and
extended in [7]. We do not go into the details of SNP systems here, including
their neuroscience inspirations, computing power (i.e. what a model can or cannot compute) and computational complexity (i.e. time and space eﬃciency in
solving problems). We refer the reader instead to good introductions in [12,20]
and the SNP systems chapter in the membrane computing handbook [21]. In
SNPSP systems, neurons are placed on the vertices of a directed graph, and the
edges between neurons are called synapses. Aside from spiking rules (more details
below) which are used to consume and produce spikes, SNPSP systems have plasticity rules. Plasticity rules allow a neuron σi to create or delete synapses from
itself (i.e. outgoing edges of σi ) but cannot create or delete synapses towards
itself (incoming edges of σi ). The plasticity rules in SNPSP systems are inspired
by actual structural plasticity in biological neurons [3].
In this work we use SNPSP systems to provide families of solutions to the
NP-complete problem Subset Sum. The hardness of the Subset Sum problem is
applied to practical and important use in order to secure many systems requiring
encryption, e.g. in [11]. Of course, when we refer to solutions to a problem,
we mean to say that we provide an algorithm solving the problem, where the
algorithm in this case is the constructed SNPSP system.
This paper is organized as follows: some preliminaries for the rest of this
work are given in Sect. 2. Syntax and semantics of SNPSP systems in Sect. 3.
The Subset Sum problem as well as some existing solutions using SNP systems
are provided in Sect. 4. Complexity classes of SNPSP systems, with respect to the
type of solution, are also provided in Sect. 4. A non-uniform family of solutions
is given in Sect. 5. A uniform family of solution is provided in Sect. 6. Lastly,
Sect. 7 provides some ﬁnal remarks and future research directions.

2

Preliminaries

Before proceeding to the syntax (i.e. elements that constitute a model) and
semantics (i.e. the meaning and use of elements of a model) of SNPSP systems,
we brieﬂy recall regular expressions. Regular expressions will be used by neurons
to check which spiking or plasticity rules to apply. We denote the set of natural
(counting) numbers as N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, where N+ = N − {0}. Let V be an
alphabet, V ∗ is the set of all finite strings over V with respect to concatenation
and the identity element λ (the empty string). The set of all non-empty strings
over V is denoted as V + , so V + = V ∗ − {λ}.
A language L ⊆ V ∗ is regular if there is a regular expression E over V such
that L(E) = L. A regular expression over an alphabet V is constructed starting
from λ and the symbols of V using the operations union, concatenation, and +.
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Speciﬁcally, (i) λ and each a ∈ V are regular expressions, (ii) if E1 and E2 are
regular expressions over V then (E1 ∪E2 ), E1 E2 , and E1+ are regular expressions
over V , and (iii) nothing else is a regular expression over V . With each expression
E we associate a language L(E) deﬁned in the following way: (i) L(λ) = {λ}
and L(a) = {a} for all a ∈ V , (ii) L(E1 ∪ E2 ) = L(E1 ) ∪ L(E2 ), L(E1 E2 ) =
L(E1 )L(E2 ), and L(E1+ ) = L(E1 )+ , for all regular expressions E1 , E2 over
V . Unnecessary parentheses are omitted when writing regular expressions. If
V = {a}, we simply write a∗ and a+ instead of {a}∗ and {a}+ . If a ∈ V , we
write a0 = λ.

3

Spiking Neural P Systems with Structural Plasticity

In this section we deﬁne SNP systems with structural plasticity. Motivations and
recent results in SNPSP systems are included in a series of papers in [5–7]. A
spiking neural P system with structural plasticity (SNPSP systems) of degree
m ≥ 1 is a construct of the form Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, out), where:
– O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
– σ1 , . . . , σm are neurons of the form (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m; ni ≥ 0 indicates the
initial number of spikes in σi ; Ri is a ﬁnite rule set of σi with two forms:
1. Spiking rule: E/ac → a, where E is a regular expression over O, c ≥ 1;
2. Plasticity rule: E/ac → αk(i, N ), where E is a regular expression over O,
c ≥ 1, α ∈ {+, −, ±, ∓}, k ≥ 1, and N ⊆ {1, . . . , m} − {i};
– syn ⊆ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , m}, with (i, i) ∈
/ syn for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (synapses
between neurons);
– in, out ∈ {1, . . . , m} indicate the input and output neuron labels.
Given neuron σi (we also say neuron i or simply σi ) we denote the set of
neuron labels with σi as their presynaptic (postsynaptic, respectively) neuron as
pres(i), i.e. pres(i) = {j|(i, j) ∈ syn} (as pos(i) = {j|(j, i) ∈ syn}, respectively).
Essentially, |pres(i)| and |pos(i)| is the out- and in-degree of the neuron (i.e.
vertex) σi , respectively. Spiking rules are applied as follows: If neuron σi contains
b spikes and ab ∈ L(E), with b ≥ c, then a rule E/ac → a ∈ Ri can be applied.
Applying such a rule means consuming c spikes from σi , thus only b − c spikes
remain in σi . Neuron i sends one spike to every neuron with a label in pres(i) at
the same step as rule application. A writing convention we adopt is as follows:
if a rule E/ac → a has L(E) = {ac }, we simply write this as ac → a.
Plasticity rules are applied as follows. If at step t we have that σi has b ≥ c
spikes and ab ∈ L(E), a rule E/ac → αk(i, N ) ∈ Ri can be applied. The set N is
a collection of neurons to which σi can create a synapse to, or remove a synapse
from, using the applied plasticity rule. The rule consumes c spikes and performs
one of the following, depending on α:
– If α := + and N − pres(i) = ∅, or if α := − and pres(i) = ∅, then there is
nothing more to do, i.e. c spikes are consumed but no synapses are created or
removed. The former case corresponds to the case when σi has a synapse to
all neurons with labels in N , while the latter corresponds to the case when σi
has no more outgoing synapses to delete.
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– for α := +, if |N − pres(i)| ≤ k, deterministically create a synapse to every
σl , l ∈ Nj − pres(i). If however |N − pres(i)| > k, nondeterministically select
k neurons in N − pres(i), and create one synapse to each selected neuron.
– for α := −, if |pres(i)| ≤ k, deterministically delete all synapses in pres(i). If
however |pres(i)| > k, nondeterministically select k neurons in pres(i), and
delete each synapse to the selected neurons.
If α := ± (α := ∓, respectively), create (delete, respectively) synapses at step t
and then delete (create, respectively) synapses at step t+1. Only the application
priority of synapse creation or deletion is changed, but the semantics of synapse
creation and deletion remain the same as when α ∈ {+, −}. Neuron i can receive
spikes from t until t + 1, but σi can only apply another rule at time t + 2.
An important note is that for σi applying a rule with α ∈ {+, ±, ∓}, creating
a synapse always involves a sending of one spike when σi connects to a neuron.
This single spike is sent at the time the synapse creation is applied, i.e. whenever
synapse (i, j) is created between σi and σj during synapse creation, we have σi
immediately transferring one spike to σj .
SNPSP systems are locally sequential (at each step, at most one rule is applied
per neuron) but globally parallel (neurons operate in parallel). Note that the
application of rules in neurons are synchronized, i.e. a global clock is assumed
and if a neuron can apply a rule then it must do so. A configuration of an
SNPSP system is based on (a) distribution of spikes in neurons, and (b) neuron
connections based on syn. For some step t, we can represent: (a) as s1 , . . . , sm
where si , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is the number of spikes contained in σi ; for (b) we can derive
pres(i) and pos(i) from syn, for a given σi . The initial conﬁguration therefore
is represented as n1 , . . . , nm , with the possibility of a disconnected graph.
Rule application (as deﬁned above) allows for transitions from one conﬁguration to another. A computation is deﬁned as a sequence of transitions, from an
initial conﬁguration, and following rule application semantics. A computation
halts if the system reaches a halting conﬁguration, i.e. a conﬁguration where no
rules can be applied. The output neuron applying a rule (we also say ﬁring) triggers an output of the system, which will be deﬁned below. The output neuron
sends spikes to the environment, and pres(out) = ∅. The input neuron receives
spikes from the environment and pos(in) = ∅.
An example of an SNPSP system is Π = ({a}, σl , σm , σn , syn, n) where
σl = (1, {a → ±1(l, {m, n}}), σm = σn = (0, {a → a}), syn = {(m, n)}, and
the output neuron is σn . However and in what follows, for the sake of brevity
we omit formally deﬁning the SNPSP system construct. We instead provide a
graphical representation as in Fig. 1. A computation of Π is as follows: the initial

Fig. 1. An SNPSP system Π.
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conﬁguration is 1, 0, 0 representing the corresponding spike distribution in the
neuron order σl , σm , σn .
Since a ∈ L(a), the plasticity rule of σl can be applied (we denote this as
step t). Since α := ± and k = 1 < |{m, n}|, σl must nondeterministically choose
to create either synapse (l, m) or (l, n) at t. At t therefore we have either the
synapse set syn = syn ∪ {(l, m)} or syn = syn ∪ {(l, n)}. Also at t we have σl
immediately sending a spike to σm if (l, m) is created, and the spike distribution
is now 0, 1, 0 . If (l, n) is created, the spike distribution is 0, 0, 1 , since σn
immediately receives a spike from σi during synapse creation. At step t + 1 the
created synapse at t is deleted, since α := ±, so we have syn = {(m, n)} again.
Notice that if (l, m) was created, the single spike is sent out to the environment
(i.e. σn spikes) at step t + 2. Otherwise the spike is sent to the environment at
t + 1 (if (l, n) was created).

4

Solving Subset Sum with SNPSP systems

SNP systems have been used to solve many NP-complete problems, see e.g.
[13–15,17,22]. These solutions are usually categorized as either non-uniform or
uniform solutions. A problem Q is solved in a non-uniform way if for each speciﬁed instance I of Q we build an SNPSP system ΠQ,I , whose structure and
initial conﬁguration depend on I. Furthermore, ΠQ,I halts and the output neuron spikes at a speciﬁed time interval if and only if I is a positive instance of
Q. A uniform solution to Q consists of a family {ΠQ (n)}n∈N of SNPSP systems
such that, given an instance I ∈ Q of size n, we introduced a polynomial (in n)
number of spikes in speciﬁed (set of) input neuron(s) of ΠQ (n). Again, ΠQ (n)
halts and the output neuron spikes at a speciﬁed time, if and only if I is a
positive instance.
More formally, let X = (IX , ΘX ) be a decision problem, and g : N → N
a computable function, where IX is a set of instances and ΘX is a predicate
over IX . We say X is solvable by a family Π = {Π(n)|n ∈ N} of SNPSP
systems, in time bounded by g, in a nondeterministic and uniform way (denoted
as X ∈ NSNP(g)) if the following hold:
– The family Π is polynomially uniform by Turing machines, i.e. there exists
a deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time which constructs
Π(n), n ∈ N.
– There exist polynomial time computable functions, cod and s, over IX , such
that
• For each instance w ∈ IX , s(w) is a natural number, and cod(w) is a valid
input (using some encoding) of the SNPSP system Π(s(w)).
• The family Π is g-bounded with respect to (X, cod, s), i.e. for each instance
w ∈ IX , the minimum length of an accepting computation of Π(s(w)) with
input cod(w) is bounded by g(|w|).
• The family Π is sound with respect to (X, cod, s), i.e. for each w ∈ IX ,
if there exists an accepting computation of Π(s(w)) with input cod(w),
then ΘX (w) = 1.
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• The family Π is complete with respect to (X, cod, s), i.e. for every w ∈ IX ,
if ΘX (w) = 1 then there exists a computation of Π(w) with input cod(w)
which is an accepting computation.
We say X = (IX , ΘX ) is solvable in polynomial time by a family Π =
{Π(n)|n ∈ N} of SNPSP systems, in a nondeterministic and uniform way
(denoted as X ∈ NPSNP) if there exists a k ∈ N such that X is solvable
by the family Π in time bounded by a polynomial, in a nondeterministic and
uniform way.
The preference of uniform solutions over non-uniform solutions is given by the
fact that the former are more strictly related to the structure of the problem,
instead of speciﬁc instances of the problem. For non-uniform solutions, input
neurons are not needed since the problem instance is embedded in the system
structure (e.g. number of spikes, neurons, or rules) while in uniform solutions,
at least one input neuron is needed to introduce the instance into the system.
Deterministic and nondeterministic solutions (both for non-uniform and uniform solutions) can be found in [13–15,17,22]. Note that nondeterministic solutions allow for more “compact” solutions, in terms of the number of neurons
in the system. Unless P = NP, we need exponential space (i.e. neurons) to
deterministically solve hard problems in polynomial time.
The NP-complete problem considered here, Subset sum, can be deﬁned as
follows:
Problem: Subset Sum [10]
– Instance: S, and a (multi)set V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }, with S, vi ∈ N and
1 ≤ i ≤ n;

b = S?
– Question: Is there a sub(multi)set B ⊆ V such that
b∈B

In [15], the Subset sum problem was also solved in a nondeterministic and
non-uniform way using SNP systems with extended rules: extended rules, as
compared to spiking rules, are of the form E/ac → ap with the meaning that
each step a neuron can produce p ≥ 1 spikes instead of only one spike. Additionally, [15] used some neurons that applied rules sequentially, while some neurons
applied their rules in an exhaustive manner (i.e. it is possible to apply a rule
more than once in one step). A follow-up and improved (uniform) solution was
then given in [14]. There are several ways of encoding an instance of Subset Sum
as the input to the system. Two common ways (used in this work, and as [15]
and [14]) involve either (i) starting with an initial conﬁguration where each σi
stores vi number of spikes, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (for the non-uniform solution), or (ii)
each σini receives a number of spikes from the environment equal to non-zero
multiples of vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n (for the uniform solution).

5

A Non-uniform Solution to Subset Sum

We begin by providing a family Π of nondeterministic and non-uniform SNPSP
systems solving Subset Sum in constant time, as given in [7]. Actually, the
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non-uniform solution provided in this section ﬁxes a “bug” in the non-uniform
solution given in [7]. The non-uniform solution provided in [7] indeed solves the
Subset Sum problem, but it is possible for the solution to produce false positive results. The size of each Π ∈ Π is dependent on the value of n and each
vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The number of neurons is a function of the magnitude of each vi .
The construct of each SNPSP system Πss,I , Πss ∈ Π, that solves instance I
of the Subset Sum problem is as follows:





Πss,I = {a}, σi , σi(Y ) , σi(N ) , σi(j) , σout 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ vi , syn, out
where V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } and we need to check for the value S. We refer
to Fig. 2 for a graphical representation of Πss . Compared to the non-uniform
solution in [15], each Πss has the following normal form (i.e. a simplifying set of
restrictions): (i) simple, i.e. each neuron has exactly one rule; (ii) only synapselevel nondeterminism, i.e. nondeterministic choice exists only in choosing which
synapse to create and not which rule to apply (known as rule-level nondeterminism; (iii) no forgetting rule or rule with a delay is used.
The initial conﬁguration is where every σi has one spike, and every other
chooses to create
neuron has none.
 1,each neuron

 σi nondeterministically

 In step
either synapse i, i(Y ) or i, i(N ) . If i, i(N ) is created, neuron σi(N ) consumes


a spike but has pres i(N ) = ∅, hence no more computations can proceed. If
i, i(Y ) is created, then at step 2, σi(Y ) then it sends one spike each to σi(1) to



σi(vi ) , i.e. vi number of spikes are produced since pres i(Y )  = vi .
Once neurons σi(1) to σi(vi ) receive one spike each, they send one spike each
to σout at step 3. If exactly S number of spikes are received by σout then σout
will send a spike to the environment. Therefore if an aﬃrmative answer to the
problem instance exists, a spike would be sent to the environment in four steps
since the initial conﬁguration. Otherwise, no spike sent to the environment in
four steps indicates a negative answer to the instance. Whether σout sends a
spike or not, the system still halts in four steps. This ends the description of the
non-uniform solution.

Fig. 2. The non-uniform SNPSP system Πss solving Subset Sum.
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In Πss the computation time is constant (four steps) but the number of
neurons is dependent on the individual values of the input numbers vi , 1 ≤
i ≤ n. In this case, our non-uniform solution using exactly one (plasticity) rule
in some neurons is enough to replace the functions of rules with delays and
forgetting rules in the non-uniform solution in [15]. At the price of extending the
computation time, we obtain a uniform solution in the following section.

6

A Uniform Solution to Subset Sum

Next, we provide a family Π solving Subset Sum in a nondeterministic and
uniform way in constant time. In this case, the system only “knows” the value of
n, while S and each vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n must be introduced into the system using n + 1
input neurons. This uniform family of solutions improves the solution provided
in the previous section and the uniform solution in [15].
Each SNPSP system Πus (n), Πus ∈ Π, that solves instance I of size n of
the problem is illustrated in Fig. 3. We introduce 2vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n spikes into the
corresponding input neuron ini , while we introduce 2S spikes into inn+1 . Figure 3
shows these spikes already present in the n+1 input neurons. These even number
of spikes cannot be used by σini until a spike is received from σci . Neurons
σci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n are the only neurons with nondeterminism (synapse-level). These
neurons nondeterministically allow their corresponding σini neurons to spike (if
σci creates synapse (ci , ini )) or not (if σci creates synapse (ci , x)). Note that
there is no σx so that (ci , x) is never actually created.
Neurons σci apply their rules at step 1, and at step 3 neurons ei,1 spike if
they become activated from their corresponding ini neuron. It also takes 3 steps
before σh3 and σh4 begin to spike, starting with the spiking of σh1 at step 1.
Neurons σh3 and σh4 “feed” a spike to each other starting at step 3. A spike is
also sent from σh4 to σt1 (the “comparison trigger” neuron). At step 4 the odd
number of spikes in σt1 , sent by the activated ei,1 neurons and σh4 ), allows the
use of its forgetting rule to remove all of its spikes.
At step 5 only σh4 sends a spike to σt1 . At step 6, σt1 sends one spike each
to σh4 and σt2 , while σt1 receives one more spike from σh4 . At step 7, σh4 stores
two spikes so it can never spike again, while σt1 sends one more spike to σt2 . At
step 8, σt2 sends a spike to σacc and σnn+1 which become activated with an odd
number of spikes now. Both σacc and σnn+1 empty their spikes (removing two
spikes each step) while sending one spike each to σout .
If the number of spikes accumulated in σacc equals the 2S number of spikes in
σnn+1 , then the system will halt without producing a spike to the environment.
Otherwise, σout will receive one spike from either σacc or σnn+1 and send one
spike to the environment. Halting without σout producing a spike, and halting
with σout producing a spike, corresponds to a positive and negative answer to the
problem instance, respectively. This ends the description of the uniform solution.
The number
n of neurons is constant, with 4n + 9 neurons. The system halts
in at most 2 i=1 vi + 6 steps: we have one initial step; at most max{vi |1 ≤ i ≤
n} + 1 to move the spikes from σini to σt1 ; one step for σt1 to send its ﬁrst (out
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of two) spike; σacc and 
σinn+1 become activated after two steps, once σt1 has
n
sent two spikes; at most i=1 vi steps for comparison between the spikes of σacc
and σinn+1 ; the last step
nis for σout to send one spike to the environment. Since
max{vi |1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤ i=1 vi , we obtain the upper bound for the halting time.

Fig. 3. The uniform SNPSP system Πus solving Subset Sum.

Actually, the forgetting rules in Πus can be removed by using a plasticity rule
that functions like a forgetting rule, which is done by the σci neurons (synapse
(ci , x) is never created). The number of neurons and the halting time will still
remain the same. In comparison, the non-uniform system in [15] solving Subset
Sum (using forgetting rules, rules with delays, and standard
n rules) computes in
four steps, while their uniform solution halts in at most 3 i=1 vi + 6 steps using
5n + 13 neurons (also using delays, forgetting rules, and standard rules). Thus,
one beneﬁt of using synapse-level nondeterminism in this case is decreasing the
needed neurons by a linear amount. Also in this case, fewer number of neurons
helped improve the computation time: spikes have fewer neurons to pass through,
so the spike of σout is sent to the environment sooner rather than later.

7

Final Remarks

In this work, we ﬁxed the non-uniform solution to Subset Sum in [7] using
SNPSP systems. We also provided a uniform family of solutions to Subset Sum
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using SNPSP systems. The use of plasticity rules in this case allowed for a simplifying set of requirements (i.e. normal form) to be applied to our non-uniform
solution, compared to the non-uniform solution in [15]. In particular, in our
non-uniform solution the plasticity rules could replace forgetting rules and rules
with delays. Our uniform solution decreased the number of neurons compared
to a uniform solution to Subset Sum using SNP systems in [15]. A clear research
direction of interest is to show how to solve other hard problems using plasticity
rules. Also, how do we make better use of the nondeterminism at the synapse
level due to plasticity rules, to perhaps encode problem instances?
Synapse-level nondeterminism in this work provided a reduction in the number of neurons, but perhaps we can also use plasticity rules to further reduce system parameters, e.g. number of neurons, number of rules in neurons, or synapses
in the system. As an extension and future work, we also plan to use SNPSP systems to solve other hard problems, in particular, combinatorial problems come
to mind: since plasticity rules can (non)deterministically try to create connections (i.e. synapses), one natural use of such rules is to try diﬀerent combinations
of connections in order to solve problems. These work extensions will provide
further complexity classes (e.g. semi- or non-uniform) and members of these
classes.
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Abstract. In this paper we extend the deﬁnition of a multiset by allowing elements to have multiplicities from an arbitrary totally ordered
Abelian group instead of only using natural numbers. We consider P systems with such generalized multisets and give well-founded notations for
the applicability of rules and for diﬀerent derivation modes. These new
deﬁnitions raise challenging mathematical questions and we propose several solutions yielding models sometimes having quite unexpected behavior. Another interesting application of our results is the possibility to
consider complex objects and to manipulate them directly in a P system
instead of their numerical encodings.

1

Introduction

Recent developments in the P systems area consider objects which can have
a kind of negative quantities. The notions of anti-spike [9] and antimatter [2]
introduce dual objects that “annihilate” if they are present at the same moment
in the conﬁguration. Motivated by these results, the paper [14] asks for a “negative” extension of multisets in P systems, i.e. replacing the multiset multiplicity
function f : O → N by the function f : O → Z. The question of multisets with
negative and more generally with real coeﬃcients is not new, for example, in [4,5]
a ﬁrst-order two-sorted theory for such generalized multisets is developed, and
it “contains” the classical ZFC set theory (Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the
axiom of choice). Another approach is used in [1] where some properties of multisets with integer coeﬃcients are obtained. An overview of other attempts to
generalize the concept of multisets can be found in [3].
The challenging part in the deﬁnition of a P system working with generalized
multisets is to properly deﬁne the notion of the applicability of a rule. In order to
be able to solve this problem we restrict the model to generalized multisets over
Abelian groups with total order and a recursive description. Thus, our multiset
multiplicity function will be of the form f : O → G, where G is such a group. The
recursive description condition allows us to claim that the power of the obtained
model does not go beyond the power of Turing machines. As in ordinary P systems, the deﬁnition of the applicability of rules and multisets of rules takes into
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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account the existence of some resources that cannot be over-consumed. However,
the richer underlying group structure allows us to deﬁne several variants for the
applicability of individual rules and multisets of rules which do not always have
an equivalent in the traditional model of P systems. We deﬁne three possibilities: the free mode which does not impose any restriction, the ∃ − mode which
requests that at least one resource decreases, and the ∀ − mode which requests
that all resources decrease. The application of multisets of rules can be also
deﬁned in several ways. Together with the traditional interpretation, it becomes
possible to deﬁne other variants, for example, allowing multisets of rules to be
applicable even though not all the individual rules contained there are applicable themselves. Another interesting question is the deﬁnition of the maximally
parallel derivation mode, which is a rather complex task, because we also have
to deal with negative coeﬃcients. We also remark that traditional P systems
are obtained as a particular case of our model using generalized multisets with
multiplicities from the group (Z, +), additionally restricted to positive values.
An important consequence of our results is that they permit to deﬁne P
systems manipulating more complex objects directly. For example, a point (x, y)
in a 2-dimensional plane can be represented directly as a(x,y) and manipulated
directly with rewriting rules, e.g., consider the rule a(1,0) → a(2,2) , which moves
the point marked by a from the coordinate (x, y) to the coordinate (x + 1, y + 2).
Of course, this can be done in traditional P systems by using four objects (for
each half-coordinate) and the corresponding rules, but we think that a direct
representation is more concise and better reﬂects the computational process.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 contains the notions we use from
group theory and Sect. 3 deﬁnes the concept of generalized multisets over totally
ordered Abelian groups. Section 4 introduces P systems over such generalized
multisets and gives suﬃcient conditions for the ﬁniteness of the set of applicable
multisets of rules in each step. Section 5 contains several examples using a direct
manipulation of group objects.

2

Definitions

In this section, we ﬁrst recall some well-known notations. We assume the reader
to be familiar with the underlying notions and concepts from formal language
theory, e.g., see [13], as well as from the area of P systems, e.g., see [10–12]; we
also refer the reader to [15] for actual news in this area. In the second subsection,
we introduce some notions from group theory, e.g., see [7].
2.1

Preliminaries

The set of integers is denoted by Z, and the set of non-negative integers by N.
For an alphabet V , by V ∗ we denote the free monoid generated by V under
the operation of concatenation, i.e., containing all possible strings over V. The
empty string is denoted by λ. A multiset M with underlying set A is a pair (A, f )
where f : A → N is a mapping. If M = (A, f ) is a multiset then its support
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is deﬁned as supp(M ) = {x ∈ A | f (x) > 0}. A multiset is empty (respectively
ﬁnite) if its support is the empty set (respectively a ﬁnite set).
A relation over a set A is any subset R ⊆ A × A. We will also use the inﬁx
notation aRb for (a, b) ∈ R.
Given a set A, a total function f : A × A → A is called a binary operation
over A. As for relations, we will also use the inﬁx notation af b to refer to f (a, b),
for a, b ∈ A.
A relation ≤ ⊆ A × A is a called a total order if the following statements
hold for every three elements a, b, c ∈ A:
– antisymmetry: if a ≤ b and b ≤ a then a = b,
– transitivity: if a ≤ b and b ≤ c then a ≤ c,
– totality: either a ≤ b or b ≤a.
For a, b ∈ A and a total order ≤ on A, we will sometimes write b ≥ a as
equivalent to a ≤ b, and use a < b (a > b) to denote that a ≤ b and a = b (a ≥ b
and a = b).
2.2

Groups and Group Presentations

Groups. Let G = (G , ◦) be a group with group operation ◦ being a binary
operation. As is well-known, the group axioms are
– closure: for any a, b ∈ G , a ◦ b ∈ G ,
– associativity: for any a, b, c ∈ G , (a ◦ b) ◦ c = a ◦ (b ◦ c),
– identity: there exists a (unique) element e ∈ G , called the identity, such that
e ◦ a = a ◦ e = a for all a ∈ G , and
– invertibility: for any a ∈ G , there exists a (unique) element a−1 , called the
inverse of a, such that a ◦ a−1 = a−1 ◦ a = e.
Moreover, the group is called commutative or Abelian, if for any a, b ∈ G ,
a ◦ b = b ◦ a.
For any element b ∈ G , the order of b is the smallest number n ∈ N such
that bn = e provided such an n exists, and then we write ord (b) = n; if no such
n exists, {bn | n ≥ 1} is an inﬁnite subset of G and we write ord (b) = ∞.
In the following, we will not distinguish between G and G if the group
operation is obvious from the context.
A subgroup of the group (G, ◦) is any group (H, ◦) with H ⊆ G and the same
group operation ◦.
Representation of Groups. For representing group elements we can use
strings; the deﬁnitions and examples from group theory we exhibit now follow
the exposition given in [2], based on the notions in [7].
as the set of symbols representing the inverses
For any set B, B −1 is deﬁned 
of the elements of B, i.e., B −1 = b−1 | b ∈ B . We now consider the strings in

∗
B ∪ B −1 and two strings as diﬀerent unless their equality follows from the
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∗

group axioms, i.e., for any a, b, c ∈ B ∪ B −1 , a ◦ b ◦ b−1 ◦ c = a ◦ c; using these
∗

reductions, we obtain a set of irreducible strings from those in B ∪ B −1 ,
the set of which we denote by I (B). Then the free group generated by B is
F (B) = (I (B) , ◦) with the elements being the irreducible strings over B ∪ B −1
and the group operation to be interpreted as the usual string concatenation,
yet, obviously, if we concatenate two elements from I (B), the resulting string
eventually has to be reduced again. The identity in F (B) is the empty string.
In general, B (not containing the identity) is called a generator of the group G
if every element a from G can be written as a ﬁnite product/sum of elements from
B, i.e., a = b1 ◦ · · · ◦ bm for b1 , . . . , bm ∈ B. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to
ﬁnitely presented groups, i.e., having a ﬁnite presentation B | R with B being
a ﬁnite generator set and moreover, R being a ﬁnite set of relations among these
generators. In a similar way as in the deﬁnition of the free group generated by B,
we here consider the strings in B ∗ to be reduced according to the group axioms
and the relations given in R. Informally, the group G = B | R is the largest
one generated by B subject only to the group axioms and the relations in R.
Formally, we will restrict ourselves to relations of the form b1 ◦ · · · ◦ bm = c−1
with b1 , . . . , bm , c ∈ B, which equivalently may be written as b1 ◦ · · · ◦ bm ◦ c = e;
hence, instead of such relations we may specify R by strings over B yielding the
group identity, i.e., instead of b1 ◦ · · · ◦ bm = c−1 we take b1 ◦ · · · ◦ bm ◦ c (these
strings then are called relators).
Example 1. The free group F (B) = (I (B) , ◦) can be written as B | ∅ (or even
simpler as B) because it has no restricting relations.
Example 2. The cyclic group of order n has the presentation {a} | {an } (or,
omitting the set brackets, written as a | an ); it is also known as Zn or as the
quotient group Z/Zn .
Example 3. Z is a special case of an Abelian group generated by (1) and its
inverse (−1), i.e., Z is the free group generated by (1). Zd is an Abelian group
generated by the unit vectors (0, ..., 1, ..., 0) and their inverses (0, ..., −1, ..., 0).
It is well known that every ﬁnitely generated Abelian group is a direct sum of a
torsion group and a free Abelian group where the torsion group may be written
as a direct sum of ﬁnitely many groups of the form Z/pk Z for p being a prime,
and the free Abelian group is a direct sum of ﬁnitely many copies of Z.
Example 4. A very well-known example
for a non-Abelian
group is the hexagonal


group with the ﬁnite presentation a, b, c | a2 , b2 , c2 . All three generators a, b, c
are self-inverse.
Remark 1. Given a ﬁnite presentation of a group B | R, in general it is not even
decidable whether the group presented in that way is ﬁnite or inﬁnite. Hence,
in this paper we restrict ourselves to inﬁnite groups where the word equivalence
problem u = v is decidable, or equivalently, there is a decision procedure telling
us whether, given two strings u and v, u ◦ v −1 = e. In that case, we call B | R
a recursive or computable ﬁnite group presentation.
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Remark 2. In general, as long as we have given the group by a computable ﬁnite
presentation, for a mechanism having the full power of Turing computability,
we can require that the “strings” computed are irreducible ones. Hence, for
a given recursively enumerable set L of elements over the computable ﬁnite
presentation B | R of a group, such a mechanism can generate the irreducible
string representations of the elements in L and also compute recursive relations
on them.
For an additive group (G, +), where the group operation can be interpreted
as addition, the sum a + (−b) is often written as a − b, and e is replaced by 0,
whenever no ambiguity arises. The following shortcut notations are also frequently used, for a ∈ G and z ∈ Z deﬁning the scalar product of a group element
a with an integer number z:
⎧
n
z
⎪
z > 0,
⎨a = i=1 a,
0
za = a = 0 (group identity), z = 0,
⎪
⎩
n
z < 0.
(−a)−z = i=1 (−a),
A linearly or totally ordered group is construct (A, +, ≤) where (A, +) is a
group, ≤ ⊆ A × A is a total order on A and, for any triple a, b, c ∈ A, the fact
that a ≤ b implies that c + a ≤ c + b and a + c ≤ b + c.
A linearly ordered group (A, +, ≤) is said to be Archimedean, if for every
a, b ∈ A there exists an n ∈ N such that b ≤ na holds.
Remark 3. An equivalent deﬁnition is that an Archimedean group is a linearly
ordered group without any bounded cyclic subgroup (i.e., there does not exist a
cyclic subgroup S and an element x with x greater than all elements in S).
Remark 4. As is well known, an Archimedean group is isomorphic to a subgroup
of the ﬁeld of real numbers, and therefore any Archimedean group is an Abelian
group, too.
Example 5. A typical example for an Archimedean group (with a computable
ﬁnite presentation) is (Z, +, ≤) with the normal order relation ≤; on the other
hand, for n > 1, (Zn , +, ≤) with the lexicographic ordering ≤ is a totally ordered
Abelian group, but not Archimedean.

3

Generalized Multisets over an Abelian Group

Given an Abelian group (G, +), a generalized multiset over G or a G − multiset
over a ﬁnite alphabet V is a mapping h : V → G. For any a ∈ G, h(a) denotes
the coeﬃcient of a in h considered as a formal power series Σx∈V h(x)x, and in
the sense of multisets, h(a) will also be called the multiplicity of a in h. The
support of h is deﬁned as the set of objects which have nonzero multiplicity in
h: supp(h) = {a ∈ V | h(a) = 0}, where 0 ∈ G is the identity in G. We will
denote the empty G-multiset by 0, i.e., 0(a) = 0, for all a ∈ V . The set of all
G-multisets over the alphabet V will be denoted by V G .
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The union of two G-multisets h1 and h2 over the same alphabet V is deﬁned
as the G-multiset h1 + h2 with the property that (h1 + h2 )(a) = h1 (a) + h2 (a),
for all a ∈ V . Symmetrically, the diﬀerence of h1 and h2 is deﬁned as the Gmultiset h1 − h2 such that (h1 − h2 )(a) = h1 (a) − h2 (a), for all a ∈ V . Thus, all
G-multisets over V form the Abelian group (V G , +) with the identity element
0 and −h as the inverse of h. By ﬁxing an enumeration of the elements of V ,
each G-multiset over V can be represented as a vector of size |V | containing
elements of G as components, i.e., an element h ∈ (V G , +) can also be written
as a vector (h(a1 ), . . . , h(an )) where a1 , . . . , an  is an ordered version of the
alphabet V = {a1 , . . . , an }. In that sense, (V G , +) is a vector space over V
with scalar multiplication over Z. If G is totally ordered, (V G , +) is also totally
ordered with respect to the lexicographical ordering.
Conventional multisets can be seen as (Z, +)-multisets additionally restricted
to non-negative multiplicities. With this constraint, the submultiset relation can
be deﬁned in the usual way, and submultiset diﬀerence h1 − h2 can be restricted
to the cases in which h2 is a submultiset of h1 .

4

P Systems with Multisets over a Totally Ordered
Abelian Group

Given a totally ordered Abelian group G and a ﬁnite alphabet V , we
ﬁrst deﬁne three variants for rewriting a G-multiset w over V by a V G −
multiset rewriting rule u → v, where u, v ∈ V G :
Definition 1. Let G be a totally ordered Abelian group G and V a finite alphabet, then a V G − multiset rewriting rule u → v, where u, v ∈ V G , is said to
be
– ∀ − applicable to w ∈ V G if and only if for all a ∈ V such that u(a) = 0, the
following holds:
u(a) > 0 and u(a) ≤ w(a)

or

u(a) < 0 and − u(a) ≤ −w(a).

– ∃ − applicable to w ∈ V G if and only if there exists an a ∈ V such that
u(a) = 0, the following holds:
u(a) > 0 and u(a) ≤ w(a)

oru(a) < 0 and − u(a) ≤ −w(a).

– freely applicable to w ∈ V G .
The result of the application of the rule u → v to w in any variant of applicability
is w − u + v.
We remark that the conditions for the ∀-applicability and for the ∃-applicability of a rule are identical, except for the objects against which they are
checked.
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P Systems

In order to keep deﬁnitions more readable, we here only deﬁne P systems with
only one membrane region, i.e., we need not deﬁne the membrane structure and
the communication of multisets through membranes.
Definition 2. For a totally ordered Abelian group (G, +), a P system with generalized multisets is a tuple
ΠG = (O, T, w0 , R) where
–
–
–
–

O is a finite alphabet of objects,
T ⊆ O is the alphabet of terminal objects,
w0 is the initial contents of the skin region of the system, and
R is a finite set of OG -multiset rewriting rules of the form u → v, where u = 0
and v are OG -multisets.

Definition 3. For a multiset of OG -multiset rewriting rules R, we define the
following shortcut notations:
LHS(R) =

u

and

RHS(R) =

u→v∈R

v.
u→v∈R

A configuration of ΠG is described by the OG -multiset contained in the skin
region. Applying a multiset P of rules from R to a configuration w leads to a
new configuration w defined as
w = w − LHS(P ) + RHS(P )
for all the three variants for the application of the rule LHS(P ) → RHS(P )
as defined in Definition 1, i.e., we take the multiset of rules to get one bigger
rule to be applied in these three ways, with the applicability in the ∀- and ∃-case
being constrained by the conditions on all elements or on one element from O
as defined there.
Example 6. In this example we will show that in the ∀-mode and the ∃-mode the
applicability of a multiset of rules can diﬀer from the applicability of individual
rules. Consider the following P system Π over (Z, +, ≤):
Π = ({a, b, c}, {a, b, c}, ac, R), where R = {r1 : ab → c; r2 : cb−1 → a}.
Then it is clear that neither r1 nor r2 is ∃- or ∀-applicable to ac. At the same
time, the multiset of rules r1 r2 is both ∃- and ∀-applicable to ac as b and b−1
will reduce to zero.
Definition 4. A derivation in ΠG is a sequence of configurations w0 , w1 , . . . , wn
with wi ∈ OG and in which wi+1 is obtained from wi by applying a subset of
rules Pi ⊆ R according to the strategy for choosing the subsets Pi which is called
the derivation mode, variants of which will be defined and discussed later. The
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last configuration of a derivation that also fulfills the halting condition is called
a halting conﬁguration. We remark that usually the total halting condition is
considered checking that no multiset of rules taken according to the derivation
mode is applicable any more. The result of a halting derivation is the projection
of the contents of the skin in the halting configuration on T , i.e., if wn ∈ OG ,
then the result wT in T G is obtained by taking wT (a) = wn (a) for a ∈ T and
wT (a) = 0 for a ∈ O \ T .
The set of T G -multisets computed by ΠG as results of halting derivations
using the α-mode of rule application in the derivation mode δ with the halting
condition τ is denoted by Lα,δ,τ (ΠG ), where α ∈ {f ree, ∀, ∃} are the three variants of rule application as defined in Definition 1. In the case of the total halting
condition we will omit τ .
4.2

Derivation Modes

In general, no applicability conditions would be required for G-multiset rewriting rules to be applied, because multiset diﬀerence is deﬁned for any pair of
G-multisets, which is reﬂected by the variant of free rule application. Yet without any applicability condition, every rule is applicable to any conﬁguration of
a P system. Generalizing the idea of limited resources usually employed in conventional P systems, the two rule applicability variants α ∈ {∀, ∃} have been
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.
In the case of conventional multisets restrained to non-negative numbers
exclusively, the ∀-applicability translates to the usual applicability condition
requiring the sum of the left-hand sides of a rule to be a submultiset of the
current contents of the skin region, whereas the ∃-applicability is very much
diﬀerent.
Definition 5. Let (G, +) be a totally ordered Abelian group and let ΠG =
(O, T, w0 , R) be a P system with G-multisets over O; then for any configuration
C of Π the set of applicable multisets of rules taken from R in the α-mode of
rule applicability, α ∈ {f ree, ∀, ∃}, is denoted by Asynα (C). The asynchronous
derivation mode then is defined by applying any multiset of rules from Asynα (C)
in a derivation step in Π from C.
Definition 6. The sequential derivation mode is defined as the mode in which
exactly one rule is applied in every derivation step – according to the α-mode of
rule application, α ∈ {f ree, ∀, ∃}.
The sequential mode of conventional P systems is generalized by the ∀sequential mode in P systems with generalized multisets.
The three diﬀerent approaches to deﬁning rule application can be directly
used to generalize even other derivation modes in which the size of multisets of
rules applied in every conﬁguration is statically bounded, like the k-restricted
minimal parallelism.
On the other hand, for the maximally parallel mode further constraints on
the choice of rules are necessary, because otherwise, even with ∀-applicability, the
number of multisets of rules applicable to a given conﬁguration may be inﬁnite:
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Example 7. Consider the two-letter alphabet O = {a, b}, the Archimedean group
(Z, +, ≤), and the following three Z-multisets over O: w, u1 , and u2 , with w(a) =
1, u1 (a) = 1, u2 (a) = −2, and w(b) = u1 (b) = u2 (b) = 0. Take two OZ -multiset
rewriting rules r1 and r2 having u1 and u2 as left-hand sides, respectively. Then
any multiset of rules from the inﬁnite set {r1i r2j | i = 2j + 1, j ∈ N} will be ∀applicable to w, i.e., even Asyn∀ (w) is inﬁnite and thus there will be no multiset
of rules which cannot be extended.
In fact, we want to avoid such a situation during a computation, and so our
ﬁrst approach for getting a maximality condition on applicable multisets of rules
is what we call dynamic maximality, deﬁned as follows:
(a) only consider such ∀-applicable multisets of rules in R so that, for any nonempty submultiset R , LHS(R ) = 0, and
(b) whenever the set of ∀-applicable multisets is inﬁnite, no rules are applied
and the system halts.
In our previous example with the conﬁguration w and the rules r1 and r2 , we
would not be able to consider any multiset of rules which includes r12 r2 , because
LHS(r12 r2 ) = 0. The number of applicable multisets of rules in this case would
be ﬁnite. We also remark that dynamic maximality does not statically forbid
rules which may lead to a lock-up of the system. So, for example, if the P system
is in conﬁguration w with w(a) = 0 and w(b) = 0 and has a rule acting on the
object b, the rules r1 and r2 will not be ∀-applicable and the system can evolve.
Condition (a) from above makes sense in general, so all derivation modes
could be deﬁned with requiring this condition for all multisets of rules called to
be applicable:
Definition 7. Let (G, +) be a totally ordered Abelian group and let ΠG =
(O, T, w0 , R) be a P system with G-multisets over O; then for any configuration
C of Π the set of applicable multisets of rules taken from R and also fulfilling
the condition that for any non-empty submultiset R ⊆ R, LHS(R ) = 0, in
the α-mode of rule applicability, α ∈ {f ree, ∀, ∃}, is denoted by Asyn+
α (C). The
asynchronous+ mode of derivation then is defined by applying any multiset of
rules from Asyn+
α (C) in a derivation step in Π from C.
We can even put stronger conditions on the applicability of rules:
Definition 8. Let (G, +) be a totally ordered Abelian group and let ΠG =
(O, T, w0 , R) be a P system with G-multisets over O; then for any configura+
tion C of Π the set Asyn++
α (C) ⊆ Asynα (C) contains all rules u → v from
+
Asynα (C), α ∈ {f ree, ∀, ∃}, such that for all a ∈ O, u(a) ≥ 0 if C(a) ≥ 0 and
u(a) < 0 if C(a) < 0. The asynchronous++ mode of derivation then is defined
by applying any multiset of rules from Asyn++
α (C) in a derivation step in Π
from C.
++
Based on this deﬁnition of Asyn+
α (C) and Asynα (C), our second approach
to getting a maximality condition which guarantees that in any case we can get
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a ﬁnite set of rules applicable in the maximally parallel way, is to require an
additional feature for the underlying group.
We ﬁrst deﬁne a partial order relation on vectors over a totally ordered
Abelian group based on comparing the values of each component.
Definition 9. Let (G, +, ≤) be a totally ordered Abelian group. Then we define
the partial order relation ≤c on vectors over G as follows: Let u and v be two nonzero n-dimensional vectors over G with all components being non-negative, i.e.,
n
u = (u1 , . . . , un ), v = (v1 , . . . , vn ), uj ≥ 0 and vj ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i=1 ui > 0
n
and i=1 vi > 0, then we say that (u1 , . . . , un ) ≤c (v1 , . . . , vn ) if and only if
uj ≤ vj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
This componentwise comparison of two vectors which are non-negative can
be extended to arbitrary vectors having in mind the typical concept of reducing
resources, but now from any side of zero in each component.
Definition 10. For a totally ordered Abelian group (G, +, ≤) we define the
signum function sg : G → {−1, 0, 1} as follows:
⎧
⎪
if x > 0,
⎨1,
sg(x) = 0,
if x = 0,
⎪
⎩
−1, if x < 0.
We extend this function to n-dimensional vectors over G as follows: for an
n-dimensional vector v = (v1 , . . . , vn ) over G, we define sg((v1 , . . . , vn )) =
(sg(v1 ), . . . , sg(vn )).
Definition 11. Let (G, +, ≤) be a totally ordered Abelian group. Then we define
the partial order relation ≤sg−c on vectors over G as follows: Let u and v be two
arbitrary n-dimensional vectors over G, u = (u1 , . . . , un ), v = (v1 , . . . , vn ); then
we say that (u1 , . . . , un ) ≤sg−c (v1 , . . . , vn ) if and only if for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
sg(uj )sg(vj ) ≥ 0 and sg(uj )uj ≤ sg(vj )vj .
Remark 5. We observe that, in the preceding deﬁnition, sg(uj )uj ≤ sg(vj )vj
can also be written as |uj | ≤ |vj |. Moreover, using the Hadamard product ,
i.e., multiplying vectors component-wise, u ≤sg−c v can also be deﬁned by the
conditions sg(u)  sg(v) ≥ 0 and sg(u)  u ≤ sg(v)  v.
Definition 12. Let (G, +, ≤) be a totally ordered Abelian group. G is called a
P − group if and only if the following condition holds:
– Let r1 , . . . , rk be any non-empty set of non-zero n-dimensional vectors over
G with all components being non-negative and let r be any arbitrary ndimensional vector over G with all components being non-negative. Then
the inequality
k

xi ri ≤c r
i=1

only has a finite number of solutions (x1 , . . . , xk ) in Nk .
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Example 8. Consider (Zn , +, ≤) with ≤ being the following order relation: For
two vectors u, v ∈ Zn , u = v, u ≤ v if and only if ||u|| < ||v|| or ||u|| = ||v||
and u < v with respect to the lexicographic ordering <. Then (Zn , +, ≤) is a
P -group. As norm ||u|| of a vector u = (u1 , . . . , un ) we can take the maximum
norm deﬁned as ||u|| = max{u1 , . . . , un }.
Lemma 1. Let (G, +, ≤) be a P -group. Then G is Archimedean.
Proof. Consider w, v ∈ G with both being positive. Then according to the P condition for G, the inequality xw ≤ v only has ﬁnitely many solutions for
x ∈ N. Let n be the maximal solution; then (n + 1)w > v, which proves that G
is Archimedean.


Yet for totally ordered Abelian groups, also the converse of this lemma is
true.
Lemma 2. Let (G, +, ≤) be an Archimedean group. Then G is a P -group, too.
Proof. Let r1 , . . . , rk be any set of non-zero n-dimensional vectors over G with
all components being non-negative and let r be any arbitrary n-dimensional
vector over G with all components being non-negative. If a component j of r
is zero, then any solution with xi > 0 implies ri (j) = 0. Now let r(j) > 0. If
ri (j) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then obviously for this component the desired order
relation will always be fulﬁlled. Yet as all the vectors ri are non-zero, there
must be a component ji such that ri (ji ) > 0, and let r(ji ) > 0. Due to the
Archimedean property of the group G, there must exist a natural number mi
such that mi ri (ji ) > r(ji ) > 0. Hence, for every solution (x1 , . . . , xk ) in Nk of
the inequality
k

xi ri ≤c r
i=1

we must have 0 ≤ xi < mi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. As the number of such vectors
obviously is ﬁnite, we conclude that G is a P -group.


Lemma 3. Let (G, +, ≤) be a P -group and ΠG = (O, T, w0 , R) be a P system
with G-multisets over O. Then for any configuration C of Π the set Asyn++
∀ (C)
is finite.
Proof. Consider a conﬁguration C of ΠG and a multiset of rules P . Then construct the corresponding G-multiset C  with C  (a) = C(a) for C(a) ≥ 0 and
C  (a) = −C(a) for C(a) < 0, i.e., we take C  := sg(C)  C. For any rule
ri from P we construct the corresponding rule ri in the same way, i.e., we
take ri := sg(ri )  ri . According to the deﬁnition of a P -group, the inequality
x1 r1 +. . .+xn rn ≤c C  has only ﬁnitely many solutions over N, which themselves
++
constitute the – ﬁnite – set Asyn++
∀ (C). We observe that taking Asyn∀ (C)
guarantees that all the ri are approaching each component of C from the same
side of the zero element, hence, summing up the left-hand sides of the rules yields
the same eﬀect as summing up the absolute values of them.
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As according to Lemma 3 the set Asyn++
∀ (C) must be ﬁnite, the set of non(C)
must
be
ﬁnite,
too; hence, it is a well-deﬁned
extendable rules in Asyn++
∀
ﬁnite set.
Definition 13. Let (G, +, ≤) be a P -group and ΠG = (O, T, w0 , R) be a P
system with G-multisets over O. Then for any configuration C of Π, the set
P ++
(C).
of all non-extendable multisets from Asyn++
∀ (C) is denoted by M axpar∀
P ++
then is defined by applying
The maximally parallel derivation mode maxpar∀
any multiset of rules from M axpar∀P ++ (C) in a derivation step in Π from C.
Remark 6. If we only consider non-negative components in the vectors representing rules and conﬁgurations, then our model with Asyn++
∀ (C) in a P system
over a P -group directly corresponds to the usual concept of P systems, except
that now we are dealing with generalized multisets. Moreover, the derivation
mode maxpar∀P ++ corresponds to the “classical” maximally parallel derivation
mode.
Remark 7. In some sense, Lemma 3 corresponds to the representation of negative
multiplicities by using antimatter. In fact, for any rule either positive or negative
components can be used, but not both at the same time. This is equivalent to
having two non-negative components encoding the positive and the negative
part of the original component (of course, both of them cannot be positive at
the same time).
As we want to deal with negative multiplicities directly, we want to consider
++
Asyn+
∀ (C) and not Asyn∀ (C) and therefore need a stricter variant of P -groups:
Definition 14. Let (G, +, ≤) be a totally ordered Abelian group (G, +, ≤). G is
called a GP − group if and only if the following condition holds:
– Let r1 , . . . , rk , k > 0, be any set of n-dimensional vectors over G and let r
be any arbitrary n-dimensional vector over G. Then the inequality
k

xi ri ≤sg−c r
i=1

only has a finite number of solutions (x1 , . . . , xk ) in Nk fulfilling the condition
that
for all non-zero vectors (y1 , . . . , yk ) over G with
(0, . . . , 0) ≤c (y1 , . . . , yk ) ≤c (x1 , . . . , xk ) we have
k
i=1

yi ri = 0.

(∗)

We immediately observe that for non-negative vectors the condition for the
GP -group reduces to the condition in the P -group, as in this case ≤c coincides
with ≤sg−c .
Lemma 4. Let (G, +, ≤) be a GP-group. Then G is a P-group, too.
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Proof. Let r1 , . . . , rk be any set of non-zero n-dimensional vectors over G with all
components being non-negative and let r be any arbitrary n-dimensional vector
over G with all components being non-negative. The inequality
k

xi ri ≤sg−c r
i=1

then can also be written as

k

xi ri ≤c r
i=1
k

and, moreover, condition (∗) must also be fulﬁlled, as the sum i=1 xi ri is always
non-negative. Hence, from the GP -condition being fulﬁlled we immediately infer
that the P -condition must be fulﬁlled, too, i.e., the inequality only has ﬁnitely
many solutions.


Lemma 5. Let (G, +, ≤) be a GP -group and ΠG = (O, T, w0 , R) be a P system
with G-multisets over O, then for any configuration C of Π the set Asyn+
∀ (C)
is finite.
Proof. Let |O| = n and |R| = k. We deﬁne Li := LHS(ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, for some
enumeration of rules of R. Obviously, C and each Li , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, can be seen as
members of the n-dimensional vector space over G. From the deﬁnition of the
GP -group we conclude that the inequality
k

xi Li ≤sg−c C
i=1

has only a ﬁnite number of solutions (x1 , . . . , xk ) satisfying condition (∗).
We remark that the multiplicities of elements for any multiset of rules R ∈
Asyn∀ (C) can be seen as a vector (v1 , . . . , vk ) ∈ Nk . Using the previous inequality we obtain that there are only a ﬁnite number of elements in Asyn∀ (C) that
satisfy condition (∗). The remaining elements in R ∈ Asyn∀ (C) do not satisfy it,
so for each such element R there must exist a vector (y1 , . . . , yk ) ∈ Nk such that
k


i=1 yi Li = 0. But this implies that there exists a submultiset R ⊆ R such
+

that LHS(R ) = 0. Now consider Asyn∀ (C). Since it contains only multisets of
rules R such that there are no submultisets R ⊆ R having LHS(R ) = 0 we


immediately obtain that Asyn+
∀ (C) is ﬁnite.
Definition 15. Let (G, +, ≤) be a GP -group and ΠG = (O, T, w0 , R) be a P
system with G-multisets over O. Then for any configuration C of Π, the set of
GP +
(C). The
all non-extendable multisets from Asyn+
∀ (C) is denoted by M axpar∀
GP +
then is defined by applying any
maximally parallel derivation mode maxpar∀
multiset of rules from M axpar∀GP + (C) in a derivation step in Π from C.
As according to Lemma 5 the set Asyn+
∀ (C) must be ﬁnite, the set of non+
extendable rules in Asyn∀ (C) must be ﬁnite, too; hence, this set M axpar∀P + (C)
is a well-deﬁned ﬁnite set.
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We now prove that the “standard” example of an Archimedean group, namely
(Zn , +, ≤), is a GP-group.
Lemma 6. (Zn , +, ≤) is a GP-group.
Proof. Consider arbitrary d-dimensional vectors r1 , . . . , rk , r over Zn . Consider
the polytope P delimited by r and the hyperplanes parallel to the coordinate
axes. Since P is closed, it only contains a ﬁnite number of points. Denote
k
k
P (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
i=1 xi ri . Let S ⊆ N be the set of vectors such that any
k
(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ S satisﬁes the inequality i=1 xi ri ≤sg−c r and the condition
(∗). Then it is clear that P (x1 , . . . , xn ) must belong to P. We claim that S is
ﬁnite. We shall prove this statement by contradiction:
Assume that S is inﬁnite. Since P is ﬁnite, by the pigeonhole principle there
exists an inﬁnite number of vectors v1 , v2 , · · · ∈ S such that P (v1 ) = P (v2 ) =
. . . = P (v). Now by the pigeonhole principle applied to the vector components
there must be inﬁnitely many of them with the same signum vector sg (u). Let
us list these vectors as u1 , u2 , . . . . Then, again using the pigeonhole principle
applied to the vector components, we obtain that for any vector ui there exists
a vector uj such that ui (m) < uj (m) for some m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k. As we only
have a ﬁnite number of components, among all those vectors there must exist
some ui and uj such that ui ≤sg−c uj . Hence, we obtain that there exist two
vectors ui , uj ∈ S such that P (ui ) = P (uj ) and ui ≤sg−c uj . But in this case


P (uj − ui ) = 0 contradicts condition (∗).

5

Examples

In this section we will give some examples of how P systems with generalized
multisets can directly manipulate complex objects. We will model the movement
of a chess knight on an inﬁnite two-dimensional plane. To represent the position
of the knight, we will use two-component integer tuples from the Archimedean
group (Z2 , +, ≤) as deﬁned in Example 8.
We explicitly deﬁne the set of coordinate oﬀsets corresponding to the eight
possible knight moves as follows:
J = {(i, j) : |i| = 3 − |j|, j ∈ {1, 2}}.
For illustration purposes only, we will allow rules with empty left-hand sides
in our ﬁrst example. In such a rule the multiplicity of every symbol in the lefthand side is the zero element of the group. Recall that usually such rules are not
allowed in our model.
Example 9. Consider the following P system with Z2 -multisets:
Π1 = ({a}, {a}, a(0,0) , R1 ),
R1 = {a(0,0) → av | v ∈ J},
working in the sequential derivation mode and an α-mode of rule applicability,
with α ∈ {f ree, ∀, ∃}. The multiplicity of a in a conﬁguration represents the
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current position of the knight. Any of the rules in R1 is applicable to any conﬁguration of Π1 , and an application of any one of them corresponds to a knight
move. Unconditional halting can be employed to assure that the system stops.
Remark that in the case of rules with empty left-hand sides, ∃- and ∀applicability conditions essentially reduce to free applicability. To avoid such
rules, we can rely on a special object which behaves similarly to a catalyst in
conventional P systems.
Example 10. Consider the following P system with Z2 -multisets:
Π2 = ({a, c}, {a}, cx a(0,0) , R2 ),
R2 = {cx a(0,0) → cx av | v ∈ J},
where x ∈ Z2 and x = (0, 0). With ∀-applicability, at most one rule from R2
can be applied to any conﬁguration, because every rule from R2 consumes and
reproduces cx . Thus, even in a parallel derivation mode, the activity of Π2 will
be sequential. Halting can be achieved by adding the rule cx a(0,0) → c(0,0) a(0,0) ,
which may “erase” c whenever the knight reaches the origin (the multiplicity of
a is (0, 0)).
It also is possible to stay oﬀ empty left-hand sides without adding the
“catalyst”, by specifying the coordinate oﬀsets for all four elements of I =
{(1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 0), (0, −1)}.
Example 11. Consider the following P system with generalized multisets:
Π3 = ({a}, {a}, au0 , R3 ),
R3 = {a(x,y) → a(z,t) | (x, y) ∈ I, (z − x, t − y) ∈ J},
where u0 ∈ Z2 , and u0 = (0, 0). The set R3 contains a rule per each element
of I, per each possible knight movement. This is necessary to allow the knight
to move throughout the whole plane under ∃- and ∀-applicability: indeed, with
these conditions, the rules with a(1,0) in the left-hand side will only be applicable
when the knight is in the half-plane to the right of the vertical axis, and will
not be applicable when the knight is to the left of the vertical axis or right on
it, because in these two cases the conﬁguration of Π3 will have the form a(u,0) ,
with u ≤ 0.
Since Π3 does not employ a “catalyst”, its behaviour in a parallel mode with
∀-applicability is very diﬀerent from that of Π2 . Suppose that the knight is at
position (i, j), with i > 0 and j > 0; the corresponding conﬁguration of Π3 will
be a(i,j) . The rules for R3 which are ∀-applicable in this conﬁguration are of the
forms a(1,0) → a(z,t) and a(0,1) → a(z,t) ; the multiset of rules to be applied can
therefore contain i rules of the ﬁrst type and j rules of the second. But since
each rule corresponds to a knight move, this means that, in a parallel mode with
∀-applicability, the knight may make up to i + j moves in a single evolution step.
In other words, the farther the knight is from origin, the faster it can move.
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Fig. 1. A possible choice of the multiset of rules to be applied in conﬁguration a(i,j) .
correspond to the left-hand sides of the form a(1,0) , while the segThe segments
correspond to the left-hand sides of the form a(0,1) .
ments

Figure 1 illustrates the way in which the position of the knight relative to the
origin inﬂuences the form of applicable multisets of rules.
We remark that in the case of one-symbol alphabets, like that of Π3 , the ∃and ∀-applicability conditions are eﬀectively equivalent. This means that all of
the arguments about Π3 from the previous paragraph are valid for a parallel
derivation mode with ∃-applicability as well.
In the case of a P system over a GP -group and a parallel mode in which
∀-applicability is required for the whole multiset of rules, but not for each rule
individually, the simulation of knight movement can be done in a yet diﬀerent
way. Instead of having four rules per each move, it is possible to only have one
rule per move, and to make use of special compensation rules.
Example 12. Consider the following P system with generalized multisets:
Π4 = ({a}, {a}, au0 , R4 ),
(1,0)
→ a(z,t) | (z − 1, t) ∈ J} ∪ R4 ,
R4 = {a


R4 = av → av | v ∈ {(−2, 0), (−1, 1), (−1, −1)} ,
working in a parallel mode with ∀-applicability, where u0 ∈ Z2 , and u0 = (0, 0).
Remember that the rules of the form r : a(1,0) → a(z,t) are not applicable when
the knight is in the second quadrant, for example. However, in this case it is
possible to consider the multiset of rules containing an instance of r and of the
compensation rule a(−2,0) → a(−2,0) . The total left-hand side of this two-element
multiset will be a(−1,0) , so this multiset will be applicable whenever the knight
is to the left of the vertical axis. On the other hand, the total right-hand side
will be a(z−2,t) , and the total eﬀect of applying these two rules at the same time
will be displacing the knight by (z − 1, t), which is precisely the eﬀect of r when
it is applied alone.
While the rules of the form a(1,0) → (z, t) together with the compensation rule
(−2,0)
→ a(−2,0) can simulate knight moves in both the half-planes delimited
a
by the vertical axis, they cannot handle the situations in which the knight is on
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the axis itself, because in those situations the conﬁguration of Π4 has the form
a(0,y) . The compensation rules av → av with v ∈ {(−1, 1), (−1, −1)} are meant
to handle precisely these cases. Indeed, when the knight is at the coordinates
(0, y) with y > 0, one may consider the multiset of rules including an instance of
a(1,0) → a(z,t) and an instance of a(−1,1) → a(−1,1) . The total left-hand side will
be a(0,1) , so the multiset of rules will be applicable to a(0,y) , while the cumulative
eﬀect will amount to doing the move (z − 1, t). Similarly, the compensation rule
a(−1,−1) → a(−1,−1) helps to handle the situations in which the knight is at the
coordinates (0, y) for y < 0.
We stress once again the fact that in Π4 it is the rules of the form
a(1,0) → a(z,t) that actually modify the conﬁgurations of the system. Compensation rules only matter when multisets of applicable rules are picked and do not
by themselves cause any displacement of the knight.
Besides structural dissimilarities between Π3 and Π4 , we remark that the
dynamic characteristics of the two systems working in parallel modes are quite
diﬀerent as well. In Π3 , the number of rules applied in one step depends on the
distance of the knight from the origin. In Π4 , however, the condition that no
submultisets of the applied multiset of rules are allowed to have zero total lefthand side comes into play. It means that not more than one rule r : a(1,0) → a(z,t)
can be applied in one step if the compensation rule a(−2,0) → a(−2,0) is used.
Indeed if this compensation rule is combined with two instances of r, the total
left-hand side of the group will be a(0,0) . This issue does not aﬀect the other two
compensation rules, because, when put together with instances of r, they always
yield a non-zero total left-hand side.
Therefore, in Π4 working in the maximally parallel mode with ∀-applicability,
the knight performs “supermoves” in the right half-plane and on the vertical axis,
just like in Π3 , while in the left half-plane it may only do one movement per
evolution step of the system.
Due to the restriction that no multiset of rules which has zero total left-hand
side can be applied in a parallel mode, both the systems Π3 and Π4 from the
previous two examples halt whenever the knight reaches the origin. This can
be avoided by adding “catalytic” rules, similar to those shown in the deﬁnition
of Π2 .
Example 13. Consider the following P system with generalized multisets:
Π5 = ({a, c}, {a}, cx a(0,0) , R5 ),
R5 = {c(0,0) u → c(0,0) v | u → v ∈ R4 } ∪ R5 ,
R5 = {cx a(0,0) → cx av | v ∈ J},
working in a parallel mode with ∀-applicability. The rules of the form c(0,0) u →
c(0,0) v are essentially the rules from R4 lifted to employ the “catalyst”. Remark
that these rules do not actually use c: it appears with multiplicity (0, 0) in both
the left-hand and in the right-hand sides, and it has therefore no eﬀect on the
way in which these rules are picked for application. This means that these lifted
rules assure precisely the same behavior of the system as those from R4 . The
rules from R5 , on the other hand, do make use of the catalyst to allow the knight
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to leave the origin. By putting the lifted rules together with those from R5 , we
assure that the knight can move throughout the plane unhindered.
The side eﬀect of having the additional rules from R5 in Π5 is that, in the
maximally parallel mode, these rules will be applicable once to any conﬁguration.
Thus, in Π5 with maximal parallelism, the knight always makes one move more
than in Π4 .
We will now give a more complex example of a P system with generalized
multisets which simulates the simultaneous movement of two knights, and which
halts when the two knights reach the same position in the plane. We will employ
maximal parallelism with ∀-applicability, and will prefer to allow the two knights
to make multiple moves in a single evolution step. To achieve proper synchronization, we will use rules with priorities, deﬁned as in the case of conventional
P systems.
For reasons of readability, we will omit the symbols which have the multiplicity (0, 0) when writing the rules. We will also need the notations E =
{(1, 0), (0, 1)} and z ∈ Z2 , z = (0, 0).
Example 14. Consider the P system Π6 = (V, T, w0 , R6 ) with generalized multisets over the GP -group Z2 , with the alphabet V = {a, b, ā, b̄, c, t1 , t2 , t3 , #}, the
set of terminal symbols T = {c}, and the initial conﬁguration w0 = tz1 au1 bu2 ,
where u1 , u2 ∈ Z2 are the initial positions of the two knights. The set of rules of
Π6 is deﬁned as follows:
R6 = R6move ∪ R6comp ∪ R6time ∪ R6trap , where
R6move = {au → av , bu → bv | au → av ∈ R},
R6comp = {xu → x̄u | x ∈ {a, b}, u ∈ E} ∪ {āu b̄u → cu | u ∈ E},
R6time = {tz1 → tz1 , tz1 → tz2 , tz2 → tz3 },
R6trap = {tz1 x̄u → #z , tz2 xu → #z , tz3 x̄u → #z , #z → #z | x ∈ {a, b}, u ∈ E},
where the rules from R6trap have priority over all other rules, and R is a set of
rules simulating knight movement in a parallel mode without a “catalyst”, like,
for instance, R3 or R4 . The rules from R6move therefore assure the parallel and
independent movement of the knights. The rules from R6comp compare the positions by ﬁrst rewriting a and b to their barred variants, and by then transforming
the pairs of ā and b̄ into instances of c. The rules from R6time implement a timer
which waits for some number of steps by using the rule tz1 → tz1 and which is
then successively transformed into t2 and t3 . The rules from R6trap control the
whole process: if some a or b are rewritten into ā or b̄ while t1 is still present in
the system, the trap symbol # is added; the trap symbol can never be erased
and forces the system to loop indeﬁnitely. Similarly, if not all of a or b have been
rewritten to ā and b̄ when t2 appears in the system, the trap symbol is added.
Finally, if after the rules from R6comp have rewritten some pairs of ā and b̄ into
instances of c, there are still some ā or b̄ in the system, the rule tz3 x̄u → #z , with
x ∈ {a, b}, will introduce the trap symbol as well.
The rules of Π6 therefore ensure that the system evolves in two phases:
the movement phase, during which the knights are allowed to move, and the
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comparison phase, during which the knights are no longer allowed to move and
their positions are compared one to the other. The multiplicity of c in the halting
conﬁguration indicates the position in the plane where the two knights met.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the challenging problem of deﬁning P systems
using generalized multisets that can have multiplicities taken from a totally
ordered Abelian group. This deﬁnition rises several interesting mathematical
questions concerning the applicability and the deﬁnition of unbounded group
modes. We gave a partial answer to these questions deﬁning some suﬃcient
conditions that allow for deﬁning a behavior similar to the one in the traditional
case. Moreover, by considering generalized multisets with multiplicities from the
group (Z, +) restricted to positive values, we obtain the exact behavior of P
systems.
Another interesting point is the ability to represent and manipulate the
objects directly, without encoding them using natural numbers. This approaches
the idea of numerical P systems [12], as our model can be considered as a set of
variables updated by rewriting rules.
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Abstract. We show that catalytic P systems with one catalyst can
simulate partially blind register machines and partially blind counter
automata. To demonstrate their capability, we also present an example
of a P automaton with one catalyst accepting a language with nonsemilinear Parikh image as well as an example of a P system with one
catalyst generating a non-semilinear vector set.

1

Introduction

Catalytic P systems represent the original model of P systems introduced in
the seminal papers [12]. Its key ingredient is a hierarchical structure of membranes μ embedded in the outermost skin membrane. Every membrane encloses
a region possibly containing other membranes and also speciﬁc objects (used in
the multiset sense). The objects evolve, alone or together with other objects, due
to evolution rules, being transformed into new objects, eventually also passing
through a membrane. The objects evolve in the maximally parallel way, i.e.,
only non-extendable multisets of rules are applied in each derivation step in
every membrane. If the evolution rules only allow the objects to evolve alone,
then the system is said to be non-cooperative; if there are rules which specify the
evolution of several objects together at the same time, then the system is called
cooperative; an intermediate case is that where a certain object which cannot be
changed itself (and therefore is called a catalyst) appears together with another
object in an evolution rule, then such a rule is called catalytic, and P systems
using catalytic rules together with non-cooperative rules are called catalytic P
systems; if only catalytic rules appear, we speak of a purely catalytic P system.
As it was ﬁnally shown in [6], catalytic P systems with two and purely catalytic
P systems with three catalysts are computationally complete, i.e., they are able
to generate any recursively enumerable set of vectors of natural numbers.
It is a long-standing open problem how to characterize the families of (vectors
of) natural numbers generated by catalytic P systems with only one catalyst and
by purely catalytic P systems with only two catalysts. In this paper we establish a
lower bound for the family of (vectors of) natural numbers generated by catalytic
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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P systems with only one catalyst by showing that such systems can at least simulate partially blind register machines. We also give an example of a P automaton
with one catalyst and 165 rules accepting a language with non-semilinear Parikh
image. The proof techniques presented in Sects. 3 and 4 imply that the corresponding non-semilinear set of vectors of non-negative integers can be accepted
or generated by a catalytic P system with one catalyst in an analogous way.
Moreover, we even exhibit an example of a P system with one catalyst generating a non-semilinear vector set, namely {(n, m) | 0 ≤ n, n ≤ m ≤ 2n }, with only
19 rules, which nicely relates to the result shown in [1], where a P system with
two catalysts was exhibited generating this non-semilinear vector set with 14
rules, and the result proved in [2], where a P system with two catalysts generating a more complicated non-semilinear number set, namely {2n | n ≥ 1}, with
only 20 rules was constructed.

2

Definitions

For an alphabet V , by V ∗ we denote the free monoid generated by V under the
operation of concatenation, i.e., containing all possible strings over V. The empty
string is denoted by λ. A multiset M with underlying set A is a pair (A, f ) where
f : A → N is a mapping. If M = (A, f ) is a multiset then its support is deﬁned
as supp(M ) = {x ∈ A | f (x) > 0}. A multiset is empty (respectively ﬁnite) if
its support is the empty set (respectively a ﬁnite set). If M = (A, f ) is a ﬁnite
multiset over A and supp(M ) = {a1 , . . . , ak }, then it can also be represented
f (a )
f (a )
by the string a1 1 . . . ak k over the alphabet {a1 , . . . , ak }, and, moreover, all
permutations of this string precisely identify the same multiset M .
2.1

Register Machines and Multi-Counter Automata

Register machines are well-known universal devices for computing (generating
or accepting) sets of vectors of natural numbers.
Definition 1. A register machine is a construct
M = (m, B, l0 , lh , P )
where
–
–
–
–

m is the number of registers,
P is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of B,
l0 ∈ B is the initial label, and
lh ∈ B is the final label.
The instructions of M can be of the following forms:

– l1 : (ADD (r) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Increase the value of register r by one, and non-deterministically jump to
instruction l2 or l3 .
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– l1 : (SU B (r) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
If the value of register r is not zero then decrease the value of register r by one
( decrement case) and jump to instruction l2 , otherwise jump to instruction l3
( zero-test case).
– lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
A conﬁguration of a register machine is described by the contents of each
register and by the value of the current label, which indicates the next instruction
to be executed.
In the accepting case, a computation starts with the input of a k-vector of
natural numbers in its ﬁrst k registers and by executing the ﬁrst instruction of P
(labeled with l0 ); it terminates with reaching the HALT -instruction. Without
loss of generality, we may assume all registers to be empty at the end of the
computation.
In the generating case, a computation starts with all registers being empty
and by executing the ﬁrst instruction of P (labeled with l0 ); it terminates with
reaching the HALT -instruction and the output of a k-vector of natural numbers
in its ﬁrst k registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers
> k to be empty at the end of the computation.
Definition 2. A multi-counter automaton is a construct
M = (m, T, B, l0 , lh , P )
where
–
–
–
–
–

m is the number of registers,
T is the input alphabet,
P is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of B,
l0 ∈ B is the initial label, and
lh ∈ B is the final label.
The instructions of M can be of the following forms:

– l1 : (read(a), l2 ), l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 ∈ B, a ∈ T . The symbol a is read from the
input tape, and the computation continues with the instruction labeled by l2 .
– l1 : (ADD (r) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Increase the value of register r by one, and non-deterministically jump to
instruction l2 or l3 .
– l1 : (SU B (r) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
If the value of register r is not zero then decrease the value of register r by one
( decrement case) and jump to instruction l2 , otherwise jump to instruction l3
( zero test case).
– lh : HALT . Stop the execution of the multi-counter automaton.
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A multi-counter automaton works with its registers in the same way as a
register machine, yet the input now is a string over the input alphabet T , which
is read symbol by symbol from the input tape by using the read-operations
l1 : (read(a), l2 ). With the accepting computations a set of strings is deﬁned.
We can also generate a set of strings by using write operations which symbol
by symbol write the string to be generated on the output tape:
– l1 : (read(a), l2 ), l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 ∈ B, a ∈ T .
The symbol a is written on the output tape.
2.2

Partially Blind Register Machines and Multi-Counter Automata

We now consider one-way nondeterministic machines which have registers or
counters allowed to hold positive or negative integers and which accept by ﬁnal
state with all registers or counters being zero. Such machines are called blind
if their actions depend on state and input alone and not on the register or
counter conﬁguration. They are called partially blind if they block when any
register or counter is negative (i.e., only non-negative register or counter contents are permissible) but do not know whether or not any of the registers or
counters contains zero. Blind multi-counter automata are equivalent in power to
the reversal bounded multi-counter machines of Baker and Book [4].
Definition 3. A partially blind register machine is a construct
M = (m, B, l0 , lh , P )
where
–
–
–
–

m is the number of registers,
P is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of B,
l0 ∈ B is the initial label, and
lh ∈ B is the final label.
The instructions of M can be of the following forms:

– l1 : (ADD (r) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Increase the value of register r by one, and non-deterministically jump to
instruction l2 or l3 .
– l1 : (SU B (r) , l2 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
If the value of register r is not zero then decrease the value of register r by
one and jump to instruction l2 , otherwise abort the computation.
– lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
Again, a configuration of a partially blind register machine is described by
the contents of each register and by the value of the current label, which indicates
the next instruction to be executed.
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A computation works as for a register machine, yet with the restriction that
a computation is aborted if one tries to decrement a register which is zero.
Moreover, acceptance or generation now also requires all registers (except output
registers) to be empty at the end of the computation.
Definition 4. A partially blind multi-counter automaton is a construct
M = (m, T, B, l0 , lh , P )
where
–
–
–
–
–

m is the number of registers,
T is the input alphabet,
P is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of B,
l0 ∈ B is the initial label, and
lh ∈ B is the final label.

The instructions of M can be of the following forms (with read(a) for acceptance of strings and write(a) for the generation of strings):
– l1 : (read(a), l2 ), l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 ∈ B, a ∈ T .
The symbol a is read from the input tape, and the computation continueswith
the instruction labeled by l2 .
– l1 : write(a), l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, a ∈ T .
The symbol a is written on the output tape.
– l1 : (ADD (r) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Increase the value of register r by one, and non-deterministically jump to
instruction l2 or l3 .
– l1 : (SU B (r) , l2 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
If the value of register r is not zero, then decrease the value of register r by
one and jump to instruction l2 , otherwise abort the computation.
– lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
A computation works as for a multi-counter automaton, yet with the restriction that a computation is aborted if one tries to decrement a counter which
is zero. Moreover, acceptance or generation now also requires all counters to be
empty at the end of the computation.
2.3

Catalytic P Systems

The following deﬁnition cites Deﬁnition 4.1 in Chap. 4 of [14].
Definition 5. An extended catalytic P system of degree m ≥ 1 is a construct
Π = (O, C, μ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , i0 ) where
1. O is the alphabet of objects;
2. C ⊆ O is the alphabet of catalysts;
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3. μ is a membrane structure of degree m with membranes labeled in a one-to-one
manner with the natural numbers 1, 2, . . . , m;
4. w1 , . . . , wm ∈ O∗ are the multisets of objects initially present in the m regions
of μ;
5. Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite sets of evolution rules over O associated with the
regions 1, 2, . . . , m of μ; these evolution rules are of the forms ca → cv or
a → v, where c is a catalyst, a is an object from O \ C, and v is a string from
((O \ C) × {here, out, in})∗ ;
6. i0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} indicates the output region of Π.
The membrane structure and the multisets in Π constitute a configuration of
the P system; the initial configuration is given by the initial multisets w1 , . . . , wm .
A transition between conﬁgurations is governed by the application of the evolution rules, which is done in the maximally parallel way, i.e., only applicable
multisets of rules which cannot be extended by further rules are to be applied
to the objects in all membrane regions.
The application of a rule u → v in a region containing a multiset M results in
subtracting from M the multiset identiﬁed by u, and then in adding the multiset
identiﬁed by v. The objects can eventually be transported through membranes
due to the targets in and out. We refer to [14] for further details and examples.
The P system continues with applying multisets of rules in the maximally
parallel way until there remain no applicable rules in any region of Π. Then
the system halts. We consider the number of objects from O \ C contained in
the output region i0 at the moment when the system halts as the result of the
underlying computation of Π. The system is called extended since the catalytic
objects in C are not counted to the result of a computation. The set of results
of all computations possible in Π is called the set of natural numbers generated
by Π and it is denoted by N (Π) if we only count the total number of objects
in the output membrane; if we distinguish between the multiplicities of diﬀerent
objects, we obtain a set of vectors of natural numbers denoted by P s(Π).
The problem how to count the catalysts in the case of generating catalytic
P systems can be avoided if using external output, i.e., the output is sent to the
environment, indicated by i0 = 0.
When the sequence of symbols sent out to the environment from the skin
membrane is interpreted as a string, a catalytic P system constitutes a device to
generate a string language. If in one computation step of a catalytic P system
(with only one catalyst) more than one symbol is sent out to the environment,
any permutation of the symbols sent out in this step is considered for building
up a ﬁnal string as a result of a computation.
For the input being taken from the environment, we need an additional target
indication come as, for example, used in a special variant of communication P
systems introduced by Petr Sosı́k (e.g., see [16]) where no objects are generated
or deleted, but the objects may only pass through membranes; (a, come) on
the right-hand side of a rule applied in the skin membrane means that the
object a is taken into the skin membrane from the environment (all objects
there are assumed to be available in an unbounded number). The multiset of all
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objects taken from the environment during a halting computation then is the
multiset accepted by this accepting P system, which in this case we shall call a
P automaton; the idea of P automata was ﬁrst published in [5] and considered
at the same time under the notion of analysing P systems in [8]. The set of
non-negative integers and the set of (Parikh) vectors of non-negative integers
accepted by halting computations in Π are denoted by Naut (Π) and P saut (Π),
respectively.
Moreover, a P automaton can also be considered as a device to accept string
languages by considering the sequence of symbols taken in during a successful
computation as the accepted string. If in one computation step of a catalytic P
system (with only one catalyst) more than one symbol is taken in from the environment, any permutation of the symbols taken in during this step is considered
for building up a ﬁnal string as a result of a computation.
Remark 1. As in this paper we only consider catalytic P systems with only one
catalyst, without loss of generality, also taking into account the well-known ﬂattening process, e.g., see [7], we can restrict ourselves to one-membrane catalytic
P systems with the single catalyst in the skin membrane and with external output, i.e., for obtaining the set of vectors of natural numbers or sets of strings the
needed objects are sent out from the skin membrane to the environment; on the
other hand, for accepting strings in the automaton case, the input anyway has
to be taken from the environment.
Remark 2. Finally, we make the convention that a one-membrane catalytic P
system with the single catalyst in the skin membrane and with external output
throughout the rest of the paper will be described without specifying the trivial
membrane structure or the output region (assumed to be the environment), i.e.,
we will just write
Π = (O, {c}, T, w, R)
where O is the set of objects, c is the single catalyst, T is the input alphabet
in case of generating or accepting string languages (and omitted if we only deal
with natural numbers), w is the initial input specifying the initial conﬁguration,
and R is the set of rules.

3

One-Membrane Catalytic P Systems with One Catalyst
Can Simulate Partially Blind Register Machines

We now prove our main result, i.e., we show how the computations of a partially
blind register machine can be simulated by a one-membrane P system with one
catalyst.
Theorem 1. Any partially blind register machine can be simulated by a onemembrane catalytic P system with one catalyst.
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Proof. We prove this result for a partially blind register machine accepting sets
of vectors of natural numbers. Hence, consider a partially blind register machine
M = (m, B, l0 , h, P )
with the input vector (n1 , . . . , nk ) being given in the ﬁrst k ≤ m registers. We
divide the set B into disjoint sets, i.e.,


BADD(r) ∪
BSU B(r) ∪ {h},
B=
1≤r≤m

1≤r≤m

where BADD(r) exactly contains the labels of ADD-instructions and BSU B(r)
exactly contains the labels of SUB-instructions on register r.
We now construct a one-membrane catalytic P system with one catalyst
Π = (O, {c}, w, R),
O = {or | 1 ≤ r ≤ m} ∪ {#, c, d, d }
∪ {or,j | 1 ≤ r ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ r}
∪ B ∪ {pj | p ∈ B, 0 ≤ j ≤ m + 1} ∪ {hm+2 },
w = l0 cdo1 n1 . . . ok nk ,
R = Rs ∪ R# ,
where (n1 , . . . , nk ) is the input vector.
The set of rules R consists of the simulation rules in Rs and the trap rules
in R# ; Rs contains both catalytic and non-cooperative rules:
Rs = {cor → cor,0 | 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {cp → cp0 or | p ∈ BADD(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {cpi → cpi+1 | p ∈ BADD(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, 0 ≤ i ≤ m}
∪ {cpm+1 → cq, cpm+1 → cs | p : (ADD (r) , q, s) ∈ P, 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {p → p0 | p ∈ BSU B(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {cor → cor,0 , cor,r → c | 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {cpi → cpi+1 , or,i → or,i+1 | p ∈ BSU B(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, 0 ≤ i < r}
∪ {pr → pr+1 | p ∈ BSU B(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {cpi → cpi+1 | p ∈ BSU B(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
∪ {cpm+1 → cq | p : (SU B (r) , q) ∈ P, 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {h → h0 , h0 → h1 , h1 → h2 , cd → cd , cd → c}
∪ {chi → chi+1 | 2 ≤ i ≤ m + 1} ∪ {chm+2 → c}
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R# only contains non-cooperative rules:
R# = {or,r → # | 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {p → # | p ∈ BADD(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m}
∪ {pi → # | p ∈ BADD(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, 0 ≤ i ≤ m + 1}
∪ {pi → # | p ∈ BSU B(r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, 0 ≤ i ≤ m + 1, i = r}
∪ {hi → # | 2 ≤ r ≤ m + 2}
∪ {d → #, # → #}
For all or , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, we use the rules
cor → cor,0 and or,j → or,j+1 , 1 ≤ r ≤ m, 0 ≤ j < r,
i.e., we count up the second index from 0 to r until we reach or,r .
The simulation of ADD- and SUB-instructions runs through a cycle of m + 3
steps which allow the catalyst to eliminate one copy of the symbol or (whose
copies represent the number in register r) in step r + 2 when simulating a SUBinstruction.
Simulation of p : (ADD (r) , q, s), with p ∈ B \ {lh }, q, s ∈ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m:
– cp → cp0 or,1 , p → #;
in the ﬁrst step, a new copy of or is generated;
– cpi → cpi+1 , pi → #, 0 ≤ i ≤ m;
the index i is counted up from 0 to m + 1;
– cpm+1 → cq, cpm+1 → cs, pm+1 → #;
ﬁnally, the new label q or s is introduced.
In every step, the catalyst c is kept busy with the program symbols pi , as otherwise the rules pi → # would enforce the introduction of the trap symbol #.
Simulation of p : (SU B (r) , q), with p ∈ B \ {lh }, q ∈ B, 1 ≤ j ≤ m:
– p → p0 , cor → cor,0 ;
in the ﬁrst step, one copy of or is marked; the choice is non-deterministic,
hence, we have to guarantee that at the end, only the corresponding symbol
or,r can be erased in step r + 2, whereas any other symbol ox,x , x = r will
be trapped by the rule ox,x → #; moreover, if no register, even none of the
others, is non-empty, the additional symbol d has to be used, which in the
next step will be trapped, i.e., the rules cd → cd and then d → # would
have to be used in the ﬁrst two steps;
– cpi → cpi+1 , or,i → or,i+1 , pi → #, 0 ≤ i < r;
the indices i of both the program symbol and the object symbol are incremented in every step until r is reached, with the program symbol pi keeping
the catalyst busy;
– pr → pr+1 , cor,r → c, or,r → #;
in step r + 2 of the cycle, the catalyst c is left free from the program symbol
pr for erasing or,r , which otherwise would have to be trapped, which also
happens if the catalyst is misused for another rule cox → cox,0 , 1 ≤ x ≤ m;
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– cpi → cpi+1 , pi → #, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ m;
the index of the program symbol pi is incremented until m + 1 is reached;
– cpm+1 → cq, pm+1 → #;
ﬁnally, the next program symbol q is obtained.
In the moment the halt label h has been generated, we have to check that
all registers are empty, as the computation should halt if and only if all registers
are empty and no wrong guess has been made during the whole computation
causing an inﬁnite computation with the trap rule # → #.
Final procedure when the halt label h has been generated:
– h → h0 , cd → cd ;
h0 → h1 , cd → c, d → #;
in the ﬁrst two steps, the additional symbol d is erased;
– h1 → h2 ;
in the third step, due to maximal parallelism, the catalyst would have to be
used with any register symbol or using the rule cor → cor,0 ;
– chi → chi+1 , hi → #, 2 ≤ i ≤ m + 1;
during the next m steps, any register object or,r introduced in one of the ﬁrst
three steps has got the chance to be trapped;
– chm+2 → c, hm+2 → #;
with erasing the ﬁnal program symbol, the computation in the P system now
stops if and only if all registers have been empty at the end and if during the
whole simulation no wrong guess has been made.
In sum, we conclude that the P system with its successful computations
exactly simulates the successful computations of the given partially blind register
machine and therefore accepts the same set of vectors of natural numbers.

4

One-Membrane Catalytic P Systems with One Catalyst
Can Simulate Partially Blind Multi-counter Machines

As an immediate consequence of our main theorem established in Sect. 3, we can
easily show the corresponding result for partially blind multi-counter automata:
Theorem 2. Any partially blind multi-counter automaton can be simulated by
a one-membrane catalytic P system with one catalyst.
Proof. Consider a partially blind multi-counter automaton
M = (m, T, B, l0 , lh , P )
with the inputs being strings over T .
A one-membrane catalytic P automaton with one catalyst
Π = (O, {c}, T, w, R)
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simulating the computations of M can be constructed as in the proof of Theorem 1; the input now is taken in by rules using (a, come), a ∈ T .
The simulation of p : (read (a) , q) ∈ P works like the simulation of an ADDinstruction, yet now starting with cp → cp0 (a, come).
In that way we accept the string read in with the rules having (a, come) on
the right-hand side, which exactly mimics the acceptance of the corresponding
string accepted by the underlying partially blind multi-counter automaton.

5

Examples

We ﬁrst construct a one-membrane P automaton with one catalyst accepting
the language
L = {an bm | 0 ≤ n, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n }
whose Parikh image is the corresponding non-semilinear set of vectors of integers
P s (L) = {(n, m) | 0 ≤ n, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n } .
The language L is accepted by the partially blind multi-counter automaton
M = (2, {a, b}, B, l0 , lh , P )
with the set P containing the instructions
l0 : (ADD(1), l1 , l8 )
l8 : (read(b), l9 )
l9 : (SU B(1), l10 )
l1 : (read(a), l2 )
l10 : (ADD(2), l8 , l11 )
l2 : (SU B(1), l3 )
l11 : (ADD(2), l12 , l14 )
l3 : (ADD(2), l4 , l4 )
l12 : (SU B(2), l13 )
l4 : (ADD(2), l2 , l5 )
l13 : (SU B(2), l11 )
l5 : (SU B(2), l6 )
l14 : (SU B(2), lh )
l6 : (ADD(1), l5 , l7 )
lh : HALT
l7 : (SU B(1), l0 )
A string from {an bm | 0 ≤ n, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n } is accepted as follows:
(a) Instruction l0 non-deterministically guesses whether all symbols a have been
already read from the input tape; in the aﬃrmative case the program continues with step (c).
(b) Instructions l1 to l7 read the symbol a and then try to double the contents
of counter 1 into counter 2 and copy the contents of counter 2 back to
counter 1. Since M is partially blind, it can only guess when the whole
contents of counter 1 has been doubled and when the whole contents of
counter 2 has been copied back to counter 1. In any case, the program loops
back to step (a), with counter 1 now containing any value between 1 and 2k
where k is the number of cycles executed so far.
(c) After n repetitions of the loop formed by instructions l0 to l7 , after the last
execution of instruction l0 , counter 1 contains a randomly guessed value m
between 1 and 2n . Instructions l8 to l10 cyclically read symbols b from the
input tape and simultaneously decrement counter 1. Counter 2 serves as an
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auxiliary counter only needed for using non-deterministic ADD-instructions
to guess when all symbols b have been read and when all counters are empty.
On the other hand, we note that if the automaton attempts to decrement
counter i, i ∈ {1, 2}, after having emptied it, the computation crashes.
(d) If both guesses mentioned in step (c) have been correct, then the whole tape
contents has been read and counter 1 is zero. Instructions l11 to l14 empty
counter 2 and the program halts.
The description given above explains that only strings from the language L
are accepted by the machine M . Now we can construct a one-membrane catalytic
P automaton with one catalyst
Π = (O, {c}, T, w, R),
O = {o1 , o2 , #, c, d, d }
∪ {o1,0 , o1,1 , o1,2 , o2,0 , o2,1 , o2,2 }
∪ B ∪ {pj | p ∈ B, 0 ≤ j ≤ 3} ∪ {h4 },
T = {a, b},
w = l0 cd,
R = Rs ∪ R# .
In accordance with the notation in Sect. 3, we have
BADD(1) = {l0 , l6 },
BADD(2) = {l3 , l4 , l10 , l11 },
BSU B(1) = {l2 , l7 , l9 },
BSU B(2) = {l5 , l12 , l13 , l14 },
B = BADD(1) ∪ BADD(2) ∪ BSU B(1) ∪ BSU B(2) ∪ {l1 , l8 , lh }.
Then the set of rules R is exactly constructed as in Sect. 3, except that
there are also rules simulating instructions (read(a), l2 ) and l8 : (read(b), l9 )
as explained in Sect. 4. Following the description, we obtain that Rs contains
97 rules (35 to simulate ADD-instructions, 10 to simulate read -instructions, 44
to simulate SUB -instructions, and 8 for miscellaneous purposes). The set R#
contains 68 rules, altogether it sums up to 165 rules for the whole P automaton.
By Theorems 1 and 2, the P automaton Π accepts exactly the language L.
Now we show how we can obtain the vector set
S = {(n, m) | 0 ≤ n, n ≤ m ≤ 2n }
generated by a P system with only one catalyst and 19 rules. In fact, we are
simulating a generalized version of partially blind register machines, where each
SUB -instruction also allows for a non-deterministic choice as well as for including
arbitrary ADD-instructions with each continuing label, e.g., compare with the
corresponding model in [2]:
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The vector set S is generated by the generalized partially blind register
machine
M = (4, B, l0 , lh , P )
with the set P containing the generalized instructions:


l0 : SU B(1), {l0 ADD(2)2 , l1 ADD(2)2 , l2 ADD(4)}
l1 : (SU B(2), {l1 ADD(1)ADD(4), l0 ADD(3)ADD(4)})
l2 : (SU B(2), {l2 , lh })
lh : HALT
We also assume that M already starts with 1 in register 1 and in register 4,
thus avoiding to have initial instructions ADD(1) and ADD(4). With instruction
l0 , we double the contents of register 1 into register 2, and as we cannot check
for zero, we non-deterministically either jump back to l0 to continue this process
or else jump to l1 , where we recopy the contents of register 1 into register 2, and
again, as we cannot check for zero, we non-deterministically either jump back to
l1 to continue this process or else jump to l0 The registers 3 and 4 are the output
registers for the ﬁrst and second component of the output vector (n, m). In order
to assure correct halting with zero registers 0 and 1 we have to assume that in
the last round register 1 is emptied with l0 and ﬁnally register 2 is emptied with
using instruction l2 .
Looking carefully into the proof constructions given in the preceding section
we realize that the ﬁnal cleaning is not necessary to be implemented, because
after the elimination of the auxiliary symbol d we may immediately may stop
the simulation, as checking the registers 1 and 2 for zero is not a constituting
element of the construction in the generating case. Hence, in that case we can
save a lot of rules at the end, and in fact are simulating the following program
for M instead:


l0 : SU B(1), {l0 ADD(2)2 , l1 ADD(2)2 , λADD(4)}
l1 : (SU B(2), {l1 ADD(1)ADD(4), l0 ADD(3)ADD(4)})
Instead of lh we simply use λ, i.e., we just omit all the symbols and productions involving variants of the halting label. We now implement this reduced
program using the proof construction given in the proof of Theorem 1 taking into
account the simpliﬁcations discussed above, i.e., we can construct the following
one-membrane catalytic P system with one catalyst:
Π = (O, {c}, T, w, R),
O = {o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 , #, c, d, d }
∪ {o1,0 , o1,1 , o1,2 , o2,0 , o2,1 , o2,2 }
∪ {li,j | i ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}},
T = {o3 , o4 },
w = l0 cdo1 o4 .
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R only contains the following 32 rules:
R = {l0 → l0,0 , l1 → l1,0 , co1 → co1,0 , co2 → co2,0 }
∪ {cl0,0 → cl0,1 , o1,0 → o1,1 , cl1,0 → cl1,1 , o2,0 → o2,1 }
∪ {l0,1 → l0,2 , co1,1 → c, cl0,2 → cl0,3 }
∪ {cl0,3 → cl0 o2 o2 , cl0,3 → cl1 o2 o2 , cl0,3 → co4 }
∪ {cl1,1 → cl1,2 , o2,1 → o2,2 , l1,2 → l1,3 , co2,2 → c}
∪ {cl1,3 → cl1 o1 o4 , cl1,3 → cl0 o1 o3 o4 , cd → cd , cd → c}
∪ {x → # | x ∈ {l0,0 , l0,2 , l0,3 , l1,0 , l1,1 , l1,3 , o1,1 , o2,2 , d , #}}.
The P system constructed above still can be reduced in a considerable way,
as we observe that during the whole simulation of the program of the generalized
partially blind register machine the situation that both registers are empty can
never happen, hence, we do not need the auxiliary symbol d and its derivative
d . Moreover, this also allows us to reduce the length of the cycles from 5 to 3,
which yields the much smaller P system only needing 19 rules:
Π = (O, {c}, T, w, R),
O = {o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 , o1,1 , o2,1 , o2,2 #, c} ∪ {li,j | i ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {1, 2}},
T = {o3 , o4 },
w = l0 co1 o4 ,
R = {l0 → l0,1 , l1 → l1,1 , co1 → co1,1 , co2 → co2,1 }
∪ {l0,1 → l0,2 , co1,1 → c, o1,1 → #, # → #}
∪ {cl0,2 → cl0 o2 o2 , cl0,2 → cl1 o2 o2 , cl0,2 → co4 , l0,2 → #}
∪ {cl1,1 → cl1,2 , l1,1 → #, o2,1 → o2,2 }
∪ {co2,2 → c, o2,2 → #, l1,2 → l1 o1 o4 , l1,2 → l0 o1 o3 o4 }.
We ﬁnally observe that the ﬁnal conﬁguration of a halting computation only
contains terminal symbols, i.e., as common in usual P systems generating sets
of (vectors of) numbers we need not specify T . Moreover, we can save all trap
rules generating the trap symbol # if we take the model of toxic objects, see [3];
in this case only 14 rules remain.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have shown a lower bound for the computational power of catalytic P systems with only one catalyst – at least, these systems are able to simulate partially blind register machines and partially blind multi-counter automata.
Yet the proof technique we have applied here so far could not be applied to purely
catalytic P systems with two catalysts. The reason is the following: inspecting
carefully the proof of Theorem 1, one can observe that non-cooperative rules are
essential especially during the simulation of SUB-instructions. Simultaneously,
when a wrong rule is chosen non-deterministically, again non-cooperative rules
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are used to generate the trap symbol # in the same computational step. In
the case of purely catalytic system with two catalysts, all these non-cooperative
rules have to be replaced by catalytic rules with the second catalyst. Hence, there
would be no guarantee of producing the trap symbol # due to the existence of
two rules using the second catalyst, while only one of them (randomly chosen)
can be executed.
The problem of the upper bound for the computational power of catalytic P
systems with one catalyst, as well as that for purely catalytic P systems with
two catalysts, still remains open.
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Abstract. P systems are the computational models introduced in the
context of membrane computing, a computational paradigm within the
more general area of unconventional computing. Kernel P (kP) systems
are deﬁned to unify the speciﬁcation of diﬀerent variants of P systems,
motivated by challenging theoretical aspects and the need to model different problems. kP systems are supported by a software framework,
called kPWorkbench, which integrates a set of related simulation and
veriﬁcation methodologies and tools. In this paper, we present an extension to kPWorkbench with a new model checking framework supporting the formal veriﬁcation of kP system models. This framework supports
both LTL and CTL properties. To make the property speciﬁcation an
easier task, we propose a property language, composed of natural language statements. We demonstrate our proposed methodology with an
example.

1

Introduction

Membrane computing is a computational paradigm, within the more general
area of unconventional computing [29], inspired by the structure and behaviour of eukaryotic cells. The formal models introduced in this context are called
membrane systems or P systems. After their introduction [27], membrane systems have been widely investigated for computational properties and complexity
aspects, but also as a model for various applications [28]. The introduction of
diﬀerent variants of P systems has been motivated by challenging theoretical
aspects, but also by the need to model diﬀerent problems. An account of the
theoretical developments is presented in [28], a set of general applications can be
found in [6], whereas speciﬁc applications in systems and synthetic biology are
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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provided in [11,20,24] and some of the future challenges are presented in [15].
More recently, applications in optimisations and graphics [16] and synchronisation of distributed systems [9] have been developed.
In many cases the speciﬁcation of a certain system requires features, constraints or types of behaviour which are not always provided by a single formal
model. It is very helpful to have some ﬂexibility with modelling approaches.
This ﬂexibility might come from the way new features can be added or old ones
are redeﬁned. This approach might lead to a proliferation of various variants of
the model. Software tools supporting the most used P system models have been
conceived. They come with a set of speciﬁcation languages, known generically
as P–Lingua [26]. P–Lingua aims to keep the syntax as close as possible to the
original models and provides a simulation platform for all these models and a
consistent user interface environment, called MeCoSim [25].
An alternative approach has been considered, by deﬁning a speciﬁcation language that allows to relatively easily specify the most utilised P system models.
The newly deﬁned concept of kernel P systems (kP systems) has been introduced
in order to provide a theoretical support for this language. A revised version of
the model and the speciﬁcation language can be found in [12] and its usage to
specify the 3-colouring problem and a comparison to another solution provided
in a similar context [8], is described in [14]. The kP systems have been also used
to specify and analyse, through formal veriﬁcation, synthetic biology systems,
e.g. genetic gates [21,22].
Kernel P systems are supported by a software framework, kPWorkbench,
which integrates a set of related simulation and veriﬁcation methodologies and
tools. In this paper, we present a new model checking framework that we have
developed in support of formal veriﬁcation of kernel P system models. The framework supports both LTL and CTL properties by making use of the Spin and
NuSMV model checkers. To make the property speciﬁcation an easier task,
we propose a property language, composed of natural language statements. We
demonstrate our proposed methodology on the subset sum problem.
The paper consists of ﬁve sections. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts
related to kP systems. Section 3 discusses the previous model checking approach,
and presents the new model checking methodology. Section 4 applies our proposed methodology to an instance of the subset sum problem. Section 5 brieﬂy
discusses the applicability of our approach to the analysis of biological systems.
Finally, Sect. 6 draws conclusions and provides some future research directions.

2

Kernel P Systems

A kernel P system is a formal model that uses some well-known features of
existing P systems and also includes some new concepts and, more importantly,
it provides a coherent framework integrating all these elements. So, it can be
considered as a unifying framework allowing to express diﬀerent variants of P
systems within the same formalism [2,10,12].
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KP–Lingua

The kP system models are described in a machine readable language, called
kP–Lingua [10]. Below, we illustrate the kP systems concepts with an example,
which is slightly adjusted from [2,10].
Example 1. A type deﬁnition in kP–Lingua.
type C1 {
choice {
> 2b : 2b
b -> 2b
}
}
type C2 {
choice {
a -> a, {b,
}
}
m1 {2x, b} (C1) -

-> b, a(C2) .
.

2c}(C1) .
m2 {x} (C2) .

Above, C1, C2 denote two compartment types, which are instantiated as m1, m2,
respectively. m1 starts with the initial multiset 2x, b and m2 starts with x. The
rules of C1 are chosen non-deterministically, only one at a time – this is achieved
by the use of the key word choice. The ﬁrst rule is ﬁred only when its guard
becomes true; in other words, only when the current multiset has at least three
b’s. This rule also sends an a to the instance of C2 that is linked. In the type C2,
there is only one rule to be ﬁred, which happens only when there is an a in the
compartment C1.
2.2

kPWorkbench

The speciﬁcations written in kP–Lingua are supported by a software platform,
kPWorkbench, which integrates a set of tools and translators that bridge
several target speciﬁcations that we employ for kP system models, written in
kP-Lingua. kPWorkbench permits simulation and formal verification of kP
system models using several simulation and veriﬁcation tools and methods.
The framework features a native simulator [3,23], allowing the simulation of
kP system models. In addition, it also integrates the Flame simulator [7], a general purpose large scale agent based simulation environment, based on a method
that allows to express kP systems as a set of communicating X-machines [17].
kPWorkbench’s model checking environment permits the formal veriﬁcation of kernel P system models. The framework supports both Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) properties by making use of
the Spin [18] and NuSMV [5] model checkers. In order to facilitate the formal
speciﬁcation, kPWorkbench features a property language, called kP-Queries,
comprising a list of natural language statements representing formal property
patterns, from which the formal syntax of the Spin and NuSMV formulas are
automatically generated.
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Verification of kP Systems

The application scope of P systems has recently broadened from contextual
grammars to synthetic biology. This has unsurprisingly increased the eﬀorts
for establishing formal veriﬁcation, in particular model checking, methods and
methodologies for various P systems [4,13,19]. These successful attempts were
mainly concerned with speciﬁc variants bound to an array of constraints, e.g. a
limited feature set and a basic set of properties.
However, the eﬀorts for a comprehensive, integrated and automated veriﬁcation approach for general and uniﬁed languages, e.g. kP systems, are limited.
This is mainly due to the computational challenges imposed by such formalisms.
These bring in a lot of complications as they feature a dynamic structure by
preserving the structure changing rules such as membrane division, dissolution
and link creation/destruction. A state deﬁned in this expansive context is consequently variable in size. It is, however, a challenging task to ﬁnd the proper
projections of such complex abstractions in model checking tools, as they require
a ﬁxed sized pre-allocated data model.
Table 1. The LTL and CTL property constructs currently supported by the kP-Queries
ﬁle
Property pattern Language construct LTL formula

CTL formula

Next

next p

Xp

EX p

Existence

eventually p

Fp

EF p

Absence

never p

¬(F p)

¬(EF p)

Universality

always p

Gp

AG p

Recurrence

inﬁnitely-often p

GF p

AG EF p

Steady-State

steady-state p

FG p

AF AG p

Until

p until q

pUq

A (p U q)

Response

p followed-by q

G (p → F q)

AG (p → EF q)

Precedence

q preceded-by p

¬(¬p U (¬p ∧ q)) ¬(E (¬p U (¬p ∧ q)))

3.1

Previous Approach

In [10] we presented our initial eﬀorts towards an integrated model checking approach, which permits formal properties to be veriﬁed against kP system models,
speciﬁed in kP-Lingua, using the Spin model checker. The kP-Lingua representations of the models are automatically translated into the Spin’s modelling
language Promela. In order to ease the intricate and complex process of building logical formulas, the approach also features a natural language query (NLQ)
tool, automatically converting predeﬁned natural language queries into the corresponding Promela representation of temporal logic (LTL) formulas, through
graphical user interface (GUI) elements.
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In this approach, a strategy is devised to ﬁnd a projection and mapping
between a kP-Lingua model and the Promela representation. For some entities, e.g. multiset of objects, compartments, guards, rules, etc., ﬁnding a direct
correspondence is possible. However, concepts such as maximal parallelism and
membrane division are more diﬃcult to deal with. To handle such cases, the following solution is devised [10]: “We collapse individual instructions (to atomic
blocks) to the highest degree permitted by Spin, minimizing the so-called intermediate state space which is irrelevant to a P system computation; and secondly,
we appoint the states relevant to our model explicitly, using a global ﬂag (i.e.
a Boolean variable), raised when all processes have completed a computational
step. Hence, we make a clear distinction between states that are pertinent to
the formal investigation and the ones which should be discarded. This contrast
is in turn reﬂected by the temporal logic formulae, which require adjustment to
an orchestrated context where only a narrow subset of the global state space is
pursued.”
Although this approach employs useful strategies for both automatic translation of models and properties, it has some drawbacks: (i) It reformulates LTL
properties into their corresponding Promela speciﬁcations. The translation
requires introducing some special predicates into the state expressions. This
results in long and complex state expressions, and hence formulas, which require
manual manipulation of the corresponding translation in order to build complex
queries with nested temporal operators. (ii) It only considers the use of Spin
model checker and hence only focuses on verifying LTL properties. Since there is
no CTL model checker, e.g. NuSMV, integrated into the tool, we cannot verify
CTL properties. (iii) According to some user feedbacks, the use of the NLQ tool
has not been very practical. The tool has two user interfaces: one for constructing state expressions and one for constructing the actual properties. A property
building task requires traversing between two interfaces, causing usability inconveniences.
Table 2. The LTL and CTL property constructs currently supported by the kP-Queries
ﬁle

3.2

Pattern

Spin – LTL Translation

NuSMV – LTL Translation NuSMV – CTL Translation

Next
Existence
Absence
Universality
Recurrence
Steady-State
Until
Response
Precedence

ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl

LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC
LTLSPEC

p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

X (!pInS U (p && pInS)) }
<> (p && pInS) }
!(<> (p && pInS)) }
[] (p || pInS) }
[] (<> (p && pInS) || !pInS) }
<> ([] (p || !pInS) && pInS) }
(p || !pInS) U (q && pInS) }
[] ((p -> <> (q && pInS)) || !pInS) }
!((!p || !pInS) U (!p && q && pInS)) }

X p
F p
!(F p)
G p
G (F p)
F (G p)
p U q
G (p -> F q)
!(!p U (!p & q))

SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC

EX p
EF p
!(EF p)
AG p
AG (EF p)
AF (AG p)
A [p U q]
AG (p -> EF q)
!(E [!p U (!p & q)])

The New Approach

To tackle these drawbacks, a new model checking environment for
kPWorkbench has been developed, including a property language (with an
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editor) for the speciﬁcation of queries1 to be veriﬁed against kP-Lingua models.
An EBNF grammar for this language is deﬁned for the most common property
patterns and a parser supporting the new property speciﬁcation language has
been implemented.
The property language editor interacts with the kP-Lingua model in question
and allows users to directly access the native elements in the model, which results
in less verbose and shorter state expressions, and hence more comprehensible
formulas. These features and the natural language like syntax of the language
make the property construction much easier compared to our previous approach.
The new model checking environment supports both Spin and NuSMV
model checkers. The translations from a kP-Lingua representation to the corresponding Spin and NuSMV inputs are automatically performed. The property language allows specifying the target logical formalism (i.e. LTL and CTL)
for the diﬀerent properties, without placing a requirement on a speciﬁc model
checker, the same set of properties being able to be reused in various model
checking experiments.
Targeting ﬂexibility, expressivity and model checking language independence,
the new veriﬁcation approach for kP-Lingua models enriches kPWorkbench
with a mechanism for deﬁning kP-Queries ﬁles, which are especially designed for
the purpose of being used to verify kP-Lingua models. The format of kP-Queries
ﬁle is supported by an intuitive, coherent and integrated property speciﬁcation
language, allowing the construction of queries involving kP-Lingua model entities
and targeting the LTL and CTL formalisms.
The new introduced property speciﬁcation language aims to be independent
from any target model checking language, yet integrating elements from LTL
and CTL logical formalisms in a uniform way, such that property patterns from
a set of most commonly used ones are considered in conjunction with two special
keywords, ltl and ctl, giving the queries a formal context to be represented in.
This approach also addresses one other limitation of the previous one, allowing the speciﬁcation of nested properties in constructing more complex queries.
Complex state expressions can be formulated by using relational and Boolean
operators, while the only currently supported atomic operands are the object
multiplicities of kP-Lingua model membranes. Table 1 summarizes the currently
considered property patterns, together with the corresponding language construct, LTL and CTL representations.
Aiming for a generic and reusable property language, kP-Queries ﬁles do not
embody any constructs that pertain to speciﬁc model checking languages, nor
do they specify the target translation language the queries will be represented
in. kP-Queries can be associated with kP-Lingua models, in conjunction with
them serving as input for the translation engines deﬁned in kPWorkbench.
The properties speciﬁed in a formalism which is not supported by the target
model checking language are simply discarded, only the appropriate ones being
considered for translation.
1

In the paper, we use the terms property and query interchangeably.
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kPWorkbench currently integrates translation mechanisms for two targets:
Promela and Smv, the modeling languages of the model checkers Spin and
NuSMV, respectively. While both Promela and Smv allow the speciﬁcation of
LTL properties, the latter also supports the CTL formalism.
As kP systems modelled in kP-Lingua are automatically translated into a
computationally equivalent representation targeting a model checking language,
the veriﬁcation procedure should take into account one subtle diﬀerence concerning the modelling procedure and the underlying formalism of the two computationally equivalent models. The translation of queries speciﬁed into the kPQueries ﬁles needs to be formulated in such a way that we target only P system
states (i.e. the states in which the computational step of the P system is completed), regardless of the various intermediate states required by the formalism
of the translated model. This is the case for the translations targeting the Spin
model checker, as the translated model and properties are required to accommodate a special variable and state expressions over it, respectively. Namely,
each LTL formula should be translated to Spin using a special predicate, pInS,
showing that the current Spin state represents a P system conﬁguration (the
predicate is true when a Spin conﬁguration reaches a P system state on the execution path) or represents an intermediate state (it is false if intermediary steps
are executed) – see [19] for the theoretical validation of this translation. On the
other hand, the translations targeting NuSMV does not require a special treatment from the point of view of diﬀerentiating between source and destination
model states. Table 2 depicts the translations of the above considered property
patterns, targeting both Spin and NuSMV, emphasizing also the use of the
special Boolean variable pInS.
The implementation of the domain speciﬁc language used by kP-Queries ﬁles
relies on ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Recognition) [1] for its state
of the art parser generator capabilities. The EBNF grammar of the property
speciﬁcation language serves as input for ANTLR in order to automatically
generate the corresponding syntactical and semantic analyzers, together with
the necessary data structures for representing the resulted abstract syntax tree
(AST) and the underlying functionality of traversing it.
As the abstract syntax tree resulted from the parsing process directly reﬂects
the structure of the grammar and its semantic model, a well deﬁned domain
model layer was introduced for supporting the internal representation of the
data, thus decoupling the functionality relying on this data structure from the
underlaying components of the parsing framework. By projecting the abstract
syntax tree representation into a semantically equivalent internal data structure,
a separation of concerns is achieved with the beneﬁt of gaining greater ﬂexibility
in being able to independently change the parsing strategy from the property
translation functionality. The projection of the abstract syntax tree to the internal data structure representation is achieved by the implementation of a model
builder mechanism which is able to traverse the hierarchical representation of
the AST, having at the same time the responsibility of semantically validating
the kP-Queries ﬁles.
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The new model checking module for kPWorkbench is especially designed
around the concepts of maintainability and extensibility, following the SOLID
programming principles [31] in achieving this goal. The entities composing the
internal data representation, besides of playing the role of data transfer objects
(DTO), are augmented with a minimal yet very powerful functionality for allowing them to be treated in an uniform way. The internal data structure is a
tree-like hierarchical representation, augmented with the behavior required by
the Visitor design pattern [32], aiming for separation of concerns (i.e. separating
the translation strategies form the internal data structure they operate on) and
following the open/closed principle (i.e. the set of translation strategies is open to
be extended while the internal data structure is closed to further modiﬁcations).
The design pattern used in the model checking module implementation treats
the nodes from the internal data representation as visitable entities, capable of
accepting visitors and requests to visit them. Each visitor implementation holds
speciﬁc functionality for visiting every single node. The model checking module implements its property translation strategies as visitors, being capable of
translating every node of the internal representation of the properties into the
corresponding form required by the target model checking language. By using
this mechanism, each translation strategy implementation is independent, localized and coherent. Furthermore, a Singleton [30] implementation of a translation
manager is able to receive an internal representation of a property together with
a translation target and to perform the translation of the property by instantiating the corresponding visitor and delegate it to visit the property data structure.

4
4.1

Case Studies
The Subset Sum Problem

This case, the subset sum problem, will illustrate most of the features of the
kP–Lingua, the presence of compartments, guarded rules and ﬂexible execution
strategies. The subset sum problem is stated as follows [2]:
Given a ﬁnite set A = {a1 , . . . , an }, of n elements, where each element ai
has an associated weight, wi , and a constant k, it is requested to determine
whether or
 not there exists a subset B ⊆ A such that w(B) = k, where
w(B) =
ai ∈B wi . The following kP-Lingua code represents a model, where
n = 7, w(A) = {3, 25, 8, 23, 5, 14, 30} and k = 55.
type Main {
choice {
= 55x: a -> {yes, halt} (Output) .
> 55x: a -> # .
}
choice {
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!r1:
!r2:
!r3:
!r4:
!r5:
!r6:
!r7:
}

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
}

[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
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r1][3x, a, r1] .
r2][25x, a, r2] .
r3][8x, a, r3] .
r4][23x, a, r4] .
r5][5x, a, r5] .
r6][14x, a, r6] .
r7][30x, a, r7] .

type Output {
step -> 2step .
!yes: 9step -> no, halt .
}
main {a} (Main) - output {step} (Output) .
The model has two compartment types, Main and Output, and two compartments output, and main. The ﬁrst rule of Main is a rewrite communication rule,
which is guarded by {= 55x}. If this guard is satisﬁed, it will produce a yes
and a halt object in Output, which is a positive answer for the problem. The
second rule is a structure changing rule which results in the compartment dissolution. These two rules are encapsulated within a choice block, which means
that at each step only one of the rules is selected and executed, and the selection
is non-deterministic. The second choice block consists of seven division rules,
each of which is guarded with !ri , which aims to prevent any of the successor
compartment to execute the same rule. Each rule divides the active compartment into two new compartments of the type Main. New compartments will
inherit the multiset objects of their parent. In addition, the multiset objects on
the right hand side of the rule will pass to the corresponding child compartment.
For example, if the ﬁrst division rule is selected, then the compartment will be
divided into two new compartments and both will inherit their parent objects.
In addition, one of them will have the {a, r1} objects, while the other one will
have {3x, a, r1}.
The compartment type Output has been added just to collect the results.
We have extended the model to be able to produce a negative answer, no, if the
system reaches its maximum number of steps and has not produced a positive
answer, yes, so far. Output has two rewriting rules: the ﬁrst rule increments
the multiplicity of the step counter by one at each step, and the second rule
produces a halt and a no object, if a yes object has not been produced so far,
and the step counter is 9. In this case, both rules are executed (or at least the
system attempts to execute both), in the given order.
kPWorkbench automatically converts the kP-Lingua model into the corresponding input languages of Spin, and NuSMV. In order to verify that the
Subset Sum problem works as desired, we have constructed a set of properties
speciﬁed in kP-Queries, listed in Table 3. A subset of these properties are veriﬁed
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Table 3. List of properties derived from the property language and their representations in diﬀerent formats.

in [10] using the model checker Spin using the old veriﬁcation approach. Here,
we use the new procedure of verifying kP-Lingua models for investigating the
validity of a set of properties.
The applied pattern types are given in the second column of the table. For
each property we provide the following information; (i) informal description
of each kP-Query, (ii) the formal kP-Query, (iii) the translated form of the
kP-Query into the Spin modelling language, Promela, and into the (iv) CTL,
and (v) LTL forms of the NuSMV speciﬁcation. The results of all queries are
positive.
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In the following, we brieﬂy describe why all properties listed in the Table 3
are true. After all division rules are applied, 27 = 128 compartments of the type
Main are generated. The contents of each compartment are determined by their
ancestors. Here, we try to ﬁnd out if any of the child compartments includes 55 x
objects. Since there are more than one compartment with exactly 55 x objects,
the output produces a yes and a halt object. If none of the compartments
included 55 x objects, then the output would produce a no and a halt object
(without producing a yes object). Hence, a halt object is always produced.
This explains why Properties 1, 2, 3, and 5 are true. Property 4 is also true,
since the algorithm is a faithful linear time solution and the computation ends
at most within n + 2 steps. Property 6 tests that there will never be a no object
before a yes object is produced. Since there is at least one child compartment
which has 55 x, a yes will be triggered ﬁrst. Thus, a no object is never produced
before it. In other words, a yes object is always produced before a no object.
Hence, Properties 6 and 9 are true. Property 7 is also true, because after the ﬁrst
step, the division rules will be applied and a child compartment will be created.
Then, the child compartments that have 55 x will trigger a yes object in the
output. After the production of a yes object, it will remain inside the output
compartment. This explains why Property 8 returns true.
As illustrated in Table 3, the intuitive and coherent form of kP-Queries lead
to relatively short, yet natural language-like property speciﬁcations, which are
independent from any speciﬁc model checking language. This approach brings
the ﬂexibility of independently considering the particularities of each model
checker when translating properties, without the need to embody any of the
required aspects into the speciﬁcation language of kP-Queries. Being associated
to kP-Lingua models, kP-Queries facilitates the construction of queries against
the entities of the model and automatically considering the translation of these
entities without user interaction.
Furthermore, unlike the previous one, the new veriﬁcation approach is not
bound to the usage of a graphical user interface. Although by using a GUI the
property speciﬁcation process is more intuitive, it is considered more tedious
by most users aiming to script and automate a veriﬁcation task. In order to
address this usability problem, the process of using the new kPWorkbench
veriﬁcation approach is also assisted by a simple GUI, guiding non-expert users
through the entire procedure, while empowering experienced users with a ﬂexible
and expressive mechanism for using the veriﬁcation framework from a command
line interface or shell scripts.
4.2

Generating Square Numbers

We present below a kernel P systems model that generates square numbers
(starting with 1) each step. The multiplicity of object “s” is equal to the square
number produced each step.
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Table 4. List of properties derived from the property language and their representations in diﬀerent formats.

type main
max {
= t: a ->
< t: a ->
< t: a ->
< t: b ->
}
}

{
{}
a,
a,
b,

.
2b, s .
s, t .
s .

m {a} (main).
An execution trace for this model can be visualised as follows:
a
a 2b s
a 4b 4s
a 6b 9s
...
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Fig. 1. The structure.

kPWorkbench automatically converts the kP-Lingua model into the corresponding input languages of the Spin, and NuSMV model checkers. In order to
verify that the problem works as desired, we have constructed a set of properties
speciﬁed in kP-Queries, listed in Table 4. The applied pattern types are given in
the second column of the table. For each property we provide the following information; (i) informal description of each kP-Query, (ii) the formal kP-Query, (iii)
the translated form of the kP-Query into the LTL speciﬁcations written in Spin
modelling language, and CTL speciﬁcations written in the NuSMV language.
The results of all queries are positive, as expected (Fig. 1).
4.3

Broadcasting with Acknowledgement

In this case study, we consider broadcasting with acknowledgement in ad-hoc
networks. Each level of nodes in the hierarchy has associated a unique type with
communication rules to neighbouring (lower and upper) levels. This is the only
way we can simulate signalling with kP systems such that we do not hard-wire
the target membranes in communication rules, i.e. assume we do not know how
many child-nodes are connected to each parent as long as we group them by the
same type; evidently, this only applies to tree structures. The kP Systems model
written in kP–Lingua is given as follows:
type L0
max {
a -> b,
}
}
type L1
max {
a, c ->
}
}

{
a (L1), a (L2) .
{
c (L0) .

type L2 {
max {
a -> b, a (L3) .
b, c -> c (L0) .
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}

type L3 {
max {
a, c -> c (L2) .
}
}
m0 {a} (L0) .
m1 {c} (L1) - m0 .
m2 {} (L2) - m0.
m3 {c} (L3) - m2 .
In order to verify that the model works as desired, we have veriﬁed some
properties, presented in Table 5. The results are positive, except Properties 1
and 5, as expected. These results conﬁrm the desired system behaviour.
Table 5. List of properties derived from the property language and their representations in diﬀerent formats.
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Discussion

kP systems (and P systems in general) are a suitable formalism for modelling
biological systems, especially multi-cellular systems and molecular interactions
taking place in diﬀerent locations of living cells. These non-deterministic models facilitate the qualitative analysis of such systems. Namely, they allow one to
describe all chains of reactions, observe various interactions between species and
determine various dependencies between molecules. In [22], two biological systems, the quorum sensing in P. aeruginosas and the synthetic pulse generator,
and in [21] some genetic Boolean gates have been qualitatively analysed using
the NuSMV and Spin model checkers. However, the ideas and methodology
presented in these papers were not fully automated. Our work presented in this
paper tackles this issue. The model checking framework now works in a fully
automated fashion and is integrated into the kPWorkbench platform. Thus,
this work can be considered progress on the conceptually presented methodology
introduced in [21,22].

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new model checking framework that we have
developed in support of formal veriﬁcation of kP system models. It supports both
LTL and CTL properties by making use of the Spin and NuSMV model checkers. The new framework for kP-Lingua models enriches kPWorkbench with a
mechanism for deﬁning kP-Queries ﬁles, which are especially designed for the
purpose of being used to verify kP-Lingua models. The format of kP-Queries ﬁle
is supported by an intuitive, coherent and integrated property speciﬁcation language, allowing the construction of queries involving kP-Lingua model entities
and targeting the LTL and CTL formalisms. We have demonstrated our proposed methodology on the subset sum problem, by verifying a set of properties
constructed in kP-Queries.
Recently, in addition to the properties presented in the paper, we have investigated and proved more complex and interested properties for the three examples
provided. For example, in the square numbers generator, by introducing a new
symbol to denote the iteration step and modifying the rules so that this is incremented whenever s is incremented from a (in rules (2) and (3) of type Main),
we can verify that s equals the square of the iteration step. In the subset sum
example, we cannot verify anything related to newly created compartments as
we cannot refer to them. One way of addressing this problem would be to map
somehow the compartment creation into a corresponding symbol in the Output
compartment. For example, when a new compartment of type Main is created
and this contains 3 elements (the ﬁrst rule of the second choice of compartment
Main), a rule which will send a r1 into Output whenever a compartment with
3 elements is created (has both 3 x and r1) will be added. We can then verify
that there is a path for which output.r1 > 0 (this means in Output an r1 has
been received after the compartment Main with 3 elements has been created).
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We aim to extend the current implementation by considering more complex queries over kP-Lingua model entities, oﬀering the veriﬁcation tool greater
power and expressivity, and also by investigating how properties involving the
active membranes can be formulated and proved. We also aim to evaluate the
methodology with several other case studies to better understand its potential
and limitations more generally. In this respect, we will expand the synthetic
biology investigations [21,22] and develop veriﬁcation strategies for some synchronisation [9] and graphics [16] problems.
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Abstract. One of the major challenges that current P systems simulators have to deal with is to be as eﬃcient as possible. A P system
is syntactically described as a membrane structure delimiting regions
where multisets of objects evolve by means of evolution rules. According to that, on each computation step, the applicability of the rules for
the current P system conﬁguration must be calculated. In this paper we
extend previous works that use Rete-based simulation algorithm in order
to improve the time consumed during the checking phase in the selection
of rules. A new approach is presented, oriented to the acceleration of
Population Dynamics P Systems simulations.
Keywords: Rete algorithm · P systems
applicability · Simulator performance

1

· Membrane computing · Rule

Introduction

In Membrane Computing it is relatively common to ﬁnd in the literature designs
of P systems where a collection of rules is described by means of a single template (usually using indexed objects). P-Lingua standard allows the deﬁnition
of rule patterns with parameters, thus getting closer to the usual syntax used
in the papers. For example, the following rule pattern represents one thousand
evolution rules acting over diﬀerent objects:
[oi → xi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ 1000.
Nevertheless, when designing simulator software, we commonly assume that the
rules will be handled individually. For instance, all built-in simulators in the
pLinguaCore library (even those from PMCGPU project [27]) always unwrap
any rule pattern within the .pli ﬁle, and then they load in memory every
single rule obtained. Therefore, in the previous example, our simulators would
handle those 1000 rules separately. It seems clear that, if we were able to process
rule patterns without unwrapping them, then the performance would improve
dramatically.
This paper provides a step forward in this direction, proposing an improvement of the ﬁrst phase of the simulation loop based on a Rete network: checking
which rules are applicable (an how many times).
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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The paper is structured as follows. First, some preliminary notions about
production systems and the classical Rete algorithm are recalled. Then, Sect. 3
discusses how to bring a Rete-like approach into the pseudocode of simulation
engines used in membrane computing software tools. Some further details are
given for the case of PDP systems in Sect. 4. Finally, the paper concludes with
some ﬁnal remarks and future work.

2

Production Systems

A rule-based production system is a model of computation that has been widely
used in the ﬁeld of Artiﬁcial Intelligence for a wide range of tasks in many
domains. It is classically deﬁned by a set of rules (rulebase), a set of facts (working memory), and a rule engine that controls the execution.
Each rule consists of a conjunction of condition elements and a set of actions.
The general form is
if [condition]* then [action]*
Usually the condition part is known as the left-hand side (LHS) of the rule
and each condition is called a pattern. The action part is known as the right-hand
side (RHS) and describe the eﬀects of applying the rule.
The rule engine repeatedly performs the operations described in Algorithm 1
until no more rule is applicable (or an action element stops it).

applicable ← ∅;
foreach rule do
Test LHS of the rule against the working memory;
if it matches then
add rule to applicable
end
end
Choose one rule from applicable (if any);
Perform the actions of the RHS of the selected rule;

Algorithm 1. Match-act cycle

The actions produce, in most cases, the inclusion and/or deletion of facts
within the working memory. Because of those changes, some rules may become
applicable while, conversely, some other rules may stop being applicable.
It is well known that a large part of the time and memory consumed by a
ruled-based production system is due to the matching phase; that is, determining
which rules are applicable at any given instant, according to the current facts in
the working memory. Thus, the main challenge of match algorithms is to update
this information in an eﬃcient way.
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The Rete Algorithm

The Rete algorithm [8] is a classic and widely used algorithm for checking rule
satisfaction. It takes advantage of two empirical observations:
– Temporal redundancy: The application of the rules does not change all the
working memory. Only some facts are aﬀected and the remaining ones (probably, most of them) stay unchanged. Rete maintains state information across
cycles and performs incremental matching.
– Structural similarity: Several rules can (partially) share the same (or similar)
conditions in the LHS. Rete recognises those identical features in order to
avoid making the same tests multiple times.
Before the match-act cycles take place, the set of rules is preprocessed yielding
a network (a directed acyclic graph). During the match-act cycles, tokens associated with facts ﬂow through this network each time that they are added/deleted
to the working memory. At any given point, the contents of the network correspond to the conditions that have already been checked against the current
facts.
We will use the set of rules in Fig. 1(a), and the network associated to it
(displayed below the set of rules) in order to illustrate the description of the
diﬀerent components of such a network and the process followed to construct
it. Figure 1(b) shows how tokens, corresponding to diﬀerent facts added to the
working memory, pass through the network during a match-act cycle.
The network constructed for a given set of rules has two roots and three
kinds of nodes:
– Root α is the entry to the α-nodes subnetwork. During the match-act cycles
this root receives the changes in the working memory (added or removed facts)
and pass those tokens to its successors (α-nodes).
In the ﬁgure, root α is represented as a squared node with a symbol α
inside.
– α-nodes, children of the root α. They are included in the network for each
diﬀerent pattern appearing in any of the LHS of the rules. α-nodes perform
the checking for the associated condition to all the tokens they receive. Only
when the test is successful, the token passes to the successors (β-nodes).
In the ﬁgure, α-nodes are represented as rectangles, showing their associated
condition inside them. For example, in order to match the ﬁrst condition of
rule R1, an object must verify p1 relation, and its ﬁrst argument must be equal
to number 3, as described in the corresponding α-node. Since in this small
example there are only three diﬀerent patterns in the LHS of R1 and R2, the
network contains only three diﬀerent α-nodes.
– Root β is the entry to the β-nodes subnetwork.
In the ﬁgure, root β is the double squared node with a symbol β inside.
– β -nodes perform inter–patterns conditions. β-nodes receive tokens from two
nodes (an α-node and a β-node) and have two diﬀerent memories to store
the tokens that arrive from each parent. Every time a new token arrives,
the condition will be checked for all possible combinations of this token with
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Fig. 1. Two diﬀerent Rete networks for R1 and R2. The one on the right also illustrates
the ﬂow of tokens for a given working memory f1, . . . , f6.

tokens from the local memory of the other parent. Successful combinations (if
any) are passed on to successor nodes (either terminal or β-nodes).
β-nodes directly connected to the root β are a particular case; they do not
use any local memory, they just let tokens pass trough them.
In the ﬁgure, β-nodes are the double squared ones where the associated
inter–pattern condition is displayed inside them. Below the condition there
are two cells, where the tokens stored in each local memory are shown.
For the given example, the ﬁrst non-elementary β-node is associated to
the following condition: the second argument of the token verifying the p1
relation must be the same as the ﬁrst argument of the token that veriﬁes the
p2 relation (we denote this as y(p1) = y(p2)).
– Terminal-nodes receive tokens which match all the conditions of the LHS
of a rule (including inter–patterns conditions), and produce the output of the
network. The set of applicable rules is composed by the rules whose terminalnode are not empty.
In the ﬁgure, terminal-nodes are the grey ones.
The path from the root β, through diﬀerent β-nodes, down to a terminal-node
deﬁnes the complete LHS of a rule. Unless otherwise indicated, inter–pattern
conditions are checked in the same order as they occur in the rule.
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Note that a very simple change in the order of R1 conditions yields a very
diﬀerent network, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Now, the set of rules not only share
conditions p2(y, z, z) and p1(3,y), but also that they occur at the beginning
of the LHS, and moreover in the same order. Therefore, they continue sharing
the α-nodes for those conditions (like in Fig. 1(a)), but now they also share the
ﬁrst β-nodes.
Algorithm 2 describes the general process that constructs the network for a
given set of rules.
NET ← graph ({α, β}, ∅);
foreach rule, R do
C ← ﬁrst condition of R;
A ← α-node in NET associated to C;
// if it does not exist, then add it to NET as an α child
B ← β-node in NET child of A and β;
// if it does not exist, then add it to NET
foreach condition D in R (in order of occurrence after C) do
A ← α-node in NET associated to D;
// if it does not exist, then add it to NET as an α child
B ← β-node in NET, child of A and B, associated to inter-pattern
condition between D and previous conditions in R;
// if it does not exist, then add it to NET
end
T ← terminal-node in NET, child of B;
// if it does not exist, then add it to NET as child of B
Add R to T memory;
end

Algorithm 2. Network construction

The most important issue regarding performance is the order of the conditions in the LHS of the rules. This leads to consider the following strategies to
improve the eﬃciency.
– Most speciﬁc to most general. If the rule activation can be controlled by a
single data, place it ﬁrst.
– Data with the lowest number of occurrences in the working memory should
go near the top.
– Volatile data (ones that are added and eliminated continuously) should go
last, particularly if the rest of the conditions are mostly independent.
Those strategies try to minimise (in general), not only the number of β-nodes
that will exist in the network (and, therefore, the number of checks performed
until a token arrives into a terminal node), but also the number of β-nodes that
must be updated each time that a fact ﬂows through their memories.
In resume, the key advantage of Rete is that rule conditions are only reevaluated when a fact is asserted or deleted. In this way, asserting a new fact is
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simply a case of passing a token through the network, and a smaller number of
matching operations are performed. In a naive implementation, each new fact
would be compared against every single pattern of every rule, which means a
greater time complexity. Retracting a fact is identical to assertion, but items are
removed from node memories.

3

Rete and P System Simulation

In this section we explore how the Rete algorithm and the strategies described
in the previous section can be adapted to Membrane Computing simulators. We
assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts related to this area, for
an extensive bibliography and documentation please refer to the handbook [23]
and the P systems webpage [25].
Since there is no implementation in vivo nor in vitro of P systems, the development of in silico simulators has been one of the most active research lines
in the area [7,12]. In [9], a speciﬁcation language for membrane systems called
P-Lingua has been presented. This language aims to be a standard to deﬁne
P systems. The P-Lingua framework also includes a Java library called pLinguaCore, which is able to parse (plain-text) ﬁles in P-Lingua format deﬁning
P systems from a number of diﬀerent models [6,14,18], checking whether they
contain any syntax or semantics errors. P-Lingua ﬁles can also be exported into
xml or binary formats, so that the converted ﬁles can then be used as the input
for simulation tools. Moreover, the library includes several built-in simulators
for each supported model. It is an Open Source software tool available at [26].
We will now discuss about the functioning of such simulator engines provided
by pLinguaCore. After parsing the P system deﬁned in the input P-Lingua (.pli)
ﬁle, the simulation process of each computation step is carried out in two phases:
selection and execution of rules. In the ﬁrst phase, the checking of the applicability of the rules is made sequentially. Such method only simulates one possible
computation, so it is used for conﬂuent P systems (that is, systems for which all
the computations with the same input lead to the same result).
Checking the applicability of rules normally consumes plenty of time in pLinguaCore simulators, and in fact, it is mainly in this checking subroutine where
the complexity of the simulation algorithm resides. For P systems where the rules
have an associated probability, there is an additional diﬃculty: deciding how to
implement the semantics, which informally indicate that rules should be applied
in a “maximally parallel way, according to their probabilities”. In particular,
pLinguaCore includes a variety of simulation algorithms for PDP systems: Binomial Block Based (BBB) algorithm [1] does a random loop over blocks of rules
(i.e. rules having the same LHS), and assigns a maximal number of applications
to each one; Direct Non Deterministic distribution with Probabilities (DNDP)
algorithm [6] does also a random loop, but over the rules, and assigning a probabilistic number of applications; and Direct distribution based on Consistent
Blocks Algorithm (DCBA) [16] performs a proportional distribution of objects
among blocks of rules before assigning a maximal, but probabilistic number of
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applications to each rule. The main diﬀerence among these three approaches
is not their performance, but the fact that they produce signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
behaviours. DCBA is the one that tries to perform the selection of rules to be
applied in a more realistic or accurate way, from an ecological point of view.
Since it is the most common choice for PDP systems simulation, in what follows
we will focus particularly on it.
It is worth stressing the fact that the Rete-based algorithm that we introduce in this paper is completely independent from the computation mode of
the considered P-system model (sequential, maximal/minimal parallelism, distributed, etc.). Indeed, the Rete network contains information about which rules
are “individually” applicable. When calculating applicable multisets of rules, the
computation model comes into play.
For a ﬁrst approximation to the study of how to use Rete algorithm ideas
within Membrane Computing we have chosen to focus on rules handling polarisation, which can be written in the following form
un11 · · · unkk [vm11 · · · vmll ]cs → . . .
(k and/or l can be 0) with u1 , . . . , uk , v1 , . . . , vl ∈ Γ .
Also, on many occasions the symbols of the alphabet have subscripts (generally numerical) used to describe rulesets. In general, the following possibilities
occur:
– Subscripts belong to a ﬁxed set of possibilities:
ui [vj ]cs → . . .

such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 10

– The value of a subscript of an object is determined by other subscripts values:
ui,i+1 []cs → . . .

such that 1 ≤ i ≤ 10

– Subscripts from diﬀerent symbols may also be related:
ui,j [vi+1,j−1 ]cs → . . .

such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 10

Generalising the above, rulesets schemes would be something of the form:
m

unj11 :Γ1 . . . unjkk :Γk : γk [vmi11 :Θ1 : θ1 . . . vikk :Θk : θk ]cs → . . .
where each Γ is a relation over the symbol subscripts and each γ is a relation
over the symbol subscripts and all the subscripts of the previous symbols. In
such a scheme we can distinguish three kinds of conditions:
– A membrane labelled with s must have charge c : []cs
– Outside the membrane there must be at least nj copies of element uj and its
nj
: γj .
subscripts must verify Γj : uj:Γ
j
This condition is interrelated with the previous one as the membrane has
to be the same as in the previous conditions. Also, the object subscripts are
related in terms of γj with the subscripts of the objects in the former conditions.
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Fig. 2. Rete network for P systems

– Inside the membrane there must be at least mi copies of element vi and its
i
: θi ].
subscripts must verify Θi : [vmi:Θ
i
Equivalent interrelation to those listed above have to be taken into account.
So, for each symbol in a given P system conﬁguration, the token passing
trough the network must contain information about the number of copies and
its subscripts. As the symbol is, at the same time, inside a membrane and,
probably, outside of one or more membranes a diﬀerent token is sent for each
symbol situation.
Following the work introduced in [10], α-nodes can be divided into several
nodes, one for each condition over the arguments of a pattern. Moreover, we
consider here a strategy to reduce the amount of redundant information in the
network. We will allow these new detailed α-nodes to be used by several patterns,
in such a way that each pattern will not be associated to a single α-node, but
to a path from root α to a β-node.
For example, let us consider the following rules
1. ai b3i [fi+1 ]+
2 → . . . for 1 ≤ i ≤ 1000
2. b3i [fi+1 e20 ]+
2 → . . . for 1 ≤ i ≤ 1000
It is important to highlight that this strategy allows us to handle only two
templates of LHS, instead two thousand diﬀerent (but similar) individual rules.
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First of all, we can rewrite them as in Sect. 2.1, in order to put at the beginning common conditions. Figure 2 shows the new syntax, together with the constructed network. Note that there are speciﬁc detailed α-nodes for conditions
about the membrane charge, about the region where the objects should be,
about the index of the objects, and about their multiplicity.
Considering that, in a given conﬁguration, several membranes may have
the same label, all β-nodes (including those directly connected to root β) and
terminal-nodes have diﬀerent slots to distinguish between them.
In production systems, the changes in the working memory correspond
mainly to adding or removing facts. In membrane computing, the modiﬁcations caused by the application of the rules mainly refer to polarization of the
membranes or their associated multisets of objects. Each time that something
is modiﬁed on a conﬁguration, the corresponding tokens go trough the network,
and in β-nodes the inter–relations between them are checked. Moreover, the
checking does not yield a Boolean answer, but instead, the maximum number of
times that the related rules could be used is updated.

4

Population Dynamics P Systems and DCBA Algorithm

Population Dynamics P systems are a variant of multienvironment P systems
with extended active membranes [5]. As discussed before, the simulation of PDP
systems has been a research topic for years. In total, up to 4 simulation algorithms were deﬁned, each trying to improve both in accuracy and in performance
for their predecessor. The latest deﬁned algorithm is called DCBA [16], which
implements a proportional distribution of objects among rules with overlapping
LHS (i.e. competing for objects). Rules having the same LHS are arranged into
blocks, and these are also restricted to the consistency condition: rules within a
block must have the same LHS and the same charge in the RHS [16].
DCBA consists of 3 phases for the selection of rules: phase 1 (distribution),
phase 2 (maximality) and phase 3 (probabilistic). The general scheme is the
following:
1. Initialization of the algorithm: static distribution table (columns: blocks,
Rows: (objects,membrane))
2. Loop over Time
3.
Selection stage:
4.
Phase 1 (Distribution of objects along rule blocks)
5.
Phase 2 (Maximality selection of rule blocks)
6.
Phase 3 (Probabilistic distribution, blocks to rules)
7.
Execution stage
As analysed in [17], Phase 1 is the bottleneck of the simulation in sequential
mode, taking more than the half of the run time. Whereas Phase 2 performs a
random loop over remaining blocks of rules to achieve maximality, and Phase 3
carries out a random multinomial distribution from blocks to rules, Phase 1 has
to deal with all the deﬁned blocks of rules, and distribute the objects among
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foreach environment ej , 1 ≤ j ≤ m do
Apply ﬁlters 1 and 2 to Tj using conﬁguration Ct , obtaining the dynamic
table Tj ;
Check mutual consistency for the blocks remaining in Tj . Launch an error if
at least one inconsistency is found. Optionally, select a maximal subset of
consistent blocks, and continue;
Apply ﬁlter 3 to Tj (delete empty rows);
repeat
Add all non-null values in the rows of Tj ;
Normalize the values of Tj by using the total sum of rows;
Multiply each row by the number of copies of the corresponding object
in Ct ;
Calculate the minimum of the previous values per column;
Select the block corresponding to the column with that minimum value;
Delete the number of copies of the objects in the LHS according to that
selection;
Apply ﬁlters 2 and 3 to Tj ;
until (Reached a maximum number of iterations) ∨ (All the column
minimums are 0);
end

Algorithm 3. DCBA selection (Phase 1)

them. Algorithm 3 shows a brief overview of Phase 1 (more details can be seen
in [16]).
Essentially, the proportional distribution of objects is carried out by using
a table which implements the relationship between rules and their LHS as follows: each column corresponds to each rule block, each row to a pair (object,
membrane), and the value in position (i, j) is 1/k, if the object of row i appears
k times in the LHS of block of j, or 0 otherwise. The algorithm always starts
with a static table, that will be the same for each transition step. The checking
of applicability of rules is carried by applying two ﬁlters to the static table, and
generating a dynamic table in turn. Depending on the current conﬁguration of
the PDP system, the table is dynamically modiﬁed by deleting columns related
to non-applicable blocks: due to the charge associated to the membrane in the
LHS (ﬁlter 1), and due to the availability of objects in the LHS according to the
conﬁguration (ﬁlter 2).
Finally, there is a further restriction within phase 1: if two non-consistent
blocks (having diﬀerent associated right-hand charge) can be selected at the
same time given a conﬁguration, then the simulation algorithm will return an
error, or optionally non-deterministically choose a subset of consistent blocks.
Evolution rules in PDP systems follow the scheme presented in previous
section. Moreover, each environment contains a P system. Since they do not
share objects directly, a separate Rete evolution network for each P system can
be considered.
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foreach environment ej , 1 ≤ j ≤ m do
repeat
Add all non-null values in the rows of Tj ;
Normalize the values of Tj by using the total sum of rows;
Multiply each row by the number of copies of the corresponding object
in Ct ;
Calculate the minimum of the previous values per column;
Select the block corresponding to the column with that minimum value;
Delete the number of copies of the objects in the LHS according to that
selection and send the corresponding tokens to the networks;
until (Reached a maximum number of iterations) ∨ (All the column
minimums are 0);
end

Algorithm 4. Phase 1 reduction due to the use of Rete networks

Environments can send (receive) objects to (from) other environments, by
means of a set of communication rules of the following form.
(x)ej → (y1 )ej1 · · · (yh )ejh
A new network for the set of communication rules has to be constructed, but
this is quite simple as their LHS include just one single condition, the existence
of an object in an speciﬁc environment.
These communitation network must be synchronised with the evolution networks for an accurate simulation. When the initial conﬁguration is included,
for each object in the environments, a token is sent to the evolution network
associated to that environment and to the communication network. If during a
computation step of a simulation, an evolution rule of any P system sends out to
its environment an object, then a token removing it is sent to the corresponding
evolution network and, also, a token adding it to the corresponding environment
has to be sent to the communication network. Moreover, when a communication rule is used during a computation step, in addition to tokens sent trough
the communication network, a token has to be sent to the evolution network
associated to each receiving P system.
As mentioned before, each time that a token passes through the network the
maximum number of times that any rule aﬀected by this change in a conﬁguration is updated. With this information, Tj is dynamically updated and there is
no need to use an initial static distribution table (step 1 in DCBA is replaced
by the construction of the networks). Indeed, it would not be necessary to apply
any ﬁlter to Tj . This updating includes checking mutual consistency launching
an error if an inconsistency is found. Algorithm 4 brieﬂy describes new Phase 1.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented how to use Rete-based checking for applicability to improve the time consuming by DCBA. For further work new simulators
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have to be added to pLinguaCore (and also to PMCGPU project), not unwrapping rules and constructing Rete-based networks instead, and adapting selection
phase. The basic lines shown should be adapted to each speciﬁc model in order
to improve the eﬃciency of the designed simulator.
As is well known, one of the key points of the eﬃciency of the Rete algorithm is the proper order in the conditions of the LHS of the rule. On the other
hand, one of its disadvantages is the memory consumed by β-nodes, what has
led to modiﬁed algorithms for production systems as [19] and the more recent
Rete* [24]. It will be interesting to study the impact of this drawback within
Membrane Computing framework. In order to test the performance, it is desirable to work on a battery of examples as diverse and demanding as possible (e.g.
in [17] a random generator of systems was used to stress the simulators).
On the other hand, the adaptation of the Rete algorithm has been made by
considering that the computer where the software runs has only one processor
and, in this way, the software simulation of the P systems is made sequentially
in a one-processor machine. Nonetheless, new hardware architectures are being
used for simulating P systems [2–4,15,17,20–22], so the parallel versions of the
Rete algorithm [11,13] and their relations with parallel simulators of P systems
will be considered in the future.
Acknowledgements. The authors acknowledge the support of the project TIN201237434 of the Ministerio de Economı́a y Competitividad of Spain, coﬁnanced by FEDER
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Abstract. The present work proposes a translation of MP systems into
register machines. The already proved universality of MP grammars [6]
and the very simple subclass derived from it are used, in here, to present
a speciﬁcation of the metabolic computational paradigm of MP grammars at low (register) level, which is a ﬁrst step toward a circuit-based
implementation of these systems.

1

Introduction

Metabolic P (MP) systems have been evolving since its conception from a modelling language for biological systems using the nature inspired P system [11] to a
computational framework for diverse mathematical activities, such as arithmetical operations [10] or regression of temporal series [13]. Consequently, questions
concerning the computational power of MP systems have driven the research
to some correspondent models [3,12] without a complete equivalence to Turing
machines or more powerful devices [5,19].
From the synthetic and systems biology perspective, on the other hand, there
is a rise on the number of methods seeking to import to those ﬁelds already
established methodologies in engineering, in a kind of computer-aided biology.
Component modelling [17], hardware design [7,16] and compiler techniques [1]
are some of them. Although well-intentioned, these suggestions are reinterpretations of engineering practices and result to be alien, at times diﬃcult, languages
to the biological community.
Trying to unify both standpoints (discrete metabolic computing framework
and formal design of systems and synthetic biology), the present work closes the
cycle (started with [6]) of MP system as a universal computational model of
discrete and deterministic metabolic computing, providing the means to convert
a rule based system coded as a particular MP system (Deﬁnition 9) into an
equivalent register machine description as well as formally describe the core
algorithms implemented in our compiler software under development1 ; hence,
a bidirectional bridge between computational and mathematical modelling and
chemical and biological worlds is built and, as a consequence, also a base to
develop new tools that connect them.
1

The current version of the software (command-line application) may be downloaded
at http://ricardo.guiraldelli.com/resources/software/compiler/regtomp.zip.
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To introduce our mechanism of translation between models, the present paper
is divided as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the concept of register machine and
speciﬁes the one used as target modelling language in the text; then, there is a
review on classical MP systems followed by the presentation of the MP+ class of
systems, our reference model. Section 4 scrutinize the details of the translation
between MP+ V systems and register machine. Finally, we make ﬁnal remarks
on the Sect. 5.

2

Register Machine

The literature enumerates several Turing-powerful models of computation [9],
each one suitable for diﬀerent context and applications given their own particularities. For the case in which the circumstance requires a great proximity to
the bare-metal real computers, the register machine is one the most convenient
models to be used.
A register machine is deﬁned by a ﬁnite set R of registers, a ﬁnite set O of
operations over the registers and a program P , an indexed sequence of applied
operations. Each of the registers r ∈ R has inﬁnite capacity, storing numbers of
arbitrary length and precision (in our case, any number n ∈ N) [14]. The set of
operations must, at least, provide the features to deﬁne and reproduce recursive
functions [9], free access to resources (memory units or program instructions) as
the unconstrained head of the Turing machine, a signalization of end of computation and be restricted to the set N. Therefore, the set O can be deﬁned using
four operations: zero, successor, decrements or jump and halt [14]. Nevertheless,
we have chosen to embrace both the standard and the extended2 Shepherdson’s
and Sturgis’ register machine models [18], both more appropriate for the development and understanding of the present work.
Definition 1 (Standard Register Machine). A (standard) register machine
R is a computational device defined as
R = (R, O, P )
where:
1. R = {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm } is a finite set of infinite capacity registers, with m ∈ N;
2. O = {INC, DEC, JNZ, HALT} is the set of operations;
3. P = (I1 , I2 , . . . , In ) is the program, with n ∈ N.
The execution of the program P always start at the first instruction I1 and proceeds sequentially (unless for programmed execution re-route).
2

The original model of what we call Shepherdson’s and Sturgis’ extended register
machine model [18] does not contain the JNZ instruction: it is introduced later and
is shown that both JMP and JZ can be rewritten in terms of JNZ [18].
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Definition 2 (Extended Register Machine). An extended register machine
R is a standard register machine as in Definition 1 with the set of operations O
redefined as
O = {INC, DEC, CLR, JMP, JZ, JNZ, HALT}
The concept of instruction of a register machine R (as referenced in Definition 1) is simply a convenient notation to name the operations in O over
addressed registers Ri ∈ R or other instructions; the behaviour of those mentioned so far is described in Deﬁnition 3.
Definition 3 (Instructions). Let the content of register Ri be equal to x.
Then, the definition of the instructions in the set I derived from the operations
in O for the register machine R is:
Ri ← x + 1
1. INC(Ri ) ≡ 
Ri ← x − 1 , if x > 0
2. DEC(Ri ) ≡
, otherwise
Ri ← 0
3. CLR(Ri ) ≡ Ri ← 0
4. JMP(Ij ) change the execution flow of R, setting Ij as the next instruction to
be executed;
5. JZ(Ri , Ij ) change the execution flow of R, setting Ij as the next instruction
to be executed case x = 0; otherwise, the execution flow keeps sequential;
6. JNZ(Ri , Ij ) change the execution flow of R, setting Ij as the next instruction
to be executed case x > 0; otherwise, the execution flow keeps sequential;
7. HALT ends the computation of R.
We also deﬁne three subprograms3 , CPY, ADD and SUB, to simplify some of
the algorithms included in this text. CPY simply copy the contents of the origin
register R1 to the destination one, R2 , overwriting its values; the other two
algorithms represent respectively the arithmetical operations of addition and
subtraction and allow the destination register (R3 in the Algorithms 2 and 3) to
be one of the terms of the operation (R1 or R2 ), a desired property that also
contributes for the conciseness of the codes in the Sect. 4.
The above deﬁnitions of register machine specify a very simple and powerful
computation model very close to the real implementation of hardware architecture and can be translated to a series of other models, such as software instructions, digital circuits or metabolic systems [6], serving as an useful intermediate
language.
3

The algorithms use a kind of exponential notation to represent repetitions of commands, notation originally deﬁned by Shepherdson and Sturgis [18]. They also make
use of special registers, Rα and Rβ , which are simply auxiliary registers to store
values of intermediary operations. In fact, all the registers with greek-letter indexes,
in the present work, are auxiliary registers. More details on them will be given in
Sect. 4.
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Algorithm 1. CPY(R1 , R2 ) subprogram, where R2 ← R1
1
2
3
4

CLR(Rα )
CLR(R2 )
{INC(Rα ), INC(R2 )}R1
{INC(R1 )}Rα

Algorithm 2. ADD(R1 , R2 , R3 ) subprogram, where R3 ← R1 + R2
1
2
3
4
5
6

3

CLR(Rα )
CLR(Rβ )
CPY(R1 , Rα )
{INC(Rα ), INC(Rβ )}R2
{INC(R2 )}Rβ
CPY(Rα , R3 )

Metabolic P Systems

Metabolic P (for short, MP) systems are a particular type of formalism inside the
class of membrane computing. Originally, it has been developed inspired by the
purposes of P systems but specialized to the modelling of biological dynamics [11]
(particularly, metabolic ones).
Concerning its features, MP systems inherit the basic structures of its superclass [15] (membrane structure, multisets of objects and rules), but also possess
those of discrete dynamical systems [8] such as discrete step of execution, parallel
execution of all of their rules and feedback-like update of their state variables.
The elements and the inﬂuence of both perspectives mentioned above can be
seen in the formal (and modular) deﬁnition of the MP systems [10] given below.
Definition 4 (MP grammar). An MP grammar G is a generative grammar
for time series defined as
G = (M, R, I, Φ)
where:
1. M = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } the finite set of substances (variables or metabolites),
and n ∈ N the number of substances.
2. R = {αj → βj : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} the set of rules (or reactions), with αj and βj
multisets over M , and m ∈ N the number of reactions.
Algorithm 3. SUB(R1 , R2 , R3 ) subprogram, where R3 ← R1 − R2
1
2
3
4
5
6

CLR(Rα )
CLR(Rβ )
CPY(R1 , Rα )
{JZ(Rα , 5), DEC(Rα ), INC(Rβ )}R2
{INC(R2 )}Rβ
CPY(Rα , R3 )
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3. I = (x1 [0], x2 [0], . . . , xn [0]) is the vector of initial values of the substances or
the metabolic state at initial step (step zero or t0 ).
4. Φ = {ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕm } is a set of functions (also called regulators or fluxes),
in which every ϕj : Rn → R, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is associated with a rule rj ∈ R.
The above, static deﬁnition of MP grammar encompasses all its composing
elements as well as all membrane computing features: the membrane structure
represented by the grammar G itself, the multisets deﬁned by the metabolites M
and their initial states I and the rules through the sets R and Φ. And although
the set of ﬂuxes Φ also indicates features of dynamical systems, it is essential to
deﬁne the recurrent computational process of the state variables (i.e., metabolites quantities) in order to give MP systems a dynamical behaviour.
Definition 5 (Stoichiometric Matrix). Given an MP grammar G =
(M, R, I, Φ), let ri ∈ R be an MP rule of the form αi → βi as in Definition 4.
The operator mult+ (xj , ri ) retrieves the multiplicity of the metabolite xj in
the right-side of the rule ( i.e., in βi ). Its counterpart mult− (xj , ri ) operates
similarly, but over the multiset αi .
Then, a stoichiometric matrix A for the MP grammar G has each of its
elements defined by
ap,q = mult+ (xp , rq ) − mult− (xp , rq )
for 1 ≤ p ≤ |M | and 1 ≤ q ≤ |R|.
Definition 6 (Equational Metabolic Algorithm (EMA)). At a given time
ti ∈ N, let ϕj (ti ) be the computed value of the flux ϕj at time ti and U [ti ] =
T
(ϕ1 (ti ), ϕ2 (ti ), . . . , ϕm (ti )) the vector of all fluxes’ values at that step.
The vector of substance variation at step ti , Δ[ti ], is defined by the equation
Δ[ti ] = A × U [ti ]
and the so-called Equational Metabolic Algorithm, which computes the value of
any substance in the future time step ti+1 , is computed through the following
recurrent equation
X[ti+1 ] = X[ti ] + Δ[ti ]

Definition 7 (MP system). An MP system M is a discrete dynamical system
defined4 as
M = (G, τ )
with
4

This deﬁnition of MP system is a simpliﬁcation over the one presented in [10]: the
concepts of number ν of conventional mole and vector μ of mole masses are useful in
some circumstances, but not essential—specially in the context of the present work.
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1. G being an MP grammar following the Definition 4;
2. τ ∈ R, the period (amount of time) of a computational step;
Hence, a static MP grammar becomes an MP (dynamical) system through
the existence of a procedure to compute its future states (Deﬁnition 6) and an
association with a time scale (Deﬁnition 7).
3.1

The MP+ Class of Systems

There is a (sub)class of MP systems, introduced in [6], called positively controlled
MP systems (or, for short, MP+ ) which restricts the quantities of MP substances
to the inﬁmum of zero. With such attribute, this kind of system is suitable for
correspondences with biological systems, in which quantities are represented in
the set N or R+ , and is enough to become a Turing-powerful model equivalent
to register machine [6].
Definition 8 (MP+ Grammar). An MP+ grammar G = (M, R, I  , Φ ) is a
derivation from a standard MP grammar G = (M, R, I, Φ) if its vector of initial
values for substances I  has all components greater than or equal to zero, the set
−
of consuming fluxes of the metabolite x defined as Φ x = ϕ j : mult− (x, rj ) > 0 ,

∀rj ∈ R}, and G respects the following restrictions at every computational
step ti :

ϕ(ti ), if ϕ(ti ) ≥ 0

1. ∀ϕ ∈ Φ : ϕ (ti ) =
;
0,
otherwise
 
−
ϕ (ti ) ≤ x(ti ); otherwise ϕ (ti ) = 0, ∀ϕ ∈ Φ x at the execution step ti .
2.
ϕ ∈Φ −
x

From the procedures to transform a register machine into a MP+ system [6]
arises, as a pattern, a very simple and deterministic class which we call MP+ V
(MP positively controlled grammar with variable gap regulators).
Definition 9 (MP+ Grammar). An MP+ V grammar G = (M, R, I, Φ) is a
MP+ one in which:
1. ∀r ∈ R and v  , v  ∈ M , r must have one of the following shapes:
(a) ∅ → v  ;
(b) v  → ∅; or
(c) v  → v  ;
2. ∀ϕ ∈ Φ and m , m ∈ M , the flux has either the form ϕ = m or ϕ = m −m .
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Translation of MP+ V Systems into Register Machine
Programs

From the equivalence result between MP systems and Turing machines [6], it
is easy to realize that any given algorithm A represented in register machine
notation, which we may conveniently call AR , can also be expressed in MP terms
(or, simply, as AM ). From this equivalence also derives the transformation on
the other way round, i.e. TM : AM → AR , translating any MP algorithm into a
register machine one. In fact, TM is the present focus of this work.
To simplify its deﬁnition, we are going to restrict the input MP system to the
MP+ V class, without loss of generality (Sect. 3). This class of systems is chosen
because:
1. it is the output from the transformation TR : AR → AM [6];
2. all of its ﬂuxes ϕ ∈ Φ are functions of the type N → N, meaning the operations
of MP+ V systems are performed over the set N of number as those in the
register machine; and,
3. it presents a reduced set of rules with only two types of ﬂuxes: single variable
or subtraction of two variables.
Although TM may sound a trivial inverse transformation of TR , its deﬁnition
poses challenges that require a proper treatment in order to provide a correct and
total transformation of every AM into AR . Hence, we dedicate the remainder of
this section to describe and give mathematical treatment for all of them.
4.1

The Caveats of MP+ V

The MP+ V systems have two intrinsic properties nonexistent in most of the
computational formalisms (including the register machines) that require attentive study before any attempt to deﬁne a translation procedure to those systems.
These properties are the unordered, parallel application of the rules and the positive control property.
Inherited from P systems, the parallel application of the MP+ V rules has
a meaning in the metabolic systems since it describes diﬀerent contexts regulated by chemical rules independent among each other, inside the cell ﬂuid and
behaving under the Brownian rules.
This parallelism of the rules is converted to sequential steps through the
establishment of a block of execution (such as those present in program languages) in which all the rules and its ﬂuxes are computed for all the variables
over auxiliary values, as if the variable values were frozen while the block is being
computed. Figure 1 explains the process.
The positive control, on the other side, is a system’s property which requires
the variable values to be greater than or equal the sum of all its consuming
ﬂuxes; this restriction, though to not allow negative quantities of metabolites,
is not completely satisﬁed by the subtraction in N and must be implemented
as a special routine when translating MP+ V to register machine according to
Deﬁnition 8.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the block of execution. The upper part of the dashed
line represents the sequential application of MP rules, while the lower part stands for the
parallel application of MP rules in the system. Two computational steps are depicted
in the ﬁgure, t0 –t1 and t1 –t2 .

4.2

The MP+ V Rules

The MP+ V systems, as a result of the AR → AM translation procedure [6],
generates simply four kinds of MP rules that add quantity to a variable V1 (i.e.,
∅ → V1 ), remove quantity from it (V1 → ∅), transfer quantity to another variable
V2 (in the form of the rule V1 → V2 ) or, halts the computation (V1 → HALT ),
which requires the additional, special purpose metabolite HALT to signalize the
end of the procedure5 . All of them may be combined solely with ﬂuxes controlled
by a single referenced variable (e.g. ϕ = V1 ) or a subtraction of two variables
(ϕ = V1 − V2 ).
The translation procedures of TM for each of the above MP rules resemble
inverse versions of those in TR [6]. Nonetheless, additional operations are added
in order to provide the correct behavior for any inputted MP+ V system, not
only those outputted from a TR transformation.
The strictly increasing MP rule, the one of the form ∅ → V1 : ϕ, simply add
the value of ϕ(t) (at time t) to the variable V1 ; as a recurrent expression, it may
be expressed as V1 [t + 1] = V1 [t] + ϕ(t). In the context of the extended register
machine, with RV1 as the register address of the variable V1 , Rϕ as the one for
ϕ(t) and Raux the address for an auxiliary variable, we have the translation of
strictly increasing MP rule as Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Strictly increasing MP rule as Register Machine code.
1
2
5

ADD(RV1 , Rϕ , Raux )
CPY(Raux , RV1 )

In order to diﬀerentiate the two “halts” in this paper, HALT represents the halting
instruction in register machines while HALT the metabolite in MP+ V systems.
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Similarly, the strictly decreasing MP rule V1 → ∅ : ϕ is mathematically
represented as V1 [t + 1] = V1 [t] − ϕ(t) and produces a translation code of the
form of Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5. Strictly decreasing MP rule as Register Machine code.
1
2

SUB(RV1 , Rϕ , Raux )
CPY(Raux , RV1 )

The transfer MP rule, V1 → V2 : ϕ, can be seen as a composition of both previous rules according to I/O MP systems [10]; hence, it is not a single recurrent
equation, but two of them (Eq. 1). Consequently, as can be seen in Algorithm 6,
the register machine subprogram for its transformation is simply a concatenation
of the previous Algorithms 4 and 5.

V1 [t + 1] = V1 [t] − ϕ(t)
(1)
V2 [t + 1] = V2 [t] + ϕ(t)

Algorithm 6. Transfer MP rule as Register Machine code.
1
2
3
4

SUB(RV1 , Rϕ , Raux )
CPY(Raux , RV1 )
ADD(RV2 , Rϕ , Raux )
CPY(Raux , RV2 )

Finally, the halting rule V1 → HALT : ϕ simply signalizes the end of the
computation when the quantity of the HALT variable is greater than zero.
Hence, the produced code veriﬁes if there is a halting situation (and halts if
there is), otherwise updates the quantity of V1 and halts the execution.
Algorithm 7. Halting MP rule as Register Machine code.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

JNZ(RHALT , 3)
JMP(4)
HALT
SUB(RV1 , Rϕ , Raux )
CPY(Raux , RV1 )
ADD(RHALT , Rϕ , Raux )
CPY(Raux , RHALT )

As already discussed and graphically shown in Fig. 1, one computational step
of MP+ V systems is expanded in several register machine instructions that also
include a framework of operations reﬂecting properties of MP+ V nonexistent
in the addressed architecture. These additional operations are, now, studied in
details.
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Surroundings of MP+ V Steps

Translating the rules of MP+ V systems to register machine subprograms is just
one of the parts to correct transform one system into another. As can be seen
in Fig. 2 (and previously discussed in Sect. 4.1), it is necessary to deﬁne (i) a
sequential, block of computational referent to the execution of a step in the
MP+ V dynamics; (ii) guards for the variables to isolate the computation of the
future value (i.e., V [t + 1]) with the actual value V [t]; (iii) evaluation of the
positive control property; and, ﬁnally, (iv) the recurrent call of the dynamical
system.

Fig. 2. Representation of a computation step MP+ V systems (lower part) and its
equivalent register machine (upper part).

The sequential block of computation is nothing more than simple concatenation of the aforementioned subprograms (ii) and (iii); it is the upper arc in
Fig. 2 which, in a sequential way, process all the required procedures for the
computation of a single MP+ V step as a register machine.
The guards, by the other hand, are specialized pieces of code that keep the
variables unchanged during the sequential execution of the MP+ V step; as can
be seen in Fig. 2, they represent all the surplus of operations nonexistent in the
MP+ V track: copy of the values of variables into auxiliary registers, computation
of ﬂuxes with assignment to particular registers and update of the variables value
after computational step.
It is necessary to freeze the values of the variables, and rely on auxiliary
register copies of them during a computational step, because rules and ﬂuxes may
reference the quantity of the variable V at time ti (i.e. V [ti ]), not an intermediary
and already changed value V [ti+ ], with ti < ti+ < ti+1 , that solely exists in
the sequential (or register machine) context: changes on variables quantities
must occur uniquely in the end of the computational step, in accordance to
the behaviour of dynamical systems; in-between, all operations must occur over
auxiliary variables.
A similar pattern arises for the ﬂuxes values. Fluxes must be updated at every
MP+ V step and their values must be promptly available for the re-computation
of the variable quantities according to the application of the rules. Moreover,
ﬂuxes values are subject to the positivity control (Deﬁnition 8) which, in case
of nonsatisﬁability of the property, sets the appropriate ﬂuxes to zero; hence,
instead of performing computations of ﬂuxes and their veriﬁcation at each rule
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application, it is enough to calculate their values once in the step of computation
and, then, consult them in their respective dedicated registers.
All these guards demand simplistic algorithms: the copy and update of variables rely on the CPY instruction, while the ﬂuxes, depending of their nature,
either on the CPY or the subtraction subprogram SUB.
Algorithm 8. Copy variable to its auxiliary register.
1

CPY(RV , RVaux )

Algorithm 9. Update variable with its auxiliary register value.
1

CPY(RVaux , RV )

Algorithm 10. Update the ﬂux value.
if ϕ = V then
1 CPY(RV , Rϕ )
else
1 SUB(RV1 , RV2 , Rϕ )
end if

 Hence, ϕ = V1 − V2

The translation of the positivity control property to the register machine
speciﬁcation is, however, slightly more intricate: while in the MP+ V systems it
is enough to be stated as a system’s property, in the register machine it must be
ensured by actually coding both constraints in Deﬁnition 8.
The ﬁrst of them is a statement, in mathematical terms, that any ﬂux ϕ
is a function with co-domain equals to the natural set of numbers N, an easily
satisﬁed requirement since the values of the registers (and, hence, variables) are
restricted to N by the register machine deﬁnition (Deﬁnition 1) and the ﬂuxes are
restricted to monomials or subtraction of variables. As we have already seen, the
SUB subprogram has an intrinsic mechanism to guarantee no value goes below
zero (Sect. 2).
Conversely, the other constraint requires a special subprogram to satisfy its
conditions. It sets to zero all consuming ﬂuxes for a certain variable V if the sum
of them are greater than the actual available quantity
 of V . In mathematical
−
ϕ(ti ) ≤ V [ti ] at time ti ;
terms, if ΦV is the set of consuming ﬂuxes of V ,
Φ−
V , ϕ(ti )

ϕ∈Φ−
V

= 0. Since the compiler knows both
otherwise ∀ϕ ∈
 −  the variable V
Φ ), the generated
=
{ϕ
,
ϕ
,
.
.
.
,
ϕ
}
(with
k
=
and the consuming ﬂuxes Φ−
1
2
k
V
V
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Algorithm 11. Positivity control algorithm.
1
2
3
4
k+1
k+2
k+3
k+4
k+5
k+6
k+7
k+8
k+9
2·k+7

CLR(Rsum )
ADD(Rϕ1 , Rsum , Rsum )
ADD(Rϕ1 , Rsum , Rsum )
ADD(Rϕ2 , Rsum , Rsum )
..
.
ADD(Rϕk , Rsum , Rsum )
CPY(RV , Rcomparator )
JZ(Rsum , 2 · k + 8)
JZ(Rcomparator , k + 8)
DEC(Rsum )
DEC(Rcomparator )
JMP(k + 3)
CLR(Rϕ1 )
CLR(Rϕ2 )
..
.
CLR(Rϕk )

subprogram does not have to seek for this information and, for each variable,
can have the form of Algorithm 11.
The explicit references to the ﬂuxes in Algorithm 11 in both computation of
the sum (lines 2 to k +1) and the invalidation of the ﬂuxes (lines k +8 to 2·k +7)
makes positivity control property the biggest contributor for the line of codes in
the equivalent register machine version of a MP+ V system.
Finally, we must ensure the execution of the recurrent computation (Deﬁnition 6) of the MP+ V system in the TM transformation. From examples such as
Goniometricus or Sirius [10], we know that some MP systems work as generators
for inﬁnite series and signals, indeﬁnitely computing values without an explicit
procedure for stopping them; in contrast, functions such as max(R1 , R2 ) implemented in [6] converges to a particular ﬁxed-point (halt) state which signalizes
the end of the calculation process of the system [6]. The diﬀerentiation between
them, nonetheless, relies solely in the existence of a variable HALT in the latter system, as well as a strictly increasing or transfer rule which increments the
value of HALT . Hence, in terms of register machine, these systems diverge in
the existence of a RHALT register and an instruction to stop the execution when
RHALT = 0.
As can be seen in the upper part of Fig. 2, all the register machine code generated by the transformation TM : AM → AR is enclosed inside two sequential
steps ti and ti+1 , except by the recurrent call of the dynamical system. In fact,
all the computation performed by the equivalent register machine (i.e., all the
algorithms seen so far) is, actually, the computation of a single MP+ V step. The
purpose of the recurrent call is, then, to recall the computation procedures up to
the moment RHALT = 0; to achieve it, the procedure veriﬁes the state of the
RHALT before step reckoning and chooses if the program should be halt (a jump
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Algorithm 12. Loop control of the dynamical systems that halts.
1
-1


JNZ(RHALT , )
..
.
JMP(1)
HALT

Algorithm 13. Complete translation procedure from MP+ V system to register
machine
while RHALT = 0 do
for all variable v ∈ M do
 copy variables to auxiliaries
Rv ← Rv
end for
for all ﬂux ϕ ∈ Φ do
 compute ﬂuxes
Rϕ ← ϕ(ti )
end for
for all variable v ∈ M do
 positivity control property
−
for all ﬂux ϕ−
v ∈ Φv do
Rsum ← Rsum + Rϕ−
v
end for
if Rsum > v then
−
for all ﬂux ϕ−
v ∈ Φv do
←0
Rϕ−
v
end for
end if
end for
for all rule r do
 compute rules
if r is of the form ∅ → v : ϕ then
Rv ← Rv + ϕ
else if r is of the form v → ∅ : ϕ then
Rv ← Rv − ϕ
else
 hence, it must be of the form v1 → v2 : ϕ
Rv1 ← Rv1 + ϕ
Rv2 ← Rv2 − ϕ
end if
end for
for all variable v ∈ M do
 update variables
Rv ← Rv
end for
end while

to the last line of the program,  in Algorithm 12, where a HALT is always present)
or continue with normal execution; in case of the latter, the penultimate line of
the program ( − 1) redirects the execution back to the ﬁrst line. In algorithm
terms:
Finally, the pseudo-code produced by the transformation is represented in
Algorithm 13.
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Conclusion

There were no doubts of the possibility to translate MP systems to register
machine or any other Turing-powerful formalism: the discrete and deterministic
characteristics of these metabolic systems are exactly those that guarantee the
feasibility of this translation. The novelty, on the other hand, relies in the direct
transformation of modelling languages with completely diﬀerent paradigms: from
the metabolic, parallel and centered on pair of substances transformations to a
computational and globally oriented sequence of instructions standpoint; from
MP systems to von Neumann architecture.
It is worth to note that it is not the target language (here the register
machine, but equivalently for hardware description or programming ones), but
the idea of an algorithmic transformation between models that permits
the eﬀortless and automatic translation of metabolic systems into either pieces
of software (e.g., for simulation purposes), hardware (such as [4,7,16]), visual
representations (automata) or any other common use case for exogenous model
transformation [2].
At last, the availability of the bidirectional translation and equivalence
between MP+ V systems and register machines open the way for implementation of hardware circuits based on metabolic (MP) systems.
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Abstract. In this paper, the communication complexity of nonconfluent solutions for Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) and 3-Satisfiability
Problem (3SP) in Evolution-Communication P systems (ECP) are analyzed. We use dynamical communication measures suggested by previous literature in our analysis. Solutions are constructed in several modes
of operation: when communication is prioritized over evolution (CPE),
when evolution is prioritized over communication (EPC) and when no
priority is imposed (CME). VCP and 3SP are problems that have already
been problems of interest for works that investigate communication complexity in an ECP system variant called Evolution-Communication P
system with Energy (ECPe system). In this paper, we are interested in
employing the technique used in ECPe system, this time for solutions in
ECP system.
Keywords: Membrane computing · Evolution-communication P
systems · Communication complexity · Vertex cover problem ·
3-satisfiability problem

1

Introduction

Membrane computing, as proposed by Gheorghe Păun, is a compartmentalized
and distributed model of computing inspired by living cells [12]. These so-called
P systems are often composed of several regions, each enclosed by a membrane,
working together to perform a computation. Hence, communication among these
membranes plays an essential role for the functioning of P systems.
However, the communication complexity of P systems is a less addressed issue
in the ﬁeld of membrane computing (this has been included as research topic
in [13]). The authors in [1] tackled this concern, and presented the EvolutionCommunication P systems with energy (ECPe systems) alongside dynamical
complexity measures. In ECPe systems, energy objects e were introduced to
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Evolution-Communication P systems (ECP) to aid in gauging the communication complexity of a system. The special objects e were used as a form of payment
whenever an object is communicated. Initial investigation of ECPe system used
three modes of operation: one has priority on evolution (EPC), another has priority on communication (CPE), and the other does not impose priority on either
evolution or communication (CME). These modes were originally deﬁned in [3]
for ECP systems.
The dynamical measures presented in [1] were applied in [8] for analyzing
the communication complexity of some decision problems solved in ECPe systems operating in CME mode. The problems tackled are NP-hard problems:
the Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) and the 3-Satisﬁability problem (3SP). These
problems have already been solved [6,10,11] in other P system models, e.g. P
systems with active membranes, where polynomial time solutions are traded-oﬀ
with exponential workspace. While the solutions in these previous literatures
are conﬂuent, the ECPe system solutions presented in [8] are non-conﬂuent; this
means that whenever an instance of the problem is associated with a yes, there
is a computation in the P system solution that outputs a yes. Otherwise, all
computations in the P system solution outputs a no. Non-conﬂuent solutions to
VCP and 3SP in other modes, speciﬁcally CPE and EPC, were presented in [5].
In this paper, we present non-conﬂuent solutions to VCP and 3SP, this time,
in ECP systems. This model is introduced and shown to be computationallycomplete in [3] (with additional completeness proofs in [2]). We are interested
in exploring the communication resources when previous solutions are adapted
in the original model, i.e. if we remove the object e requirement imposed during
communication. Thus, the solutions in this paper follow a similar pattern as in
previous solutions working in ECPe systems. In analyzing the communication
resources used in computations, we used a slight modiﬁcation of the dynamical
measures given in previous works (e.g. in [1,8]).

2

Preliminaries

Before we proceed, we assume that readers are familiar with the fundamentals
of formal language theory and membrane computing [12,14]. We start with a
formal deﬁnition of the problems used in our study. We take the deﬁnitions of a
graph, vertex cover, Vertex Cover Problem, Boolean formula and 3-Satisﬁability
Problem from [8].
A graph is deﬁned as an ordered pair (V, E) where V is the set of vertices
and the set of edges E ⊆ V × V . Figure 1 is a graph where V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)}. A vertex cover V Ck where 1 ≤ k ≤ |V | is a set of
vertices with size less than or equal to k where for all edges (i, j) ∈ E, i ∈ V Ck
or j ∈ V Ck .
Definition 1. Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) Given a graph G = (V, E)
and a positive integer k where 1 ≤ k ≤ |V |, is there a vertex cover V Ck ?
A Boolean formula φX where X is a set of variables x1 , x2 . . . xp in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a conjunction, denoted by C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm where
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Fig. 1. An example of a graph

m ∈ Z+ , of propositional clauses Ci which are a disjunction of literals yij deﬁned
as Ci = (yi1 ∨ yi2 ∨ . . . ∨ yin ) where n ∈ Z+ and yij ∈ X ∪ {x|x ∈ X}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The notation x implies a negation.
In a k-CNF Boolean formula, each clause is a disjunction of exactly k variables. A Boolean formula is said to be satisﬁable if there exists a truth value (1
as true, 0 as false) assignment for all variables on which the formula evaluates
to true.
Definition 2. 3 Satisfiability Problem (3SP) Given a 3-CNF Boolean formula φX over a set of variables X, is φX satisfiable?
We now give the formal deﬁnition of the main model used in this study. We
deﬁne an Evolution-Communication P system (ECP system) similar to [3] as
follows:
Definition 3. An ECP system (without energy) is a construct of the form Π =

, houtput ) where m is the total number of
(O, μ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , R1 , . . . , Rm , Rm
membranes; O is the alphabet of objects; μ is a hierarchical membrane structure
(a rooted tree) of degree m, bijectively labelled from 1 to m, and the interior of
each membrane defines a region h (1 ≤ h ≤ m); the environment is referred as
∗
region 0; wh is the initial multiset over (O in region h (1 ≤ h ≤ m); Rh is the
set of evolution rules in region h; Each rule has the form u → v where u ∈ O+ ,
v ∈ O∗ . R h are sets of communication rules in membrane h; There are two
types of communication rules: symport and antiport. A symport rule takes one
of the following form: (u, in) or (u, out), where u ∈ O+ . An antiport rule takes
the form (u, out; v, in) where u, v ∈ O+ . houtput ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} is the output
region.
The model used in our P systems consist of the usual P system features, i.e. a
hierarchical membrane structure; each membrane encloses a region that contains
a multiset of objects; objects can be evolved or communicated through a set
of rules. We represent a hierarchical membrane structure through a string of
matching square brackets with labels. If membrane j is immediately contained
in membrane h, i.e. [...[ ]j ]h , h is referred as parent of j (denoted by parent(j)).
Consequently, j is a child membrane of h. This is denoted by j ∈ children(h)
where children(h) is the set of all child membranes of h. Suppose a region consists
of a multiset w, we use the term ‘copy of a’ to refer to an instance of object a
present in multiset w. We use the evolution rules associated with each region
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in order to evolve copies of objects, while communication rules associated with
each membrane are used to communicate copies of objects across membranes.
A set of evolution rules Rh is associated with each region h. To describe how
each evolution rule is executed, we refer to Deﬁnition 3 to recall the form followed
by each rule in Rh . When applying a rule of this type, multiset u transforms
into a multiset v in the next time step. This is similar to the multiset-rewriting
rule for TP systems [12]. However, the multiset produced always stays in the
same region. Each membrane h (1 ≤ h ≤ m) has a set of communication rules;
each communication rule can either be a symport or an antiport rule. A symport
rule can be of the form (u, in) or (u, out), where u ∈ O+ . By using this rule,
the multiset u are transported inside (denoted by in) or outside (denoted by
out) the membrane where the rule is deﬁned. An antiport rule is of the form
(u, out; v, in) where u, v ∈ O+ . By using this rule, a multiset u in the region
immediately outside the membrane where the rule is declared, and a multiset
v inside the region bounded by the membrane should exist. When such rule is
applied, multisets u and v are swapped in the diﬀerent regions, respectively. As
can be observed, the format for communication rules are adapted from rules
used in another model called P systems with symport and antiport [12].
In the model presented, rules are applied in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel manner, starting from the initial multiset in each region. Nondeterminism implies that at a certain step, if there are more than two rules that
can be applied to a copy of an object, the system non-deterministically chooses
the rule to be applied for each copy. Maximally parallel means that there are no
further rules applicable to copies that are not used in any rule. A conﬁguration
C of a P system describes the state of a P system, i.e. the membrane structure
and the content of regions. The process of applying all applicable rules in a current conﬁguration, thus obtaining a new conﬁguration is called a transition. A
computation is a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) sequence of conﬁgurations such that: (a) the
ﬁrst term is the initial conﬁguration of the system; (b) for each n ≥ 2, the n-th
conﬁguration of the sequence is obtained from the previous conﬁguration in one
transition step; and (c) if the sequence is ﬁnite then the last term is a halting
conﬁguration (a conﬁguration where no rule of the system is applicable to it).
Computation succeeds when the system halts. If the computation doesn’t halt,
computation fails because the system did not produce any output.
It can be observed that in ECP system, evolution rules are distinguished
from communication rules. Thus, following non-determinism, a copy of an object
may either be communicated or evolved. In [3], aside from this usual mode of
operation, they also investigated ECP systems where some priority is imposed
over rules. The resulting three modes are explicitly stated in the next deﬁnition:
Definition 4. We define three modes of operation for a given ECP system:
– CPE mode (communication has priority over evolution) - if there is a communication rule that can be applied in any membrane in the system, then only
communication rules are applied on that step and no evolution rule can be
performed.
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– CME mode (communication and evolution rules are mixed) - there is no
priority over evolution or communication rule.
– EPC mode (evolution has priority over communication) - if there is an
evolution rule that can be applied in any membrane in the system, then only
evolution rules are applied on that step and no evolution rule can be performed.
To further illustrate these modes of operation, suppose in a computation step of
an ECP system, we can apply an evolution rule r1 and a communication rule r2 .
In the CME mode, both rules are applied to proceed to the next conﬁguration.
However, in CPE mode, only rule r2 is applied. In EPC mode, only rule r1 is
applied.

3

On Communication Complexity of Problems Solved
in ECP Systems

We slightly modiﬁed the deﬁnitions in [8] to deﬁne communication complexity
classes for problems solved in ECP systems.
3.1

Solving Hard Problems in ECP Systems

We ﬁrst deﬁne a recognizer ECP system used in solving decision problems as
adapted from [15].
Definition 5. A recognizer ECP system is an ECP system Π whose alphabet
contains two distinct objects yes and no. Every computation of Π is halting and
during each computation, exactly one of the objects yes, no is sent out from the
skin to signal acceptance or rejection. If all the computations of Π agree on the
result, then Π is said to be confluent; if this is not necessarily the case, then it
is said to be non-confluent and the global result is acceptance if and only if there
exists an accepting computation.
Based on [15], a decision problem can be represented as a pair Y = (IY , θY )
where IY is a language over a finite alphabet and θY is a total Boolean function
over IY . In the next deﬁnition, a family of recognizer ECP systems is used to
solve a decision problem. A family of recognizer ECP systems Π(n) is a set of
ECP systems that takes a parameter n to construct each system.
Definition 6. A family Π(n), n ∈ N, of ECP systems, solves a problem (IY , θY )
if there exists a pair (cod, s) over IY such that for each instance u ∈ IY :
(i) n = s(u) ∈ N and cod(u) is an input multiset of the system Π(n)
(ii) there exists an accepting computation of Π(n) with input cod(u) if and only
if θY (u) = 1.
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Some Dynamical Communication Measures and Communication
Complexity Class

We start with the deﬁnition of some dynamical communication measures originally deﬁned in [1] for a variant of ECP systems called Evolution-Communication
P systems with Energy (ECPe systems).
⎧
⎨ 1 if a communication rule is used
in this transition,
ComN (Ci ⇒ Ci+1 ) =
⎩
0 otherwise
ComR(Ci ⇒ Ci+1 ) = the number of communication rules
used in this transition
Another dynamical measure used in [1] employs special object e (so-called
energy) as cost for every communicated object. Such form of cost is of importance when deﬁning the weight of every communication (or ComW ). Since ECP
systems do not employ energy, we modiﬁed the communication weight used in
this study, we denote it by ComW  .
ComW  (Ci ⇒ Ci+1 ) = the sum of application of all communication rules
used in this transition.
These measures can be extended for computations. Speciﬁcally, for ComX ∈
{ComN, ComR, ComW  } and a halting computation δ : C0 ⇒ C1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Ch :
ComX(δ) =

h−1


ComX(Ci ⇒ Ci+1 )

i=0

We use the measures above to deﬁne communication complexity classes for ECP
systems and for problems solved in ECP systems.
Definition 7. Let Y = (IY , θY ) be a decision problem, Π(n), n ∈ N, be a family of recognizer ECP systems solving Y with a pair (cod, s) over IY . For each
instance u ∈ IY :
ComX(u, Π(n)) =

min{ComX(δ) | δ : C0 ⇒ C1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Ch in Π(n)
with n = s(u) and cod(u) is an input multiset in Π(n)},

where X ∈ {N, R, W  }. To analyze the communication resources used by Π(n)
in solving problem Y, ComX(Y, Π(n)) is defined as:
ComX(Y, Π(n)) = max{ComX(u, Π(n)) | u ∈ IY }.
Definition 8. Let Fmode ComX where X ∈ {N, R, W  } and mode ∈ {CP E,
CM E, EP C}. Decision problem Y = (IY , θY ) ∈ Fmode ComX(k) if and only if:
(i) There exists a family Π(n), n ∈ N, of confluent recognizer ECP systems that
operates in mode and decides Y
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(ii) ComX(Y, Π(n)) = k.
The analogous complexity classes for non-confluent recognizer ECP systems are
N Fmode ComX where X ∈ {N, R, W  } and mode ∈ {CP E, CM E, EP C}.
We say that Y ∈ Fmode ComN RW  (p, q, r) if and only if Y ∈
Fmode ComN (p), Y ∈ Fmode ComR(q) and Y ∈ Fmode ComW  (r). We use
N Fmode ComN RW  for non-confluent recognizer ECP systems.

4

On ECP Solutions to VCP

From [8], the Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) can be represented by a pair V CP =
(IV CP , θV CP ) where IV CP = {w(G,k) | w(G,k) is a string representing a graph
G and a positive integer k}. The Boolean function θV CP (w(G,k) ) = 1 whenever
there is a vertex cover V Ck in the graph G; otherwise, θV CP (w(G,k) ) = 0. In the
succeeding VCP solutions, we will be using the same encoding as in [8]: The pair
(cod, s) for every instance wG,k over IV CP have s(wG,k ) = |VG | (which is also
the parameter input for the family of ECP system solving VCP) and cod(wG,k )
as an input multiset in region 0 consisting of Aij for every (i, j) ∈ EG , k copies
of object c, and |EG | − k copies of object d.
The solutions for VCP stated in the paper follow the pattern of the solution
presented in [5,8]. This implies that computations in every ECP solution for VCP
follow four consecutive phases namely: setup phase, ﬁnding a candidate solution,
verifying the candidate solution and output phase. During the setup phase, an
end-vertex is selected for each of the edges. In the next phase, a candidate vertex
cover is determined. The validity of the candidate vertex cover is examined in
the succeeding phase. Finally, in the output phase, a yes or no is sent to the
environment depending on whether the examined vertex cover is valid or not.
Theorem 1. V CP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW  (6, 2k + 4, |EG | + 2k + 3) where EG
represents the set of edges.
Proof. To prove the above theorem, we deﬁne a family of ECP systems operating
in CPE mode as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0 , R1 , R1 , R2 , R2 , 0),
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

O = {Aij , vi , i, i|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c , d, no, yes} ∪ {#0 , #1 , #2 , #3 }
w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 cod(w(G,k) )
R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {#3 → no}
R0 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
R1 = {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c → c }
R1 = {(vi , in; c , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(c, in)}
R2 = {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → yes}
R2 = {(i, in; #3 , out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(#0 , in), (yes, out), (no, out)}
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Table 1. Communication Resources for VCP solution in CPE mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W refers to the sum of application of all communication rules

Setup

N R

W

1 2

k+1

Finding a candidate 1 k

k

Validation

1 at most k at most|EG | (if candidate is valid)

Output

2 2

2

The computation of the ECP system in CPE mode solving the VCP problem is
as follows: the setup phase is composed of two steps. In the initial step, k copies
of object c are transported to region 1 and #0 is transported to region 2. Since
no communication can occur in the next step, evolution rules are applied. The
evolution rules applied are used to evolve each Aij to either i or j and each c
to c . Also, #0 evolves to #1 . The next time step signals the phase of ﬁnding a
candidate solution. There are k rules of the form (vi , in; c , out) that are used in
this step to select a candidate vertex cover.
In the next step signaling the validation phase, no communication can be
applied. Instead, select evolution rules are applied to evolve all vi ’s into n −
1 number of i objects. Simultaneously in region 2, #1 will evolve to #2 . In
the next step, the system can use some communication rules. Speciﬁcally, the
communication rules of the form (i, in; i, out) may be used up to |EG | number
of times depending on whether the candidate vertex cover is valid or not. If the
chosen vertex cover is valid, the rule will be used |EG | times because all the
edges will be covered. The next step involves an evolution rule that changes #2
to #3 . This step signals the last phase, i.e. the output phase. When #3 already
exists in region 2, two scenarios may occur. If the chosen vertex cover is invalid,
the communication rule (i, in; #3 , out) will be used. Otherwise, #3 will evolve to
yes. Note that although the rule #3 → yes may also be applicable in the case
of an invalid candidate vertex cover, the rule will not be applied because the
mode used in the system prioritizes communication over evolution. Afterwards,
if the chosen vertex cover is invalid, the next step makes use of rule #3 → no in
region 0. Otherwise, the object yes will be transported from region 2 to region
0. In the last step, either a yes or a no occurs in the outermost region. Thus in
the last step, one of these objects is sent to the environment.
Table 1 summarizes the communication resources used per phase.
For the succeeding theorems in this section, we only give a sketch of their proofs.
Theorem 2. V CP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW  (6, 2k + 5, |EG | + 2k + 4) where EG
represents the set of edges.
Proof. To prove Theorem 2, we deﬁne a family of ECP systems operating in
CME mode as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0 , R1 , R1 , R2 , R2 , 0),
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– O = {Aij , vi , i, i | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}∪{c, c , d, no, yes}∪{#0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , #5 ,
#6 , α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 }
– w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 α0 cod(w(G,k) )
– R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → #5 , #5 → #6 }
– R0 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {c → c } ∪ {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R1 = {(c, in)} ∪ {(vi , in; c , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R2 = {α0 → α1 , α1 → α2 , α2 → α3 , α3 → α4 } ∪ {#6 → yes}
∪ {i → no | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R2 = {(α0 , in), (#6 , in; α4 , out), (i, in; α4 , out)} ∪ {(yes, out), (no, out)}
Table 2 summarizes the communication resources used per phase.
Table 2. Communication Resources for VCP solution in CME mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
N R
Setup and finding a candidate 2 k + 2

W
2k + 1

Validation

1 at most k at most|EG | (if candidate is valid)

Output

3 3

3

Theorem 3. V CP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW  (7, 2k + 8, |EG | + 2k + 7) where EG
represents the set of edges.
Proof. To prove Theorem 3, we deﬁne a family of ECP systems operating in EPC
mode as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0 , R1 , R1 , R2 , R2 , 0),
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

O = {Aij , vi , i, i|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c , d, no, yes} ∪ {#0 , #1 , #2 , α0 , α1 , Ω}
w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 cod(w(G,k) )
R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {#1 → #2 , α0 → α1 }
R0 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
R1 = {c → c } ∪ {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R1 = {(c, in)} ∪ {(vi , in; c , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R2 = {#0 → #1 , #2 → α0 Ω} ∪ {α1 → yes} ∪ {i → no | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R2 = {(#0 , in), (#1 , out), (#2 , in)} ∪ {(α0 , out), (α1 , in; Ω, out)}
∪ {(i, in; Ω, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(yes, out), (no, out)}

Table 3 summarizes the communication resources used per phase.
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Table 3. Communication Resources for VCP solution in EPC mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
N

R

W

1

2

k+1

Finding a candidate 1

k+1

k+1

Validation

1

at most k + 1

at most|EG | + 1 (if
candidate is
valid)

Output

at most 4 (if
candidate is
valid)

at most 4 (if
candidate
is valid)

at most 4 (if
candidate is
valid)

Setup

5

On ECP Solutions to 3SP

In [8], the 3-Satisﬁability Problem (3SP) can be represented by a pair 3SP =
(I3SP , φ3SP ) where I3SP = {wφX | wφX is a string representing a 3-CNF Boolean
formula φX }. The θ3SP (wφX ) = 1 evaluates to 1 if φX is satisﬁable; otherwise,
θ3SP (wφX ) = 0. In the succeeding 3SP solutions, we will be using the same
encoding as in [8]: The pair (cod, s) associated with the ECP system for every
instance wφX over IφX has size s(wφX ) as the number of clauses for the Boolean
formula φX . The encoding cod(wφX ) is an input multiset in region 0. This encoding consists of Ai1 i2 i3 ,q for 1 ≤ q ≤ n where if Cq = yi1 ,q ∨ yi2 ,q ∨ yi3 ,q , then

d if yil ,q = xd
il = ˆ
d if yil ,q = xd
for l = {1, 2, 3}, where xd ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }.
As in solutions in VCP, solution in 3SP for the succeeding theorems follow the pattern of the solutions presented in [5,8]. Computations in every ECP
solution for 3SP also follow four phases: setup phase, ﬁnding a candidate solution, verifying the candidate solution and output phase. During the setup phase
and ﬁnding a candidate solution, objects representing each clause is sent to a
target region whereas the variables involved are assigned a truth value. The validation phase determines whether all clauses are satisﬁed by the chosen truth
assignment. Finally, in the output phase, a yes or no is sent to the environment
depending on whether the examined truth assignment is valid or not.
Theorem 4. 3SP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW  (6, 2n+4, 3n+3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
Proof. To prove the above theorem, we deﬁne a family of ECP systems operating
in CPE mode as Π(n), n = s(wφX ):
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0 , R1 , R1 , 0),
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– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , α2 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #2 →
#3 , #1 → #2 α2 }
– R0 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #3 → no} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q →
3n

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d →
{d, d},
i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}

d=1

– R1 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n

d=1

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤
{(0d , in; d,
3n} ∪ {(c, in; β, out), (#3 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out)} ∪ {(α2 , in)}
Computation proceeds as follows: Initially, since communication rules are prioritized, the ﬁrst step is to send the objects Ai1 i2 i3 ,q (for 1 ≤ q ≤ n), representing
each clause in the formula, to region 1 using the rule (Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in). In the next
step, the assignment of truth value for each variable is done by non-deterministic
application of any of the evolution rules xd → 0nd or xd → 1nd for each object xd .
In region 1, a literal contained in the clause is non-deterministically chosen to
represent each clause through application of the rules having any of the following
forms: Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , and Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 . At the same time, #0
evolves to #1 .
The next step signals the validation step: objects representing variables in
region 1 are exchanged with their corresponding truth values in region 0 through
ˆ out) and/or (1d , in; d, out). When no copy of d or dˆ remains
the rules (0d , in; d,
in region 1, it means that all clauses are satisﬁed by the candidate variable
assignment. In the next step, object #1 becomes #2 while also producing α2 .
All copies of d are evolved to c and all copies of 0d and 1d are evolved to β.
Object α2 enters region 1 in the succeeding step, at the same time, every copy
of β in region 1 is swapped with a copy of c in region 0. The objects #2 and α2
then evolve to #3 and α3 , respectively.
If all the clauses are validated, no communication rule can be applied at this
time step. Thus, α3 in region 1 transforms into a yes. In the opposite case, object
#3 is communicated through membrane 1 with the use of the rule (#3 , in; d, out)
ˆ out). If the object yes is in region 1, it will be sent to region 0 and
or (#3 , in; d,
to the environment in two steps. This implies that computation halts after two
steps. If this is not the case, #3 evolves to a no. Then no will be sent to region
0 and eventually to the environment. Computation halts afterwards.
Table 4 summarizes the communication resources used per phase.
For the succeeding theorems in this section, we only give a sketch of their proofs.
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Table 4. Communication Resources for 3SP solution in CPE mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
N

R

W

Setup and finding a
candidate solution

1

n

n

Validation and
Output

at most 5 (if
candidate is
not valid)

at most n + 4

at most 2n + 3 (if
candidate is valid)

Theorem 5. 3SP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW  (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3) where n is the number of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we deﬁne a family of ECP systems operating in
CME mode as Π(n), n = s(wφX ).
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0 , R1 , R1 , 0),
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 α0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c|1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 →
#2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 }
– R0 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d → β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {α0 →
{d, d},
d=1

α1 , α1 → α2 , α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #4 → no}

– R1 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n


ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#4 , in; d, out), (#4 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤
{(0d , in; d,
3n} ∪ {(c, in; β, out), (#4 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out), (α0 , in)}
Table 5 below summarizes the communication resources used per phase.
Theorem 6. 3SP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW  (5, 2n+4, 3n+3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
Proof. To prove the above theorem, we deﬁne a family of ECP systems operating
in EPC mode Π(n).
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0 , R1 , R1 , 0),
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , α0 , α1 , α2 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1
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Table 5. Communication Resources for 3SP solution in CME mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
N R

W

Setup and finding a candidate
solution

1 n+1

n+1

Validation and Output

4 at most n + 3 at most 2n+2 (if
candidate is valid)

Table 6. Communication Resources for 3SP solution in EPC mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
N R

W

Setup and finding a candidate
solution

1 n+1

n+1

Validation and Output

4 at most n + 3 at most 2n+2 (if
candidate is valid)

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 α0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #2 →
#3 , α1 → α2 }
– R0 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {α0 → α1 , α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #1 → #2 , #3 → no} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q →
3n

ˆ ∀r ∈
i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
{d, d},
{1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d → β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
– R1 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

d=1

3n

d=1

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤
{(0d , in; d,
∪
3n}
∪
{(c, in; β, out), (#3 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out)}
{(#1 , in), (#2 , out)} ∪ {(α0 , in), (α1 , out), (α2 , in)}
Table 6 summarizes the communication resources used per phase.

6

Conclusion

The following are the summary of the results for non-conﬂuent solution of VCP
and 3SP in ECP system:
a. V CP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW  (6, 2k + 4, |EG | + 2k + 3),
b. V CP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW  (6, 2k + 5, |EG | + 2k + 4),
c. V CP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW  (7, 2k + 8, |EG | + 2k + 7), where EG represents
the set of edges, and k is the input positive integer k.
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d. 3SP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW  (6, 2n + 4, 3n + 3),
e. 3SP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW  (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3),
f. 3SP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW  (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3) where n is the number of clauses
for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
From the results for VCP, it can be observed that in all modes, there is a linear
increase in the resources from the value ComN to ComR to ComW  . The result
show a similar pattern as in [5,8] although we would like to emphasize that
the third measure (ComW  ) is diﬀerent in previous work which makes use of
the concept of energy to impose a form of payment for every communicated
object. The results for VCP also seem to show increase of ‘diﬃculty’ in terms of
communication resources from CPE to CME to EPC (an observation similar to
that in [1]).
There is also a similarity in the results for 3SP in our current work and those
presented in [5,8]. However, we can observe that in these previous works, the
number of membranes utilized are linear to the number of clauses in the input
formula. This is in contrast to our work where we only require two membranes.
This seems to suggest that, for 3SP, it is more ‘diﬃcult’ to devise non-conﬂuent
solutions in ECPe systems than in ECP system. In our future works, we aim
to further investigate this issue by using Sevilla carpets [4,7], as suggested in
[9], to provide a detailed comparison of the communication resources used for
VCP and 3SP solutions in both ECPe systems and ECP systems operating in
diﬀerent modes.
We end our paper with some open problems: can we have a non-conﬂuent
solution in ECP system that can minimize the resources used in this paper (e.g.
a constant ComR or a linear ComW for VCP)? What about a comparison of
communication resources for conﬂuent and deterministic solutions?
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Abstract. Temperature represents an elementary environmental stimulus crucial for survival and ﬁtness of organisms. Molecular membranebased mechanisms for temperature sensing and behavioral response seem
to be among the oldest principles of biological information processing.
It is believed that some archaea – early microbes prior to bacteria and
eukaryotes – developed thermoreceptors. In addition, they were able to
maintain a circadian clock, a biochemical oscillatory system whose periodicity reﬂects a daily rhythm. Both features on their own, but especially their combination, gives raise for eﬀective evolutionary advantage.
Along with the notion of applied systems biology, we explore capabilities
of resulting reaction models by exploitation of deterministic P modules
and their dynamical coupling by means of simulation studies. Our ﬁndings indicate that a minimalistic circadian clock equipped with a chemical temperature sensor enables robust and practicable entrainment to an
external daily temperature rhythm induced by the sun in contrast to a
clock variant without thermoreceptor. Having a more adaptable circadian
clock, archaea comprise better preconditions to populate larger oceanic
regions from the equator towards the poles. From a modelling point of
view, we incorporate the global quantity temperature and its eﬀect on
reaction velocity according to Arrhenius’ equation into the framework of
deterministic P modules.

1

Introduction and Background

Systems biology as a highly interdisciplinary ﬁeld of research aims at achieving
a detailed understanding of living organisms at a molecular level [19]. Having in
mind that a single biological cell is typically composed of 108 up to 109 molecules,
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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it becomes obvious that coping with the tremendous number of possible molecular interactions and reactions turns out to be a challenging and interminable
task even for unicellular organisms. A promising clue to tackle this challenge
comes from engineering: Here, complex systems are mostly constructed from a
small set of modular functional units in a hierarchical manner. Minimised and
well-deﬁned interfaces between these units imply a sparse scheme of interactions
mainly organised in local clusters in which each unit communicates with a small
number of other units. Due to this reduction of inherent complexity, the function
of resulting systems can be understood more or less easily, even if the total number of elementary components in the entire system is high. Systems biology might
beneﬁt from engineering. To this end, a complex molecular system under study
should be divided into its underlying functional units. Along with this identiﬁcation process, the interface structure and potential multi-modular components
become visible [9]. For a “minimal” unicellular life form whose genome comprises
a magnitude of only 500 genes, these attempts succeeded in a ﬁrst stage [5] while
many other organisms revealed relevant parts of its function. This line of research
also sheds light on an outstanding aspect: Tracing the potential progress of biological evolution in its early phase. There is some evidence that several molecular
functional units have been widely conserved for more than 2 billion years [7]. A
fascinating example in this context are molecular thermoreceptors able to sense
environmental temperature.
From today’s scientiﬁc perspective, our planet earth came into existence 4.6
billion years ago [7]. It is supposed that the potential origin of life on earth dates
back around 3.8 billion years initiated by self-replicable strands composed of
ribonucleic acid (RNA). After complementing RNA by more stable deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) along with usage of proteins and the biochemical mechanism
of transcription and translation based on genetic information, biological cells
could have emerged able to reproduce by cell division. Mineral-rich oceanic water
heated by submarine volcanic activity and surrounded by ﬁne pored rocks and
geological formations might have provided advantageous preconditions for longterm maintenance and survival of cell populations. The process of early cellular
evolution could have resulted in the unicellular prokaryotic life form of archaea
about 2.5 billion years ago. Archaea are seen as ancestor of subsequent biological
domains like bacteria and eukaryotes. Possibly, archaea competitively succeeded
since they combine a minimalistic molecular equipment with an astonishing ﬂexibility in coping with environmental conditions. Nowadays, archaea can be found
widespread at numerous places, even inside the human body. Most impressively,
some archaea populate extreme regions, physically hostile to life. For instance,
thermophilic exemplars grow at a temperature of 130◦ C when deep-sea water
under enlarged pressure is still liquid. Others seem to prefer high environmental
acid concentrations (pH ≈ 0) while alkaliphilic forms resist pH up to 10.
Prepared to spend their life by “swimming” in aqueous conditions, most
forms of archaea possess ﬂagella which allows a moderately controlled movement by chemotaxis. Sensory capabilities exist, but in a rudimentary state. To
our best knowledge, there are no photoreceptors and no further sensors for light.
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This means that archaea probably cannot detect sunlight directly which in turn
might be dangerous: High-energy radiation induced by the sun is able to penetrate water up to several metres. Due to the lack of any atmospheric protection
on earth at that primeval era, this radiation can cause life-threatening damages
of DNA and other complex molecular structures. In consequence, the easiest
survival strategy would consist in avoidance of water near the surface and preference to stay in deeper regions instead. Unfortunately, submarine CO2 in heated
water and organic substances, both needed for survival, are typically located near
the surface in suﬃcient concentration. Despite this contradictory terms, there is
some evidence that archaea succeeded in populating large areas of the oceans
on earth around 2 billion years ago [27].
The crucial clue to overcome this obstacle could be exploitation of temperature signals. The temporal course of temperature follows the brightness and
intensity of sunlight with a short delay. During the darkness of night with low
inﬂuence of radiation, a stay near the water surface for resorption prevents from
damages while persisting within a region of deeper water during the day enables
protection. Organisms able to act in this manner come with an evolutionary
advantage over those who do not. Studies show that the temperature of oceanic
water from surface up to 2 m depth varies between approximately 3◦ C and 1◦ C
according to the daily rhythm of sunlight [6]. Within equatorial lines of latitude,
this eﬀect is stronger than northwards and southwards since the periodical intensity of sunlight reaches its maximum here. Close to the poles, daily variations of
sea surface temperature are negligible.
For response to daily variations of water temperature, a molecular thermoreceptor would ﬁt which is able to reliably convert environmental temperature
into a chemical signal suitable for further processing. Indeed, archaea organisms
contain such sensorial units within their outer cell membrane.
Temperature Reception
Molecular thermoreception found in archaea is based on presence of movable
electrically charged particles, especially cations (positively charged). This complements the observation that a majority of complex intracellular molecules
exhibits a negative electrical charge such as RNA, DNA, and most proteins.
Hence, the cell as a whole acts as a negative electrical potential surrounded by
free or loosely bound cations like calcium (Ca2+ ), natrium (Na+ ), or potassium
(K+ ). Originated from environmental minerals, they reside at the outer face of
the cell membrane.
An archaean thermoreceptor is made of an ion channel, a large protein placed
throughout the outer cell membrane, see Fig. 1. An ion channel allows a group
of ions to pass together into the cell driven by an electrochemical gradient [7].
To this end, the channel temporarily opens by deblocking a molecular gate. This
gate, formed by an amino acid chain as a part of the underlying large protein, is
controlled by electrical forces between the opposite ends of the channel. Whenever the resulting voltage diﬀerence exceeds a certain threshold, the molecular
gate becomes open, and a group of ions quickly runs into the cell inducing a
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of an ion channel and its functional principle. Cations
(+) accumulate at the outer face of the cell membrane (left). After their amount
has reached a certain threshold, the voltage diﬀerence with respect to the negatively
charged inner part of the cell (−) induces an electrical force which in turn temporarily
opens a molecular gate. A group of cations passes this gate together which results in
a spiking signal (right). Afterwards, the voltage diﬀerence is nearly compensated and
the molecular gate becomes closed again.

spike-shaped electrical signal. Afterwards, the voltage diﬀerence between the
opposite ends of the channel is nearly compensated which implies closing the
gate by adjusting the corresponding amino acid chain. It takes some time until
enough cations accumulate at the outer end of the ion channel in order to open
the gate again. Finally, the ion channel exhibits a spiking oscillatory behaviour
over time regarding the concentration course of entering cations. Inside the cell,
these cations propagate through the cytosol initiating wave patterns and triggering downstream processes [29]. In this connection, cations can either cycle within
the cell or bind to other substances and become released into the environment
leaving the cell.
Beneﬁcially, the permeability of ion channels acting as thermoreceptors is
sensitive to environmental temperature. Along with increasing temperature, the
required electrical force to open the molecular gate becomes diminished [27]. This
leads to a higher frequency (or shorter periodicity, respectively) of the spiking
oscillation, see Fig. 2. From a systems biology point of view, a thermoreceptor
based on an ion channel primarily performs a frequency encoding of the input
temperature signal comparable with frequency modulation in engineering.
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Fig. 2. Signalling scheme of a thermoreceptor based on an ion channel by frequency
encoding of environmental temperature within physiological range (warm sensor).

In more detail, thermoreceptors found in archaea were identiﬁed as so-called
transient receptor potential (TRP) channels [25]. In its original form, a TRP
channel acts as a warm sensor meaning that higher temperature implies a higher
spiking frequency and vice versa within a physiological range. The transfer curve
mapping temperature into frequency resembles a logarithmic relationship.
The fundamental principle of molecular temperature sensing via TRP channels seems to be highly conserved throughout biological evolution. In the course
of time, distinct variants of thermoreceptors emerged whose function is more
selective to speciﬁc cations and whose physiological ranges slightly diﬀer. It
was reported that TRP receptors in the bacterium Escherichia coli can sense
changes in temperature for thermotaxis [22]. Moreover, the motional intensity of ﬂagella is directly controlled by environmental temperature which permits the bacterium to ﬁnd an optimal survival strategy [23]. Interestingly, the
temperature-dependent impulsive motion reaches its maximum in water between
approximately 30◦ C and 40◦ C. The fruit ﬂy drosophila melanogaster utilises
TRP channels embedded in its skin as part of the nervous system in order to
sense temperature [1]. In a similar way, the human body is provided with environmental temperature signals perceived by neural bursts [20].
Circadian Clock
Circadian rhythms embody an interesting biological phenomenon that can be
seen as a widespread property of life. The coordination of biological activities
into daily cycles provides an important advantage for the ﬁtness of diverse organisms [28]. Based on a self-sustained biochemical oscillation, a circadian rhythm is
characterised by a period in accordance with a full rotation of earth. To this end,
a circadian clock is able to be entrained. This property allows a gradual reset of
the underlying oscillatory system for adjustment by exposure to external stimuli like daily variations of brightness or daytime-nighttime temperature cycles.
Under constant environmental conditions, the synchronism of the clock gets lost
but the endogenous oscillation persists with slightly modiﬁed periodicity which
runs the clock a bit faster or slower.
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The earliest life forms reported to comprise a circadian clock are cyanobacteria, prokaryotes often called blue-green algae [4]. It is believed that cyanobacteria
were the ﬁrst unicellular organisms able to practise photosynthesis in order to
exploit sunlight for respiration. This capability came along with photoreceptors
for direct sensing of light and its intensity. An evolutionary advantage becomes
obvious when coupling the circadian rhythm with photoreceptors towards a frequency control loop keeping the clock synchronously with the daily cycle of
sunlight. Having available this feature, the cyanobacterium might start timeconsuming pre-stages of photosynthesis at the right time before sunrise which
facilitates a more comprehensive utilisation of sunlight.
In contrast to cyanobacteria, archaea probably lack any light-sensitive receptor and any potential of photosynthesis. Nevertheless, a circadian clock could be
a useful attribute since it could help to optimally organise the day into phases
of respiration and phases of regeneration and protection against harmful radiation. Possibly, circadian clocks turn out to be much older than those proved in
cyanobacteria. Indeed, archaea could have developed early forms of a circadian
clock around 2 billion years ago [4,18]. A diurnally entrained anticipatory behaviour in archaea became also evident [30]. Although there is to our best knowledge no comprehensive experimental proof for existence of a circadian clock in
archaea, the fascinating question arises: what if?
Combining Circadian Clock with Thermoreceptor
This paper is inspired by the idea to hypothesise about the importance of thermoreception for development and dissemination of life forms on earth during
an early phase of biological evolution. Presence of an eﬀective molecular thermoreceptor emphasises the conjecture that circadian clocks could have come
into existence long before availability of photosensors just by exploiting daily
variations of the sea-water temperature course for synchronisation. A reliable
circadian rhythm is supposed to be helpful for archaea to populate large regions
of oceans worldwide. An inherent clock supports division of each day into phases
of dedicated activities in concert with regularly cycling environmental needs. An
improved adaptability to environmental conditions in turn could be a crucial
factor for an elongated life span in which a higher amount of cell divisions might
occur. For sure, this line of argumentation remains rather speculative but it
follows a conclusive chain of causes and eﬀects.
In the following section, we familiarise the reader with mathematical and
denotational prerequisites necessary for ﬁne-grained description and simulation
of coupled reaction systems. To this end, we extend the concept of deterministic P modules – introduced in [12] and reﬁned in [14] – by a global component
reﬂecting temperature and by reaction-speciﬁc components quantifying activation energy and reactivity in compliance with parameters in Arrhenius’ equation.
Section 3 is dedicated to a thermoreceptor model which mimics an ion channel together with intracellular signal transduction and a decoding mechanism
converting the produced spiking frequency into a steady concentration value.
Therefor, chemical modules for some numerical operations are employed like
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an integrator, a smoothing cascade, a subtractor, and a multiplier, all of them
based on [11]. The model comes along with simulation studies revealing the
overall capability of the entire information processing unit. Section 4 is focused
on evolving an eﬀective circadian clock model able to be entrained exclusively
by environmental temperature. We start from a minimalistic model without
thermoreceptor but comprising all other features of a frequency control system
following the principle of a phase locked loop [11]. Astonishingly, this sensorless
clock model is entrainable to daily temperature rhythms if and only if the amplitude of temperature variation is permanently kept below approximately 0.3◦ C.
Although insuﬃcient, it gives potential for evolutionary improvement. For this
purpose, we combine the sensorless circadian clock model with our thermoreceptor model to achieve a temperature-entrainable clock within a reasonable
physiological range between 0 and about 40◦ C. Final remarks summarise main
ﬁndings in a broader context for further work.

2

Extending Deterministic P Modules by Temperature
and Activation Energy

For description of the temporal behaviour of chemical reaction networks we
consider substrate concentrations over time presuming homogeneity in reaction
space. General mass-action kinetics [19] formulates reaction system’s dynamics
subject to production and consumption rates vp and vc of each substrate S in
order to continuously change its concentration by dd[S]
t = vp − vc . A reaction
system with a total number of n substrates and r reactions
k

1
b1,1 S1 + b2,1 S2 + . . . + bn,1 Sn
a1,1 S1 + a2,1 S2 + . . . + an,1 Sn −→

k

2
a1,2 S1 + a2,2 S2 + . . . + an,2 Sn −→
b1,2 S1 + b2,2 S2 + . . . + bn,2 Sn
..
.

k

r
b1,r S1 + b2,r S2 + . . . + bn,r Sn
a1,r S1 + a2,r S2 + . . . + an,r Sn −→

employs stoichiometric factors ai,j ∈ N (reactants), bi,j ∈ N (products) and
kinetic parameters kj ∈ R>0 assigned to each reaction quantifying its velocity
(N: natural numbers, R>0 : positive real numbers). The corresponding ordinary
diﬀerential equations (ODEs) read:


r
n

d [Si ] 
al,h
˙
=
kh · (bi,h − ai,h ) · [Sl ]
with i = 1, . . . , n
[Si ] =
dt
h=1

l=1

In order to obtain a concrete trajectory, all initial concentrations [Si ](0) ∈ R≥0 ,
i = 1, . . . , n are allowed to be set according to the relevance for the system.
The kinetic parameter kj captures for each reaction j ∈ {1, . . . , r} its dependency on environmental temperature T , activation energy Ej (T ), and sensitivity
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to spatial orientation of colliding molecules Aj (T ). The corresponding law is
expressed by the Arrhenius equation:
kj = Aj (T ) · e−

Ej (T )
R·T

Here, the Kelvin-scaled temperature T ∈ R>0 acts as global quantity for the
entire reaction system. Temperature subsumes the average kinetic energy of reactive molecules within the underlying system. Following the notion of a collisionbased reaction model, a reaction occurs if and only if colliding substrate molecules comprise enough kinetic and free energy in order to exceed the required
activation energy Ej (T ). Typical activation energies span a range from approxkJ
. Particularly in biochemistry, catalysts can
imately 30 up to around 100 mol
reduce impractically high activation energies into a feasible guidance value of
kJ
[10]. The activation energy of a reaction commonly appears to be
around 67 mol
almost constant but it might be slightly subject to environmental temperature.
For instance, chemical core oscillators found in circadian clocks are able to vary
its activation energy along with temperature changes in order to keep constant
kj . In this way, reaction velocity is almost independent of temperature. So, the
resulting clock pace cannot be perturbed by temperature within a physiological range [26]. Temperature compensation of circadian clocks by adjustment
of activation energy is essential to maintain its function. We reﬂect this aspect
by describing activation energy as a function subject to T . Furthermore, the
Arrhenius equation contains the pre-exponential factor Aj (T ) whose value constitutes a possible sensitivity of the reaction to spatial orientation of colliding
substrate molecules. By abstracting from the submolecular substrate structure
and handled as a system global constant in suﬃcient approximation, Aj (T ) provides a parameter suitable for calibration in order to achieve a complete and
consistent overall parameter setting throughout the reaction system. Finally,
J
denotes the gas constant.
R = 8.3144621 K·mol
When taking environmental temperature T as an input value in terms of
performing a computation it turns out that we obtain a chemical counterpart
of a slide rule. Here, numerical multiplication becomes reduced to addition on a
logarithmic scale according to the law: log(x · y) = log(x) + log(y) Chemically
spoken, an ampliﬁcation (multiplication) of reaction velocity can be reached by
increase (addition) of temperature. In practical biochemistry, this is covered by
the Q10 law which means that a reaction runs twice up to three times faster
when temperature is increased by 10 K.
Within the sphere of membrane systems, the general framework of deterministic P modules [12] captures a mathematical speciﬁcation of the temporal
behaviour of a predictable system in its course of involved signals. Here, the
system is speciﬁed by an underlying reaction system of coupled ﬁrst-order ordinary diﬀerential equations according to mass-action reaction kinetics in addition
with complementary functions for expression of Arrhenius equations, activation
energies, and pre-exponential factors. A numerical solver supplements the deterministic P module in order to trace all signals (chemical concentrations and
temperature) over time. Simultaneously, discretised signal values (each chemical
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concentration mapped into total amount of molecular species) are provided following the multiset-based notion of a P system [24]. We enrich each deterministic
P module with an additional temperature signal T as part of the list of input
signal identiﬁers. Hence, we consider a deterministic P module by a triple
< module name >= (↓, ↑, )
where ↓= (T, I1 , . . . , Ii ) indicates a ﬁnite enumerative list of input signal identiﬁers, ↑= (O1 , . . . , Oo ) a ﬁnite enumerative list of output signal identiﬁers, and
 the underlying system speciﬁcation processing the input signals and producing the output signals with or without usage of auxiliary inherent signals not
mentioned in the P module’s input-output interface. Each signal is assumed to
represent a real-valued temporal course, hence a speciﬁc function σ : R≥0 −→ R.
The system speciﬁcation given in  can be exclusively composed of arithmetic
equations in an explicite manner. Often, the speciﬁcation is described implicitly
instead, for instance resulting in ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODEs). Here,
the deterministic P module makes use of a numerical ODE solver, preferably
Runge-Kutta methods. For technical details, we refer the reader to [3]. In brief,
the ODE system becomes adaptively discretised in progression of simulation
time. For each point in time considered so far, the absolute number of molecules
for each species derived from the concentration is estimated and temporarily
stored. The process of numerical ODE solution in conjunction with determination of absolute molecule numbers for discrete points in time can be perceived
in terms of running a membrane system as introduced in [24]. For in-silico simulation, we utilise the Complex Pathway Simulator (Copasi) [16] and Matrix
Laboratory (MatLab) [21].
In line with the intention of systems biology stating that a complex
(bio)chemical system is composed of functional units, so-called modules, we seize
the formalism of P meta framework introduced in [12]. A P meta framework is
able to describe a dynamical assembly of deterministic P modules towards more
complex systems following the idea of a controlled evolutionary program. A P
meta framework is a construct
Ππ↑↓ = (M, P )
where M denotes a ﬁnite multiset of deterministic P modules with ﬁnite cardinality while the ﬁnite set P keeps the evolutionary program composed by a
number of instructions aﬀecting the interplay of underlying modules in M .
When initiating Ππ↑↓ , a corresponding directed graph G = (V, E) is created
that formalises the current connectivity structure of interacting deterministic P
modules. All available modules on their own instantiate the nodes of G. There
are no connections between them before executing the program P :
V := {m[i] | m ∈ supp(M ) ∧ i ∈ {1, . . . , M (m)}}

E := ∅

Indexing of all instances (copies) m[i] constituted from a module m allows a
unique identiﬁcation necessary for an appropriate matching of nodes addressed
by program instructions.
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Directed edges between nodes of G symbolise the connectivity of module
instances. Let a = (a↓ , a↑ , a ) ∈ supp(M ) and b = (b↓ , b↑ , b ) ∈ supp(M ) be
two module instances derived from M . An edge (a, b, Ra→b ) ∈ E denotes a
connection from a to b where dedicated output species of a act as input species
of b. To this end, each edge comes with a binary relation Ra→b ⊆ a↑ × b↓
in which the mapping of a’s output species onto b’s input is given. Ra→b is
handled in an injective manner since one output species is allowed to cover
several downstream input species, but each input species must be supplied by
at most one upstream output species. Formally, we require: ∀x, z ∈ X and ∀y ∈
Y : (x, y) ∈ R ∧ (z, y) ∈ R ⇒ x = z where R ⊆ X × Y stands for Ra→b .
Attention must be paid to the composition of deterministic P modules to
keep signal semantics and quantitative signal values along with signal identiﬁers
consistent when migrating from one module to another.
The instructions of the evolutionary program P capture the dynamics of
our P meta framework Ππ↑↓ in (re-)assembly of its module instances. The
underlying graph G becomes updated whenever an instruction from P is executed. To bring the individual instructions into a temporal order, we assume
a global clock whose progression is expressed by a non-negative real-valued
variable t marking points in time. We arrange two types of instructions called
ModuleConnect and ModuleDisconnect. A time stamp t opens each instruction.
Let a = (a↓ , a↑ , a ) ∈ supp(M ) and b = (b↓ , b↑ , b ) ∈ supp(M ) be two module
instances derived from M :
t : ModuleConnect(a → b, Ra→b )

t : ModuleDisconnect(a ↔ b)

connects some or all of module a’s output species
to represent b’s input species by sharing species
identiﬁers according to the injective binary relation Ra→b ⊆ a↑ × b↓ . Edge update scheme: E :=
E ∪ {(a, b, Ra→b )}
completely disconnects modules a and b by annihilating all cross-modular species sharings. This
comes along with removing Ra→b as well as Rb→a ,
respectively. Edge update scheme:
E := E \ {(a, b, Ra→b )} \ {(b, a, Rb→a )}

Several instructions in P might occur simultaneously if they are eﬀectively independent from each other. This is the case if and only if all resulting permutations of sequences, in which instructions marked by the same time stamp t
can be executed, lead to equivalent graphs G. We employ a P meta framework
Ππ↑↓ = (M, P ) for composition and analysis of a thermoreceptor model and
its incorporation into a circadian clock model. Further examples of the P meta
framework are given in [13,14].
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Thermoreceptor Model Emulating Ion Channel,
Frequency Modulation, Transduction, and Decoding

The spiking oscillatory behaviour of ion channels mimicking a temperature sensor results from a positive feedback loop within the underlying reaction scheme
[15]. In more detail, the oscillation is driven by a controlled interplay between
calcium ions (Ca2+ ) and inositol trisphosphate (IP3), a secondary messenger
hormone mainly available close to the cell membrane. We assume presence of a
certain initial amount of IP3 which is required to modify the ion-channel forming
protein for toggling between “open” and “closed” state by its spatial conformation. Accumulating calcium ions at the outer end of the channel need to reach a
notable concentration in order to interact (pass) the ion channel.
During passage, a self-amplifying eﬀect occurs (positive feedback) which
attracts more and more available calcium ions to enter the cell. This selfampliﬁcation is restricted to be maintained for a short duration. Afterwards,
there is no adequate supply of further calcium ions which in turn stalls the selfampliﬁcation. When attempting to formalise the spiking processing scheme, we
noticed its high similarity to the Brusselator, an abstract model for spiking oscillations based on a positive feedback loop [2,31]. The Brusselator is composed of
k

k

k

1
2
3
D; (2) C + 2D −→
3D; (3) B + D −→
C; (4)
four abstract reactions: (1) A −→

k

4
W . Figure 3 illustrates this reaction scheme by a hypergraph. The model
D −→
is equipped with two supplier species A and B. A corresponds to IP3 and B
symbolises calcium ions outside the cell. D can be seen as the permeability of
the ion channel in a way that a high value [D] stands for a closed channel while
a low value marks the opened channel. W refers to a “waste” species collecting
an excess of [D] in order to delimit the maximum impermeability of the ion
channel. Finally, calcium ions inside the cell are identiﬁed by species C whose
concentration course [C](t) over time forms the oscillatory output.
In its signalling function, the Brusselator generates limit-cycle oscillations
which implies a high oscillatory stability along with extensive robustness against
perturbations. In order to ensure an endogenous oscillatory behaviour, initial
concentrations of species A, B, C, and D need to be set >0 to be attracted by
the limit cycle. From numerous empirical simulation studies it became evident
that a harmonised choice of kinetic parameter values k1 up to k4 takes care
for widemost spread of undamped oscillatory region with respect to the kinetic
parameter. Thus, we utilise a common mass-action parameter k inside the Brusselator by setting k = k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 . Figure 3, lower left part, shows the
resulting behaviour. Examining a range from k = 10−100 . . . 10+100 , we consistently observe a stable spiking oscillation whose period lengths reversely vary
from a magnitude of 10+100 s up to 10−100 s.
For preparation of the Brusselator model to act as temperature sensor, a calibration is required by adjustment of relevant free parameters. To this end, we
refer to [17] stating a spiking period length of about 100 ms for temperature sensitive ion channels at 20◦ C (293.15 K). Along with the common activation energy
J
, this setting entails Act(T ) = 2.0149 · 1014 as pre-exponential
E(T ) = 67 000 mol
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Fig. 3. Ion channel model based on Brusselator. Spiking oscillatory output: concentration course of C over time (upper part, right). Initial concentrations: [B](0) =
3, [A](0) = 1, [C](0) = 0.5, [D](0) = 0.5, [W ](0) = 0. Common mass-action parameter
setting: k = k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 . Transfer curve for calibration (lower part, left).
Oscillator calibrated to exhibit period length of 100 ms at temperature of 20◦ C obtained
with T = 293.15, E(T ) = 67000, A(T ) = 2.0149 · 1014 , k = 232. Period length subject
to temperature most signiﬁcantly within range 0 . . . 40◦ C (lower part, right)

factor. The large value indicates a low interdependency on the spatial orientation of involved substrate molecules according to expectations of a non-selective
ion channel. The lower right part of Fig. 3 depicts the Brusselator thermosensing
transfer curve by exhibiting period length subject to temperature. Sensitivity is
most signiﬁcant between 0 . . . 40◦ C which coincides with typical oceanic water
temperatures near the surface.
Formally, the deterministic P module of the thermosensor reads:
thermosensor = ((T ), ([C]), ) with
˙ = −k(T )[A], [B]
˙ = −k(T )[B][D],
 : [A]

˙ ] = k(T )[D],
[W

˙ = k(T )[B][D] − k(T )[C][D]2 ,
[C]
˙ = −k(T )[B][D] + k(T )[C][D]2 + k(T )[A] − k(T )[D],
[D]
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E(T )

k(T ) = Act(T ) · e− R·T ,
[A](0) = 1, [B](0) = 3, [C](0) = 0.5, [D](0) = 0.5, [W ](0) = 0,
Act(T ) = 2.0149 · 1014 , E(T ) = 67 000, R = 8.31446
Since the thermosensor maps environmental temperature into a corresponding periodicity, it carries out a chemical counterpart of frequency modulation
known from engineering. This concept for signal encoding is characterised by
an outstanding robustness against perturbations, especially in comparison to
signals managed in a purely analogous manner. By spatio-temporal waves of
calcium ions (and/or additional further cations), the frequency-encoded temperature signal passes the cytosol (transduction) and ﬁnally reaches parts of the cell
in charge of exploitation and response. An eﬀective evaluation of a frequencybased oscillatory signal requires diﬀerent processing stages in order to obtain a
corresponding steady-state species concentration whose value can initiate and
trigger subsequent intracellular processes in response.
A simple and reliable way to decode a frequency signal consists in utilisation of a numerical integrator. For a predeﬁned sliding time span, the oscillating
input becomes consecutively accumulated. A high number of spikes within the
time span induces a larger sum signal than a lower number of spikes within the
same time span. In order to build a numerical integrator from chemical reactions,
we deﬁne a reaction cascade to be passed by the oscillatory signal. Each reaction within this cascade produces a short delay (oﬀset) in signal transduction.
Furthermore, the original spiking waveform is successively transformed into an
almost sinusoidal shape. By summation of the signal courses present at the individual nodes of the cascade, a numerical integration appears. Attention must be
paid to an appropriate chemical integrator setup. The number of nodes within
the cascade estimates the numerical precision of the output sum signal. A low
number (2 . . . 4) seems to be improperly while a high number is implausible in
terms of an evolutionary origination. In our sample setup, we employ six nodes,
see Fig. 4. Kinetic parameters within the cascade need to be balanced in order
to produce a suﬃcient signal oﬀset on the one hand and keeping away on the
other hand from obtaining a simple average signal from partially overlapping
waves interfering to each other. We achieved practicable results by setting cascade kinetic parameters kI around 10 times higher than k in the Brusselator.
Reactions involved in summation should run at least at the same velocity as kI .
As output of the numerical integrator, the species concentration [K] over time
decodes temperature in a ﬁrst approximation.
integrator = ((T, [C]), ([K]), ) with
 : [I˙1 ] = kC (T )[C] − kI,1 (T )[I2 ] + kI,7 (T )[I1 ],
[I˙j ] = kI,j−1 (T )[Ij−1 ] − kI,j+1 (T )[Ij+1 ]
[I˙6 ] = kI,5 (T )[I5 ],

j = 2, . . . , 5,
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⎛
⎞
6

˙ =⎝
[K]
kI,7 (T )[Ij ]⎠ − kI,8 (T )[K],
j=1
E(T )

kI,m (T ) = Actm (T ) · e− R·T

m = 1, . . . 8,

[Ip ](0) = 0 p = 1, . . . , 6, [K](0) = 0,
Actr (T ) = 2.0571 · 1015 r = 1, . . . , 5,
Act7 (T ) = 2.02 · 1014 , Act8 (T ) = 2.02 · 1014 ,
E(T ) = 67 000, R = 8.31446
After an initial transient phase, [K] tends to oscillate between a minimal
and a maximal value in low frequency due to the nature of the underlying input
oscillation. A subsequent module called smoother acts in terms of a moving
average element by forming a chemical low-pass ﬁlter as described in [11]. Within
the smoother, we organise descending kS values k · 10−2 , k · 10−3 , and k · 10−4
within the three-stage cascade. Species concentration [X1 ] over time provides the
resulting smoothed signal value. When passing through the relevant temperature
range it turns out that the corresponding steady [X1 ] values span a range starting
away from zero. For instance, we realise 124.45.
smoother = ((T, [K]), ([X1 ]), ) with
˙ = kS,1 (T )[K]2 − kS,2 (T )[M ],
 : [L]
˙ ] = kS,2 (T )[M ] − kS,3 (T )[X1 ],
[M
[X˙ 1 ] = kS,3 (T )[X1 ],
E(T )

kS,m (T ) = Actm (T ) · e− R·T m = 1, . . . , 3,
Act1 (T ) = 2.0149 · 1012 , Act2 (T ) = 2.0149 · 1011 ,
Act3 (T ) = 2.0149 · 1010 , E(T ) = 67 000, R = 8.31446
Hence, the closing part of signal processing is dedicated to perform a ﬁnal
mapping into a species concentration ranging from 0 up to – lets say – 10 (arbitrarily chosen). To this end, we equip the thermoreceptor model with a subtractor
(calculates [S] := [X1 ]−̇[X2 ]) and a multiplicator ([Y ] := [F ] · [S]). Both arithmetic P modules were introduced in [11] and incorporated into the ﬁnal model
whose topology and composition in a modular manner is shown in Fig. 4. Its
lower left part depicts the overall transfer curve of species concentration [Y ]
subject to environmental temperature T . In accordance with the delimited sliding time span of the numerical integrator, [Y ] converges towards an upper bound.
Having all individual modules at hand (one copy of each), the corresponding P
meta framework reads:
Πthermoreceptor = (M, P )

with

M = {(thermosensor, 1), (integrator, 1), (smoother, 1),
(subtractor, 1), (multiplicator, 1)}
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Fig. 4. Entire thermoreceptor model based on ﬁve subsequent modules: thermosensor (frequency encoder), numerical integrator (frequency decoder) with downstream
smoother, subtractor ([X2 ](0) = 124.45), and multiplicator ([F ](0) = 49.68). Transfer
curve maps input temperature T into species concentration [Y ].
P = {0 : ModuleConnect(thermosensor[1] → integrator[1], {(C, C)}),
0 : ModuleConnect(integrator[1] → smoother[1], {(K, K)}),
0 : ModuleConnect(smoother[1] → subtractor[1], {(X1 , X1 )}),
0 : ModuleConnect(subtractor[1] → multiplicator[1], {(S, S)})}

4

Evolving Temperature Entrainable Circadian
Clock Model

It is believed that there are diverse evolutionary origins of circadian clocks what
emphasises its importance for survival and ﬁtness of organisms to exhibit an
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anticipatory behaviour [4]. All circadian clocks discovered up to now have in
common a so-called core oscillator embedded into at least one global feedback
loop primarily responsible for synchronisation (entrainment) of the core oscillator’s rhythm to an external oscillatory stimulus like daily alterations of sunlight
and darkness [28]. Occasionally, a circadian clock can incorporate several coupled
core oscillators to stabilise its clock function against single damages.
A core oscillator induces a self-sustained (endogenous) rhythm of sinusoidal
or almost sinusoidal waveform whose periodicity accomodates to an external
stimulus indicating a full rotation of earth. To do so, core oscillator’s frequency must be able to be modiﬁed within an appropriate range. In the absence
of an external stimulus, a core oscillator maintains its rhythm with slightly
varied period which runs the clock a bit faster or slower. Most core oscillators currently known comprise a cyclic reaction scheme with negative feedback composed of subsequent activating and inhibiting stages, each of them
mainly carried out by gene expression, protein activation, or protein deactivation. These enzymatically controlled processes typically necessitate a saturation
kinetics for modelling because of the limited amount of reactive enzyme. Here,
Goodwin-type core oscillators [8] provide an established meta-model based on
three species and a three-stage cycle. Oscillation frequency is mainly determined
by velocities of degradation reactions attached to each species. When utilising enzymatically controlled degradation, we obtain a deterministic P module
of the plain form core oscillator = ((), ([Z]), ) with  containing three ODEs
k2 [X]
[Y ]
a
˙ = k5 [Y ]− k6 [Z]
˙ =
[Y˙ ] = k3 [X]−k5 [Y ]− Kk44+[Y
[Z]
[X]
b+K1 [Z]2 − K2 +[X] ;
];
K6 +[Z]
to formalise a Goodwin-type core oscillator. Parameters a, b, K1 , K2 , K4 , and
K6 , all ∈ R>0 , need to be set or ﬁtted for the concrete system under study.
The same holds for the kinetic parameters k2 up to k6 and initial concentrations
[X](0), [Y ](0), [Z](0).
In [14], we introduced a minimalistic model of a circadian clock based on
deterministic P modules equipped with a Goodwin-type core oscillator as central part of a chemical frequency control system representing a phase locked
loop (PLL), see upper part of Fig. 5. The global feedback consists of a signal
comparator (arithmetic multiplicator), a low-pass ﬁlter (reaction cascade) and
a scaler for preparation of the tuning signal which in turn regulates core oscillator’s frequency. In its original form, the PLL model releases the concentration
course [Z](t) over time as output signal adapted to [E](t) that is handled as
external oscillatory stimulus. For instance, [E](t) could result from an upstream
photo cascade converting the intensity of environmental light into a corresponding chemical concentration value.
Now, we are going to explore the minimalistic PLL circadian clock model concerning its entrainability exclusively by environmental temperature T . Additionally, we assume that there is no mechanism of temperature compensation within
the circadian clock model under study. Temperature compensation neutralises
the eﬀect of varying environmental temperature to the clock pace in which higher
temperature accelerates chemical reactions towards a faster rhythm and lower
temperature vice versa. Mechanisms of temperature compensation by variation
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Fig. 5. Sensorless PLL-based circadian clock model with Goodwin-type core oscillator, low-pass ﬁlter, and scaler. Temperature exclusively handled via Arrhenius
terms attached to the reactions. Constant concentrations: [E](t) = 5, [U ](t) = 1.
Temperature-independent kinetic parameterisation: a = 6, b = 0.6, K1 = 1, K2 =
0.2, K4 = 0.2, K6 = 1.44. Kinetic reference values at T = 293.15 K: k2 = 3.4, k3 =
0.3, k4 = 2.2, k5 = 0.1, k6 = 1.3, k7 = 1000, k8 = 100, l1 = l2 = l3 = 0.108, l4 =
3600, l5 = 180, m1 = 100. Initial concentrations: [Z](0) = 5, all unmentioned species: 0.
Studies A: oscillatory region, B and C: entrainability to external temperature rhythms,
see text.
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Fig. 6. Modular framework of PLL-based circadian clock model exclusively entrainable
by temperature sensed using thermoreceptor (upper and right part). Deterministic
P modules share common species to interact according to connectivity interface. Arnold
tongue silhouettes signiﬁcant section of entrainment region (lower left part).

of activation energy became apparent when life forms left the oceanic water and
were exposed to comparatively strong changes in environmental temperature.
Early submarine life forms like archaea could rarely beneﬁt from temperature
compensation.
Initially, we re-formulate the entire PLL model by interacting deterministic P modules including consideration of temperature. To this end, we need to
reﬁne all underlying kinetic parameters following Arrhenius’ equation. Assuming all involved values ki , li , mi from [14] to be valid for 20◦ C (293.15 K) and
J
activation energy, the corresponding pre-exponential factor arises for
67 000 mol
each individual reaction. Having the entire parameter setting at hand, we conduct diﬀerent simulation studies.
Our ﬁrst study intends to learn more about the inﬂuence of temperature onto
the free running circadian clock. For this purpose, we disconnect the external
stimulus by setting [E](t) to the constant value 5 which represents the medium or
average number of the former oscillation in [14]. The study is aimed at localisation of the stable oscillatory region subject to temporally constant environmental temperature. Part A of Fig. 5 shows resulting period lengths. It reveals that
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there is a minimum temperature of nearly 12◦ C (285.1 K) which marks the lower
oscillatory limit. At 20◦ C (293.15 K), we obtain a period length of 24 h according
to parameter calibration. Along with increasing temperature, period length of
[Z](t) becomes hyperbolically shortened. Around 62◦ C (335 K), the stable limit
cycle oscillation turns into a pre-stage of deterministic chaos by poly-frequential
behaviour. At this upper limit, period length had been reduced to less than one
hour.
Now, we exploratively analyse entrainability of the sensorless PLL circadian
clock model to an external oscillatory temperature stimulus inspired by daily
variations of oceanic water temperature near the surface. We keep constant
[E](t) = 5. Temperature is reﬂected exclusively by Arrhenius terms attached
to the reactions. There is no dedicated temperature receptor or sensor. We start
with amplitude of ΔT = 3 K by sinusoidally oscillating environmental temperature between 18.5 and 21.5◦ C. Part B of Fig. 5 illustrates the resulting poor
entrainability to both, slightly modiﬁed period length (left) and initial phase
shift (right). In all cases, the circadian clock runs in a long-term poly-frequential
manner unable to adjust a synchronous frequency. Since the PLL tries to “catch”
external stimulus’ frequency by accelerating its core oscillator due to an increasing error (diﬀerence) signal [D](t), resulting period lengths decline into a range
below 24 h. In subsequent studies, we successively decreased the amplitude ΔT .
At 0.3 K (and below), we notice entrainability, see part C. This is due to the
moderate growth of the error signal which prevents the core oscillator from
excessive acceleration. Entrainability to various period lengths becomes worse
with increasing deviation (left) while initial phase shifts have been reliably eliminated, even for an almost antiphasic scenario (initial phase shift φ = π or 12 h,
respectively).
Finally, we combine the sensorless PLL circadian clock model with the thermoreceptor model from Sect. 3. Temporal concentration course of thermoreceptor output species Y acts as external stimulus E now connecting both modules
by this shared species. For the entire framework of interacting deterministic
P modules, we were able to conﬁrm extensive entrainability. It turns out that
there is no qualitative discrepancy between entrainment by light (managed via
photo cascade, [14]) and entrainment by temperature (sensed via thermoreceptor). It seems that both concepts are equivalent regarding the entrainment power
when considering region of entrainability. Entrainment by temperature tends to
synchronise a bit slower than entrainment by light (time to synchronisation prolongated up to approx. 20 %) due to the inherent latency in signal processing
caused by the thermoreceptor. Figure 6 depicts connectivity of all involved modules along with the summarising Arnold tongue. For numerous ratios between
initial period lengths in [Z] (internal oscillator) and [E] (external oscillator) and
for varying amplitudes of [E], each black cross marks entrainability (signal synchronisation) proved by simulation. The highlighted tongue-shaped silhouette
indicates the overall region of entrainability which coincides with typical daily
changes in oceanic surface water temperature.
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Conclusions

This paper is inspired by the hypothesis that eﬀective circadian clocks could
have been emerged without evolution of photoreceptors and lightsensors merely
by exploitation of daily temperature cycles. By consistent utilisation and combination of modules following the notion of systems biology, we consolidate an
imagination of functional simplicity and hence evolvability of underlying reaction schemes. The concept of deterministic P modules along with their assembly and combination towards complex models opens a wide ﬁeld of applications
within explorative elucidation using grey boxes, hypothetical but plausible chemical units successively replaced by its biological counterparts. Simulation studies
were carried out using MatLab except those for transfer curve for Brusselator
calibration whose data were obtained by Copasi due to its larger domain of
numerical values. Sources are available from the ﬁrst author upon request.
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Abstract. In this paper we prove that uniform families of P systems
with active membranes and using antimatter characterize the complexity
class P when polarizations, dissolution rules and membrane division rules
are not used. This means that the use of antimatter significantly increases
the computational power of these systems having the above restrictions,
since it is known that without the use of antimatter and using reasonably
weak uniformity conditions they have very limited computational power
only.

1

Introduction

The idea of generalizing the notion of spikes and anti-spikes from spiking neural
P systems was ﬁrst proposed in [9]. The use of objects and anti-objects (also
called matter and antimatter, resp.) in various classes of P systems provides
new research lines in Membrane Computing. Since an object a and its antiobject pair ā can not stay together in a compartment, it is supposed that a rule
of the form aā → λ is applied to remove these objects regardless to the possible
application of other kinds of rules. This means that these rules (which are also
called annihilation rules) have priorities over the other types of rules. This phenomenon can signiﬁcantly increase the computation power of those membrane
systems where anti-matter and annihilation rules are used (see e.g. [1–3]).
Recently, it was shown in [3] that using antimatter and annihilation rules in
P systems with active membranes without polarizations, without dissolution and
with division of elementary and non-elementary membranes increases the power
of these systems signiﬁcantly: while without antimatter these systems can only
solve problems in the complexity class P [6], with antimatter they are capable
to solve NP-complete problems too.
In this paper we show that antimatter and annihilation rules increase the
power also of those P systems which do not employ membrane division rules.
Namely, we show that (L,L)-uniform families of P systems with active membranes, without polarizations, dissolution and division of membranes, but with
antimatter and annihilation rules characterize the complexity class P. Here L
denotes the class of functions computable by Turing machines using logarithmic
space. The lower bound on the power of these P systems is shown by presenting
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a solution of the P-complete Horn-SAT problem (where the task is to decide
if a Horn-formula is satisﬁable or not). Since it is known that these P systems
without antimatter and using strict uniformity conditions have very limited computational power only (see e.g. Theorem 10 in [7]), our result shows that the use
of antimatter signiﬁcantly increases the computational power of these P systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section the necessary notions
concerning the investigated P systems are introduced. In Sect. 3 the main result
of the paper is proved. Finally, in Sect. 4 some concluding remarks are given.

2

Preliminaries

First, we recall some basic concepts used later. Nevertheless, we assume that the
reader is familiar with Membrane Computing techniques (for a detailed description, see e.g. [10]).
Propositional Formulas
Let V ar = {X1 , X2 , X3 , . . .} be a countable set of propositional variables (variables, to be short), and, for every n ∈ N, where N denotes the set of natural numbers, let V arn := {X1 , . . . , Xn }. An interpretation of the variables in
V arn (or just an interpretation if V arn is clear from the context) is a function
I : V arn → {true, f alse}.
The variables and their negations are called literals. A literal l is called a
positive (resp. negative) literal, if l = X (resp. l = ¬X), for some X ∈ V ar.
A clause C is a disjunction of ﬁnitely many pairwise diﬀerent literals satisfying
the condition that there is no X ∈ V ar such that both X and ¬X occur in C.
A formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a conjunction of ﬁnitely many
clauses. We can treat formulas in CNF as ﬁnite sets of clauses, where the clauses
are ﬁnite sets of literals. A Horn formula is a formula ϕ in CNF satisfying that
every clause in ϕ contains at most one positive literal. A clause containing a
single positive literal is called a unit clause. A formula ϕ in CNF over variables
in V arn , for some n ∈ N, is satisﬁable, if there is an interpretation under which ϕ
evaluates to true. Notice that a formula ϕ in CNF is satisﬁable, only if there is an
interpretation I such that, for every clause of ϕ of the form {X}, I(X) = true.
Recognizer P Systems
A P system is a construct of the form Π = (Γ, H, μ, w1 , . . . , wm , R), where m ≥ 1
is the initial degree of the system; Γ is the working alphabet of objects; H is
a ﬁnite set of labels of the membranes; μ is a membrane structure consisting
of m membranes and labeled with elements of H; w1 , . . . , wm ⊆ Γ ∗ are the
initial multisets of objects placed in the m regions of μ; and R is a ﬁnite set of
developmental rules.
A P system with input is a tuple (Π, Σ, i0 ), where Π is a P system with
working alphabet Γ ; Σ is an (input) alphabet strictly contained in Γ ; the initial
multisets are over Γ \Σ; and i0 is the label of a distinguished (input) membrane.
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We say that Π is a recognizer P system [11,12] if Π is a P system with input
alphabet Σ and working alphabet Γ ; Γ has two designated objects yes and no;
every computation of Π halts and sends out to the environment the same object
which is either yes or no, and this object is sent out in the last step of the
computation. The input of Π is a word w ∈ Σ ∗ , whose corresponding multiset
is added to the system by placing it into the input membrane i0 in the initial
conﬁguration.
P Systems with Active Membranes Using Antimatter
In this paper we investigate recognizer P systems with active membranes [8]. In
fact we will consider such a variant of these systems where the polarizations of the
membranes, dissolution rules and membrane division rules are not used. On the
other hand, the use of antimatter and annihilation rules are allowed. We denote
the class of these P systems by AM0−d,−e,+antP ri , where −d (resp. −e) denotes
that dissolution (resp. membrane division) rules are not allowed, and +antP ri
indicates that the use of antimatter and annihilation rules with priority are
allowed. The rules of P systems of type AM0−d,−e,+antP ri are formally deﬁned
as follows:
(a) [a → v]h , for h ∈ H, a ∈ Γ, v ∈ Γ ∗ (object evolution rules, associated with
membranes and depending on the label of the membranes, but not directly
involving the membranes, in the sense that the membranes are neither taking
part in the application of these rules nor are they modiﬁed by them)
(b) a[ ]h → [b]h , for h ∈ H, a, b ∈ Γ (send-in communication rules, sending
an object into a membrane, the object being maybe modiﬁed during this
process)
(c) [a]h → [ ]h b, for h ∈ H, a, b ∈ Γ (send-out communication rules; an object
is sent out of the membrane, the object being maybe modiﬁed during this
process)
(d) [ aā → λ ]h for h ∈ H, a, ā ∈ Γ (annihilation rules, associated with a membrane labeled by h: the pair of objects a, ā ∈ Γ , belonging simultaneously to
this membrane, disappears by the use of this rule.
As it is usual in membrane computing, a P system with active membranes using
antimatter works in the maximally parallel manner:
– In one step, any object of a membrane that can evolve must evolve, but one
object can be used by only one rule in (a)–(d).
– If an object can be used with two or more diﬀerent rules, then one of these rules
is non-deterministically chosen. The only exception is when an annihilation
rule can be applied, since, by physical inspiration, these rules have priority
over all of the other types of rules (see also [3]).
– When some rules in (b) or (c) can be applied to a certain membrane, then
one of them must be applied, but a membrane can be the subject of only one
of these rules during each step.
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Uniform Families of P Systems
We will solve the Horn-SAT problem with a uniform family of P systems. Since
this problem is in the complexity class P, we should use such a uniform family
where the members of the family and the encoding of the Horn formulas can
be constructed with reasonably weak Turing machines. According to the widely
believed hypothesis that Turing machines using logarithmic space are strictly
weaker than Turing machines using polynomial time, we will use logarithmic
space uniform families of P systems. The deﬁnition of uniformity presented below
follows the notion of uniformity used in [13]. Let E and F be classes of computable functions. A family Π = (Π(i))i∈N of recognizer P systems is called
(E,F)-uniform if and only if (i) there is a function f ∈ F such that, for every
n ∈ N, Π(n) = f (1n ) (i.e., mapping the unary encoding of each natural number
to an encoding of the P system processing all the inputs of length n); (ii) there
is a function e ∈ E that maps every word x ∈ Σ ∗ with length n to a multiset
e(x) = wx over the input alphabet of Π(n).
An (E, F)-uniform family of P systems Π = (Π(i))i∈N decides a language
L ⊆ Σ ∗ if, for every word x ∈ Σ ∗ with length n, when Π(n) is started with
wx in its input membrane, it sends out to the environment yes if and only if
x ∈ L. In general, E and F are well known complexity classes such as P or
L, however in our work we use only (L, L)-uniform families of P systems. The
class of problems decidable in polynomial time by (E, F)-uniform families of P
systems of type F is denoted by (E, F) − PMCF .
We say that Π(n) works in time t(n) (t : N → N) if Π(n) halts in at most
t(n) steps, for every input multiset in its input membrane.

3

The Main Result

Here we prove that the computational power of P systems of type
AM0−d,−e,+antP ri characterizes the complexity class P.
3.1

Solving Horn-SAT

In this subsection we give a family of P systems of type AM0−d,−e,+antP ri to
solve the P-complete Horn-SAT problem. This problem is the following one:
Given a Horn formula ϕ, decide if ϕ is satisfiable.
We are going to implement the following algorithm HS, which is a simple
modiﬁcation of the well-known algorithm based on unit-propagation (see e.g. [4]),
to solve Horn-SAT. We decided to use an outer For cycle instead of While, in
order to avoid a more complicated implementation. Let ϕ = H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm be a
Horn formula over the variables in V arn .
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procedure Horn-SAT
input: ϕ
ϕ := ϕ
For i = 1 . . . n do
R := {H ∈ ϕ | His a unit clause in ϕ s
Foreach H in R do
Foreach clause C in ϕ do
C· := Reduce(C, H)
Replace
·
C in ϕ with C 

If ϕ contains an empty clause then return f alse
else return true
function Reduce(C, H)
If C contains ¬X, for some X ∈ H then return C\{¬X}
else return C
Intuitively, the above algorithm works as follows on an input formula ϕ. HS
does an n-times iterated loop, where in every iteration step, it chooses the unit
clauses of ϕ (which, at the beginning, equals to ϕ). Clearly, if an interpretation
satisﬁes ϕ , then it must assign true to the variables occurring in these clauses.
Then HS removes all the corresponding negative literals from the clauses of
ϕ , since these negative literals cannot be true in a satisfying interpretation.
Then we get a formula, that is satisﬁable if and only if ϕ is satisﬁable. For
example, (X ∨ ¬Y ∨ ¬Z ∨ ¬U ) ∧ Y ∧ Z is satisﬁable if and only if X ∨ ¬U is
satisﬁable, and such satisfying interpretations must assign true to Y and Z. If
at the end of the cycle ϕ contains an empty clause, then it means that ϕ cannot
be satisﬁed. Otherwise it can be. In the following example we show the working
of the algorithm:
Example 1.
ϕ = X ∧ (¬X ∨ Y ) ∧ (¬Y )
ϕ := ϕ
1. R = {X}
• For X ∈ R :
- For P ∈ ϕ :
Reduce X (from ϕ ) with X (from R); the solution is X
Replace X in ϕ with X
- For ¬X ∨ Y ∈ ϕ :
Reduce ¬X ∨ Y with X; the solution is Y
Replace ¬X ∨ Y in ϕ with Y
- For ¬Y ∈ ϕ :
Reduce ¬Y with X; the solution is ¬Y
Replace ¬Y in ϕ with ¬Y

• ϕ = {X, Y, ¬Y }
2. R = {X, Y }
• For X ∈ R :
...
• For Y ∈ R :
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- For X ∈ ϕ :
Reduce X with Y ; the solution is X
Replace X in ϕ with X
- For Y ∈ ϕ :
Reduce Y (from ϕ ) with Y (from R); the solution is Y
Replace Y in ϕ with Y
- For ¬Y ∈ ϕ :
Reduce ¬Y with Y ; the solution is 
Replace ¬Y in ϕ with 
• ϕ = {X, Y, }
Since ϕ contains , the algorithm returns f alse
In this example the formula contains two literals (namely X and Y ), so the
algorithm will take a two rounded loop. In the ﬁrst round it detects the only one
unit clause, X, and removes its negated appearances from the clauses (namely it
replaces ¬X ∨ Y with Y ). In the second round there are two unit clauses, X and
Y . The algorithm performes the necessary reduction(s), so  (i.e., the empty
clause) appears in ϕ . Then the algorithm gives the correct answer: the formula
is unsatisﬁable.
The P System. Here we present a family of P systems that implements the
algorithm HS. We will use the following encoding of a Horn formula ϕ = H1 ∧
· · · ∧ Hm over the variables in V arn . The encoding of ϕ, denoted by cod(ϕ), is
a multiset over the alphabet {xi,j,k | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1},
where xi,j,1 (resp. xi,j,0 ) represents the fact that xi (resp. ¬xi ) occurs in Hj
(notice that since barred objects usually denote antimatter, we cannot use x̄i,j
to represent negated variables).
Let us consider an appropriate pairing function , from N × N to N. We
construct a P system Π( n, m ) processing ϕ, when cod(ϕ) is supplied in its
input membrane. The family presented here is:
Π = {(Π( n, m ), Σ( n, m ), i( n, m )) | (n, m) ∈ N2 },
where the input alphabet is Σ( n, m ) = {xi,j,k | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤
k ≤ 1}, the input membrane is i( n, m ) = 0, and the P system
Π( n, m ) = (Γ ( n, m ), H( n, m ), μ, w0 , w1 , . . . , wm , R( n, m ))
is deﬁned as follows:
– Working alphabet: Γ ( n, m ) = Σ( n, m )∪
(p,q)

(p,q)

{xi,j,k , yi

| 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ p ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ q ≤ n}∪

(q)

{xi,k , xi,k | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ q ≤ n − 1}∪
(0)

{x i,k , x̄ i,k | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ q ≤ n + 2}∪
(q)
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{yi , ȳi , y¯i (0,n−i+1) , x̄i,0 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪
(q)

(q)

{yi , zi

| 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ q ≤ n − 1}∪

{d(s) | 0 ≤ s ≤ n2 + 5n + 2}∪
{e(t) | 0 ≤ t ≤ n2 + 5n + 4}∪

–
–
–
–

¯ out , nokill }
{no, no,
¯ yes, yes,
¯ noout , no
The set of labels: H = {SKIN, 0, 1, . . . , m}
The membrane structure: μ = [[[ ]1 [ ]2 . . . [ ]m ]0 ]SKIN
The initial multisets: wSKIN = ∅, w0 = {e(0) }, w1 = w2 = · · · = wm = {d(0) }
The set of rules R consists of the following subsets of rules:
(i−1,n)
(1) [xi,j,k → xi,j,k ]0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1),
(p,q)

(p−1,q−1)

[xi,j,k → xi,j,k
n − 1, 2 ≤ q ≤ n),
(0,n−i+1)

xi,j,k
(q)

]0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, 1 ≤ p ≤

(n−i)

[ ]j → [xi,k

(q−1)

[xi,k → xi,k

]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1),

]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, 1 ≤ q ≤ n − 1),

(0)

[xi,k → xi,k ]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1).
(These rules are used to collect all the literals of a clause into the corresponding membrane; this is done in a synchronized way, i.e., the object
that represents the ﬁrst literal of the corresponding clause goes into the
membrane at ﬁrst.)
(0)
(0)
¯ j , [xi,0 → x i,0 ȳ1 ȳ2 . . . ȳn no]
¯ j,
(2) (a) [xi,1 → x i,1 yi no]
[yi ȳi → λ]j , [ȳi → λ]j , [yi ]j → [ ]j yi (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).
(These rules are used to ﬁnd those inner membranes which contain
one positive literal and no negative literals; the last rule in this group
sends out these literals to membrane 0.)
(i−1,n) (i−1) m
zi
) ]0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
(b) [yi → (yi
(p,q)

[yi

(p−1,q−1)

→ yi

(0,n−i+1)

yi

(n−i)

[ ]j → [yi

]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m),

(q)

→ yi

(0)

→ x̄i,0 ]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).

[yi

[yi

(q−1)

]0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1, 2 ≤ q ≤ n),

]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ q ≤ n − 1),
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(These rules are used to create copies of the positive literals and send
them into every inner membrane.)
(p)
(p−1)
(0)
(0,n−i+1)
]0 , [zi → ȳi
]0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1),
(c) [zi → zi
(0,n−i+1) (0,n−i+1)
yi

[ȳi

→ λ]0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

(With these rules the system can remove certain superﬂuous copies
of the positive literals occurring in the skin.)
(q)
(q+1)
(d) [x i,k → x i,k ]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ q ≤ n + 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1),
[x i,k

(n+2)

→ xi,k ]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1),

[xi,0 x̄i,0 → λ]j , [x̄i,0 → λ]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).
(These rules are used to remove those objects from the inner membranes that represent such negative literals that occur together with
their positive pairs; in other words, these rules are responsible for
simulating the function calls reduce(C, H) in HS.)
(3) [d(s) → d(s+1) ]j (1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ s ≤ n2 + 5n + 1),
2

[d(n

+5n+2)
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

→ no x̄ 1,0 . . . x̄ n,0 x̄ 1,1 . . . x̄ n,1 ȳ1 . . . ȳn ]j (1 ≤ j ≤ m),
(0)

[x i,k x̄ i,k → λ]j , [x̄ i,k → λ]j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1),
(0)

(These rules are responsible for ﬁnishing the computation after simulating n iterations of the loop in HS.)
¯ → λ]j (1 ≤ j ≤ m),
(4) [no no
¯ → λ]j , [no]j → [ ]j no, [no
[no → noout yes]
¯ 0 , [noout ]0 → [ ]0 no, [yes yes
¯ → λ]0 ,
[e(t) → e(t+1) ]0 (0 ≤ t ≤ n2 + 5n + 3),
2

m−1
[e(n +5n+4) → nokill
yes]0 , [yes]0 → [ ]0 yes, [nokill →
no
¯ out ]0 , [no
¯ out → λ]0 , [no]SKIN → [ ]SKIN no, [yes]SKIN →
[ ]SKIN yes.

(These rules generate the correct answer and send it out to the environment.)
A Short Overview of the Computation. Assume that the P system
Π( n, m ) is started with cod(ϕ) in its input membrane, where ϕ = H1 ∧. . .∧Hm
is a Horn formula over the variables in V arn . The work of Π( n, m ) on ϕ can
be divided into the following stages.
Collection of the objects representing a clause. The objects of the form xi,j,k , for
some j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, represent the jth clause of ϕ. First these objects are sent
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to the membrane with label j. In this way Π( n, m ) collects all the literals of a
clause into a corresponding membrane (this is done by rules (1) in R). In order
to synchronize the collection of these literals, the objects of the form xi,j,k are
assigned with two counters (ﬁrst rule in (1)). At the beginning, the ﬁrst counter
is set to i − 1 and the second one to n. These counters will decrease at every step
of Π( n, m ). (Notice that in this stage of the computation this synchronization
could be solved with only one counter, but later we will need two counters in
a similar situation and thus, in order to unify the notations, we decided to use
two counters already here).
(p,q)
When the ﬁrst counter p in an object xi,j,k reaches 0, then this object enters
into the jth membrane and “drops” its second index j and its ﬁrst counter, as
these components are not needed any more (thus the corresponding objects in
(p)
membrane j have the form xi,k , see the third rule in (1)). Now the remaining
counter of these objects keep decreasing step by step, and at that time when
this counter reaches 0, the membrane j contains all the literals that represent
the corresponding clause of ϕ (which equals to ϕ at this point). From now on
the counter in the upper index is not needed, and the objects evolve to the
form xi,k (last rule in (1)). This part of the computation takes n + 2 steps. The
initial conﬁguration of the P system solving the formula in Example 1 and its
conﬁguration after collecting the literals into the corresponding membranes can
be seen in Figs. 1 and 2., respectively.

Fig. 1. The initial configuration of the system solving ϕ in Example 1

Fig. 2. The configuration after collecting the literals into the corresponding membranes
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Implementation of the n-times iterated loop of HS. In this stage Π( n, m ) ﬁrst
selects the unit clauses. To do so, every object xi,1 (notice that such an object
(0)
represents a positive literal) creates two objects yi and x i,1 (ﬁrst rule in (2a)).
The primed object will be transformed back to xi,1 after n + 3 steps in order to
be able to start the simulation of the next iteration of the loop (ﬁrst two rules in
(2d)). It also creates the anti-object no,
¯ but this object will be used only when
the last iteration of the loop is done. If this is not the case, then this object
disappears after one step.
Meanwhile, every object of the form xi,0 (notice that such an object represents a negative literal) in an inner membrane j creates a multiset {ȳl | l ∈
(0)
{1, . . . , m}} of anti-objects. Moreover, xi,0 creates an object x i,0 and an antiobject no
¯ too (second rule in (2a)). At this point the multiset content of the
membrane with label j satisﬁes one of the following four possibilities:
1. It contains yi and none of the anti-objects ȳl (l ∈ {1, . . . , m}) (i.e., the jth
clause consists of a single positive literal). In this case yi is sent out to the
outer membrane (ﬁfth rule in (2a)).
2. It contains yi and all of the anti-objects ȳl (l ∈ {1, . . . , m}) (i.e., the jth
clause consists of a positive and at least one negative literal). In this case the
corresponding anti-object will annihilate yi and the other anti-objects will
disappear (third and fourth rules in (2a)).
3. It contains all of the anti-objects ȳl (l ∈ {1, . . . , m}) and does not contain
any yi (i.e., the jth clause contains no positive literals). In this case the antiobjects will disappear without applying any annihilation rule.
4. It does not contain neither the object yi nor the anti-objects ȳl (l ∈
{1, . . . , m}) (i.e., the jth clause contains no literals). In this case the membrane is ready to produce the objects which will be used to send out no to
the environment.
According to the above discussion, at this point of the computation the following
holds. There is an object yi (i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) in the outer membrane if and only if
the jth clause of ϕ (for some j ∈ {1, . . . , m}) consists of one positive literal (so
it is a unit clause). Clearly, it can happen that more than one copy of yi occur
in the outer membrane (this happens when at least two diﬀerent clauses of ϕ
equal to {Xi }).
The system should send every positive literal in the outer membrane to every
inner membrane in order to be able to simulate the function calls reduce(C, H)
performed by Algorithm HS. For this purpose, every object yi in the outer
membrane creates m copies of itself by applying the ﬁrst rule in (2b). These new
copies are assigned with two counters. Clearly, if there are more than one copy
of yi in the outer membrane before the application of this rule, then more than
m copies are produced. But the system works correctly only if exactly m copies
are used in the computation. Therefore, the ﬁrst rule in (2b) also introduces
m copies of zi , each assigned with a counter. These objects will eliminate the
superﬂuous copies of yi .
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The counters in the copies of yi (i.e., p and q in the objects of the form yi )
are decreased step by step (second rule in (2b)). Using these counters the system
can send the copies of yi to every inner membrane in a synchronized way (i.e.,
ﬁrst the copies of y1 can enter to the inner membranes, then the copies of y2 , and
(q)
so on). The counter q of an object yi keeps decreasing in the inner membranes
(0)
until it reaches 0 (fourth rules in (2b)). When this happens, yi introduces x̄i,0
(last rule in (2b)) which will annihilate the corresponding objects representing
negative literals in the inner membranes (third rule in (2d)). In this way all the
function calls reduce(C, H) of HS in the current iteration step are simulated
(notice that while usually the Foreach command is implemented in a sequential
way, Π( n, m ) will do the inner Foreach in parallel).
As we have discussed before, the extra copies of an object yi in the outer
(q)
membrane are eliminated by using the objects zi introduced by the ﬁrst rule
in (2b). Using their counters, these objects become proper anti-objects at the
right moment and annihilate these superﬂuous copies of yi (see rules in (2c)). The
simulation of one iteration takes n + 4 steps. The conﬁgurations implementing
the ﬁrst round of the loop in Example 1 can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The configurations implementing the first round of the loop in Example 1
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Sending out the correct answer to the environment. After simulating n iterations
of the loop in Algorithm HS, the system must stop the evolution of objects xi,k .
For this purpose it uses a counter object d(0) in every inner membrane. This
object, after n2 + 5n + 2 evolution steps, introduces such anti-objects, that will
(0)
annihilate the objects x i,k . At this step also an object no is introduced (see the
rules in (3)). Now, after the simulation of the n-times iterated loop of HS (one
step before the last evolution of object d) we have the following two possibilities.
Case 1. There is an inner membrane not containing any object of the form xi,k .
Then no anti-object no
¯ is produced in this membrane. In this case the earlier
produced no goes out to the outer membrane (second rule in (4)). In the outer
membrane objects no evolve to noout , one noout goes out to the SKIN, and the
rest of them are annihilated by anti-objects no
¯ out (ﬁrst, fourth and ﬁfth rules in
(4), resp.). These anti-objects no
¯ out are produced by a properly timed counter
object e (using the seventh, eighth, and eleventh rules in (4)). In this case the
object yes (which is also produced during the evolution of e) is annihilated too
(sixth rule in (4)). Thus, in this case one no goes out to the environment and
the computation halts.
Case 2. Every inner membrane contains an object of the form xi,k . Then no
object no goes out to the outer membrane and no anti-object yes
¯ can be produced. Therefore the object yes (which is produced after the evolution of object
e) is not annihilated. Thus yes goes out to SKIN, and then to the environment
and the computation halts.
Using the above discussion we can see that Π( n, m ) decides correctly the
satisﬁability of ϕ. Moreover, it works in quadratic time in n.
The (L,L)-uniformity of Π. As it is discussed earlier, in solutions of problems
in P via uniform families of P systems we should use reasonably weak uniformity
conditions. Therefore, to solve Horn-SAT we used an (L, L)-uniform family of
P systems. This can be seen as follows. For an instance ϕ of Horn-SAT, the
multiset cod(ϕ) can be computed by a Turing machine that reads the clauses of
ϕ and needs to store only the number of the current clause in binary form on its
tapes. This can be done using O(log(m)) space. Moreover, as in our P systems
the working alphabet Γ , the set of labels H, and the rule set R have size O(n3 ·m)
(the indexes of their elements are in ranges 1 . . . n and 1 . . . m, respectively) and
every rule in R has size O(n + m), there is a deterministic Turing machine that
can enumerate the elements of Γ, H, and R using O(log(n)+log(m)) space. This,
together with the statement about the correctness and the running time of the
presented family of P systems and using the fact that Horn-SAT is P-complete
under log-space reduction implies the following theorem:
Theorem 1. P ⊆ (L, L) − PMCAM0−d,−e,+antP ri
3.2

P Upper Bound

Here we show that (L, L) − PMCAM0−d,−e,+antP ri ⊆ P. Let Π = (Π(n))n∈N

be an (L, L)-uniform family of P systems of type AM0−d,−e,+antP ri and assume
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that the P systems in Π work in polynomial time in n. Let p(n) be a polynomial
such that the computation steps of a P system Π(n) ∈ Π are upper bounded by
p(n).
Let us consider now a P system Π(n) ∈ Π with an input multiset I in its
input membrane (notice that the size of I is polynomially bounded in n). Since
Π(n) is a recognizer P system, all of its computations on I halt and yield the
same answer. Thus, it is enough to simulate one particular halting computation
of Π(n) to ﬁnd out its answer when it is started with input I. Therefore, we
introduce weak priorities on the rules of type (a) − (c) (clearly, by deﬁnition,
annihilation rules have priority all over the rest of the rules): evolution rules
have priority over the communication rules and send-in communication rules
have priority over send-out communication rules. Moreover, if there are two
diﬀerent rules with the same type and having the same left hand side, then we
assume that Π(n) applies that rule which occurs earlier in the representation of
Π(n).
Assume that C = C1 , . . . , Cl is a halting computation of Π(n) on I which
satisﬁes the above introduced priorities. We describe an algorithm A that simulates the computation C using polynomial time in n. The input of A is the
representation of Π(n) together with an input multiset I. Since Π is an (L, L)uniform family of P systems, it follows that the size of the initial conﬁguration
of Π(n) with I is upper-bounded by a polynomial s(n).
Since Π(n) does not use membrane division and dissolution rules, the number
of membranes in the conﬁgurations in C is the same as that in C1 . Furthermore,
the multiset content of a membrane M in a conﬁguration Ci (i ∈ {1, . . . , l})
can be represented in binary form using O(p(n) · log n) bits (notice that the
maximal number of objects in a conﬁguration is bounded by 2p(n) · s(n), i.e., it
is exponential in n). Thus, the conﬁguration Ci can be represented by A using
O(p(n)·log n) space. Therefore, to simulate a computation step of Π(n), A needs
to go through the representation of the current conﬁguration of Π and apply the
rules to the objects in the conﬁguration. This clearly can be done by A using
polynomial time in n.
Since Π(n) halts in p(n) steps, it follows that the simulation of the whole
computation takes polynomial time in n. Thus we have the following result:
Theorem 2. (L, L) − PMCAM0−d,−e,+antP ri ⊆ P
This, together with Theorem 1 implies
Corollary 1. (L, L) − PMCAM0−d,−e,+antP ri = P

4

Conclusions

It is known that P systems with active membranes that do not employ
polarizations, dissolution and membrane division rules - so the usual ways of
“communication” between objects are restricted - cannot signiﬁcantly exceed
the computational power of the systems that are used to construct them
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(see e.g. [7]). By using antimatter and annihilation rules in these systems, a
new method of sending information between membranes in a controlled way
is introduced. In this way, these systems are capable to exceed these bounds.
However, this new method of exchanging information between membranes is not
enough to solve computationally hard problems.
The P lower bound in our result came from proving that the P-complete
Horn-SAT problem can be solved by a corresponding family of P systems in
polynomial time. Although there are classical algorithms that solve Horn-SAT
in polynomial time, the eﬃciency of the P systems can be seen in our solution too:
while classical algorithms have running time that depends also on the number
of clauses of the formula, the running time of our P systems depends only on
the number of variables of the formula.
It is known that P systems with active membranes, without polarizations,
without dissolution rules, with nonelementary membrane division rules, and
endowed with antimatter and annihilation rules can solve NP-complete problems [3]. From our result it follows that if we remove from these systems the
possibility of membrane division, then they can solve only problems in P. It is
an interesting question what is the exact power of those variants where elementary membrane division rules are allowed but nonelementary membrane division
rules not.
Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges the helpful suggestions and
comments of the anonymous referees.
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Abstract. We prove that polynomial-time tissue P systems with cell
division or cell separation can be simulated eﬃciently by Turing machines
with oracles for counting problems. This shows that the corresponding complexity classes are included in P#P , thus improving, under
standard complexity theory assumptions, the previously known upper
bound PSPACE.

1

Introduction

Tissue P systems [4] are known to solve NP-complete (and coNP-complete)
problems in polynomial time when cell division [9] or cell separation rules [6]
are available in addition to the standard, context-sensitive communication rules.
In terms of complexity classes, this is denoted by NP ∪ coNP ⊆ PMCT DC
and NP ∪ coNP ⊆ PMCT SC , respectively. Division and separation rules allow
the creation of exponentially many cells in polynomial time; the diﬀerence is that
division replicates the contents of the original cell, while separation distributes
such contents between the resulting cells according to the nature of the objects.
The previously known upper bound to the classes of problems solved in
polynomial time by tissue P systems with cell division [11] or separation [10]
is PSPACE, a class of problems also solved by P systems with active membranes [1]. Unlike these, tissue P systems lack a complex hierarchical membrane structure, a limitation they share with P systems with elementary active
membranes, where membranes containing further membranes cannot divide; the
problems solved by the latter are known to be bounded by P#P [3], a class
conjecturally smaller than PSPACE.
In this paper we show that the P#P upper bound also applies to tissue
P systems with cell division or cell separation; we describe a simulation that
runs in polynomial time by delegating the communication between regions to an
oracle for a counting problem.
This work was partially supported by Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca,
FA 2013: “Complessità computazionale in modelli di calcolo bioispirati: Sistemi a
membrane e sistemi di reazioni”.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Basic Notions

We begin by recalling the deﬁnition of tissue P systems with division and separation rules; for a more detailed introduction on multiset processing and tissue
P systems, we refer the reader to the original paper [4].
Definition 1. A tissue P system is a structure Π = (Γ, E, w1 , . . . , wd , R),
where:
– Γ is an alphabet, i.e., a finite non-empty set of symbols, usually called objects;
– E ⊆ Γ is the alphabet of objects initially located in the external environment,
in inﬁnitely many copies;
– d ≥ 1 is the degree of the system, i.e., the initial number of cells;
– w1 , . . . , wd are ﬁnite multisets over Γ , describing the initial contents of the d
cells; here 1, . . . , d are labels identifying the cells of the P systems, and 0 is
the label of the external environment;
– R is a finite set of rules.
The rules of R are of the following types:
(a) Communication rules, denoted in this paper by [u]h ↔ [v]k and in the literature by (h, u/v, k), where h and k are distinct labels (including the environment), and u and v are multisets over Γ (at least one of them nonempty):
these rules are applicable if there exists a region with label h containing u as
a submultiset and a region k containing v as a submultiset; the eﬀect of the
rule is to exchange u and v between the two regions. If h = 0 (resp., k = 0)
then u (resp., v) must contain at least an object from Γ − E, i.e., an object
with ﬁnite multiplicity1 . In this paper we consider a rule [u]h ↔ [v]k and its
syntactic reverse [v]k ↔ [u]h to be the same rule.
(b) Division rules, of the form [a]h → [b]h [c]h , where h = 0 is a cell label
and a, b, c ∈ Γ : these rules can be applied to a cell with label h containing
at least one copy of a; the eﬀect of the rule is to divide the cell into two
cells, both with label h; the object a is replaced in the two cells by b and c,
respectively, while the rest of the original multiset contained in h is replicated
in both cells.
(c) Separation rules, of the form [a]h → [Γ1 ]h [Γ2 ]h , where h = 0 is a cell label,
a ∈ Γ , and {Γ1 , Γ2 } is a partition of Γ : these rules can be applied to a cell
with label h containing at least one copy of a; the eﬀect of the rule is to
separate the cell into two cells, both with label h; the object a is consumed,
while the objects from Γ1 in the original multiset contained in h are placed
inside one of the cells, and those from Γ2 in the other. All separation rules
in R must share the same partition {Γ1 , Γ2 } of Γ .
1

Since communication rules are applied in a maximally parallel way, this restriction
avoids the situation where inﬁnitely many objects from the environment simultaneously enter a cell.
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A tissue P system with cell division only uses communication and division rules,
while a tissue P system with cell separation only uses communication and separation rules.
A configuration C of a tissue P system consists of a multiset over Γ − E
describing the objects appearing with ﬁnite multiplicity in the environment,
and a multiset of pairs (h, w), where h is a cell label and w a ﬁnite multiset
over Γ , describing the cells. A computation step changes the current conﬁguration
according to the following set of principles:
– Each object can be subject to at most one rule, and each cell can be subject
to any number of communication rules or, alternatively, a single division or
separation rule.
– The application of rules is maximally parallel: each region is subject to a
maximal multiset of rules (i.e., no further rule can be applied).
– When several conﬂicting rules can be applied at the same time, a nondeterministic choice is performed; this implies that, in general, multiple possible
conﬁgurations can be reached after a computation step.
A halting computation C = (C0 , . . . , Ck ) of the tissue P system Π is a ﬁnite
sequence of conﬁgurations, where C0 is the initial conﬁguration, every Ci+1 is
reachable from Ci via a single computation step, and no rules are applicable
in Ck .
Tissue P systems can be used as language recognisers by employing two
distinguished objects yes and no: we assume that all computations are halting,
and that either yes or object no (but not both) is released into the environment,
and only in the last computation step, in order to signal acceptance or rejection,
respectively. If all computations starting from the same initial conﬁguration are
accepting, or all are rejecting, the tissue P system is said to be confluent.
In order to solve decision problems (i.e., decide languages), we use families of
recogniser tissue P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ  }. Each input x is associated with
a tissue P system Πx that decides the membership of x in the language L ⊆ Σ 
by accepting or rejecting. The mapping x → Πx must be eﬃciently computable
for inputs of any length, as discussed in detail in [5].
Definition 2. A family of tissue P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ  } is said to
be (polynomial-time) uniform if the mapping x → Πx can be computed by two
polynomial-time deterministic Turing machines E and F as follows:
– F (1n ) = Πn , where n is the length of the input x and Πn is a common tissue
P system for all inputs of length n, with a distinguished input cell.
– E(x) = wx , where wx is a multiset encoding the specific input x.
– Finally, Πx is simply Πn with wx added to its input cell.
On the other hand, the family Π is said to be (polynomial-time) semi-uniform
if there exists a single deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine H such
that H(x) = Πx for each x ∈ Σ  .
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Any explicit encoding of Πx is allowed as output of the construction, as long
as the number of cells and objects represented by it does not exceed the length
of the whole description, and the rules are listed one by one. This is also called
a permissible encoding [5].
The class of problems solved by uniform (resp., semi-uniform) families
of conﬂuent tissue P systems with cell division is denoted by PMCT DC
(resp., PMCT DC ); the corresponding classes for tissue P systems with separation are PMCT SC and PMCT SC . The inclusions PMCT DC ⊆ PMCT DC
and PMCT SC ⊆ PMCT SC hold by deﬁnition, since uniformity is a special case
of semi-uniformity.
Finally, we recall the deﬁnitions of the complexity classes #P and P#P [7].
Definition 3. The complexity class #P consists of all the functions f : Σ  →
N, also called counting problems, with the following property: there exists a
polynomial time nondeterministic Turing machine N such that, for each x ∈ Σ  ,
the number of accepting computations of N on input x is exactly f (x).
Definition 4. The complexity class P#P consists of all decision problems solvable in polynomial time by deterministic Turing machines with oracles for #P
functions. These are Turing machines M f , with f ∈ #P, having a distinguished
oracle tape and a query state such that, when M f enters the query state, the
string x on the oracle tape is replaced in one step with the binary encoding
of f (x).

3

Simulating Tissue P Systems

When simulating a tissue P system, we can limit ourselves to explicitly storing
the conﬁguration of the external environment (i.e., its multiset of objects), since
this is where the result objects yes and no ultimately appear. This conﬁguration can be stored in polynomial space by keeping track of the multiplicities of
the objects in binary, with a special marker for those appearing with inﬁnite
multiplicity.
This is possible as long as we have a way to update this conﬁguration even
when not storing the conﬁgurations of the cells; this requires computing the multisets of objects communicated from or to the environment at each computation
step. We are going to prove that such task can be performed in polynomial
time by querying a #P oracle, by adapting the proof of an analogous result for
P systems with elementary active membranes [3].
The query we would ideally ask is “How much does the multiplicity of object a
in the environment of Π change at time step t?”; however, we only know how
to answer this query by simulating an entire computation of the tissue P system
in polynomial space [11]. In order to try to reduce its complexity, we break it
down into multiple queries with additional inputs describing the history of the
computation up to the previous time step, and partially including the simulation of the current step. These extra inputs are computed using the answers to
previous queries.
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First of all, we need a way to distinguish multiple cells having the same
label. Since cell division can create at most 2t cells with the same label after t
computation steps, we assume that each of these has a unique identiﬁer in the
range [0, 2t ); we do not require the identiﬁers to be contiguous, or that a cell
keep the same identiﬁer during each step of the computation.
Since we are only dealing with conﬂuent tissue P systems in this paper, we
can also make assumptions on how the rules to be applied during each step must
be chosen. Without loss of generality, we give a linear priority to the rules, giving
higher priority to communication rules, and applying a division (or separation)
rule in a cell only when no communication occurs. Within the two groups of
rules (communication versus division and separation), we ﬁx an arbitrary total
ordering. In particular, each communication rule is applied as many times as
possible before applying any of those with lower priority.
We can now deﬁne a table associating each communication rule [u]h ↔ [v]k
with the set of identiﬁers of cells with labels h and k applying it at time t. Since
describing arbitrary subsets of identiﬁers would require exponential space, we
exploit once again the conﬂuence assumption, and stipulate that each rule must
be applied as many times as possible by all copies of h (resp., k) whose identiﬁer
belongs to a range of the form [0, Mh ) (resp., [0, Mk )) for some upper bound Mh
(resp., Mk ), where zero is an allowable number of applications. This corresponds
to establishing another priority, over cells sharing the same label, given by the
numerical ordering of the identiﬁers.
Definition 5. A communication table for a tissue P system Π is a function T : R × N → N4 such that, for r = [u]h ↔ [v]k and t ∈ N,
T [r, t] = (Mh , Δh , Mk , Δk )
denotes that the cells with label h where rule r is applied at time t are those
having identifiers in the range [0, Mh ]; in particular, the rule is applied as many
times as possible for identifiers strictly lower than Mh , and Δh times (a nonmaximal number of times) for identifier Mh . The values Mk and Δk , symmetrically, denote the instances of cell k where r is applied.
A procedure for computing a communication table for a tissue P system is
described later, as a portion of Algorithm 1.
Example 1. Consider the conﬁguration in Fig. 1 of a tissue P system Π after two
computation steps, with three instances of cell h (having identiﬁers 0, 2, and 3)
and two instances of cell k (with identiﬁers 0 and 2), and consider the following
two communication rules:
r1 = [aa]h ↔ [b]k

r2 = [c]h ↔ [d]k

By giving priority to r1 over r2 , and to lower identiﬁers over higher ones, we determine a unique way to apply the rules: rule r1 is applied three times between h0
and k2 , and once between h2 and k2 , while rule r2 is applied once between h2
and k0 , and once between h3 and k0 . Notice that k0 applies r1 zero times, which
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Fig. 1. Conﬁguration of a tissue P system Π after two computation steps. The subscripts of the cell labels represent the identiﬁers of the corresponding cell.

happens to be maximal in this case (since k0 does not contain any copy of b).
Thus, the smallest ranges of identiﬁers for h where r1 and r2 are applied maximally are [0, 2) and [0, 4), respectively, while those for k are [0, 3) and [0, 1),
respectively. Furthermore, h2 applies r1 one extra time. Thus, according to
the reasoning above, the communication table for Π has T [r1 , 2] = (2, 1, 3, 0)
and T [r2 , 2] = (4, 0, 1, 0).
Notice that a communication table for the ﬁrst t steps of Π can be stored in
polynomial space with respect to t and the length of the description of Π.
Let us now focus on the simulation of tissue P systems with division only, and
let us formulate a query that allows us to perform this task without simulating
the individual cells.
Query Q. Given a tissue P system with division Π = (Γ, E, w1 , . . . , wd , R),
a time step t in unary notation, a communication rule r = [u]h ↔ [v]k , and
a communication table T for Π, with entries T [ρ, τ ] filled for all τ < t and
for τ = t if ρ has priority over r, how many times is rule r applied at time t
by cells with label h, assuming the availability of enough copies of v in cells with
label k?
An oracle for query Q allows us to simulate tissue P systems with cell division
with a polynomial slowdown.
Lemma 1. PMCT DC ⊆ PQ
Proof. Let L ∈ PMCT DC be a language, and let Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ  } be a semiuniform family of tissue P systems with division deciding L in polynomial time.
Algorithm 1 describes how each Πx can be constructed and simulated, given the
input string x, by a deterministic Turing machine with an oracle for Q.
In line 1 we obtain the description of Πx by simulating the machine providing
the semi-uniformity construction for Π on input x. This, by deﬁnition, can be
carried out in polynomial time with respect to the length of x.
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construct Πx = (Γ, E, w1 , . . . , wd , R) from x
for each time step t do
for each rule r = [u]h ↔ [v]k ∈ R in priority order do
T [r, t] := (2t , 0, 2t , 0)
repeat
p := no. of applications of [u]h ↔ [v]k in h at time t according to T
q := no. of applications of [u]h ↔ [v]k in k at time t according to T
update T [r, t] by binary search
until p = q
for each rule r = [u]h ↔ [v]0 do
p := no. of applications of r in h at time t according to T
remove p instances of v and add p instances of u to the environment
if yes or no appear in the environment then
accept or reject accordingly

Algorithm 1. Simulation of semi-uniform families of tissue P systems with cell
division.

The loop of lines 2–14 is executed for each simulated time step t, hence,
by hypothesis, a polynomial number of times. Inside this loop, the algorithm
iterates across all communication rules r = [u]h ↔ [v]k of Π in priority order
(lines 3–9) in order to ﬁll the corresponding entry T [r, t] of the communication
table.
We begin (line 4) by assuming that all existing copies of h, i.e., the full range
of identiﬁers [0, 2t ), are allowed to apply rule r, as if there were enough copies
of multiset v among the copies of k; we make the same assumption for k. We
then ask the oracle for Q how many times rule r is applied in cells with label h
(line 6) and k (line 7) under those assumptions; call p and q those two numbers
of applications. If p = q, then the number of copies of u in cells with label h
diﬀers from the number of copies of v in cells with label k; for the simulation to
be consistent with the current conﬁguration of Π, we need to ensure that p = q.
Suppose, for the sake of example, that p < q. Then, we reduce the range of
cells with label k by repeatedly adjusting the corresponding value Mk and reevaluating q with further queries. By performing a binary search (line 8), we can
ﬁnd in polynomial time (log 2t iterations) the smallest range [0, Mk ) of identiﬁers
maximising the value of q, with the constraint q ≤ p. The diﬀerence p−q is ﬁnally
recorded as Δk , the number of times r must be applied by the cell having label k
and identiﬁer Mk . (The argument is symmetric if the initial values of p and q are
such that p > q.) This querying procedure is performed even if h = 0 or k = 0,
i.e., one of them is the label of the environment.
The loop of lines 10–12 updates the conﬁguration of the environment that
we explicitly store, by asking the oracle the ﬁnal number of applications of rules
involving the environment, and adjusting the environment multiset accordingly.
Notice that the rules not involving the environment are not simulated, since the
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id := 0
for each time step τ ∈ {0, . . . , t} do
newid := 2 × id
newmultiset := ∅
for each rule ρ = [u]h ↔ [v]k in priority order do
(Mh , Δh , Mk , Δk ) := T [ρ, τ ]
if id < Mh then
remove as many copies of u as possible from multiset
add the same number of copies of v to newmultiset
else if id = Mh then
remove Δh copies of u from multiset
add the same number of copies of v to newmultiset
if a rule [a]h → [b0 ]h [b1 ]h is applicable then
nondeterministically guess a bit i
newid := newid + i
remove a from multiset
add bi to newmultiset
id := newid
multiset := multiset ∪ newmultiset
accept as many times as the no. of applications of r in step t

Algorithm 2. Nondeterministic simulation of the cells having label h, with computation of the number of applications of communication rule r at time t.

conﬁgurations of the cells are not stored by Algorithm 1. In lines 13 and 14 the
computation is halted when one of the result objects yes or no ﬁnally appears.
Since the number of queries needed, as well as the number of bookkeeping operations, is polynomially bounded, the simulation can be performed
in PQ .
In order to give a more precise upper bound of the complexity of simulating
tissue P systems, we can now analyse query Q in detail, proving that it can be
answered in polynomial time by a counting machine.
Lemma 2. Query Q is in #P
Proof. Given a query Q with parameters Π, t, r, and T , Algorithm 2 describes
a nondeterministic procedure for the parallel simulation of all cells of Π having
label h, where each computation actually simulates a single cell. This algorithm
manages the identiﬁers of the cells as follows: the identiﬁer of the unique copy
of cell h in the initial conﬁguration is 0 (line 1); if the identiﬁer of a copy of h at
time τ is id , then in the next time step (line 18) the identiﬁer is 2× id (line 3); if,
furthermore, the cell divides, then the new copy, simulated by the computation
where i = 1, has identiﬁer 2×id +1 (line 15). This identiﬁer schema is essentially
identical to the one proposed by Sosı́k and Cienciala [11], and satisﬁes the two
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requirements described above: uniqueness among cells with the same label, and
range [0, 2t ) after t steps.
The algorithm simulates sequentially all steps up to t (line 2). In line 4
it initialises an empty multiset newmultiset to collect the objects entering the
cell via communication rules, or rewritten via division rules; since the rules are
simulated sequentially, we employ this auxiliary multiset (in addition to the
actual content of the cell, named multiset in the pseudocode) in order to avoid
applying more than one rule to each object.
The loop of lines 5–12 iterates across all communication rules ρ involving h
(on either side of the rule). In line 6 we read the values corresponding to the
ranges of identiﬁers for cell labels h and k where rule ρ is applied in the current
time step. If the identiﬁer of the cell being simulated belongs to the range [0, Mh ),
then we apply rule ρ as many times as possible (lines 7–9). On the other hand,
if the identiﬁer is exactly Mh , we only apply the rule Δh times (line 10–12). The
rule is not applied if the identiﬁer is strictly greater than Mh .
If a division rule is applicable in the cell (this, in particular, requires that
no communication rule was applied previously), then we apply the ﬁrst one in
priority order (line 13). This consists in nondeterministically choosing which of
the two resulting cells the current computation will continue to simulate (line
14) and updating the identiﬁer and contents of the selected cell (lines 15–17).
Notice that this establishes a bijection between computations of the algorithm
and instances of cell h.
We can then update the values of id and add to multiset the objects that
appeared inside the current copy of cell h during the computation step just
simulated (lines 18 and 19).
After having simulated t steps, we can check the number of times m that
input rule r was applied in the cell during the last step. The algorithm can now
“fork” m accepting computations2 (line 20). This value contributes to the total
number of accepting computations of the algorithm, which will then correspond
to the number of applications of rule r at time t, as required.
By combining Lemmata 1 and 2 we ﬁnally obtain our main result.
Theorem 1. PMCT DC ⊆ PMCT DC ⊆ P#P
3.1

Tissue P Systems with Separation

Simulating separation rules [a]h → [Γ0 ]h [Γ1 ]h instead of (or in addition to)
division rules only requires a slight change to lines 13 and 17 of Algorithm 2. After
having nondeterministically chosen which of the two resulting cells to simulate
(bit i), we need to update multiset by removing the objects in Γ1−i . Since this
can also be performed in polynomial time, query Q remains in #P and, as a
consequence, the simulation of tissue P systems with separation has the same
complexity.
Theorem 2. PMCT SC ⊆ PMCT SC ⊆ P#P
2

This can be performed in polynomial time even if m is exponential, as it suﬃces to
guess Θ(log m) nondeterministic bits.
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Conclusions

We have proved a P#P upper bound to the class of problems solvable in polynomial time by uniform or semi-uniform families of tissue P systems using division
or separation rules. The simulation of tissue P systems we provided is also relatively robust with respect to the addition of features; for instance, it can be
easily adapted to accommodate charges, evolution and dissolution rules from
P systems with active membranes [3].
This is the same upper bound that holds [3] for P systems with active membranes where division can only be applied to elementary membranes (i.e., not
containing further membranes). These two variants of P systems share the inability to create the complex nested structures of dividing membranes (such as exponentially large full binary trees) that allow unrestricted P systems with active
membranes to solve PSPACE-complete problems in polynomial time [1]. It
would be interesting to understand if it is possible to formalise this intuitive
reasoning and link such membrane structure “complexity” with the ability of
P systems to solve problems in polynomial time.
We do not know yet whether the P#P upper bound is tight, or whether it can
be lowered. Based on analogous results for P systems with active membranes [2],
we conjecture that P#P is indeed a precise characterisation of the problems
solvable by general tissue P systems with division or separation; however, tissue
P systems with maximum communication rule length (i.e., number of objects
appearing in a communication rule) bounded by a small constant might prove
to be weaker. It would be particularly interesting to analyse the borderline case
of tissue P systems with division having rules of length at most 2, or those with
separation having rules of length at most 3, which is the minimum necessary to
solve classically intractable problems [8].
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Abstract. Fuzzy Reasoning Spiking Neural P systems (FRSN P systems, for short) is a variant of Spiking Neural P systems incorporating
fuzzy logic elements that make it suitable to model fuzzy diagnosis knowledge and reasoning required for fault diagnosis applications. In this sense,
several FRSN P system variants have been proposed, dealing with real
numbers, trapezoidal numbers, weights, etc. The model incorporating
real numbers was the first introduced [13], presenting promising applications in the field of fault diagnosis of electrical systems. For this variant,
a matrix-based algorithm was provided which, when executed on parallel computing platforms, fully exploits the model maximally parallel
capacities. In this paper we introduce a P-Lingua framework extension
to parse and simulate FRSN P systems with real numbers. Two simulators, implementing a variant of the original matrix-based simulation
algorithm, are provided: a sequential one (written in Java), intended to
run on traditional CPUs, and a parallel one, intended to run on CUDAenabled devices.
Keywords: Membrane Computing · P systems · Spiking Neural P
systems · Fuzzy Reasoning Spiking Neural P systems · Fault diagnosis ·
Fuzzy knowledge · Fuzzy reasoning · P-Lingua · Java · CUDA

1

Introduction

Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing, which takes inspiration from the structure and functioning of living cells to provide parallel and
distributed computational models, called membrane systems or P systems.
P systems were ﬁrst introduced in [15], and many variants were subsequently
developed, which can be divided into three categories: cell-like systems, inspired
by the hierarchical membrane structure of eukaryotic cells [15]; tissue-like systems, inspired by the way in which cells organize and communicate within a
net-like structure in tissues [8]; and neural-like systems, inspired by the way in
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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which the neurons in the brain exchange information by means of the propagation of spikes [5]. Models belonging to this last variant are collectively called
Spiking Neural P systems (SN P systems, for short).
An SN P system consists of a set of neurons placed as nodes of a directed
graph (called the synapse graph). Each neuron contains a number of copies of a
single object type, the spike. Rules are assigned to neurons to control the way
information ﬂows between connected neurons. Two kinds of rules are considered:
ﬁring/spiking rules and forgetting rules. By applying a ﬁring/spiking rule, some
spikes are consumed and new spikes are produced. Produced spikes are sent to all
neurons linked to the neuron executing the rule. By applying a forgetting rule,
spikes are removed from neurons. SN P systems usually work in synchronous
mode, where a global clock is assumed. In each time unit, for each neuron,
only one of the applicable rules is non-deterministically selected to be executed.
Execution of rules takes place in parallel amongst all neurons of the system.
SN P systems have become really popular within the Membrane Computing
community and extensive work has been conducted to study their properties and
produce new variants. For instance, it has been proved that these systems are
computational complete (equivalent in power to Turing machines) when considered as number computing devices [5], used as language generators [2,3], or to
compute functions [14]. Diﬀerent kinds of asynchronous “working modes” have
been also addressed [12,16,17]. In what concerns to produce new variants of the
model, this has involved incorporating new elements such as weights [19], antispikes [9], extended rules [16], budding and division rules [10] and astrocytes
[1,7,11], among other examples.
In [13] a new SN P systems variant, called FRSN P systems, was introduced, incorporating fuzzy logic elements. The motivation of this variant was
to bring together desirable features (understandable, dynamical, synchronized,
non-linear, non-deterministic, able to handle incomplete and uncertain information) to model diagnosis knowledge and reasoning in the ﬁeld of fault diagnosis.
To accomplish this, new ingredients were added to extend original SN P systems: three types of neurons (proposition neurons, AND-type and OR-type rule
neurons), fuzzy truth values (modelled by means of real numbers) and a new
ﬁring mechanism. Also, a matrix-based algorithm was provided, suitable to be
executed on parallel computing platforms, and thus able to fully exploit the
model maximally parallel capacities. Applications of this new model have been
related to fault diagnosis on electrical systems so far [13,21]. Variants have also
appeared since the model introduction, for instance dealing with trapezoidal
numbers [22,23] and weights [20], with applications to power systems fault diagnosis.
Due to the promising applications of FRSN P systems, it becomes interesting to provide the corresponding simulators, thus favouring research on this
model within Membrane Computing community as well as in applied ﬁelds. In
this paper we introduce support for FRSN P systems with real numbers into
P-Lingua [4,28] framework. P-Lingua consist of a general programming language for P systems called P-Lingua itself and a Java [26] based open source
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library called pLinguaCore. In particular, P-Lingua language provides a common syntax for specifying P systems variants, with pLinguaCore provides both
parsers and simulators for such variants. The notable variety of supported models (see [28] for a list of related publications) contributed to make P-Lingua
widely used among members of the Membrane Computing community, turning
its speciﬁcation language into a sort of standard.
Developing FRSN P systems support has involved designing a speciﬁc parser
(since with respect to P-Lingua, FRSN P systems are considered a “separated”
variant of SN P systems), a simulation algorithm (which is a variation of the one
introduced in [13]) and the corresponding simulators. The provided simulation
algorithm is a matrix-based one. As such is susceptible to being executed on
parallel platforms, specially intended to work in simultaneously with hundreds
to millions of data stored in matrices. In this way, it can take advantage of the
corresponding execution speedup. Indeed, GPUs have been successfully used to
accelerate well-known linear algebra libraries, such as MKL BLAS and LAPACK.
Speciﬁcally, NVIDIA GPUs are able to execute scientiﬁc applications through
CUDA [6], harnessing the highly parallel architecture within them (featuring up to
3000 computing cores). In this sense, CUDA oﬀers special linear algebra libraries
such as cuBLAS and CULA tools, delivering up to 17× of speedups for some applications [24]. Therefore, along with a Java sequential simulator, a parallel one has
been developed intended to be able to run on the majority of CUDA-compatible
[24] devices. This last simulator works by means of a JAVA-CUDA binding provided
by the open source JCUDA [27] library, available for Windows, Linux, MacOS and
other operating systems.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted to recall the basic
ingredients of FRSN P systems with real numbers. In Sect. 3, a P-Lingua syntax
for such variant is introduced. Section 4 is devoted to simulation aspects: the new
matrix-based simulation algorithm is introduced, and invoking the sequential
and parallel simulators is discussed. Also, compatibility and performance of the
parallel simulator is addressed. Section 5 covers conclusions and future work.

2

Fuzzy Reasoning Spiking Neural P Systems with Real
Numbers

In what follows, we recall FRSN P systems with real numbers, which constitute an extension of SN P systems. As new ingredients, three types of neurons
(proposition neurons, AND-type and OR-type rule neurons), and elements from
the fuzzy logic such as fuzzy truth values are incorporated, as well as a new ﬁring
mechanism deﬁned after such fuzzy logic elements. FRSN P systems with real
numbers can model and visualize fuzzy production rules in a diagnosis knowledge base due to their graphical nature. Combination of neuron’s new ﬁring
mechanism and fuzzy logic ensures to automatically accomplish dynamic fuzzy
reasoning. FRSN P systems with real numbers can be deﬁned as follows (an
extensive description of this model can be found at [13]):
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Definition 1. A FRSN P system Π with real numbers of degree (l, q, n, k), with
l, k ≥ 1, q ≥ 0 and n ≥ l+q+1, is a tuple of the form (A, σ1 , . . . , σn+k , syn, I, O),
where
(1) A={a} is the singleton alphabet (the object a is called spike);
(2) σ1 , . . . , σn+k are neurons, of the form σi =(αi , τi , ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n + k, where
() αi ∈ [0, 1] and it is called the (potential) value of spike contained in
neuron σi (also called pulse value);
() τi ∈ [0, 1] is the truth value associated with neuron σi ;
() ri is a firing/spiking rule contained in neuron σi , of the form E/aα → aβ ,
where α, β ∈ [0, 1].
(3) syn ⊆ {1, . . . , n + k} × {1, . . . , n + k} with i = j for all (i, j) ∈ syn, 1 ≤
i, j ≤ n + k (synapses between neurons);
(4) I = {σ1 , . . . , σl } is the set of the input neurons that verifies the following:
for each σ ∈ I, indegree(σ) = 0.
(5) O = {σl+q+1 , . . . , σn } is the set of the output neurons that verifies the following: for each σ ∈ O, outdegree(σ) = 0.
(6) Neurons σl+1 , . . . , σl+q are called internal neurons.
FRSN P systems with real numbers constitute an extension of SN P systems
in the following way (we refer to [13] for more details):
– There are two types of neurons: proposition neurons (associated with propositions in a fuzzy knowledge base) and rule neurons (associated with fuzzy
production rules with AND/OR-type antecedent part). Speciﬁcally, system
Π has n proposition neurons σ1 , . . . , σn and k rule neurons σn+1 , . . . , σn+k .
Rule neurons are classiﬁed into two classes: AND-type rule neuron and ORtype rule neuron.
proposition neurons

rule neurons

σ1 , . . . , σl , σl+1 , . . . , σl+q , σl+q+1 , . . . , σn , σn+1 , . . . , σn+k
   

 



input neurons internal neurons

output neurons

– Content of neuron σi is denoted by a fuzzy truth value αi ∈ [0, 1] which can be
interpreted as the (potential) value of spike from the view point of biological
neurons. For a neuron σi , if αi > 0, we say the neuron contains a spike with
(potential) value αi ; otherwise, the neuron contains no spike.
– Given that each neuron is associated with either a fuzzy proposition or a fuzzy
production rule, the value τi ∈ [0, 1] will be used to express the truth value of
the fuzzy proposition or conﬁdence factor of the fuzzy production rule.
– Each neuron σi contains only one ﬁring/spiking rule ri , which has the form
E/aα → aβ , where E = an and n ∈ IN is the number of input synapses
from other neurons to the neuron. The condition E = an indicates that if σi
receives n spikes the ﬁring/spiking rule can be applied; otherwise the rule is
not enabled. When the number of spikes received by a neuron is less than n,
value of the spikes received will be updated according to logical AND or OR
operations.
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– The ﬁring mechanism of neurons can be described as follows. For neuron σi ,
if its ﬁring rule E/aα → aβ can be applied, this means that its pulse value
α > 0 is consumed, the neuron ﬁres, and then it produces a spike with value
β: all neurons σj with (i, j) ∈ syn will immediately receive the spike. Each
kind of neurons use diﬀerent ways to handle both α and β.
It is worth pointing out that fuzzy production rules of a fuzzy diagnosis
knowledge base can be mapped into a FRSN P system model (again, we refer
the reader to [13] for more details).

3

P–Lingua Syntax for FRSN P Systems with Real
Numbers

In what follows we discuss an extension of the P-Lingua syntax to specify
FRSN P systems with real numbers. Let us stress the fact that, with respect
to P-Lingua, this variant is considered as separate model from SN P systems.
Definition of P system model
In order to deﬁne a FRSN P systems with real numbers, the ﬁrst line of the
P-Lingua ﬁle should be as follows:
@model<fuzzy psystems> .
Main module specification
In P-Lingua, instructions are organized into modules, except for global variables
deﬁnitions, that are placed outside any module. At least a module is required,
which is called main, at is the entry point to the P-Lingua model speciﬁcation.
The syntax to deﬁne this module is the following:
def main { /* instructions are placed here */ } ,
Specification of the fuzzy variant
In order to specify the kind of FRSNPS, the following sentence must be written
(it has to be the ﬁrst sentence in the model speciﬁcation):
@fvariant = v; ,
where v is a positive integer specifying the variant. In the case of FRSN P
systems with real numbers, v must set to 1, hence @fvariant = 1;.
Specification of the sequential/parallel execution (experimental)
If the model is to be simulated on a CUDA parallel platform, the following sentence
must be written below the @fvariant sentence:
@parallel; .
If this sentence is not included, a sequential simulation is performed. This way
of specifying the sequential/parallel execution is experimental, and may change
in future versions of P-Lingua.
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Specification of proposition neurons
In order to specify the proposition neurons present in the system, the following
sentence must be written:
@mu = p1,...,pi,...,pn; ,
where pi is the label of the ith proposition neuron.
Specification of input proposition neurons
In order to specify the input proposition neurons present in the system, the
following sentence must be written:
@min = pi1,...,piq,...,pis; ,
where piq is the label of the qth input proposition neuron, and must correspond
to a proposition neuron deﬁned in the @mu instruction.
Specification of output proposition neurons
In order to specify the output proposition neurons present in the system, the
following sentence must be written:
@mout = po1,...,pow,...,pod; ,
where pow is the label of the wth output proposition neuron, and must correspond to a proposition neuron deﬁned in the @mu instruction.
Specification of rule neurons
In order to specify the rule neurons present in the system, the following sentence
must be written: @frule(...); . This sentence format depends on the kind of
fuzzy production rule being modelled. The following cases are possible:
– Simple rules of the form Ri : IF pj THEN pk (CF = τi ) are written as
@frule(Ri,taui,pj,pk); .
– Type-1 composite rules (AND rules) of the form Ri : IF p1 AND p2 AND ...
AND pk−1 THEN pk (CF = τi ) are written as
@frule(Ri,taui,@fand(p1,p2,...,pk-1),pk); .
– Type-2 composite rules of the form Ri : IF p1 THEN p2 AND p3 AND ...
AND pk (CF = τi ) are written as
@frule(Ri,taui,p1,(p2,p3,...,pk)); .
– Type-3 composite rules (OR rules) of the form Ri : IF p1 OR p2 OR ... OR
pk−1 THEN pk (CF = τi ) are written as
@frule(Ri,taui,@for(p1,p2,...,pk-1),pk); .
Next we illustrate the syntax presented above with the speciﬁcation the FRSN
P systems with real numbers exempliﬁed in [13].
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@model<fuzzy_psystems>
def main()
{
@fvariant = 1;
@parallel;
@mu = p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p10,p11,p12,p13,p14;
@fpin = (p1,0.8),(p2,0.2),(p3,0.8),(p4,0.8),(p5,0.9),
(p6,0.8),(p7,0.2),(p8,0.9),(p9,0.1),(p10,0.2);
@fpout = p11,p12,p13,p14;
@frule(r1,0.8,@fand(p1,p2),p11);
@frule(r2,0.8,@fand(p3,p4,p5,p6),p12);
@frule(r3,0.8,@fand(p5,p7,p8,p9),p13);
@frule(r4,0.8,@fand(p4,p5,p10),p14);
}
In this example, a parallel simulation is performed.

4

Simulating FRSN P Systems with Real Numbers

In this Section we present a matrix-based simulation algorithm for simulating
FRSN P systems with real numbers (a modiﬁed version from the one shown in
[13]) and we discuss on simulation of such systems into P-Lingua framework.
Two simulators are provided, a sequential one (written in Java), intended to run
on traditional CPUs, and a parallel one, able to be executed on CUDA-enabled
GPUs. This last simulator works by means of a JAVA-CUDA binding provided by
the open source JCUDA library, available for Windows, Linux, MacOS and other
operating systems.
4.1

Simulation Algorithm

In what follows, we introduce a simulation algorithm for FRSN P systems with
real numbers. In general, simulation algorithms capture semantics of the simulated models, reproducing one or many of the associated computations. In the
case of FRSN P systems with real numbers, since these systems are deterministic
(and thus conﬂuent), providing an algorithm reproducing a single computation
is enough. The algorithm that we are presenting is a revised version of the one
introduced in [13], which re-deﬁnes the matrix-based functions and operations
as well as provides an alternative way to compute fuzzy truth values for rule
neurons. As it is a matrix-based algorithm, it is specially suitable to run on
parallel platforms such a CUDA systems.
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Before presenting the simulation algorithm, let us introduce some required
notations, operations and functions, which closely follows from [13].
Let Π = (A, σ1 , . . . , σn+k , syn, I, O) be a FRSN P system with real numbers
modelling all fuzzy production rules in a fuzzy knowledge base. Then, we can
consider the following:
1. The set of neurons σ = (σ1 , . . . , σn+k ), composed of n proposition neurons
and k rule neurons;
2. The set of n proposition neurons σp = (σp1 , . . . , σpn );
3. The set of k rule neurons σr = (σr1 , . . . , σrk ), with each of them being either
an AND-type or OR-type rule neuron;
4. The set I = {σpi1 , . . . , σpis }, of input proposition neurons, corresponding to
fuzzy proposition neurons which fuzzy truth values are known;
5. The set O = {σro1 , . . . , σrod }, of output proposition neurons, corresponding
to fuzzy proposition neurons which fuzzy truth values are unknown and to
be determined;
Let us consider the following vector and matrix notations:
1. U = (ui,j )n×k is a binary matrix, where ui,j ∈ {0, 1}, deﬁned as follows:

1 if there is a directed arc from σpi to σrj ;
ui,j =
0 otherwise;
2. V = (vi,j )n×k is a binary matrix, where vi,j ∈ {0, 1}, deﬁned as follows:

1 if there is a directed arc from σrj to σpi ;
vi,j =
0 otherwise;
3. Λ = diag(τr1 , . . . , τrk ) is a diagonal real matrix, where τrj represents the
conﬁdence factor of the j th production rule, which is associated with rule
neuron σrj ;
4. H1 = diag(h1 , . . . , hk ) is a diagonal binary matrix, deﬁned as follows:

1 if the jth rule neuron σrj is an AND-type neuron;
hj =
0 otherwise;
5. H2 = diag(h1 , . . . , hk ) is a diagonal binary matrix, deﬁned as follows:

1 if the jth rule neuron σrj is an OR-type neuron;
hj =
0 otherwise;
6. αp = (αp1 , . . . , αpn )T is a truth value vector, where αpi ∈ [0, 1] represents
the truth value of i th proposition neuron σpi ;
7. αr = (αr1 , . . . , αrk )T is a truth value vector, where αrj ∈ [0, 1] represents
the truth value of j th rule neuron σrj ;
8. ap = (ap1 , . . . , apn )T is an integer vector, where api represents the number
of spikes received by the i th proposition neuron σpi ;
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9. ar = (ar1 , . . . , ark )T is an integer vector, where arj represents the number
of spikes received by the j th rule neuron σrj ;
10. λp = (λp1 , . . . , λpn )T is an integer vector, where λpi represents the number
of spikes required to ﬁre the i th proposition neuron σpi ;
11. λr = (λr1 , . . . , λrk )T is an integer vector, where λrj represents the number
of spikes required to ﬁre the j th rule neuron σrj ;
12. βp = (βp1 , . . . , βpn )T is a truth value vector, where βpi ∈ [0, 1] represents the
truth value exported by the i th proposition neuron σpi after ﬁring;
13. βr = (βr1 , . . . , βrk )T is a truth value vector, where βrj ∈ [0, 1] represents the
truth value exported by the j th rule neuron σrj after ﬁring;
14. bp = (bp1 , . . . , bpn )T is an integer vector, where bpi ∈ {0, 1} represents the
number of spikes exported by the i th proposition neuron σpi after ﬁring;
15. br = (br1 , . . . , brk )T is an integer vector, where brj ∈ {0, 1} represents the
number of spikes exported by the j th rule neuron σrj after ﬁring;
16. op = (op1 , . . . , opn )T is a binary vector, where opi ∈ {0, 1}, deﬁned as follows:

1 if outdegree(σpi ) > 0;
opi =
0 otherwise;
17. or = (or1 , . . . , ork )T is a binary vector, where orj ∈ {0, 1}, deﬁned as follows:

1 if outdegree(σrj ) > 0;
orj =
0 otherwise;
Let us consider the following matrix functions:
1. diag: D = diag(b), where D = (di,j ) is a f × f diagonal real matrix and
b = (b1 , . . . , bf ) a real vector, such that

bi if i = j
di,j =
, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ f ;
0 if i = j
2. ﬁre: β = f ire(α, a, λ, o), where β = (β1 , . . . , βf )T , α = (α1 , . . . , αf )T , a =
(a1 , . . . , af )T , λ = (λ1 , . . . , λf )T , o = (o1 , . . . , of )T , such that
⎧
⎨ 0 if ai < λi
βi = αi if ai = λi ∧ oi = 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ f ;
⎩
0 if ai = λi ∧ oi = 1
3. update: β = update(α, a, λ, o), where β = (β1 , . . . , βf )T , α = (α1 , . . . , αf )T ,
a = (a1 , . . . , af )T , λ = (λ1 , . . . , λf )T , o = (o1 , . . . , of )T , such that
⎧
0 if ai = 0
⎪
⎪
⎨
αi if 0 < ai < λi
, 1 ≤ i ≤ f;
βi =
0 if ai = λi ∧ oi = 0
⎪
⎪
⎩
αi if ai = λi ∧ oi = 1
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Let us consider the following matrix operations:
1. ⊕ : C = A ⊕ B, where A, B, C are f × g matrices whose elements are nonnegative real numbers, such that
⎧
0
if ai,j = 0 ∧ bi,j = 0
⎪
⎪
⎨
if ai,j = 0 ∧ bi,j > 0
bi
ci,j =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ f, 1 ≤ j ≤ g;
if ai,j > 0 ∧ bi,j = 0
a
⎪
i
⎪
⎩
max{ai,j , bi,j } if ai,j > 0 ∧ bi,j > 0
2.

: C = A B, where A, B, C are f × g matrices whose elements are nonnegative real numbers, such that
⎧
if ai,j = 0 ∧ bi,j = 0
⎪
⎪0
⎨
if ai,j = 0 ∧ bi,j > 0
bi
ci,j =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ f, 1 ≤ j ≤ g;
if ai,j > 0 ∧ bi,j = 0
a
⎪
i
⎪
⎩
min{ai,j , bi,j } if ai,j > 0 ∧ bi,j > 0

3. ⊗ : C = A ⊗ B, where A, B, C are f × g, g × h, f × h, matrices respectively,
whose elements are non-negative real numbers, such that
Si,j = {ai,l · bl,j , 1 ≤ l ≤ g} \ {0}, 1 ≤ i ≤ f, 1 ≤ j ≤ h;

0
if |Si,j | = 0
ci,j =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ f, 1 ≤ j ≤ h;
max Si,j if |Si,j | > 0
4.

: C = A B, where A, B, C are f × g, g × h, f × h, matrices respectively,
whose elements are non-negative real numbers, such that
Si,j = {ai,l · bl,j , 1 ≤ l ≤ g} \ {0}, 1 ≤ i ≤ f, 1 ≤ j ≤ h;

0
if |Si,j | = 0
ci,j =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ f, 1 ≤ j ≤ h;
min Si,j if |Si,j | > 0

Finally, we introduce the matrix-based simulation algorithm for FRSN P
systems with real numbers.
FRSN P systems with real numbers simulation algorithm
– INPUT:
• U, V, Λ, H1 , H2 , λp , λr ;


τpi if σpi ∈ I, τpi is the CF of σpi ;
0
0
0
, . . . , αpn
), with αpi
=
• αp0 = (αp1
 0 otherwise;
1 ifσpi ∈ I;
• a0p = (a0p1 , . . . , a0pn ), with a0pi =
0 otherwise;
– OUTPUT:
• αpout = (αpi1 , . . . , αpis )T , the vector containing the fuzzy truth values of
proposition neurons in O.
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Step 1. Let αr0 = (0, . . . , 0)T , a0r = (0, . . . , 0)T .
Step 2. Let t = 0.
Step 3. Do:
(1) Prepare ﬁring of proposition neurons.
∗ βpt = f ire αpt , atp , λp , op .
∗ btp = f ire 1, atp , λp , op .
∗ αpt = update αpt , atp , λp , op .
∗ atp = update atp , atp , λp , op .
∗ Bpt = diag btp .
(2) Prepare ﬁring of rule neurons.
∗ βrt = f ire αrt , atr , λr , or .
∗ btr = f ire 1, atr , λr , or .
∗ αrt = update αrt , atr , λr , or .
∗ atr = update atr , atr , λr , or .
∗ Brt = diag btp .
(3) Update truth values and received spikes for proposition neurons.
∗ αpt+1 = αpt ⊕ (V · Brt ) ⊗ βrt .

t
t
t
∗ at+1
=
a
+
(V
·
B
)
·
b
p
p
r
r .

(4) Update truth values
 for rule neurons.

 and received spikes
∗ αrt+1 = H1 · αrt
(Bpt · U )T βpt + H2 · αrt ⊕ (Bpt · U )T ⊗ βpt .

t
t
T
t
∗ at+1
=
a
+
(B
·
U
)
·
b
r
r
p
p .
Step 4. Check termination condition. If the following conditions hold:
(a) at+1
= (0, 0, . . . , 0)T ;
r

1 if opi = 1
T
(b) ap = (ap1 , . . . , apn ) , with: api =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
0 otherwise
then HALT, otherwise go to Step 3.
4.2

P-Lingua Simulators for FRSN P Systems with Real Numbers

In [4], a Java library called pLinguaCore was presented, with this package being
released under GPL [25] license. The library provides parsers to handle input
ﬁles, built–in simulators to generate P system computations and is able to export
several output ﬁle formats that represent P systems. In what follows, we detail
how to invoke the brand new built–in simulators for FRSN P systems with
real numbers. Two simulators are provided, a sequential one (written in Java),
running on traditional CPUs, and a parallel one, able to run on CUDA-enabled
devices. The parallel simulator uses a CUDA kernel in which threads compute
the results of the diﬀerent matrix-based operations executed in the simulation
algorithm described above. This paper version of pLinguaCore library can be
found at www.p-lingua.org/mecosim/.
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Invoking the Sequential Simulator. Invoking the sequential simulator
requires for the system to host a Java runtime environment properly installed and
conﬁgured. The Java runtime can be found at https://java.com/es/download/.
Also, the following directory structure must be created:

plingua/
plinguacore.jar
input.pli
The plingua directory contains all the required ﬁles to run the simulation.
Files description follows:
– plinguacore.jar ﬁle hosts the pLinguaCore library.
– input.pli ﬁle hosts the FRSN P systems with real numbers model to simulate.
Once the ﬁles are ready, to invoke the simulator a system console must be
opened and the following command has to be executed from the plingua directory:
java -jar plinguacore.jar plingua_sim -pli input.pli -o output.txt

This will produce an output ﬁle named output.txt in plingua directory
where information about the parser process and the generated computation is
stored.
Invoking the Parallel Simulator. Invoking the parallel simulator requires for
the system to host both a Java runtime environment and a CUDA-enabled GPU
device, with the corresponding NVIDIA driver with CUDA support and the CUDA
Toolkit properly installed and conﬁgured. The NVIDIA software can be found
at https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads. In order to interface the Java
pLinguaCore library with the CUDA platform, a JAVA-CUDA binding is required,
which is provided by the JCUDA library. In the present paper, version 0.6.5 of such
library is used, as well as version 0.0.4 of JCudaUtils library, which contains a
series of utility methods used by JCUDA library. Both of them can be found at
http://www.jcuda.org/. Also, the following directory structure must be created:

plingua/
plinguacore.jar
input.pli
kernelReal.cu
jcudaUtils-0.0.4.jar
jcuda-0.6.5/
*** jcuda-0.6.5 library files ***
The plingua directory contains all the required ﬁles to run the simulation.
Files description follows:
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– plinguacore.jar ﬁle hosts the pLinguaCore library.
– input.pli ﬁle hosts the FRSN P systems with real numbers model to simulate.
– kernelReal.cu ﬁle hosts the CUDA kernel corresponding to the parallel
implementation.
– jcudaUtils-0.0.4.jar ﬁle hosts JCudaUtils library.
– jcuda-0.6.5 folder hosts the contents of the zip ﬁle corresponding to the
0.6.5 version of JCUDA library.
Once the ﬁles are ready, to invoke the simulator a system console must be
opened and the following command has to be executed from the plingua directory:
java -Djava.library.path=jcuda/
-cp"pLinguaCore.jar;jcudaUtils-0.0.4.jar;jcuda/jcuda-0.6.5.jar"
org.gcn.plinguacore.applications.AppMain
plingua_sim -pli input.pli -o output.txt

This will produce an output ﬁle named output.txt in plingua directory
where information about the parser process and the generated computation is
stored. Note: the -cp parameter uses the symbol “;” as element separator in
Windows platforms. Other platforms use diﬀerent separators. For example, Unix
platforms use the symbol “:”.
Parallel Simulator CUDA Compatibility and Performance Considerations. When developing the parallel simulator, the main goal was to make
it able to handle arbitrary matrix size instances and to run on the majority
of CUDA-compatible devices. This has involved making conservative choices in
the implementation. A standard block size equal to 256 (16*16) has been chosen and the tiling/memory coalescing optimization technique has been applied,
which requires a relatively low amount of shared memory for blocks (see [6] for
more details). Fixing matrix size instances and minimum requirements for the
CUDA-compatible device would enable implementing more complex optimization
techniques, such as loop unrolling, data prefetching and thread granularity as
well as a ﬁne grained performance analysis. The appropriate combinations of
performance tuning techniques can make tremendous diﬀerence in the performance achieved by the simulator; however the programming eﬀorts to manually
search through these combinations is quite large [6]. Automation tools to reduce
such eﬀorts such as CUDA-lite [18] and others become indispensable.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduce P-Lingua framework support for a new P system
variant, speciﬁcally FRSN P systems with real numbers, which incorporate fuzzy
logic elements into SN P systems. The motivation of this variant is to produce a
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framework bringing together desirable features (understandable, dynamical, synchronized, non-linear, non-deterministic, able to handle incomplete and uncertain information) to model diagnosis knowledge and reasoning in the ﬁeld of fault
diagnosis. Applications of this variant are very promising, which are related to
fault diagnosis of electrical systems [13,21]. In consequence, providing the corresponding P-Lingua support favours the research on this model within Membrane
Computing community as well as in applied ﬁelds. Developing such support has
involved designing a speciﬁc parser (since with respect to P-Lingua, FRSN P
systems are considered a “separated” variant of SN P systems), a simulation
algorithm (which is a variant of the one introduced in [13]) and the corresponding simulators. As the provided simulation algorithm is a matrix-based one,
which can take advantage of parallel computing platforms, along with a Java
sequential simulator, a parallel one has been developed intended to be able to
run on the majority of CUDA-compatible devices.
As open research lines, we can identify addressing others FRSN P systems
variants, dealing with trapezoidal numbers, weights, etc. and considering the
implementation of more complex optimization techniques, possibly assisted by
automation optimization tools.
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Abstract. A new array P system called 8-directional array P system
is defined in this paper. The regulated evolution of this new model is
capable of generating interesting pictures in its accepting mode of evolution. The relationship between the family of regulating languages of
8-directional array P system and the family of λ-free regular, contextfree, context-sensitive languages is investigated. In the case of RE, the
simulation result requires λ-labeled rules.
Keywords: 8-directional array P system
ability · Chomsky languages · RE

1

· Regulating string · Depend-

Introduction

A P system is a new computing model abstracting the biological happening in
membranes. Hence the system is also called membrane system. This computing
model now has several variants [1]. Most P systems variants are computationally
universal exhibiting the power of the systems.
Recently, there were several research papers on array P systems. The arrays
considered in [2] are set to evolve in a P system to generate various pictures. In
[3] the authors set a collection of pictures made up of symbols to evolve using
array rules mostly of isotonic type. The key idea was the construction of array
language by means of halting P system. Hence it is clear to look for the nature
of P systems which have well deﬁned halting conﬁgurations. In [4] the authors
looked at the regulating string associated with a computation of a P system with
multi set of objects. In [5] the authors looked at the regulating evolution of an
isotonic array P system where the evolution rules were either regular isotonic or
context-free isotonic as deﬁned in [6]. The authors in this paper also introduce
a new type of isotonic rule called restricted monotonic type which is diﬀerent
from the array rules used in [3]. Some of the interesting P systems which use
arrays as data structures can be seen in [7,8].
In this paper we introduce a new array model called 8-directional array P
system. The interpretation and manipulation of the data structure ‘string’ will
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be like ‘turtle-like’ graphs with possibilities to turn in multiples of 45 degrees.
This array P system naturally can be seen to produce several interesting arrays
of both rectangular and non rectangular type. We are interested in looking at
the evolution of this P system in a regulating manner.
In Sect. 2, we deﬁne 8-directional array grammar and 8-directional array P
system (8dAP S). In Sect. 3, we deﬁne labeled 8-directional array P system in
accepting mode (L8dAP S a ). We illustrate the model with interesting examples
which are capable of generating pictures. In Sect. 4, we present the main results.
Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

2

8-Directional Array P Systems

In this section we give two deﬁnitions: an 8-directional array grammar and
another an 8-directional array P system.
Definition 1. An 8-directional array grammar is deﬁned as a quadruple
G = (N, T, P, S), where
1. N is a ﬁnite non-empty set of symbols called non-terminals.
2. T is a ﬁnite non-empty set of symbols called terminals such that it is disjoint
from N i.e. N ∩ T = ∅.
3. P is a ﬁnite non-empty set of θ-rotation rules of the form
A → βθ
or
θ

α → β θ , 2 ≤ |α| ≤ |β| ,
where A ∈ N , β ∈ (N ∪ T )+ , α contains exactly
one non-terminal symbol
and


5π 3π 7π
.
While
,
π,
,
,
all other symbols in α are terminals, θ ∈ 0, π4 , π2 , 3π
4
4
2
4
applying the former type of rule, A is rewritten by α in the direction of θ such
that the leftmost symbol of α is placed in the position of A. For the later type
of rule, β is rewritten by α in the direction of θ such that the ﬁrst symbol of
β is placed in the position of the ﬁrst symbol of α.
4. S ∈ N is the start symbol.
Remark 1. For the rules of the form A → β θ , the symbols following A are to
be shifted by |β − 1| positions in the direction of θ. For the rules αθ → β θ the
symbols following α are to be shifted by |β| − |α| positions in the direction of θ.
π

Example 1. If A → (aAB) 4 means while applying the rule to any array of the
form αAβ, the resultant array will be
B
A
α a β
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π

In the above array, apply the rule (aA) 4 → (bcdE) 4 , the resultant array will be
B
E
d
c
α b β
Definition 2. An 8-directional Array P System (8dAP S) of degree m(≥ 1) is a
construct Π = (V, T, μ, I1 , . . . , Im , (R1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (Rm , ρm ), io ), where V is the
total alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, μ is a membrane structure with m
membranes labeled in a one-to-one manner with 1, 2, . . . , m; I1 , . . . , Im are ﬁnite
sets of arrays over V associated with the m regions of μ; R1 , . . . , Rm are ﬁnite
sets of θ-rotation rules over V associated with the m regions of μ; ρ1 , . . . , ρm
are partial order relations over R1 , . . . , Rm . The rules in Ri are of the form
A → αθ (tar), or αθ → β θ (tar), 2 ≤ |α| ≤ |β|, where tar indicates the target
location of the output array obtained by applying such rules. The tar can be here,
out or in. Here A ∈ (V \T ), α contains exactly one non-terminal
symbol and all



5π 3π 7π
other symbols in α are terminals, β ∈ V + and θ ∈ 0, π4 , π2 , 3π
4 , π, 4 , 2 , 4 .
There can be more than one rule with A or α on its left hand side. The array
produced by using this rule will go to the membrane indicated by tar; ﬁnally, io
is the output membrane.

We start from an initial conﬁguration of the system and proceed iteratively,
by transition steps performed by using the θ-rotation rules in parallel, to all
arrays that can be rewritten, obeying the priority relations, and collecting the
terminal arrays generated in a designated membrane, the output one.
Note that each array is processed by one rule only, the parallelism refers
here to processing simultaneously all available arrays by all applicable θ-rotation
rules. If several rules can be applied to an array, may be in several places each,
then we take only one rule and only one possible location to apply it and consider
the obtained array as the next form of the object described by the array. It
is important to have in mind the fact that the evolution of the arrays is not
independent of each other, but interrelated in two ways: (1) if we have priorities,
a rule r1 applicable to an array A can forbid the use of another rule, r2 , for
rewriting another array, B, which is present at that time in the same membrane;

after applying the rule r1 , if r1 is not applicable to B or to the array A obtained
from A by using r1 , then it is possible that the rule r2 can now be applied
to B; (2) even without priorities, if an array A can be rewritten for ever, in
the same membrane or on an itinerary through several membranes, and this
cannot be avoided, then all arrays are lost, because the computation never stops,
irrespective of the arrays collected in the output membrane and which cannot
evolve further.
A computation is successful only if it stops, a conﬁguration is reached where
no rule can be applied to the existing arrays. The result of a halting computation
consists of the arrays composed only of symbols from T (terminal symbols)
placed in the membrane with label io in the halting conﬁguration.
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Labeled 8dAP S in Accepting Mode and Pictures

In this section we introduce labeled 8dAP S in accepting mode. We illustrate the
model with a few interesting examples which halt always on pictures.
Definition 3. A Labeled 8-directional Array P System in accepting mode
(L8dAP S a ) Π of degree m(≥ 1) is a construct Π = (V, T, μ, I1 , . . . , Im , (R1 , ρ1 ),
. . . , (Rm , ρm ), io , lab, F ), where V, T, μ, I1 , . . . , Im , R1 , . . . , Rm , ρ1 , . . . , ρm , io are
same as in deﬁnition 2, lab is a ﬁnite set of alphabet, which are
used for labeling
m
the rules and F is the set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations. Let R = i=1 Ri . Here we
assign a label to every rule in R where the labels are chosen from a ﬁnite alphabet lab or the labels can be λ (empty label). Deﬁne a function f : R → lab ∪ {λ}
called a labeling function that assign a label to each rule in R. Noting that more
than one rule may have the same label, but the same rule in diﬀerent membranes
cannot be assigned diﬀerent labels. We extend the labeling for a label sequence
S = l1 l2 . . . lk ∈ R∗ as follows: f (λ) = λ and f (l1 l2 . . . lk ) = f (l1 )f (l2 . . . lk ).
b



A transition C ⇒ C between two successive conﬁgurations uses only rules with
the same label b and rules labeled with λ. If at least one rule has a label b ∈ lab
then the transition is called λ-restricted transition. If we allow all rules with λ
label then the transition is called λ-unrestricted transition (or λ-transition).
A regulating string of input symbols (over lab) is said to be accepted if all
its symbols are consumed and Π reaches a conﬁguration in the set F . The set
of all regulating strings accepted in this way by computations in a L8dAP S a
Π is denoted by Laλ 8dAP (Π). The subscript indicates the fact that λ-steps (all
rules applied in one step can have λ label) are permitted. When only steps
where at least one rule with a non-empty label is used, the accepting language is
denoted by La 8dAP (Π). The family of languages La 8dAP (Π) associated with
L8dAP S a with at most m membranes, working in accepting mode is denoted by
La 8dAPm . In the unrestricted case, the corresponding language family is denoted
by Laλ 8dAPm . If the number of membranes is unbounded, then the subscript m
is replaced with .
We now give some interesting examples. In Examples 2 and 4 the regulating
languages are regular, Example 3 has context-sensitive regulating language. From
these examples one can see that the halting conﬁguration set can contain both
rectangular and non rectangular arrays.
Example 2. In this example the L8dAP S a Π1 , while accepting the regular regulating language, it halts on pictures of stars in its ﬁnal conﬁguration set F . The
is given as,
L8dAP
S a Π1 with three
 membranes

 

Π1 =
A, B, C, D, x , x , [1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]1 , I1 , I2 , I3 , R1 , R2 , R3 , 3, a , F ,

 
where I2 = A , I1 = I3 = φ and R1 = (1) a : B → (Cx)0 , in2 , (2) a : D →
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π

π

(Ax) , in2 , (3) a : D → (xx) , in3 ,

R2 =



π
2

(4) a : A → (Bx) , out , (5) a : C → (Dx)

3π
2

, out

, R3 = φ.

x

x  
x

φ, φ, x x x , φ, φ, x x x x x , . . . .
The set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations is F =
x
x
x
The working of La 8dAP S a Π1 with three membranes is as follows:
We start the conﬁguration with axiom A in region 2, by applying the rule
4 which is the only possible choice. The resulting array is sent to region 1 and
rule 1 is applied sending the array back to region 2. Then rule 5 is applied in
x
region 2 and the array D x . Now we have two choices, either rule 2 or rule
x
x
3 is applicable. Application of rule 2 will result in the array x A x and the
x
entire process is repeated. Application rule 3 will terminate the conﬁguration
resulting in arrays
 in F . Theabove process will lead to the regulating language
a
L 8dAP (Π1 ) = a4n : n ≥ 1 .



Example 3. Consider the L8dAP S a Π2 with two membranes, while accepting
the context-sensitive regulating language, it halts on an array in the set of picture
a
conﬁgurations

 Fgiven
 below. L8dAP S Π2 is given
 as, 
 
A, 0 , 0 , [1 [2 ]2 ]1 , I1 , I2 , R1 , R2 , 2, a, b, c , F , where I1 = A ,
Π2 =


I2 = φ and R1 =



π

(1) a : A → (0A) 4 , ((2) b : A → (0A)


7π
4

, (3) c : A →

(0A)π , in2



R2 = (4) c : (0A0) → (000)
0

0

π

> (5) c : A → (0A)

.

The set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations is
0


0
0 0
F =
φ, 0 0
,... .
, φ,
0
0
00000
0000000
The working of L8dAP S a Π2 with two membranes is as follows: For any
n ≥ 2, application of rule 1, n times and rule 2, n times followed by rule 3 once
will expel the array to region 2. In region 2, apply (2n − 2) times rule 5. Finally
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apply rule 4 one time, the system halts on an array in F . The corresponding

regulating language accepted by Π2 is La 8dAP (Π2 ) = an bn c2n : n ≥ 2 .
Example 4. Consider the L8dAP S a Π4 with two membranes, it accepts the regular regulating language and halts on an array in the given set of picture of a
a
ladder
in its ﬁnal conﬁguration
   F given below. L8dAP S Π4 is given
 as,

Π4 =
A, B, C,
,
, [1 [2 ]2 ]1 , I1 , I2 , R1 , R2 , 2, a, b, c , F , where
 
I1 = A , I2 = φ and

(1) a : A → (B C)0 , (2) b : B → (


R1 =

A)

3π
2

, (3) c : C →

3π

) 2 , in2


(
R2 =



(4) a : A → (

) , (5) a : A → (B C) , out .
0

0

The set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations is

F =


φ,

,

φ,

,...

The working of L8dAP S a Π4 with two membranes is as follows: Starting with
the axiom A in region 1, apply the rules 1, 2 and 3 in order to expel the array
to region 2. In region 2, apply the rule 5 to send back the array to region 1.
For halting apply rule 4 instead of rule 5. Repeating the above process will
lead to an array 
in F . The corresponding
regulating language accepted by Π4 is

La 8dAP (Π4 ) = (abc)n a : n ≥ 1 .

4

Main Results

In this section, we investigate the relationship between the family of regulating
languages of 8-directional array P systems in acceptance mode (λ-restricted) and
the family of λ-free regular, context-free, context-sensitive languages. The simulation of recursively enumerable languages is done via λ-unrestricted L8dAP S a .
Notation: For any family P of languages, P\{λ} means the family of λ-free
languages.
Theorem 1. (REG\{λ}) ⊆ La 8dAP1 .
Proof. Let L ∈ (REG\{λ}) and let D = (Q, Σ, δ, p0 , FD ) be a deterministic
ﬁnite automaton accepting L. Let n be the number of states in D. Rename the
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states as qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that q1 = p0 and the transition rules are changed





accordingly. Let D = (Q , Σ, δ , q1 , FD ) be the modiﬁed DF A. Using D we

a
construct a L8dAP
Π5 with one membrane accepting
L(D ) as follows:
 S


Π5 = Q ∪ {x}, {x}, [1 ]1 , I1 , R1 , 1, Σ, F , where



∪
a : qi → (x)0 : (qi , a, qf ) ∈
R1 = a : qi → (qj )0 : (qi , a, qj ) ∈ δ 




xx
δ  , qf ∈ FD and I1 = { x q1 }. The ﬁnal conﬁguration F =
The L8dAP S a Π5 constructed above works as follows: The L8dAP S a starts
with an array x q1 where q1 corresponds to the start symbol of the DF A in
the membrane. When the system uses the rule a : qi → qj , it simulates the
application of the rule (qi , a, qj ) ∈ δ  by the DF A, i.e. if the current symbol
is a and the system contains the object qi , then the current input symbol a is
consumed, and the object qi , gets replaced by the object qj (note that, at any

instance, the L8dAP S a contains only a single element from Q in the array).
The system accepts the input string when the input is completely read and the
corresponding
conﬁguration in F is reached. The membrane contains the array


x x which is from F .


Remark 2. One can show that the context-free language L = an bn : n ≥ 1
can be
accepted by an
 8dAP
 S. The following 8dAP S Π can
 accept
 L.
Π =
A, B, 0, , 0, , [1 [2 ]2 ]1 , I1 , I2 , R1 , R2 , 2, a, b , F , where I1 =


 
0
0
A , I2 = φ and R1 = (1) a : A → (0A) , (2) a : A → (B) , in2 ,


(3) b : (0B)0 → (B )0 > (4) b : B → ( )0 .



The set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations is F =
φ, n : n ≥ 1 .
R2 =

Hence we can deduce the following:
Proposition 1. La 8dAP − REG = ∅.
Remark 3. We conclude from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 that (REG\{λ}) ⊂
La 8dAP . We proceed further to see whether (CF \{λ}) ⊆ La 8dAP which we
prove in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. (CF \{λ}) ⊆ La 8dAP1 .
Proof. Let L be a context-free language. Then let G = (N, T, P, S) be a contextfree grammar in Greibach normal form generating L. Let n be the number of
non-terminals in N . Now rename the non-terminals in N as Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
such that A1 = S and also modify the rules with this renamed non-terminals.


Let G1 = (N , T, P , A1 ) be the grammar thus modiﬁed. Now, we construct a
L8dAP S a Π7 with one membrane for G1 is as follows:
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Π7 = N ∪ { }, { }, [1 ]1 , I1 , R1 , 1, T, F , where I1 = {A1 } and

 





a : Ai → y : Ai → ay ∈ P ∪ a : Ai → : Ai → a ∈ P

The ﬁnal conﬁguration F = (
···
) : number of  s = |w| , w ∈

La 8dAP (Π7 ) .
Initially, the L8dAP S a Π7 starts with an axiom A1 , the start symbol of G1 .
Now, we can apply either a rule a : A1 → y corresponds to A1 → ay or the
rule a : A1 →
corresponds to A1 → a. If we apply the latter rule, then the
system halts on the ﬁnal conﬁguration {( )}, the corresponding regulated string
accepted by Π7 is a. Suppose, we choose the former rule, A1 is replaced with
y, y is a string of non-terminals. We adopt the same procedure to the leftmost
non-terminal in the array. Once we choose the rule a : Ai → , then the leftmost
non-terminal in the array is replaced by . Now, the leftmost symbol in the
array is not a non-terminal, so we prefer the non-terminal next to . Again
for this non-terminal we have two possibilities, either we can apply the rule
a : Ai → y or the rule a : Ai → . If we proceed in this way, and ﬁnally apply
in the array
the only possible rule Ai → to rewrite remaining non-terminals

as ’s, the system halts on the ﬁnal conﬁguration (
···
) : number of


s = |w| , w ∈ La 8dAP (Π7 ) . Note that what ever w may be, such that |w| = n,
R1 =

n


the halting array is of the form
· · · . The regulated string is obtained by
consuming a label of the rule in each step.
Remark 4. The context-sensitive language {an bn cn : n ≥ 1} can be accepted by
an 8dAP S which gives the following proposition.
Proposition 2. La 8dAP − CF = ∅.
Next in the hierarchy we look for CSL.
Theorem 3. CS − La 8dAP = ∅.
Proof. For the proof of this theorem we give a context-sensitive language which
n
can not be in any La 8dAP . L = {a2 : n ≥ 0} is a context-sensitive language.
Since L is over one letter alphabet and we intend to use no λ-rule, all the rules
in the L8dAP S a must be an a-rule. Let (α)θ → βkθ be a θ-rotation rule such that
α contains exactly one non-terminal (with zero or more number of terminals)
and βk contains exactly k non-terminals (with zero or more number of terminals). Suppose we assume that there exits a L8dAP S a Π8 with m membranes
that accepts L and halts on a conﬁguration in F , where F is the set of ﬁnal
conﬁgurations. The nonexistence of such a system is shown for m = 1 ﬁrst. The
argument for m membrane P system will be identical to this. The reason is that
in both situations we need inﬁnite number of rules in the membrane system
to build L. Let A1 , A2 , . . . , An be the arrays in the initial conﬁguration of Π8 .
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We recall that the successful halting computation means the system must halt
as well as the arrays remaining in the output membrane are terminal arrays
(composed of only terminals).
In the following steps we actually look for rules in the membrane to build L
recursively.
1. In order to accept a regulating string a, whose length is one, the system must
go up to one step (transition). Therefore, each array A1 , A2 , . . . , An in Π8
must contain at most one non-terminal (no restriction on terminals). To reach
the successful halting computation, we must apply one or more rules of type
a : αθ → β0θ . Note that we have introduced at least one new rule to accept
the regulated string a.
2. By (1) above we know that each array A1 , A2 , . . . , An contains at most one
non-terminal. To accept regulating string a2 , the system must go up to two
steps (transitions). In order to do this, at least to one of the array, we need
to apply the rule of type a : αθ → β1θ , which is a new rule. This rule may be
recursive (repeat any number of times) or non-recursive (apply one time). If
/ L. Suppose,
the rule is recursive, then it also accepts the strings a3 , a5 , a6 ,. . . ∈
it is non-recursive, we can apply it once, followed by an existing rule of type
αθ → β0θ to halt the computation. Hence, to accept a2 , we have introduced a
new rule of type αθ → β1θ .
3. Similarly, in order to accept a4 , the system must go up to 4 steps. At least
for one of the arrays we need to apply the rules in a way that there is no
recursion. In all the possible cases, if any of the rule is recursive, it leads to
the generation of a regulating string not in L. Therefore, the only possibility
is non-recursive rules. In all the cases, we can see at least one new rule is
required to accept a4 .
n

So, to accept each string in L = {a2 : n ≥ 0}, we need to introduce at least
one a-rule in each step. Since L is inﬁnite, the number of a-rules required to
accept L is also inﬁnite.
Now we give the argumentative proof similar to the above to show that there
does not exist any L8dAP S a to accept L. Suppose we assume that there is one
such L8dAP S a Π8 with m membranes. If at least in any one of the m membrane
contain a recursive a-rule then, it leads to an inﬁnite loop or the system accepts
a string not in L. On the other hand, if the system contains only non recursive
a-rules then, the number of a-rules must be inﬁnite, which is a contradiction.
Hence the theorem.
Theorem 4. La 8dAP ⊂ CS.
Proof. We show how L8dAP S a will be recognized by a linear bounded automaton. In order to do this, we simulate a computation of a L8dAP S a by remembering the number of symbols in the arrays and their corresponding shapes after
the acceptance of each symbol in the regulating string. We then show that the
total number of symbols in the arrays is bounded by the length of the regulating
string.
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Consider a regulating language L of a L8dAP S a Π9 with m membranes and
let p be the total number of rules in these m membranes. Let w = b1 b2 . . . bl ,
l ≥ 1 be a regulating string in L. Let A1 , A2 , . . . , An be the arrays in the m
membranes of Π9 in the initial conﬁguration . We build a multi-track nondeterministic LBA B which simulates Π9 . In order for B to simulate Π9 , it
has to keep track the symbols in the arrays and their shapes after accepting
each symbol in the regulating string. So B has a track assigned to every rule of
Π9 , a track for each pixel-symbol triple (X, (x, y), i) ∈ V × Z2 × {1, 2, . . . , n} and
a track for each triple (X, Ai , j) ∈ V × {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } × {0, 1, 2, . . . }.
The array Ai plotted in the plane Z = i is as follows: one of the symbols
of the array Ai is plotted at ((0, 0), i), the origin of the plane Z = i. Fix this
symbol, and place the other symbols of the array as follows: a symbol left to it
is plotted at ((−1, 0), i); a symbol right to it is plotted at ((1, 0), i); a symbol
above to it is plotted at ((0, 1), i); a symbol below to it is plotted at ((0, −1), i);
a symbol 45 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((1, 1), i); a symbol 135 degree
angle to it, is plotted at ((−1, 1), i); a symbol 225 degree angle to it, is plotted
at ((−1, −1), i); a symbol 315 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((1, −1), i). In
general, if the ﬁxed symbol is in the position ((x, y), i), then a symbol left to it,
is plotted at ((x − 1, y), i); a symbol right to it, is plotted at ((x + 1, y), i); a
symbol above to it, is plotted at ((x, y + 1), i); a symbol below to it, is plotted
at ((x, y − 1), i); a symbol 45 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((x + 1, y + 1), i);
a symbol 135 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((x − 1, y + 1), i); a symbol 225
degree angle to it, is plotted at ((x − 1, y − 1), i); a symbol 315 degree angle to it,
is plotted at ((x + 1, y − 1), i). If any symbol of the array remains, then change
the ﬁxed symbol and repeat the same procedure till all the symbols in the array
are plotted.
B keeps track of the conﬁguration of Π9 by writing a positive integer 1 on
each track assigned to the symbol-pixel triple (X, (x, y), i), the symbol X being
plotted in the pixel (x, y) of the plane Z = i. And also writing a positive integer
on each track assigned to the symbol-conﬁguration triple (X, Ai , j), denoting
the number of symbols X in the array Ai at the conﬁguration j. Then for each
triple (X, (x, y), i), B examines the chosen rule set and plots the symbols X in
the pixel (x, y) of the plane Z = i by the procedure mentioned above, increasing
the number on the track (X, Ai , j) accordingly. We can see that in any step of
the computation, the tracks contain integers bounded by the number of symbols
inside Π9 during the corresponding computation step. The shape of the arrays
also preserved.
The number of symbols in the arrays in a conﬁguration C during a computation step is bounded by S(i), where i is the number of symbols generated.
Then the space used by B to record the conﬁgurations and to calculate the
conﬁguration change of Π9 is bounded by t × logb (S(i)), where b denotes the
base of the track alphabet and t denotes the number of tracks used. Finally,
B checks whether any more rules can be applied. If not, and also if it reaches
the conﬁguration in F (set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations), it accepts the regulating
string w, otherwise it rejects. So the number of symbols in the arrays present in
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the system is bounded by the input length and hence the accepted language is
context-sensitive language.
Theorem 5. Laλ 8dAP = RE.
Proof. The inclusion Laλ 8dAP ⊆ RE follows from Church-Turing hypothesis.
For the proof of the inclusion RE ⊆ Laλ 8dAP , it is enough to prove that
RE ⊆ Laλ 8dAP1 , since Laλ 8dAP1 ⊆ Laλ 8dAP .
Let H = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak } and let L ⊆ H ∗ be a recursively enumerable language. Let e : H → {11 , 12 , 13 , . . . , 1k } such that e(ai ) = 1i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The encoding for a string w = ai aj . . . al , ai , aj , . . . , al ∈ H is as follows:
e(w) = 0e(ai )0e(aj )0 . . . 0e(al )0 .

For any L, there exists a Turing machine M = (K, {0, 1}, Γ, δ, q0 , F ) which
halts after processing the input i0 placed in its input tape if and only if i0 = e(w)
for some w ∈ L. So it is suﬃcient to show how to simulate the encoding e(w), and
simulate the transitions of the Turing machine with a L8dAP S a . The transitions
of the Turing machine are simulated by a L8dAP S a is as follows:
• The transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, R) is simulated by the θ-rotation rule (q a c)0 →
(b p c)0 , where c is some non-blank symbol.
• The transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) is simulated by the θ-rotation rule (c q a)0 →
(p c b)0 , where c is some non-blank symbol.



We construct a L8dAP S a Π = V, T, [1 ]1 , I1 , R1 , 1, H, F , where V = {q0 ,




q1 , . . . , qk , 0, 1, x}, T = 0, 1, x , I1 = q0 0 e(ai ) 0 e(aj ) 0 . . . 0 e(al ) 0 0 ,


R1 = ai : (q0 0 1)0 → (0 qi 1)0 : ai ∈ H, 1 ≤ i ≤ k ∪ set of all θ-rotation
rules corresponding to the transitions of the Turing
M which
 machine

 are labeled
with λ. The set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations is F =
e(w)x : w ∈ L .


The L8dAP S a Π performs the following operations.
1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and the symbol ai ∈ H, the rule (q0 0 1)0 → (0 qi 1)0 ,
labeled with ai is used which introduce the symbol qi , it is the symbol used
in the ﬁrst transition for generating the encoding in Step 2.
2. Perform the computation e(au) = 0e(a)e(u), u ∈ H + , a ∈ H. Assume that
the encoding of w is represented by encoding of each symbol of u padded
by 0 on both ends. The simulation of au is performed by the following subprogram.
i = i, i − 1, i − 2, . . . , 3, 2.
δ(qi , 1) = (qi−1 , 1, R) ,
δ(q1 , 1) = (q0 , 1, R)
The transitions of the sub-program can be simulated by the θ-rotation rules
as shown in the beginning of the proof, and these rules are assigned with
label λ.
3. Repeat the Steps 1 and 2 non-deterministically until the last symbol of the
regulated string w gets over.
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4. The output array remains in the system is
e(w)x : w ∈ L , which is
the ﬁnal conﬁguration. The array reduced in the system is equal to e(w)x for
some w ∈ H + . We now start to simulate the working of the Turing machine
M in recognizing the string e(w). If the Turing machine halts, by introducing
the following transitions:
δ(q0 , 0) = (0, x, R)
and the corresponding θ-rotation rule is labeled with λ then w ∈ L, otherwise
the machine goes into an inﬁnite loop.
So, we can see that the computation halts after accepting a string w if and only
if w ∈ L.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we introduced a new array P system called 8-directional array
P system (8dAP S) and regulating 8dAP S. The data structure ‘string’ is interpreted as ‘turtle-like’ graphs with a possibilities to turn in multiples of 45 degrees.
This P system-based fractal description model can be used to construct several
interesting pictures. The regulating evolution of this model makes the system
more interesting. The regulating languages are from Chomsky hierarchy. We
also understand the halting nature of this P system by means of ‘dependability’.
By dependability we mean to study the halting nature or halting conﬁgurations
of P system via string over the labels of the rules. We know that in our model
every rule is labeled and strings over the label set lead the application of the
rules. Such strings decide the strategy of movements in the parallel distributed
computing model, P system. Hence the study becomes signiﬁcant. The main
diﬀerence between grammar rewriting system of describing some space ﬁlling
curves like ‘Koch curve’ and our recursive 8-directional array P system is that,
we do not re-scale the template. If we are able to record some where in the
system the shrinking eﬀect, then our 8dAP S can generate almost all curves like
‘Koch curve’, Peano curve etc. One can also extend the study to understand
more about space ﬁlling curves which have important role in antenna designing.
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Abstract. This paper introduces and makes use of spiking neural
P systems with anti-spikes and rules on synapses to sort integers. Here we
discuss two types of sorting, bead sort and bitonic sort to sort integers.

1

Introduction

Spiking neural P systems (in short, SN P systems) introduced in [10] are parallel
and distributed computing models which abstract the way neurons communicate
by means of electrical impulses of identical shape, called spikes. There exist many
variants of spiking neural P systems. However, in some cases, the diﬀerence in
these variants are not with the actual structural features but with execution
semantics like maximal, sequential, asynchronous, exhaustive etc. Some of them
have special concepts like extended rules [1], astrocytes [7], anti-spikes [13], neuron division and budding [14], rules on the synapses [17] etc. We refer to the
respective chapter of [15] for general information in this area, and to the membrane computing website from [18] for details.
Here we introduce the hybrid model of SN P systems combining the features of anti-spikes with rules on the synapses and name them as spiking neural
P systems with anti-spikes and rules on synapses (in short, SN PA systems with
rules on synapses). So these systems make use of two types of objects called
spikes (a) and anti-spikes (a). The use of anti-spikes not only simplify the complexity of the rules but also allow to include negative numbers in computing.
In standard SN P systems the rules reside inside neurons and upon ﬁring
the spikes emitted by the neurons are sent to all neighbouring neurons through
their outgoing synapses. Instead of rules inside neurons, here we have rules on
the synapses. At any step, when the number of spikes/anti-spikes present in a
given neuron is satisﬁed by a rule on a synapse leaving from that neuron, the
rule is enabled and upon ﬁring a spike/an anti-spike is sent to the neuron at the
end of the synapse. As expected, the SN PA systems with rules on synapses are
able to compute all Turing computable sets of numbers.
Sorting is one of the most frequent operations in many applications, and
parallel algorithms for sorting have been studied since the beginning of parallel computing. P systems are used to simulate various sorting algorithms [2,3].
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Batcher’s bitonic sorting network [6] was one of the ﬁrst methods proposed. The
method is simulated to sort non-negative integers using P systems [3] and SN P
systems [8]. In this paper we simulate the bitonic sorting network using SN PA
systems with rules on synapses to sort integers.
Another natural parallel sorting algorithm for sorting non-negative integers
is bead sort [5]. This algorithm was also simulated using P systems in [4]. Ionescu
and Sburlan in [11] used SN P system to sort n non-negative integers, and the
model consisted of 3 layers of n neurons each. The ﬁrst layer was made up of input
neurons which in the initial conﬁguration contained the input values codiﬁed as
numbers of spikes. At each time unit these neurons sent one spike each to the
second layer. This layer decanted the spikes to the third layer, where the output
neurons were located. After a number of steps equal to the maximum value of
the n numbers, the ith output neuron received the ith smallest value, codiﬁed
as number of spikes, sorting thus in ascending order. In a way, the idea of the
algorithm is the same as that of bead sort. The model makes use of 3n neurons,
(3n2 + n)/2 synapses and n2 + n rules. The time complexity of the algorithm
is O(M ) where M is the maximum of the n numbers. In this paper we use SN
PA systems with rules on synapses to simulate the algorithm and observe that
this model makes use of 2n + 2 neurons, 4n synapses and n2 + 3n rules to sort
n integers, which is comparatively less complex than the system in [11].

2

Prerequisites

We assume the reader to be familiar with formal language theory and membrane
computing. The reader can ﬁnd details about them in [15,16] etc.
For an alphabet V , V ∗ is the free monoid generated by V with respect to
the concatenation operation and the identity λ (the empty string); the set of all
non-empty strings over V , that is, V ∗ − {λ}, is denoted by V + . When V = {a}
is a singleton, then we write a∗ and a+ instead of {a}∗ and {a}+ .
A regular expression over an alphabet V is deﬁned as: (i) λ and each a ∈ V is
a regular expression, (ii) if E1 , E2 are regular expressions over V , then (E1 )(E2 ),
(E1 ) ∪ (E2 ), and (E1 )+ are regular expressions over V , and (iii) nothing else is
a regular expression over V . With each expression E we associate a language
L(E), deﬁned in the following way: (i) L(λ) = {λ} and L(a) = {a}, for all
a ∈ V , (ii) L((E1 ) ∪ (E2 )) = L(E1 ) ∪ L(E2 ), L((E1 )(E2 )) = L(E1 )L(E2 ), and
L((E1 )+ ) = L(E1 )+ , for all regular expressions E1 , E2 over V .
We now introduce spiking neural P systems with anti-spikes and rules on
synapses.
2.1

Spiking Neural P Systems with Anti-spikes and Rules
on Synapses

A spiking neural P system with anti-spikes and rules on synapses, of degree
m ≥ 1, is a construct
Π=(O, σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ,. . ., σm , syn, IN , OU T ), where
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1. O = {a, a} is a binary alphabet; a is called spike and a is called an anti-spike.
2. σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ,. . ., σm are neurons of the form σi = (ni ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ m where
ni is the number of spikes or anti-spikes contained in the neuron σi and if
ni > 0 then the neuron is having ni spikes and if ni < 0 then the neuron is
having | ni | anti-spikes;
3. syn is the set of synapses; each element in syn is a pair of the form ((i, j),
R(i, j)), where (i, j) indicates that there is a synapse connecting neurons σi
and σj , with i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, i = j, and R(i, j) is a ﬁnite set of rules of
the following two forms:
(i) E/br → b where b, b ∈ {a, a}, r ≥ 1 and E is a regular expression over b;
/ L(E) for any rule
(ii) bs → λ for some s ≥ 1, with the restriction that bs ∈
E/br → b of type (i) from R(i, j);
There are four categories of spiking rules identiﬁed by (b, b ) ∈ {(a, a), (a, a),
(a, a), (a, a)}.
4. IN, OUT ⊆ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m} are the set of input and output neurons respectively.
A rule E/br → b ∈ R(i, j) with b, b ∈ {a, a} is applied as follows. If the neuron
σi contains number of bs equal to c, and bc ∈ L(E), c ≥ r, then the rule can
fire, and upon application, r spikes of kind bs are consumed (thus only c − r
remain in σi ) and a b is released, which will immediately exit the neuron. The
spike/anti-spike emitted by neuron σi will pass immediately to all neurons σj
such that E/br → b ∈ R(i, j). This means that the transmission of spike/antispike takes no waiting time (since the rules do not specify a time delay), the
spike/anti-spike will be available in neuron σj in the next step. There is an
additional restriction that a and a cannot stay together, they annihilate each
other. If a neuron has either objects a or objects a, and further objects of either
type (maybe both) arrive from other neurons, such that we end with aq and
as inside, then immediately an annihilation rule aa → λ (which is implicit in
each neuron), is applied in a maximal manner, so that either aq−s or (a)s−q
remain for the next step, provided that q ≥ s or s ≥ q, respectively. This mutual
annihilation of spikes and anti-spikes takes no waiting time and the annihilation
rule has priority over spiking and forgetting rules, so each neuron always contains
either only spikes or anti-spikes. If we have a rule E/br → b with L(E) = {br },
then we write it in the simpliﬁed form as br → b and call it pure. The rules
of the form bs → λ ∈ R(i, j) are called forgetting rules. If the neuron contains
exactly s number of bs, then the forgetting rule bs → λ can be applied removing
s number of bs from the neuron immediately.
The configuration of the system is described by C = β1 , β2 , . . . , βm , where
βi is the number of spikes/anti-spikes present in neuron σi . At any moment, if
βi > 0, it means that there are βi spikes in neuron σi ; if βi < 0, it indicates
that neuron σi contains | βi | anti-spikes. The initial conﬁguration is C0 =
n1 , n2 , . . . , nm .
As usual in SN P systems, a global clock is assumed, marking the time for
all neurons and synapses. In each time unit, if a synapse (i, j) can use one of
its rules, then a rule from R(i, j) must be used. It is possible that there is
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more than one rule that can be used on a synapse at some moment, since two
ﬁring rules, E1 /bc → b and E2 /b̂r → b̂ may have L(E1 ) ∩ L(E2 ) = ∅ where
{b, b , b̂, b̂ } ∈ {a, a}. In this case, the synapse will non-deterministically choose
one of the enabled rules to be used.
The system works sequentially on each synapse (at most one rule from each
set R(i, j) can be used), and in parallel at the level of the system (if a synapse
has at least one rule enabled, then it has to use a rule).
A delicate problem appears when several synapses starting from the same
neuron have rules which can be applied. We work here with the restriction that
all rules which are applied consume the same number of spikes from the given
neuron. Let us assume that the applied rules on the synapses leaving from σi
are of the form Eu /bc → b then c number of bs are removed from σi (and not a
multiple of c, according to the number of applied rules). Of course, this restriction
can be replaced by another strategy: various rules can consume various numbers
of spikes and the sum of these numbers of spikes is removed from the neuron.
Using the rules in this way, we pass from one conﬁguration of the system to
another conﬁguration; such a step is called a transition. For two conﬁgurations
C and C  of Π we denote by C =⇒ C  , if there is a direct transition from C to C 
in Π.
A computation of Π is a ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence of transitions starting from
the initial conﬁguration, and every conﬁguration appearing in such a sequence is
called reachable. A computation halts if it reaches a conﬁguration where no
rule can be used. With any halting computation, we associate a number of
spikes/anti-spikes appearing in the output neurons which encode the vector of
integer numbers as the output of the system. When both the input and output
neurons are considered, the system can be used as a transducer. Henceforth in
the paper, SN P systems with anti-spikes and rules on synapses are used as
transducers and are referred to as SN PA systems.

3

Bitonic Sorting Network

This section describes a variant of a sorting network called bitonic network that
has a fast sorting or ordering capability. A sorting network can be used as a
multiple-input, multiple-output switching network. Other applications of sorting networks are as a switching network with buﬀering, a multi-access memory,
a multi-access content-addressable memory, and as a multiprocessor. The advantage of bitonic networks is the ﬂexibility (one network can accommodate input
lists of various lengths) and the modularity (a large network can be split up into
several identical modules).
The basic component of a bitonic sorting network is a comparator. A comparator is a device with two inputs x and y and two outputs l and h. For
an increasing comparator, l = min(x, y) and h = max(x, y); for a decreasing
comparator l = max(x, y) and h = min(x, y). Figure 1 gives the schematic representation of the two types of comparators. As two elements enter the input
wires of the comparator, they are compared and, if necessary, exchanged before
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of comparators

they go to the output wires. We denote an increasing comparator by ↓ and a
decreasing comparator by ↑.
The key operation of the bitonic sorting network is the rearrangement of
a bitonic sequence into a sorted sequence. A bitonic sequence is a sequence of
elements < a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 > with the property that either (1) there exists an
index i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, such that < a0 , . . . , ai > is monotonically increasing
and < ai+1 , . . . , an−1 > is monotonically decreasing, or (2) there exists a cyclic
shift of indices so that (1) is satisﬁed. For example, < 1, 2, 4, 7, 6, 0 > is a bitonic
sequence, because it ﬁrst increases and then decreases.
We present a method to rearrange a bitonic sequence to obtain a monotonically increasing sequence. Let S =< a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 > be a bitonic sequence
such that a0 ≤ a1 ≤, . . . , ≤ an/2−1 and an/2 ≥ an/2+1 ≥, . . . , ≥ an−1 . Consider
the following subsequences of S:
S1 =< min(a0 , an/2 ), min(a1 , an/2+1 ), . . . , min(an/2−1 , an−1 ) >
S2 =< max(a0 , an/2 ), max(a1 , an/2+1 ), . . . , max(an/2−1 , an−1 ) >.
The sequences S1 and S2 are bitonic sequences. Furthermore, every element of
the ﬁrst sequence is smaller than every element of the second sequence. Thus,
we have reduced the initial problem of rearranging a bitonic sequence of size
n to that of rearranging two smaller bitonic sequences and concatenating the
results. We refer to the operation of splitting a bitonic sequence S of size n into
the two bitonic sequences S1 and S2 as a bitonic split. Although in obtaining
S1 and S2 we assumed that the original sequence had increasing and decreasing sequences of the same length, the bitonic split operation also holds for any
bitonic sequence.
We can recursively obtain shorter bitonic sequences using bitonic split for
each of the bitonic subsequences until we obtain subsequences of size one. At
that point, the output is sorted in monotonically increasing order. Since after
each bitonic split operation the size of the problem is halved, the number of
splits required to rearrange the bitonic sequence into a sorted sequence is log n.
The procedure of sorting a bitonic sequence using a series of bitonic splits is
called bitonic merge.
So the key components of a bitonic sorting network are the bitonic splitters
and the bitonic mergers. The splitter of size n takes as input a bitonic sequence
of length n and partitions it in two bitonic sequences of equal length. A bitonic
merger of size n consists of a splitter of size n and of two mergers of size n/2, of
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Fig. 2. A bitonic sorting network for n = 8. The network can be partitioned into three
stages, each has bitonic mergers of size 2, 4, and 8 respectively.

opposite direction. It accepts as input a bitonic sequence and sorts it in ascending
or descending order (direction).
Figure 2 illustrates a typical bitonic sorting network for sorting n = 8 numbers in ascending order. The input wires are numbered 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. The network can be partitioned into three stages, each has bitonic mergers of size 2, 4,
and 8 respectively. Each stage has column of comparators drawn separately. The
network takes an unsorted sequence of size 8 and outputs it in ascending order.
Let us now see how this network works. The ﬁrst stage groups the list into
n/2 bitonic sequences of length two. A sequence of two elements x and y forms
a bitonic sequence, since either x ≤ y, in which case the bitonic sequence has x
and y in the increasing part and no elements in the decreasing part, or x ≥ y,
in which case the bitonic sequence has x and y in the decreasing part and no
elements in the increasing part. Hence, any unsorted sequence of elements is
a concatenation of bitonic sequences of size two. It merges the adjacent bitonic
sequences in increasing and decreasing order to get bitonic sequences of size four.
So each stage of the network shown in Fig. 2 merges adjacent bitonic
sequences in increasing and decreasing order. According to the deﬁnition of a
bitonic sequence, the sequence obtained by concatenating the increasing and
decreasing sequences is bitonic. Hence, the output of each stage in the network
in Fig. 2 is a concatenation of bitonic sequences that are twice as long as those at
the input. By merging larger and larger bitonic sequences, we eventually obtain
a bitonic sequence of size n. Merging this sequence sorts the input. We refer
to the algorithm embodied in this method as bitonic sort and the network as a
bitonic sorting network. The ﬁrst three stages of the network are shown in Fig. 2.
The last stage of Fig. 2 is shown explicitly in Fig. 3.
A network can also be represented as a directed acyclic graph [9].
Definition 1 (Network). A network T of size n is a directed acyclic graph
such that:
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Fig. 3. Biotonic merger of size 8 represented as a graph

1. there are n nodes, called input terminals, with in-degree 0 and out-degree 1,
labeled from 0 to n − 1;
2. there are n nodes, called output terminals, with in-degree 1 and out-degree 0,
labeled from 0 to n − 1;
3. all the remaining nodes u, representing comparators, have in-degree and outdegree 2.
Figure 3 represents the bitonic merger under the above formalism. We deﬁne
the depth of a node u of network T , d(u), as the length of the longest path in T
from an input node to u. The depth of network T , d(T ), is the maximum depth
of a node of in-degree and out-degree 2 in T .
The last stage of an n-element bitonic sorting network contains a bitonic
merging network with n inputs. This has a depth of log n. The other stages
perform a complete sort of n/2 elements. Hence, the depth, d(T ), of the network
in Fig. 2 is given by Θ(log 2 n).
The arcs of a network can be partitioned in n arc-disjoint paths, each joining
an input node to an output node. Such a partition yields a line-representation
of T , as in [12].

4

Bitonic Sorting of Integers Using SN PA Systems
with Rules on the Synapses

We note that the above representation is a theoretical model which indicates the
comparisons between input values. However, in the context of SN PA systems
with rules on synapses, this model has a straightforward implementation. We
encode the positive numbers as the number of spikes, negative numbers as the
number of anti-spikes and zero with the symbol λ. Each wire is now represented
by a synapse between two neurons, and each value x travels between two neurons
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as x spikes/anti-spikes, one spike/anti-spike per time unit. Comparators are
implemented by a set of neurons which send the minimum and the maximum
(as number of spikes/anti-spikes) through designated synapses. Once these two
ingredients are at hand, we proceed to construct an SN PA system in the same
way the original sorting network was constructed.

Fig. 4. SN PA with rules on synapses as comparator of integers

In this section we are concerned only with comparators of two elements,
hence with SN PA systems which sort two numbers (for brevity called SN PA
comparators). In Fig. 4(a) we give an ascending comparator, and in Fig. 4(b)
we give a descending comparator. Consider the SN PA system modeling an
ascending comparator in Fig. 4(a) and the numbers x and y to be sorted. In order
to be able to use these SN PA systems with rules on synapses as building blocks
of a bitonic sorting network, we assume that instead of loading the numbers
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x and y as spikes/anti-spikes in i0 and i1 in the initial conﬁguration, they are
fed one by one to these input neurons by another neuron. At each step they
instantaneously send one spike/anti-spike to both s0 and s1 . Here there are two
cases. The ﬁrst case is if both the values are non-negative (negative) then as long
as both the neurons i0 and i1 are sending their spikes (anti-spikes) in each step
of the computation, only s0 has two spikes (two anti-spikes) and thus sending a
spike (an anti-spike) to both the output neurons o0 and o1 . During these steps
neuron s1 remains empty because of the annihilation of spike and anti-spike it
receives. After one input neuron has consumed all its spikes (anti-spikes), the
minimum (maximum) is obtained in o0 (o1 ). There will be only one input neuron
to send spikes (anti-spikes) to s0 and s1 . In this case also, the outgoing synapse
from s1 forgets its spike (anti-spike), and s0 forwards it to o1 (o0 ), where the
maximum (minimum) is obtained.
The other case is if one value is non-negative and the other one is negative
then as long as both i0 and i1 are sending their spikes/anti-spikes, only s1 has two
spikes or two anti-spikes and thus sending an anti-spike to neuron o0 and a spike
to neuron o1 (since negative values are always less than non-negative values).
During these steps neuron s0 remains empty because of the annihilation of spike
and anti-spike it receives. After one input neuron has consumed its spikes (antispikes), the maximum (minimum) value is obtained in o1 (o0 ). There will be
only one input neuron to send anti-spikes (spikes) to s0 and s1 . In this case, the
outgoing synapse from s1 forgets its spikes (anti-spikes), and s0 sends them to o0
(o1 ), where the minimum (maximum) is obtained Now we prove the composition
lemma for SN PA increasing comparators.
Lemma 1. (Composition lemma for increasing comparator). Suppose that in
each time unit from t0 until t0 + (|x| − 1) neuron i0 receives one spike/anti-spike
and that in a rest it does not receive any spike/anti-spike. Analogously, suppose
that in each time unit from t0 to t0 + (|y| − 1) neuron i1 receives one spike/antispike, and that in a rest it does not receive any spike/anti-spike. Then neurons
o0 and o1 either or both receive spike/anti-spike only for time moments from
t0 + 2 until t0 + 2 + (max(|x|, |y|) − 1) and at time moment t0 + 2 + max(|x|, |y|),
the minimum and maximum of x and y codified as number of spikes/anti-spikes
are stored in o0 and o1 respectively.
Proof. Consider the time moment t, with t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + (min(|x|, |y|) − 1).
Both neurons i0 and i1 receive spikes/anti-spikes and in turn send them through
the synapses by the rules. One of the neurons s0 and s1 has spikes/anti-spikes
depending on the values of x and y, neuron s0 or s1 sends one spike/anti-spike
to both of the neurons o0 and o1 . Therefore at time moment t + 2 neurons
o0 and o1 receive their ﬁrst spike/anti-spike each. This continues till the step
t0 + 2 + (min(|x|, |y|) − 1). From time moment t0 + min(|x|, |y|) onward, only
one neuron of i0 and i1 sends spikes/anti-spikes, hence the rules on the outgoing
synapses of s0 and s1 prevent one of o0 and o1 from receiving other spikes/antispikes. The ﬁrst part of the claim is proved.
At each time moment t, with t0 + min(x, y) ≤ t ≤ t0 + (max(x, y) − 1), one of
the neurons o0 and o1 receives one spike/anti-spike at moment t + 2. After time
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moment t0 + max(|x|, |y|) there are no other spikes/anti-spikes enters into the
system, hence from time moment t0 + 2 + max(|x|, |y|) onward there will be no
other spikes entering neurons o0 and o1 . The minimum and maximum of x and
y codiﬁed as number of spikes/anti-spikes are stored in o0 and o1 , respectively.
A similar lemma is valid in the case of a SN PA decreasing comparator.
Assume that we are given a network T as a graph, and that we have a line
representation of it (i.e., a set of n arc-disjoint path linking input terminals with
output terminals). Hence, we extend Deﬁnition 1, by labeling edges, apart from
input and output terminals. For every path that begins with input terminal
labeled i, we label all its edges with i. More formally, we have the following
deﬁnition.
Definition 2 (Edge labeling). Given a graph T as in Definition 1 representing
a sorting network, and a line-representation of T, we attach to each edge e ∈
E(T ) that belongs to a path in the line representation of T beginning with i, label
l(e) = l(i) (supposing that i is labeled with l(i)).
For example, in Fig. 3, we have a labeled bitonic merger. A SN PA system
modeling a sorting network given as a graph is obtained in the following way.
For each input terminal node l we have a corresponding input neuron il . For
each comparator (ascending / descending) we have the s- and o-neurons of a SN
PA comparator (ascending / descending). For each edge of the graph between
two comparators we have synapses between corresponding SN PA comparators.
The output terminal nodes are the o-neurons of the last SN PA comparators.
More formally, we construct and label the SN PA system in the following
recursive way.
1. for each input terminal node l we have a corresponding input neuron il = il,1 ,
0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1;
2. for each comparator at depth 1 ≤ k ≤ d(T ) with incident edges labeled with l
and j, l < j, we add the s- and o-neurons of a SN PA comparator, connected
in the previously speciﬁed way. With the notations in Fig. 4, let s0 and s1 ,
and o0 and o1 be the s-, and o-neurons, respectively, just added. We add
synapses between the following pairs of neurons: ((il,k , s0 ), {a → a, a → a}),
((il,k , s1 ), {a → a, a → a}), ((ij,k , s0 ), {a → a, a → a}), ((ij,k , s1 ), {a →
a, a → a}). Additionally, if k < d(T ), we label o0 with ol,k = il,k+1 , and o1
with oj,k = ij,k+1 ; else we label o0 with ol,k = ol , and o1 with oj,k = oj .
As an example, Fig. 5 depicts an SN PA system with rules on synapses which
models the bitonic merger of size 8.
Theorem 1. For any SN PA ascending comparator at depth k corresponding to
a comparator with incident edges l < j which carry values x and y, respectively,
we have that
1. in each time moment from 2(k − 1) until 2(k − 1) + |x| neuron il,k receives
one spike;
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Fig. 5. SN PA system modelling the bitonic merger of size 8

2. in each time moment from 2(k − 1) until 2(k − 1) + |y| neuron ij,k receives
one spike.
3. in each time moment from 2k until 2k + min(|x|, |y|) both the neurons ol,k
and oj,k receive one spike/anti-spike
4. in each time moment from 2k + min(|x|, |y|) + 1 until 2k + max(|x|, |y|) either
of the neurons ol,k and oj,k receives one spike/anti-spike
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on k. When k = 1 we are at time moment
t = 0. We have explained previously that the behaviour of the system when the
spikes/anti-spikes are loaded initially in the input neurons is identical to when
they are fed one by one to these neurons. Claims 3 and 4 are true from Lemma 1
and t0 = 0. We now suppose that the claim is true for k, with 1 ≤ k < log n, and
prove it for k + 1. From claims 3 and 4 of the induction hypothesis, we know that
both the neurons ol,k = il,k+1 , oj,k = ij,k+1 receive one spike/anti-spike from 2k
until 2k + min(|x|, |y|), where min(|x|, |y|) is the number of spikes/anti-spikes
carried by both the wires l and j before the comparator at depth k+1. After that,
only one of the neurons ol,k = il,k+1 , oj,k = ij,k+1 receives one spike/spikes from
2k + min(|x|, |y|) + 1 until 2k + max(|x|, |y|), where max(|x|, |y|) − min(|x|, |y|)
is the number of spikes/anti-spikes carried by wire l or j before the comparator
at depth k + 1. After the step 2k + max(|x|, |y|), the minimum u = min(x, y) is
stored ol,k and v = max(x, y) is stored oj,k . This proves claims 1 and 2. If we
take t0 = 2k, x = u, and y = v in Lemma 1, we have that claims 3 and 4 are
true.
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Bead Sorting of Integers Using SN PA Systems
with Rules on the Synapses

Here we design an SN PA system Πs with rules on synapses that can sort n
integers in ascending order. This model drastically decreases the complexity in
terms of the number of neurons and synapses. We encode the positive numbers
as the number of spikes, negative numbers as the number of anti-spikes and zero
with the symbol λ.

Fig. 6. SN PA system with rules on synapses Πs for sorting integers

The SN PA system Πs shown in Fig. 6 has n input neurons, n output neurons
and two intermediate neurons (labeled s1 and s2 ). The input is stored in the ﬁrst
line of the system (hence in the neurons labeled i1 , i2 , . . . , in ) encoded in the
form of number spikes/anti-spikes. Each input neuron has two synapses, one to
neuron s1 and the other to neuron s2 . At each step, each input neuron until
not empty, sends an anti-spike to s1 if it contains a negative number encoded
in the form of number of anti-spikes. If the input neuron contains spikes (i.e., it
represents a positive number), then it sends a spike to neuron s2 . So all the input
neurons in the ﬁrst layer of the structure Πs are having the same type of synapses
((il , s1 ), {a+ /a → a}) and ((il , s2 ), {a+ /a → a}) where 1 ≤ l ≤ n. In the second
layer the negative and non-negative integers are ﬁltered. Let the number of
negative numbers in list be m with 0 ≤ m ≤ n. The number of anti-spikes neuron
s1 receives in the ﬁrst step corresponds to the number of negative numbers in the
original unsorted list. So, in the ﬁrst step of the computation, neuron s1 receives
m anti-spikes which means that there are m number of negative integers and
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n − m non-negative integers in the unsorted list. The neuron s1 sorts the m
negative numbers in ascending order and stores them in the ﬁrst m left most
neurons of the third layer. Similarly neuron s2 sorts the positive numbers and
stores them in the rightmost neurons of the third layer.
Intermediate neurons s1 and s2 have outgoing synapses to all neurons in the
third layer of the system. Depending upon the number of anti-spikes the neuron
s1 receives, it sends an anti-spike to one or more output neurons. At any step
during computation, if neuron s1 has p anti-spikes, then in the next step, it sends
an anti-spike to all the p left most output neurons in the third layer. Similarly
if the neuron s2 receives q spikes then it sends a spike to all the q right most
output neurons in the third layer. In this way, the SN PA system Πs can sort
n integers in O(| M |) computational steps, where M is the absolute maximum
of the n numbers. We can observe that this model makes use of 2n + 2 neurons,
4n synapses and n2 + 3n rules to sort n integers, which is comparatively less
complex than the system in [11].

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have simulated two parallel sorting algorithms, bitonic sort
and bead sort to sort n integers using SN PA systems with rules on synapses.
For bitonic sorting, the key operation is the comparison of two elements, so
we have designed the SN PA comparators which can compare two integers and
arrange them in ascending or descending order. Using these comparators, we
have designed the SN PA bitonic sorting network that can perform sorting of an
integer array. We simpliﬁed the sorting model in [11] using SN PA systems with
rules on synapses and also incorporated negative numbers in the unsorted list.
Acknowledgements. Alica Kelemenová was supported by European Regional
Development Fund in the IT4Innovations Centre of Excellence project (CZ.1.05/
1.1.00/02.0070) and Silesian University in Opava project SGS/24/2013.
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Abstract. Recently a new framework based on multiset approximation
spaces were introduced for modeling the abstract notion of “closeness to
membranes” in P systems. In real biotic/chemical interactions, however,
objects not only have to be close enough to membranes, so that they
are able to pass through them, but they also need to be in an unstable state, in a state where they are ready to engage into any type of
interactions at all. In order to develop these ideas, we employ multiset approximation spaces for the description of stability and instability.
We also demonstrate how the applicability and the use of reaction rules
can be regulated during computations using the notion of membrane
boundaries. An important feature of this type of regulation is the fact
that it does not rely on the maximal parallel way of rule application,
therefore it can be used to enhance the computational power of systems
with asynchronous, sequential, or any other type of derivation modes. As
an example, we show how P systems can generate any recursively enumerable set of numbers independently of the applied derivation mode,
which is interesting, since without membrane boundaries asynchronous
or sequential systems generate the Parikh sets of matrix languages only.
Keywords: Asynchronous P systems
tial energy · Stable states

1

· Approximation spaces · Poten-

Introduction

Considering membrane systems with communication rules only (which are powerful means of interaction, see [2,8,12] for example), one might argue that real
biotic/chemical interactions represented by these rules in P systems may take
place only in the vicinity of membranes delimiting the regions. At ﬁrst glance,
vicinity is a spatial concept, but in order to avoid attributing location information to the objects, an abstract concept of “closeness to membranes” was
formulated in [3] based on the theory of rough sets.
Rough set theory, Pawlak’s classical theory of set approximations [6,7] gives
a plausible opportunity to model boundary zones around sets in an abstract way.
In P systems, however, regions are associated not with sets, but with multisets
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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of objects, thus in [3], the notion of multiset approximation space was introduced as a generalization of set approximation for multisets. P systems with
membrane boundaries were also deﬁned in [3] as an application of the multiset approximation framework. These systems have a two-component structure:
(1) a (communicating) P system, and (2) a multiset approximation space which
determines how the boundaries of the regions of the P system are computed.
They were successfully used for the deﬁnition of membrane boundaries, some of
their properties were further investigated in [1,4].
Using the multiset approximation technique, however, not only the abstract
notion of closeness around membranes can be speciﬁed, but also the issue of
stability can be addressed. This is the subject of the present paper.
Biotic/chemical processes are in the center of the motivation base of membrane computing, together with important aspects, such as robustness, stability,
equilibrium, or periodicity. In order to explain the changes in natural processes,
stored energy is a very useful notion. Stored energy is called potential because
it has the “potential” to do work. In Nature, the lower the potential energy of
a system, the more stable it is. Moreover, natural systems left to themselves
attempt to reach the conﬁguration with the lowest potential energy possible
(under a given set of constraints). We might say that any change of the system
conﬁguration takes place because the system “wishes” to reach a more stable
state, as if changes would resolve the unstabilities which are present.
In biotic/chemical processes there are many “small” coherent units (such as
molecules, for example) which represent stability in the sense that they are less
likely to engage into interactions than the others. In what follows, we will use the
above described multiset approximation framework for the representation of this
kind of “stability” in P systems by presenting a notion of membrane boundaries
based on the concept of chemical or biological stability.
Moreover, as a further application of the concept, will also show how to
generate membrane boundaries in such a way that they can be used to regulate
the application of rules during computations. We will show how to implement the
possibility of “appearance checking” of objects without relying on the maximal
parallelism of rule application (as it is usually the case in P systems theory),
thus, we will be able to use this technique also in asynchronous or sequential
systems. As an initial result, we present a theorem showing that recursively
enumerable sets of numbers can be generated by systems with one membrane
using any type of rule application, which is interesting since systems without
membrane boundaries in the asynchronous or sequential rule application modes
can only generate Parikh sets of matrix languages (see Chapter 5 of [11]) which
is a strict subclass of the class of recursively enumerable languages.

2

Preliminaries

Let U be a ﬁnite nonempty set. A multiset M , or an mset M for short, over U is
a mapping M : U → N, where N is the set of natural numbers. If M (a) = 0, it is
said that a belongs to M , otherwise a does not belong to M . The set supp(M ) =
{a ∈ U | M (a) = 0} is called the support of M . The mset M is the empty mset,
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denoted by ∅, if supp(M ) = ∅. A ﬁnite multiset M over an alphabet U can be
M (a ) M (a )
M (a )
represented by all permutations of a string x = a1 1 a2 2 . . . an n ∈ U ∗
where aj ∈ U, M (aj ) =
0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The size of a ﬁnite multiset M , represented
by x ∈ U ∗ is deﬁned as a∈U |x|a , where |x|a denotes the number of occurrences
of a ∈ U in x. We note that if no confusion arises, we also use the customary set
notation for denoting multisets, and we denote the set of ﬁnite multisets over U
by U ∗ . Let n ∈ N be a positive integer, we say that a ∈n M (a ∈ U ) if M (a) = n,
and M1  M2 , if M1 (a) ≤ M2 (a) for all a ∈ U .
We describe the generalizations of the basic set–theoretical operations for
multisets as follows. Let M, M1 , M2 ∈ U ∗ be msets over U . The intersection of
two msets, M1  M2 is deﬁned as (M1  M2 )(a) = min{M1 (a), M2 (a)} for all
a ∈ U . The set–type union of two msets,
M1 M2 is deﬁned by (M1 M2 )(a) =
max{M1 (a), M2 (a)} for all a ∈ U , with ∅ = ∅ by deﬁnition. The operation of
multiset addition is deﬁned by (M1 ⊕ M2 )(a) = M1 (a) + M2 (a) for all a ∈ U . For
any n ∈ N, n-times addition of M , denoted by ⊕n M , is given by the following
inductive deﬁnition:
1. ⊕0 M = ∅;
2. ⊕1 M = M ;
3. ⊕n+1 M = ⊕n M ⊕ M .
We will use the term many-times addition, if n is not speciﬁed. We also deﬁne
multiset subtraction by (M1 M2 )(a) = max{M1 (a) − M2 (a), 0} for all a ∈
U . Using the notion of n-times addition, the n-times inclusion relation can be
deﬁned for any n ∈ N as follows: M1 n M2 , if ⊕n M1  M2 but ⊕n+1 M1  M2 .
We also denote by U n the set of all msets M over U such that M (a) ≤ n for all
a ∈ U.
Now we deﬁne the basic notions of P systems which were introduced in
[9]. For more information, see the monograph [10] and the handbook [11]. A
P system is a structure of hierarchically embedded membranes, each having a
label and enclosing a region containing a multiset of objects and possibly other
membranes. The out-most membrane which is unique and usually labeled with 1,
is called the skin membrane. The membrane structure is denoted by a sequence
of matching parentheses where the matching pairs have the same label as the
membranes they represent. If membrane i contains membrane j, and there is no
other membrane k, such that k contains j and i contains k then we say that
membrane i is the parent membrane of j.
The evolution of the contents of the regions of a P system is described by
rules associated to the regions. In the following we concentrate on communication
rules called symport or antiport rules.
Conﬁgurations of the system are represented by the multisets of objects
present inside the regions. The application of a collection of rules takes the system from one conﬁgurations to another, a series of conﬁgurations corresponds
to a computation.
The end of the computation is deﬁned by halting: A P system halts when no
more rules can be applied in any of the regions, and the result is the number of
objects in an elementary membrane labeled as output.
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Definition 1. A P system with symport/antiport of degree n ≥ 1 is a construct
Π = (V, μ, w1 , . . . , wn , R1 , . . . , Rn , out)
where
–
–
–
–
–

V is an alphabet of objects,
μ is a membrane structure of n membranes,
wi ∈ V ∗ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are the initial contents of the n regions,
Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are the sets of symport/antiport rules associated to the regions,
out ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the label of an elementary membrane, the output membrane.

The n-tuple of ﬁnite multisets of objects present in the n regions of the
n
P system Π describes a configuration of Π; (w1 , . . . , wn ) ∈ (V ∗ ) is the initial
conﬁguration.
The P systems changes its conﬁgurations by applying its rules simultaneously
in the regions. A symport rule is of the form (x, in) or (x, out), x ∈ V ∗ . If such a
rule is present in a region i, then the objects of the multiset x must enter from
the parent region or must leave to the parent region, respectively. An antiport
rule is of the form (x, in; y, out), x, y ∈ V ∗ , in this case, objects of x enter from
the parent region and in the same step, objects of y leave to the parent region.
There are several rule application modes which can be considered. If the rules
are applied in the maximal parallel manner, then as many rules are applied in
each region as possible. In the minimal parallel mode, any number of rules can
be applied, but at least one rule has to be applied in all those regions where there
are applicable rules. If the rules are applied asynchronously, then any number
of rules can be applied without any restriction, in the sequential mode, just one
rule is applied in the whole system in each step. More information on these rule
application modes can be found in Chapter 5 of the handbook [11].

3

Multiset Approximation Spaces

A multiset approximation space is deﬁned over a ﬁnite alphabet U , and denoted
by MAS(U ). It has four basic constituents:
– Domain — a set of ﬁnite multisets over U whose members are approximated.
If the multiset approximation space is associated to a membrane system, the
contents of the regions belong to the domain.
– Base system — a set of msets from the domain serving as the basis for the
approximation process. Its members are called base msets.
– The set of definable msets derived from base msets. They are possible approximations of the members of the domain. It is reasonable to deﬁne the approximation space in such a way that the base msets and the empty mset are
deﬁnable. In approximation spaces associated to membrane systems, we will
assume that the set of deﬁnable msets is obtained as the set of unions of the
many-times additions of the base msets.
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– Approximation functions — determining the lower and upper approximations
and the boundaries of the msets of the domain.
Now we present the formal deﬁnition of the above listed components of a so
called Pawlakian mset approximation space.
Definition 2. The ordered 6–tuple MAS(U ) =
U ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b is a
Pawlakian mset approximation space over U with the domain U ∗ if
1. U is a nonempty set.
2. B ⊆ U ∗ and if B ∈ B, then B = ∅. B is called the base system, its members
are the base msets.
3. DB ⊆ U ∗ is the set of deﬁnable msets, an extension of B such that
(a) ∅ ∈ DB ;
(b) B ⊆ DB ;

(c) if B⊕ = {⊕n B | B ∈ B, n = 1, 2, . . . } and B ⊆ B⊕ , then B ∈ DB .
4. The approximation functions l, u, b : U ∗ → U ∗ representing the lower, upper
approximations and the boundaries of an mset M ∈ U ∗ , respectively, are
defined as 
(a) l(M ) = {⊕n B | n ∈ N+ , B ∈ B and B n M },
(b) b(M ) = {⊕n B | B ∈ B, B  M, B  M = ∅ and B  M n M },
(c) u(M ) = l(M ) b(M ).
(When the approximation functions l, u, b are defined as above, they are called
generalized Pawlakian.)
To clarify the above deﬁned notion of multiset approximation space, we
present the following example.
Example 1. Let MAS = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be an mset approximation space with
V = {a, b, c, d, e, f }, and a set of base msets (the base system)
B = {a2 b, abcdef, ac, b3 cd2 , b3 d2 , b3 d2 f, c, f 2 , f 4 }.
Now, according to the above deﬁnition, the set of deﬁnable msets DB can be
obtained as follows:
– ∅ ∈ DB ,
– B⊕ = {a2 b, a4 b2 , a6 b3 , . . . ,
abcdef, a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 f 2 , a3 b3 c3 d2 e3 f 3 , . . . ,
ac, a2 c2 , a3 c3 , . . . ,
b3 cd2 , b6 c2 d4 , b9 c3 d6 , . . . ,
b3 d2 , b6 d4 , b9 d6 , . . . ,
b3 d2 f, b6 d4 f 2 , b9 d6 f 3 , . . . ,
c, c2 , c3 . . . , e3 , e6 , e9 , . . . ,
. . },
f 2 , f 4 , f 6 , .
– for any B ⊆ B⊕ , B ∈ DB .
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Let M be the multiset M = {a, b, . . . , b, c, c, c, d, . . . , d} = ab11 c3 d9 , and let us
  
  
11

9

compute boundary of M . According to Deﬁnition 2, the boundary is computed
as

b(ab11 c3 d9 ) = {⊕n B | B ∈ B, B  ab11 c3 d9 , B  ab11 c3 d9 = ∅
and B  ab11 c3 d9 n ab11 c3 d9 }.
Thus, we need all elements B of the base system B which are not submultisets
of M , but have nonempty intersections with M . These are
{a2 b, abcdef, b3 d2 f } = {B1 , B2 , B3 } ⊆ B.
Now we need to ﬁnd for each Bi the numbers ni , such that Bi  M ni M .
We obtain
– (a2 b  ab11 c3 d9 ) = ab 1 ab11 c3 d9 , thus, n1 = 1,
– (abcdef  ab11 c3 d9 ) = abcd 1 ab11 c3 d9 , thus n2 = 1,
– (b3 d2 f  ab11 c3 d9 ) = b3 d2 3 ab11 c3 d9 , thus n3 = 3.
Now we can compute the boundary as

b(M ) = {⊕ni Bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3},
that is
b(ab11 c3 d9 ) =



{⊕1 a2 b, ⊕1 abcdef, ⊕3 b3 d2 f },

which means that
b(ab11 c3 d9 ) = ⊕1 a2 b ⊕1 abcdef ⊕3 b3 d2 f
= a2 b abcdef b9 d6 f 3
= a2 b9 cd6 f 3 .

4

Multiset Approximation Spaces in Membrane
Computing

If the P system Π = (V, μ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm , out) is given, let
MAS(Π) = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be a Pawlakian mset approximation space called
the joint membrane approximation space of the P system Π. Note that in such a
joint membrane approximation space, the deﬁnitions of l, u, b are given and the
alphabet V is ﬁxed, but depending on the choice of B, we can obtain diﬀerent
deﬁnable sets DB , and diﬀerent approximation spaces for a given Π.
Having given a membrane system Π and its joint membrane approximation
space MAS(Π), we can deﬁne the boundaries of the regions w1 , w2 , . . . , wm as
msets with the help of approximation functions l, u, b. But the general notion of
mset boundaries given earlier cannot be used here, because membrane boundaries have to follow the given membrane structure μ. In the case of the skin
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region, the Pawlakian boundary b(w1 ) can be deﬁned using the upper approximation u(w1 ) without any complications, since the environment is assumed to
contain any object in an arbitrary number of copies. For i = 2, . . . , m, however, the contents of the parent regions also have to be taken into consideration:
those objects of the base msets making up the membrane boundary, which are
not inside the membrane, have to be elements of the parent region. Thus, the
Pawlakian boundaries have to be adjusted to the membrane structure and the
contents of the regions by the function bnd. Note that b(w1 ) = bnd(w1 ), but
b(wi ) = bnd(wi ) (i = 2, . . . , m) in general. Moreover, membrane boundaries
bnd(wi ) (i = 1, . . . , m) are split into two parts, inside and outside membrane
boundaries.
Before presenting the formal deﬁnitions, we illustrate the considerations
above with the following example.
Example 2. Let MAS = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be the mset approximation space
from Example 1 associated to the P system Π = (V, [ [ ]2 ]1 , w1 , w2 , R1 , R2 , out)
where w1 = ef 2 and w2 is the multiset from Example 1, thus w2 = ab11 c3 d9 .
When computing the boundary of w2 = ab11 c3 d9 , we need to take into
account that the parent region does not contain the objects in arbitrary number
of copies. Considering the base sets which have nonempty intersections with w2 ,
we obtain the following.
– Although (a2 b  ab11 c3 d9 ) = ab, there is no a in the parent region w1 = ef 2 ,
so a2 b cannot lie in the boundary of the two regions, it cannot be taken into
account when computing the boundary (that is, n1 = 0 using the notation of
Example 1);
– (abcdef  ab11 c3 d9 ) = abcd 1 ab11 c3 d9 and ef  ef 2 , so abcdef is taken
into account when computing the boundary (n2 = 1 using the notation of
Example 1);
– (b3 d2 f  ab11 c3 d9 ) = b3 d2 and f 2 ef 2 , so b3 d2 f is considered for the boundary (n3 = 2 using the notation of Example 1).
Thus, the boundary of the contents of the second region w2 = b11 c3 d9 is computed as

bnd(ab11 c3 d9 ) = {⊕0 a2 b, ⊕1 abcdef, ⊕2 b3 d2 f },
which means that
bnd(ab11 c3 d9 ) = ⊕0 a2 b ⊕1 abcdef ⊕2 b3 d2 f
= ∅ abcdef b6 d4 f 2 = ab7 cd5 ef 2 .
These considerations are formalized in the following deﬁnition.
Definition 3. Let Π = V, μ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm  be a P system
and MAS(Π) = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be its joint membrane approximation space.
If B ∈ B and ⎧
i = 1, 2, . . . , m, let
⎨ 0, if B  wi or B  wi = ∅;
N (B, i) = n, if i = 1 and B  w1 n w1 ;
⎩
min{k, n | B  wi k wi , and B wi n wparent(i) }, otherwise.
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Then, for i = 1, . . . , m,
bnd(wi ) =
out

bnd



{⊕N (B,i) B | B ∈ B};

(wi ) = bnd(wi )

in

bnd (wi ) = bnd(wi )

wi ;
bndout (wi ).

The functions bnd, bndout and bndin represent membrane boundaries, outside and
inside membrane boundaries, respectively.
Example 3. Consider the MAS = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b associated to the P system Π = (V, [ [ ]2 ]1 , w1 , w2 , R1 , R2 , out) with w1 = ef 2 , w2 = ab11 c3 d9 from
Example 2.
Considering the base system B (see Example 1), we have N (B, 2) = 0 for
almost all the base sets from B, except for B ∈ {a2 b, abcdef, b3 d2 f }.
Now N (a2 b, 2) = min{k, n}, where
(a2 b  ab11 c3 d9 ) k ab11 c3 d9 , and (a2 b

ab11 c3 d9 ) n w1 = ef 2 ,

thus, N (a2 b, 2) = min{1, 0} = 0.
Similarly, N (abcdef, 2) = min{k, n}, where
(abcdef  ab11 c3 d9 ) k ab11 c3 d9 , and (abcdef

ab11 c3 d9 ) n w1 = ef 2 ,

thus, N (abcdef, 2) = min{1, 1} = 1, and N (b3 d2 f, 2) = min{k, n}, where
(b3 d2 f  ab11 c3 d9 ) k ab11 c3 d9 , and (b3 d2 f

ab11 c3 d9 ) n w1 = ef 2 ,

thus, N (abcdef, 2) = min{3, 2} = 2.
Now we obtain the boundary of the second region w2 = ab11 c3 d9 as

bnd(w2 ) = {⊕N (B,2) B | B ∈ B} = {⊕0 a2 b} {⊕1 abcdef } {⊕2 b3 d2 f }
= abcdef b6 d4 f 2
= ab7 cd5 ef 2 .
When computing the boundary of the ﬁrst region, w1 = ef 2 , we have
N (B, 1) = 0 for all B ∈ B where B = abcdef , so we need to determine
N (abcdef, 1) = n where
(abcdef  ef 2 ) n ef 2 ,
which means that N (abcdef, 1) = 1, therefore

bnd(w1 ) = {⊕N (B,1) B | B ∈ B} = {⊕1 abcdef }
= abcdef.
The inside and outside boundaries are obtained as follows.
bndout (w2 ) = bnd(w2 )
bndin (w2 ) = bnd(w2 )

w2 = ab7 cd5 ef 2 ab11 c3 d9 = ef 2 ;
bndout (w2 ) = ab7 cd5 ef 2 ef 2 = ab7 cd5 .
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and
bndout (w1 ) = bnd(w1 )
bndin (w1 ) = bnd(w1 )

w1 = abcdef ef 2 = abcd;
bndout (w1 ) = abcdef abcd = ef.

Using membrane boundaries, the following constraints for rule executions are
prescribed: a rule r ∈ Ri of a membrane i (i = 1, . . . , m) has to work only in the
membrane boundary of its region. More precisely,
– a symport rule (u, in) is executed only in the case when u  bndout (wi );
– a symport rule (u, out) is executed only in the case when u  bndin (wi );
– an antiport rule (u, in; v, out) is executed only in the case when u  bndout (wi )
and v  bndin (wi ).
In [1,3,4], the authors presented examples and showed how the given notion
of membrane boundaries work in a P system.

5

Chemical Stability and the Notion of Membrane
Boundaries

In the present paper we continue to develop the above described framework, we
employ membrane boundaries for the description of the notion of chemical stability. In this section, we provide an informal background to our considerations.
In the following, within the scope of the proposed framework, the question
of stability of P systems will be focused in our study. The notion of stability
appears in P systems trivially, since if one asks when a membrane computation
process stops, then the answer can be the following: when it reaches a stable
state i.e. when there is no rule which can execute. This means that in systems
which are able to perform some computation, the initial state is not stable: there
are some rules which can work. If the whole computation process is considered,
it can be viewed as a transition form an unstable state to a stable one, but
here we would also like to consider the individual computation steps. What we
are looking for, is a reﬁned notion of stability which is able to capture how the
computational steps themselves lead to more and more stable states, how they
are executed by “resolving” some of the unstabilities of the system which are
present.
In a joint membrane approximation space MAS(Π), each base mset can be
considered as stable or coherent unit i.e. consisting of objects which together
form a coherent unit. Hence, base msets can be taken as the representation of
compounds whose potential energy is lower than the potential energy of their
parts. Therefore, they represent a more stable state of their constituent objects,
and the objects have lower (potential) energy together as they would have separately.
Membrane boundaries are collections of base msets. A very important aspect
of these base msets is that all of them are split into two parts by the membranes:
They have nonempty intersections with the regions inside and also outside, these
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form the inner and outer parts of the boundaries. In both parts, bisected base
msets are not stable from the energetic point of view. In other words, they are in
“excited states”, i.e., they have higher energy as they would have together as a
coherent unit, namely, a base mset. As it was mentioned earlier, a natural system,
left to itself, attempts to reach the conﬁguration with the possible lowest energy.
Accordingly, base msets bisected by membranes are ready for moving towards
the stable states of lower potential energy. However, they can reach these states
only in the case if the adequate objects are able to pass through the membranes.
The movements of objects through membranes are regulated by communication rules restricted to membrane boundaries. Consequently, a base mset split
into two parts can only reach a state with lower potential energy, i.e., a more
stable state, if the communication rules make it possible that the objects form
a base mset again. If this happens, the (re)combined base mset may wholly
get inside/outside the region. (Then, at the same time, it is removed from the
membrane boundary as well, i.e., after each computation step in the framework,
boundaries have to be recalculated.)

6

A Notion of Membrane Boundaries Based on Chemical
Stability

We would like to emphasize here again that our deﬁnition of membrane boundaries does not rely on the notion of space (the notion of physical “closeness”),
it is also possible to consider the notion of stability as its intuitive background.
Boundaries relying on base msets answer the following questions in each computational step: how is a communication rule activated, or in other words, why
do some communication rules execute and others do not? The answer is related
to the notion of stability: the executed rules make direct steps to reach a more
stable state, that is, they try to eliminate some of the unstabilities present.
If we look at the notion of boundaries from this point of view, there is a
problem that we need to solve: We need to take into consideration the stability of
a region and the stability of its parent. Membrane boundaries can only contain
objects that are neither elements of the stable parts of the region, nor of the
stable part of its parent.
In order to take these considerations into account, we will deﬁne the boundaries in the following way. First, the lower approximation of the regions is computed, and those objects which are not elements of the lower approximation are
considered unstable. The unstable objects are able to take part in reactions, thus,
they may become part of the boundary of the region. If unstable objects on the
two sides of one membrane can form one of the base msets together, then there
is a certain attraction among them towards each other as they could constitute
a stable complex together, thus, this is the situation when they are considered
to be on the boundary.
Let Π = (V, μ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , out) be a P system and MAS(Π) =
V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be its joint membrane approximation space. We deﬁne the
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(inner) unstable parts of regions as the elements which do not belong to their
lower approximations.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let
UNSin (i) = wi l(wi ).
We also need the notion of the “outer” unstable part of a region, which is just the
inner unstable part of its parent. (As the objects are assumed to be present in
any number of copies in the environment, the skin region has no outer unstable
part.) Thus, for i = 1, let
UNSout (i) = wparent(i)

l(wparent(i) )(= UNSin (parent(i))).

Let us deﬁne for all B ∈ B and 1 ≤ i ≤ m the numbers K(B, i), K  (B, i),
L(B, i) and L (B, i) as follows.
If B  UNSin (i) = ∅ or B  UNSin (i), then L(B, i) and K(B, i) are undeﬁned,
otherwise let
1. L(B, i) = l where B  UNSin (i) l UNSin (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m;
2. K(B, 1) = L(B, 1);
3. K(B, i) = k where B (B  UNSin (i)) k UNSout (i) for 2 ≤ i ≤ m.
Similarly, if B  UNSout (i) = ∅ or B  UNSout (i), then L (B, i) and K  (B, i)
are undeﬁned, otherwise let
1.
2.
3.
4.

L (B, 1) = L(B, 1);

L (B, i) = l where B (B  UNSout (i)) l UNSin (i) for 2 ≤ i ≤ m;
K  (B, 1) = K(B, 1);

K  (B, i) = k  where B  UNSout (i) k UNSout (i) for 2 ≤ i ≤ m.
Before continuing, let us consider the following example.

Example 4. Let us suppose that MAS = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b is an mset approximation space with V = {a, b, c} and B = {aaab, cc}, associated to the P system
Π = (V, [ [ ]2 ]1 , w1 , w2 , R1 , R2 , out) where w1 = aabc6 and w2 = a12 c4 .
The unstable parts of the regions of Π are obtained as follows.
UNSin (1) = w1

l(w1 ) = aabc6

c6 = aab,

UNSin (2) = w2

l(w2 ) = a12 c4

c4 = a12 ,

the multiset UNSout (1) is undeﬁned, and
UNSout (2) = UNSin (1) = aab.
Now, the only B ∈ B such that it has a nonempty intersection with the
unstable parts of the regions is B = aaab. We can calculate the numbers
K(B, i), K  (B, i), L(B, i) and L (B, i) in the following way.
1. L(aaab, 1) = 1 since (aaab  aab) 1 aab;
2. K(aaab, 1) = L(aaab, 1) = 1;
3. L(aaab, 2) = 4 since (aaab  a12 ) 4 a12 ; and
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(aaab  a12 ) 1 aab.

Similarly, L (B, i) and K  (B, i) are calculated as
1.
2.
3.
4.

L (aaab, 1) = L(aaab, 1) = 1;
L (aaab, 2) = 12 since aaab (aaab  aab) 12 a12 ;
K  (aaab, 1) = K(aaab, 1) = 1; and
K  (aaab, 2) = 1 since aaab  aab 1 aab.

The following deﬁnition gives the new notions of boundaries based on the
stability of regions and their parents (inside and outside boundaries, as well).
Definition 4. Let Π = (V, μ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm ) be a P system
and MAS(Π) = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be its joint membrane approximation space.
If B ∈ B and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, then let us define Min(B, i) and Min (B, i).
1. Let B ∈ B and i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that K(B, i) and L(B, i) are defined, and
let
Min(B, i) = min{K(B, i), L(B, i)}.
Otherwise let Min(B, i) = 0.
2. Let B ∈ B and i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that K  (B, i) and L (B, i) are defined,
and let
Min (B, i) = min{K  (B, i), L (B, i)}.
Otherwise let Min (B, i) = 0.
Now for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have

in
{⊕Min(B,i) B | B ∈ B},
– bndfrom
stable (wi ) = 
out
(w
)
=
{⊕Min (B,i) B | B ∈ B},
– bndfrom
i
stable
and finally, the boundary and its inner and outer parts are given as
–
–
–
–

in
out
bndfrom
(wi ), and
bndstable (wi ) = bndfrom
stable (wi )
stable
in
in
bndstable (wi ) = bndstable (wi )  UNS (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
bndin
bndout
stable (w1 ) = bndstable (w1 )
stable (w1 ),
out
bndstable (wi ) = bndstable (wi )  UNSout (i), for 2 ≤ i ≤ m.

Example 5. Let MAS = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b be the mset approximation space
and Π = (V, [ [ ]2 ]1 , w1 , w2 , R1 , R2 , out) be the P system from Example 4, thus,
V = {a, b, c}, B = {aaab, cc}, w1 = aabc6 and w2 = a12 c4 .
Since cc ∈ B does not have a nonempty intersection with any of the unstable parts of any of the regions, Min(B, i) and Min (B, i) are only deﬁned for
B = aaab, i = 1, 2:
Min(aaab, 1) = min{1, 1} = 1, Min(aaab, 2) = min{4, 1} = 1,
Min (aaab, 1) = min{1, 1} = 1, Min (aaab, 2) = min{12, 1} = 1.
Now, for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2
in
from out
bndfrom
stable (wi ) = bndstable (wi ) =



{⊕1 aaab} = aaab,

so the boundary and its inner and outer parts are given as
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– bndstable (w1 ) = aaab aaab = aaab,
in
– bndin
stable (w1 ) = aaab  UNS (1) = aaab  aab = aab,
out
– bndstable (w1 ) = aaab aab = a,
and
– bndstable (w2 ) = aaab aaab = aaab,
in
12
– bndin
= aaa,
stable (w2 ) = aaab  UNS (2) = aaab  a
out
out
– bndstable (w2 ) = aaab  UNS (2) = aaab  aab = aab.

7

Regulating Rule Application in Asynchronous
P Systems

out
Now we demonstrate how the boundaries bndin
stable and bndstable can be used to
regulate the applicability of symport/antiport rules in membrane computations.
We show how we can give the base sets of B in such a way that a certain rule is
only applicable when a given object is not present in the region. This boundary
based method is interesting, because we can implement a kind of “appearance
checking” feature in such a way that it does not rely on the maximal parallelism
of rule application. Thus, it allows us to use it in asynchronous or sequential
systems. As an initial result, we present a theorem showing that recursively
enumerable sets of numbers can be generated by systems with one membrane
using any type of rule application. This result is interesting, because systems
without membrane boundaries can only generate a strict subclass of the class of
recursively enumerable languages, namely the Parikh sets of matrix languages
with asynchronous or sequential rule application (see [11], Chapter 5).
The proof of our theorem relies on the notion of register machines, so we
brieﬂy review this concept ﬁrst (more information can be found in [5]). A register machine consists of a given number of registers each of which can hold an
arbitrarily large non-negative integer number, and a set of labeled instructions
which specify how the numbers stored in registers can be manipulated.
Formally, it is a construct M = (m, H, l0 , lh , R), where m is the number
of registers, H is the set of instruction labels, l0 is the start label, lh is the
halting label, and R is the set of instructions; each label from H labels only one
instruction from R. There are several types of instructions which can be used.
For li , lj , lk ∈ H and r ∈ {1, . . . , m} we have

– li : (nADD(r), lj , lk ) - nondeterministic add: Add 1 to register r and then go to
one of the instructions with labels lj or lk , nondeterministically chosen.
– li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) - zero check and subtract: If register r is non-empty, then
subtract 1 from it and go to the instruction with label lj , otherwise go to the
instruction with label lk .
– lh : HALT - halt: Stop the machine.
A register machine M computes a set N (M ) of numbers in the following way:
It starts with empty registers by executing the instruction with label l0 and
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proceeds by applying instructions as indicated by the labels (and made possible
by the contents of the registers). If the halt instruction is reached, then the
number stored at that time in register 1 is said to be computed by M . Because
of the nondeterminism in choosing the continuation of the computation in the
case of nADD instructions, N (M ) can be an inﬁnite set.
Note that register machines can be deﬁned with a deterministic variant of
the nADD instructions, li : (ADD(r), lj ), as deterministic computing devices which
compute some function of an input value placed initially in an input register. It
is known (see, e.g., [5]) that in this way they can compute all functions which
are Turing computable. We made the add instruction nondeterministic in order
to obtain a device which generates sets of numbers starting from a unique initial
conﬁguration. As any recursively enumerable set can be obtained as the range
of a Turing computable function on the set of non-negative integers, this way we
can generate any recursively enumerable set of numbers.
Theorem 1. All recursively enumerable sets of natural numbers can be generated by a symport/antiport P system with membrane boundaries having one
membrane and using minimal parallel, sequential, or asynchronous rule application.
Proof. We show how the computations of a register machine can be simulated
by a P system where the applicability of the rules are regulated by the generated
membrane boundaries. Let M = (m, H, l0 , lh , R) be a register machine as above,
and let us assume, without the loss of generality, that besides the output register,
all registers are empty when the halt instruction is executed.
Let ΠM = (V, [ ]1 , w1 , R1 ) be a P system as follows.
V = {ti,j | li , lj ∈ H} ∪ {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {tini , th , b, c, d},
w1 = tini ,
R1 = {(tini , out; t0,i , in), (tini , out; t0,j , in) | l0 : (nADD(r), li , lj ) ∈ R or
l0 : (SUB(r), li , lj ) ∈ R} ∪
{(ti,j , out; ar tj,X , in), (ti,k , out; ar tk,X , in) | li : (nADD(r), lj , lk ) ∈ R,
lX ∈ H} ∪
{(ar ti,j , out; tj,X , in), (ti,k , out; tk,X , in) | li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) ∈ R,
lX ∈ H} ∪
{(th,X , out; th , in) | lX ∈ H} ∪ {(c, out; c, in), (th cd, out)}.
The membrane approximation space MAS(ΠM ) = V ∗ , B, DB , l, u, b associated to ΠM is deﬁned by the base multisets (we use the string notation for
multisets, as before)
B = {cc, th b} ∪ {ar b, ar d | 1 ≤ r ≤ m} ∪ {th,X th | X ∈ H} ∪
{ti,j tj,X | li , lj , lX ∈ H} ∪ {ti,k ar | li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) ∈ R} ∪
{ani db | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, n ≥ 1} ∪ {tini t0,X | lX ∈ H}.
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Note that the set of base msets is inﬁnite, it contains a multiset ani db for all
1 ≤ i ≤ m and n ≥ 1.
To see how the register machine M is simulated by ΠM , consider the following. ΠM starts in the initial conﬁguration
(tini cd).
The msets tini t0,X are in B for all lX ∈ H, but there is no object t0,X inside
the ﬁrst region, so tini is element of the unstable part UNSin (1) of the ﬁrst (and
only) region, and as there is an unlimited supply of t0,X in the environment,
it is also element of the boundary bndin
stable (1) while t0,X for all lX ∈ H are in
(1).
This
means
that
a
rule
(t
bndout
ini , out; t0,X , in) can be used resulting in
stable
the conﬁguration
(t0,X d) for some lX ∈ H.
This conﬁguration corresponds to the situation when M is going to execute the
instruction l0 which will be followed by instruction lX .
To look at the simulation in a more general way, note that conﬁgurations
(an1 1 an2 2 . . . anmm ti,X d)
of Π correspond to the conﬁgurations of M in such a way, that ni , the number
of occurrences of object ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is the value stored in the ith register,
and the next executed instruction li will be followed by lX .
(1) If lX = lk for some li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ), then ti,X is again the element of
the unstable part of the region, moreover, it is in bndin
stable (1) while tX,Y for all
lX , lY ∈ H are in bndout
stable (1) (because ti,X tX,Y ∈ B), so the rule simulating the
instruction li can be executed.
Let us suppose that lX = lj for some instruction li : (nADD(r), lj , lk ) or
li : (nADD(r), lk , lj ). In this case, the number of ar objects inside the region
should be increased by one. Since the only base msets containing ar s are anr db
for n ≥ 1, and b is not present inside the region, there are either no ar s, or
they are the elements of UNSin (1). Moreover, since anr db ∈ B for all n ≥ 1,
there is an unlimited supply of ar in the outside boundary bndout
stable (w1 ). Thus,
a rule (ti,j , out; ar tj,X , in) increasing the number of ar s inside the system and
introducing the transition symbol tj,X for some lX ∈ H can be used.
If lX = lj for an instruction li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ), then the number of ar objects
inside the region should be decreased by one. Since ar db ∈ B and b is not
inside the system, if there are ar symbols inside, then they are in the inner
boundary bndin
stable (w1 ). This means that the rule (ar ti,j , out; tj,X , in) simulating
the decrement instruction can be used.
(2) If lX = lk for some li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ), then there should be no ar present
inside the system. As ti,k is an element of the boundary only if no ar is present
(because ar ti,k is a base mset, so if there are ar s inside, then ti,k does not become
part of the unstable region of the membrane) the computation can only continue,
if this requirement is satisﬁed.
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To summarize the above considerations, we can conclude that a conﬁguration
(an1 1 an2 2 . . . anmm ti,X d)
is changed to

n

n

n

(a1 1 a2 2 . . . amm tX,Y d)
such that the numbers of occurrences ni of ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ m correspond to the
counter contents after executing the instruction labeled by li .
If at some point of the functioning of ΠM , the object th,X is introduced for
some lX ∈ H, then the execution of the halting instruction should follow. This is
possible, since th,X is part of the inner, and th is part of the outer boundary, so
after the use of the rule (th,X , out; th , in) we have th inside the system, which is
again an element of the inner boundary, since th b ∈ B. Thus, the rule (th cd, out)
can be used (c is also in the boundary, because of cc ∈ B, just as is d, because of
ani db ∈ B) ending the computation by stopping the “inﬁnite loop” implemented
by the rule (c, out; c, in). This inﬁnite loop prevents the halting of the system in
the case of a computation which does not correspond to a computation of the
simulated register machine M .

8

Conclusion

We have introduced a notion of boundaries in membrane systems which is based
on the concept of chemical stability: The base msets of the multiset approximation space represent stable complexes, the objects which are in a low energy state
together, a state where they are not likely to engage into any type of interaction,
or chemical reaction.
We have also demonstrated how this new notion of membrane boundaries can
be employed to control the application of rules, or more precisely, the availability
of objects for interaction: objects can only be the subject of rule application if
they are on the boundary of the region that contains them. As an initial result,
we used this technique to implement “appearance checking” (or zero checking)
in such a way which does not rely on the maximal parallel way of rule application, thus, membrane systems with boundaries can simulate register machines
also when using any type of “non-maximal-parallel” or asynchronous rule application. This is an interesting result since these types of systems without membrane boundaries can only generate the Parikh sets of matrix languages, which
is a strict subclass of the class of recursively enumerable languages (see [11],
Chapter 5 for more details).
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Abstract. We present a simple membrane computing model for a typical structured grid algorithm: a parallel and distributed seeded region
growing algorithm for gray images. With a proper granularity, the system can be eﬃciently mapped to a distributed Actor system, possibly a
cloud-based Actor system. The image pixels are partitioned in rectangular sub-images, which are modeled as complex cells and evolve via intercell parallelism. Pixels inside a cell are modeled as sub-cellular objects
and evolve via intra-cell parallelism. The presented model is synchronous, but can be further extended to an asynchronous version. Each cell
can be eﬃciently implemented on a multi-core or many-core architecture
and cells can communicate their boundary data via messages.
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1

Introduction

We have previously used complex objects to successfully model problems in a
wide variety of domains: image processing and computer vision [12,13,17,18];
graph theory [11,22]; distributed algorithms [6,9,10,21,23,29]; high-level P systems programming [19,20]; numerical P systems [19,20]; NP-complete problems [19,20,23].
In this paper, we choose another fundamental image processing task: seeded
region growing of gray images. Speciﬁcally, we model the massively parallel algorithm presented by Braünl et al. [5]. This algorithm is typical for a wide range of
parallel algorithms, collectively forming the structured grid dwarf – one of the
13 Berkeley dwarfs [3].
The image pixels are partitioned in rectangular blocks, which are modeled
as complex cells and evolve via inter-cell parallelism. Pixels inside a cell are
modeled as sub-cellular objects and evolve via intra-cell parallelism. Cells can
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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communicate their boundary data via messages, as in the Actor model [2,14].
The model presented here is synchronous, but can be further extended to an
asynchronous version.
Further, although not detailed here (for lack of space), we provide a couple of
direct emulations of this model in the Actors framework, using, ﬁrst, (i) the single
system F#’s mailbox processor library [28]; and, next, (ii) its research cloudbased extension Orleans [4,7]. Each cell/actor can be eﬃciently implemented on
a multi-core or many-core architecture.
We are aware of only a few previous papers studying membrane computing models for real-life complex image processing tasks. We remark an interesting series of papers on membrane models for image thinning algorithms:
(i) Reina-Molina et al. [27] propose a traditional tissue system; (ii) Reina-Molina
and Dı́az-Pernil [26] discuss a similar tissue based system; (iii) Peña-Cantillana
et al. [24] discuss a related cellular model, mapped on the CUDA platform;
(iv) Dı́az-Pernil et al. [8] propose a spiking neural model, also mapped on the
CUDA platform; (v) Nicolescu [17] proposes several models based on complex
objects: two multi-cells systems, based on 1:1 mappings between pixels and cells;
and a single-cell system, based on a 1:1 mapping between pixels and sub-cellular
objects.
This experiment reinforces our earlier conjecture [17] that, given a good support for pattern matching, the translation from complex objects to Actors can
be largely automatised, not only for similar image processing tasks, but for many
other parallel applications, for both synchronous and asynchronous cases.
As in other similar papers, here we do not cover two important issues: the
initialisation and the termination detection of distributed algorithms. In fact,
we are not aware of many membrane computing studies on the distributed termination detection, which could be quite complex in the asynchronous setting.
For example, Nicolescu and Wu [23] and Wu [30] have recently studied
a systematic approach to distributed termination detection for diﬀusing (single source) algorithms, but more studies are needed on non-diﬀusing (multiple
source) algorithms such as this (especially for scenarios when a master control
node cannot be easily incorporated). For the P systems model considered in this
paper, we just follow the standard theoretical deﬁnition that the whole system
“magically” stops when none of its cells can further evolve.
Because of space constraints, for the rest of the paper, we assume some basic
familiarity with:
– The basic region growing concepts. Section 2 presents a bird’s eye view; for
further details see the monograph of Braünl et al. [5].
– The structured grid pattern in parallel processing. Section 3 presents a bird’s
eye view; for further details see the classical Berkeley papers on the 13 parallel
dwarfs topic, e.g. [1,3].
– The Actor model in functional programming, e.g. as discussed in Sime’s monograph [28].
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– The basic deﬁnitions used in traditional tissue-like transition P systems,
including state based rules, weak priority, promoters and inhibitors, e.g. as
discussed in the membrane computing handbook [25].
– The membrane extensions collectively known as complex objects, proposed by
Nicolescu et al. [17,19,20,23], i.e. complex objects, generic rules, and “microsurgeries” on inner nested sub-cellular objects. However, to ensure some
degree of self-containment, these extensions are reviewed in Sect. 4.

2

Background: Seeded Region Growing

Like other segmentation methods [5], region growing wants to simplify an image
by evidencing large connected sets of pixels with similar characteristics, which
probably belong to the same objects. More technically, the ideal goal of region
growing is a partition of an image A into regions Ri , such that:

1. A = Ri , the regions cover the entire image
2. Each region, Ri , is connected (over the 4 or 8 neighbourhood)
3. Ri ∩ Rj = ∅, i = j, regions are disjoint (of course)
4. All pixels of a region, Ri , satisfy a speciﬁc condition P (Ri )
5. ¬P (Ri ∪ Rj ), i = j, pixels of the union of any two regions do not satisfy the
given condition P
Often, the condition P can simply require that the gray values of pixels are
not too far apart – i.e. their diﬀerence is less than a given threshold.
Typically, region growing works bottom-up, in a sequence of steps. It starts
from a set of seeds which deﬁne the initial regions. At each step, each region
may grow by annexing adjacent pixels which verify the given condition P ; these
pixels may have been unallocated, but may also be taken from less suitable
regions (which means that some regions may also shrink or shift in the image
space).
The condition P is further specialized. Each region has a value, equal to the
pixel value of its initial seed. Besides the pixel intensity, each node holds a copy
of the region value and an unique label (ID). A region can claim a pixel if the
diﬀerence between the region value and that pixel intensity is less than the given
threshold. The process ends when no more changes are possible.
For our study, we select the region growing algorithm described by Braünl et
al. [5]. As in this monograph, we assume that the seeds and the threshold have
already been selected, e.g. either by their gray intensity or by an arithmetic
progression on the image axes – for example, pixels are seeds if their coordinates
are divisible by a given number (e.g. 8). However, we side note that selecting the
best seeds and threshold is another interesting and complex problem.
Conﬂicting claims, when two regions attempt to annex the same pixel, are
arbitrarily resolved by allocating unique labels (IDs) to each seed and region,
and giving priority to the region with the highest label. This ensures that the
algorithm is highly parallelisable and the resulting solution is unique (but the
result is biased in favour of higher numbered regions).
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While practically validating our P membrane model, we noticed that this
simple algorithm does not necessarily fulﬁlls its theoretical ideal goals:
– The algorithm may violate item (1): the resulting region may not cover the
whole image, as some pixels may remain unallocated. While theoretically
annoying, this is acceptable, as it makes sense in practical cases.
– More problematic, but still acceptable practically, the algorithm may also
violate item (2): a region may split and become unconnected, after some of its
pixels are annexed by another higher-priority region.
It should be interesting to design and investigate more advanced versions of
this algorithm, which are less biased and theoretically correct, but still retaining
a high parallelisation potential — however, this is an open problem, outside the
scope of this paper.
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate a small artiﬁcial test image (8 × 8). The
following parameters were used: (i) the 4 neighborhood; (ii) the threshold was
80; (iii) seeds were deﬁned as pixels with coordinates divisible by 3.
Figure 3 shows the regions which have started to form after the ﬁrst step:
there were 22 changes and, in particular, the initial singleton region 55 (with
value 200) has extended to its N, S and W neighbours (with pixel intensities
200, 200, 180, respectively).
The ﬁnal results of Fig. 4 highlights the above mentioned issues: (i) some of
the pixels remain unallocated – region label 0; (ii) region 52 ended disconnected
into four areas – also seen on Fig. 1b as medium gray shades below the dark
region.

(a) Test image – 8 × 8 pixels with
deep zoom

(b) Regions resulting from our implementation – deep zoom

Fig. 1. Test which includes “pathological” cases (parameters in the text)

Figure 5 show a practical result of this algorithm. The left Fig. 5a shows a
photo of a night-time lightning. The right Fig. 5b shows the resulting regions,
after applying our implementation, where (i) we used the 4 neighborhood; (ii) the
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Fig. 2. Initial test image and its 9 seeds (initial regions)
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Fig. 3. Regions after step #1
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Fig. 4. Final 3 regions (49, 52, 55) of the test image

(a) Original lightning image from
wikipedia – 457 × 334 pixels

(b) Regions resulting from our implementation

Fig. 5. Region growing – lightning picture (parameters indicated in the text)
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threshold was 80; (iii) seeds were deﬁned as the union of pixels with maximum
intensity (255 = white) and pixels with coordinates divisible by 4.
Like all algorithms from the structured grid class, this algorithm has a high
parallelisation potential and can be straightforwardly adapted for many-core
processors such as GPUs. In this paper, we are looking at modeling and implementing it in a combined parallel+distributed way, where the distributed nodes
can be systems on a given network, but also cloud-based nodes.

3

Background: Structured Grid Dwarf

In the simplest form of the structured grid [1,3], the data is arranged in the
nodes of a rectangular 2D grid of nodes (e.g. 2D arrays) and is processed in a
sequence of steps (phases). Each step computes new values, which only depend
on the current values of a node and its adjacent grid neighbours.
Typically, this local neighbourhood consists of the four horizontally and vertically adjacent nodes – symbolically denoted as N, E, S, W – as shown in Fig. 6a.
In some scenarious, the neighbourhood may also include the four diagonally
adjacent nodes – symbolically denoted as NE, SE, SW, NW – however, here
we do not follow this possible extension. The basic system works synchronously
and, typically, the new values become accessible to the neighbours only after all
nodes have completed their step.
On an uniprocessor system, each step requires a full sweep over the whole
grid. On a typical many-core system (e.g. GPU based), each node is mapped to
its own “thread” and all threads evolve in lock-step. On a multi-core system,
the grid can be partitioned among available cores, and, for each step, each core
sweeps over its allocated region and then post-step synchronisations are required.
Like the multi-core solution, a distributed solution starts with a partition –
typically rectangular – and its sub-grids are allocated among available systems,
as shown in Fig. 6b. Each of these systems can independently be an uni-core,
a many-core or a multi-core system, thus the ﬁnal solution may combine the
beneﬁts of parallel and distributed computing.
However, the problem is a bit more complex, as border nodes from one system
need data from neighboring systems. This problem can be solved via “ghost”
nodes, i.e. copies of border nodes of adjacent systems. In the simplest case, the
ghost nodes are aligned in one node wide rows and columns and are considered
read-only for the current sub-grid (essentially a one-way buﬀer), as their next
step values depend on data which is only available in the neighbouring systems.
Of course, these ghost nodes must be timely updated after each global step,
via post-step messages between systems – these updates can be performed via
high-level messages exchanged by a distributed or even cloud-based Actor system, such as Orleans [4,7]. Thus, this algorithmic pattern is theoretically synchronous, but its practical implementations need to cope with these typically
asynchronous messages exchanged between systems.
More ﬂexible or more eﬃcient systems can be designed by using (i) larger
ghost areas combined with less frequent messages and/or (ii) more complex
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logic that allows some of the inner nodes to independently progress a few steps
ahead, without requiring synchronizations. These are interesting questions which
however are out of the scope of this paper.
As it should now be apparent, the structured grid pattern is a good match
for the selected region growing algorithm. And, as we will show in Sect. 5, both
are decently modelled by membrane systems with complex objects.

NW
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W
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E
S

N

S

S

E

SE

(a) Computing new values in the
4 neighbourhood

N

W

(b) Distributed grid with ghost
nodes (gray), local computing
(short arrows) and cloning messages (long thick arrows)

Fig. 6. Structured grid – bird’s eye view

4

Membrane Computing with Complex Objects

For self-containment, we recall a few non-standard details of our complex-objects
framework. For a fuller picture, the reader is advised to check our earlier paper
on parallel thinning with complex objects [17].
4.1

Complex Objects

Complex objects play the roles of cellular micro-compartments or substructures,
such as organelles, vesicles or cytoophidium assemblies (“snakes”), which are
embedded in cells or travel between cells, but without having the full processing
power of a complete cell. In our proposal, complex objects represent structured
data that have no own processing power: they are acted upon by the rules of
their enclosing cells.
Technically, our complex objects, are Prolog-like first-order terms, recursively
built from multisets of atoms and variables, but extended over multisets (bags).
Atoms are typically denoted by lower case letters, such as a, b, c. Variables are
typically denoted by uppercase letters, such as X, Y , Z.
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Unification. All terms (ground or not) can be (asymmetrically) matched against
ground terms, using an ad-hoc version of pattern matching, more precisely, a oneway first-order syntactic unification, where an atom can only match another copy
of itself, and a variable can match any bag of ground terms (including the empty
bag, λ). This may create a combinatorial non-determinism, when a combination
of two or more variables are matched against the same bag, in which case an
arbitrary matching is chosen. For example:
– Matching a(X, eY ) = a(b(c), def ) deterministically creates a single set of uniﬁers: X, Y = b(c), df .
– Matching a(XY ) = a(df ) non-deterministically creates one of the following
four sets of uniﬁers: X, Y = λ, df ; X, Y = df, λ; X, Y = d, f ; X, Y = f, d.
– However, matching a(XY, Y ) = a(def, e) deterministically creates a single set
of uniﬁers: X, Y = df, e.
4.2

Generic Rules

By default, rules are applied top-down, in the so-called weak priority order.
Rules may contain any kind of terms, ground and not-ground; however, in this
proposal, cells can only contain ground terms.
Pattern Matching. Rules are matched against cell contents using the above
discussed pattern matching, which involves the rule’s left-hand side, promoters
and inhibitors. Moreover, the matching is valid only if, after substituting variables by their values, the rule’s right-hand side contains ground terms only (so
no free variables are injected in the cell or sent to its neighbours), as illustrated
by the following sample scenario:
– The cell’s current content includes the ground term:
n(l10 , n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )), f (l50 ))
– The following rewriting rule is considered:
n(X, n(Y, Y1 , Y2 ), f (Z)) → v(X) n(Y, Y1 , Y2 ) v(Z)
– Our pattern matching determines the following unifiers:
X = l10 , Y = l20 , Y1 = l30 , Y2 = l40 , Z = l50 .
– This is a valid matching and, after substitutions, the rule’s right-hand side
gives the new content:
v(l10 ) n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )) v(l50 )
Generic Rules Format. More generally, we consider rules of the following
generic format, which deﬁnes templates involving variables (here we present a
simpliﬁed version, enough to cover all scenarios used in this paper):

current-state objects . . . →α target-state in-objects . . . (out-objects)δ . . .
| promoters . . . ¬ inhibitors . . .
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Where:
– States are complex objects (which can be matched, as previously described).
– All objects, promoters and inhibitors are bags of terms, possibly containing
variables (which are matched as previously described).
– Out-objects are sent, at the end of the step, to the cell’s structural neighbours.
These objects are enclosed in round parentheses which further indicate their
destinations, above abbreviated as δ; the most usual scenarios include: (a) ↓i
indicates that a is sent to child i (unicast), (a) ↑i indicates that a is sent to
parent i (unicast), (a) ↓∀ indicates that a is sent to all children (broadcast),
(a) ↑∀ indicates that a is sent to all parents (broadcast), (a) ∀ indicates that
a is sent to all neighbours (broadcast).
– Symbol α ∈ {min, max} × {min, max}, indicates a combined instantiation and
rewriting mode, as further discussed below.
Example. To explain our combined instantiation and rewriting mode, let us
consider a cell, σ, containing three counter-like complex objects, c(c(a)), c(c(a)),
c(c(c(a))), and the four possible instantiation⊗rewriting modes of the following
“decrementing” rule:

(ρα ) S1 c(c(X)) →α S2 c(X), where α ∈ {min,max} × {min,max}.

1. If α = min⊗min, rule ρmin⊗min nondeterministically generates and applies (in the
min mode) one of the following two rule instances:
(ρ1 ) S1 c(c(a)) →min S2 c(a) or
(ρ1 ) S1 c(c(c(a))) →min S2 c(c(a)).
Using (ρ1 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(c(a)), c(c(c(a))). Using (ρ1 ), cell
σ ends with counters c(c(a)), c(c(a)), c(c(a)).
2. If α = max⊗min, rule ρmax⊗min ﬁrst generates and then applies (in the min mode)
the following two rule instances:
(ρ2 ) S1 c(c(a)) →min S2 c(a) and
(ρ2 ) S1 c(c(c(a))) →min S2 c(c(a)).
Using (ρ2 ) and (ρ2 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(c(a)), c(c(a)).
3. If α = min⊗max, rule ρmin⊗max nondeterministically generates and applies (in the
max mode) one of the following rule instances:
(ρ3 ) S1 c(c(a)) →max S2 c(a)
(ρ3 )

or

S1 c(c(c(a))) →max S2 c(c(a)).

Using (ρ3 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(a), c(c(c(a))). Using (ρ3 ), cell σ
ends with counters c(c(a)), c(c(a)), c(c(a)).
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4. If α = max⊗max, rule ρmin⊗max ﬁrst generates and then applies (in the
the following two rule instances:

max

mode)

(ρ4 ) S1 c(c(a)) →max S2 c(a) and
(ρ4 ) S1 c(c(c(a))) →max S2 c(c(a)).
Using (ρ4 ) and (ρ4 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(a), c(c(a)).
The interpretation of min⊗min, min⊗max and max⊗max modes is straightforward.
While other interpretations could be considered, the mode max⊗min indicates that
the generic rule is instantiated as many times as possible, without superfluous
instances (i.e. without duplicates or instances which are not applicable) and each
one of the instantiated rules is applied once, if possible.
If a rule does not contain any non-ground term, then it has only one possible instantiation: itself. Thus, in this case, the instantiation is an idempotent
transformation, and the modes min⊗min, min⊗max, max⊗min, max⊗max fall back onto
traditional modes min, max, min, max, respectively.
Special Cases. Simple scenarios involving generic rules are sometimes semantically equivalent to loop-based sets of non-generic rules. For example, consider
the rule
S1 a(I, J) →max⊗min S2 b(I) c(J),
where I and J are guaranteed to only match integers in ranges [1, n] and [1, m],
respectively. Under these assumptions, this rule is equivalent to the following set
of non-generic rules:
S1 a(i, j) →min S2 b(i) c(j), ∀i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, m].
However, uniﬁcation is a much more powerful concept, which cannot be generally reduced to simple loops.
Note. For all modes, the instantiations are conceptually created when rules are
tested for applicability and are also ephemeral, i.e. they disappear at the end of
the step. P system implementations are encouraged to directly apply high-level
generic rules, if this is more eﬃcient (it usually is); they may, but need not, start
by transforming high-level rules into low-level rules, by way of instantiations.
Benefits. This kind of generic rules allows (i) a reasonably fast parsing and
processing of subcomponents, and (ii) algorithm descriptions with fixed size
alphabets and fixed sized rulesets, independent of the size of the problem and
number of cells in the system (often impossible with only atomic symbols).
Synchronous vs Asynchronous. In our models, we do not make any syntactic
diﬀerence between the synchronous and asynchronous scenarios; this is strictly
a runtime assumption [16]. Any model is able to run in both the synchronous
and asynchronous runtime “engines”, albeit the results may diﬀer.
In traditional synchronous P systems, all rules in a step take exactly one
time unit and then all message exchanges (including loopback messages for inobjects) are performed at the end of the step, in zero time (i.e. instantaneously).
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Alternatively, but logically equivalent, we consider that rules in a step are performed in zero time (i.e. instantaneously) and then all message exchanges are
performed in exactly one time unit. This second interpretation is useful, because
it allows us to interpret synchronous runs as special cases of asynchronous runs.
In the asynchronous scenario, we still consider that rules in a step are performed in zero time (i.e. instantaneously), but then each message may take any
ﬁnite real time to arrive at the destination. Additionally, unless otherwise speciﬁed, we also assume that messages traveling on the same directed arc follow a
FIFO rule, i.e. no fast message can overtake a slow progressing one. This deﬁnition closely emulates the standard deﬁnition used for asynchronous distributed
algorithms [15].
Obviously, any algorithm that works correctly in the asynchronous mode will
also work correctly in the synchronous mode, but the converse is not generally
true: extra care may be needed to transform a correct synchronous algorithm
into a correct asynchronous one; there are also general control layers, such as
synchronisers, that can attempt to run a synchronous algorithm on an existing
asynchronous runtime, but this does not always work [15].

5

Membrane Model

We model the distributed structured grid pattern illustrated in Fig. 6b with one
cell for each sub-grid of the grid partition. Each cell contains a set of complex
objects, representing the internal nodes of the corresponding sub-grid – including
the ghost nodes.
In the basic theoretical scenario, like in many theoretical distributed algorithms of the synchronous network model [15], all cells work synchronously and
exchange messages at the end of each logical step. Messages are sent along arcs
which are labelled N, E, S and W, according to the usual conventions. Eﬀectively, these messages clone the data of the border nodes into ghost nodes of
neighbouring cells.
We use a slightly modiﬁed unary notation for all numerical data: coordinates, pixel intensities, region values, region labels. We use digit 1 as the tally
symbol; e.g., multiset 13 represents number 3 and the empty multiset ∅ represents 0. Like other theoretical models, such as lambda calculus, we use a base
1 number representation. As our model uses only simple arithmetic operations,
which can be very eﬃciently expressed by our complex rules (incrementations,
decrementations, comparisons), this representation does not aﬀect the runtime
performance.
The threshold is described by a global complex object t(h), a copy of this is
present in each cell. Conceptually, we view each sub-grid as a 0-based 2D array,
whose last coordinates are described by a cell-global complex tuple d(x, y).
For example, d(17 , 17 ) can describe the size of any of the sub-grids of Fig. 6b,
which all have 6 × 6 proper nodes and four groups of 6 ghost nodes – in this
sample, the x and y coordinates run in the 0..7 inclusive interval. Note that
borders are proper nodes, not ghosts – in this sample, borders have one of their
coordinates (either x or y or both) 1 or 6.
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Each internal node is represented as a complex tuple n(x, y, p, v, r), where (i)
x and y are its internal coordinates – zero or maximal x, y coordinates indicate
ghost nodes, otherwise the node is proper; (ii) p is the pixel intensity; (iii) v is
region value; (iv) r is the region label. Temporary copies have an additional component (v) c, a change ﬂag, indicating whether the contents have been changed,
0 – no, 1 – yes.
Essentially, a cell updates all its proper nodes in parallel, where each node
updates its state according to the states of its adjacent N, E, S and W nodes.
Although the whole evolution could be described by a single (but quite complex)
membrane step, we prefer a more straightforward ruleset, using a small but
ﬁxed number of membrane steps. Without loss of generality, adjacent nodes are
successively considered in this order: 1–N, 2–E, 3–S, and 4–W.
We start by making temporary copies of all current tuples n, logically keeping
these at the same coordinates, but resetting the change ﬂag to 0 – the resulting
tuples are called n0 :
s0

→max⊗min s0 n0 (X, Y, P, V, R, 0)
| n(X, Y, P, V, R)

Let us now consider the temporary tuple n0 (x, y1, p, v, r, c) and its N neighbour’s tuple n(x, y, p , v  , r ). If |p − v  | < h and r < r , then this node can be
claimed by its neighbour’s region and we create another temporary tuple reﬂecting this, n1 (x, y1, p, v  , r , 1). Otherwise, the new tuple n1 is just a copy of n0 .
The following membrane rules model this conditional evolution as one transition
step, from s0 to s1 :
s0 n0 (X, Y 1, P, V, R, )
s0 n0 (X, Y 1, V  G, V, R, )
s0 n0 (X, Y 1, P, V, R, C)

→max⊗min s1 n1 (X, Y 1, P, P G, R1R , 1)
| t(G1 ) n(X, Y, P  , P G, R1R )
→max⊗min s1 n1 (X, Y 1, V  G, V  , R1R , 1)
| t(G1 ) n(X, Y, P  , V  , R1R )
→max⊗min s1 n1 (X, Y 1, P, V, R, 1)
| n(X, Y, P  , V  , R )

We repeat similar rules to check the other neighbours, E, S and W:
we next check n1 (x, y, p, v, r, c) against the E neighbour n(x1, y, p , v  , r , c ),
then n2 (x, y, p, v, r, c) against the S neighbour n(x, y1, p , v  , r , c ), and ﬁnally
n3 (x1, y, p, v, r, c) against the W neighbour n(x, y, p , v  , r , c ). We end in state
s4 , with a temporary tuple n4 .
We now replace the existing tuples n by the possibly modiﬁed tuples n4 and
then send the updated border nodes data to neighbouring cells. The following
rules detail this update and the outgoing messages due for the N border, which
are sent over the outgoing arc labelled N (the other border cases are not detailed,
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but follow the same pattern). Note the N border is deﬁned by the coordinate
y = 1.
s4 n(X, Y, P, V, R) n4 (X, Y, P  , V  , R , C  )

→max⊗min s5 n(X, Y, P  , V  , R , C  )

s5

→max⊗min s6 g(X, 1, P, V, R, C) N
| n(X, 1, P, V, R, C)
→max⊗min s6

s5

The next and ﬁnal step of this mini-cycle is to reset all ghost cells to the
received data, and then to loop back to the initial state s0 . Here we only detail
the process of data received from the S neighbour. Note that data received from
the N border of our S neighbour has y = 1. The system uses these to replace the
S ghost line, which has Y equal to the maximum Y of this cell, as given by our
dimension tuple d.
s6 n(X, Y, , , , ) g(X, 1, P, V, R, C)

→max⊗min s0 n(X, Y, P, V, R, C)
| d( , Y )

...
s6

→max⊗min s0

The theoretical system stops when there are no more changes, but practical
implementations must ﬁnd means that allow the cells to actively detect the
termination. The simplest ad-hoc – but less than optimal – solution is to add
a new node which has only one task: to centralize the state of each other node
and notify the global termination when no cell can make further progress.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate our P systems with Complex Objects model (PCO) against the
Parallaxis version (PAR), used in the original proposal [5].
In contrast with more traditional P systems, but like other models based
on complex objects, PCO uses a small fixed size ruleset and runs in the same
number of rounds as PAR. We believe that the results are encouraging, despite
the fact that there is no totally objective (non-biased) way to directly compare
two very diﬀerent frameworks, such as PCO and PAR.
Program size
PCO has 11 rules (ﬁxed size). PAR has 42 statements.
Runtime
Both algorithms take the same number of rounds. A PCO round takes 10 P steps.
A PAR round takes 8 critical MOVE/SEND steps, a few other minor steps,
plus a costly critical REDUCE macro-step – which itself may take log n2 more
elementary steps.
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Scalability
PAR runs on one single system only, which may be single-core, multi-core or a
many-core massively parallel SIMD.
Without any changes, PCO scales from running on one single cell to a distributed grid of cells. In a practical implementation, each cell can be mapped
to one computing node, where each node can independently be a single-core,
multi-core or many-core system.
Asynchronous Support
As deﬁned, PAR strictly requires a synchronous system. As presented here, PCO
also runs on synchronous systems; however, it can be adapted to run on asynchronous systems.
Speciﬁcally, a local synchronizer logic [15] can be retroﬁtted into existing
cells, by including step numbers in data and rules – these will inhibit any evolution until all required data is available (i.e. until receiving all step messages).
Termination
In both cases, the termination detection is laborious or solved by ad-hoc means.
Despite running on one single system only, PAR ends each round with a costly
REDUCE macro-step, which indicates the need for a further round.
As described here, PCO uses the traditional definition for P systems termination: the system stops when no more changes are globally possible. While
mathematically appealing, this solution is hardly practical in the real world.
A clean shortcut is possible when PCO runs on one single cell (like PAR):
the system could easily stop at state s2 , if there are no cell-wide changes, which
is indicated by c(0). For a grid-based implementation, state s2 is good point to
start a termination detection round, but this issue is not further discussed here.
This membrane model has been manually implemented, using F#, as functional Actor system. Conceptually, the implementation is a close match of the
model and its performance is comparable to the performance of manually crafted
more imperative implementations.

7

Conclusions

We discussed a membrane model for a fundamental image processing task: seeded
region growing. Our proposed model is heavily based on our complex object
extensions and compares favourably with the original high-level formalisation,
in terms of size (ﬁxed!), complexity (self-contained) and runtime performance
(counting the number of steps). Our model can be straightforwardly mapped
as a distributed Actor model and further implemented on physical parallel and
distributed systems, including cloud distributed Actor systems.
Our experience suggests that similar modelling techniques can be applied to
many other parallel algorithms which follow patterns similar to the structured
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grid of the Berkeley dwarf mine. Our exercise has also highlighted an extant
open problem, previously unnoticed, in the original algorithm which inspired its
starting base.
While typical image segmentation tasks may not require cloud-based implementations, other structured grid applications do require substantial processing
power. For example, in medical image analysis, typical 3D images may contain n3 voxels; n = 500..2000 and more, and many such images are involved in
4D (3D + time) dynamic sequences like cine heart images. Such volumes may
require cloud processing. In principle, our approach seems extendable to multidimensional spaces, to oﬀer directly executable models for such complex tasks.
Together with some of our previous results (which have resulted in a corrected
and better refactored practical image processing implementation), these new
results strengthen our positive views on the adequacy of our complex objects
extensions for modelling real world parallel and distributed problems.
This exercise raises quite a few open questions, perhaps more interesting
than the problem it solved (some of these were asked by the reviewers). Can
we design better versions of the considered segmentation algorithm, which overcomes its limitations while still remaining highly parallelisable? Are there better
ways to detect the termination of such non-diﬀusing distributed computations?
What is the optimal width of the ghost areas and is it worth to allow a partial asynchrony (e.g. allowing some cells to make several operations ahead of
receiving their post-step synchronisation messages)? Can we eﬀectively develop
crisp and eﬃcient P systems models for structured grid tasks in n-dimensional
spaces? How straightforward can other algorithms or patterns from Berkeley’s
dwarf mine be modelled via P systems with complex objects (or else, would this
require additional extensions)?
Acknowledgments. We are deeply indebted to the anonymous reviewers for their
valuable comments and suggestions.
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Abstract. Stream processing engines have appeared as the next generation of data processing systems, facing the needs for low-delay processing.
While these systems have been widely studied recently, their ability to
adapt their processing logics at run time upon the detection of some
events calling for adaptation is still an open issue.
Chemistry-inspired models of computation have been shown to ease
the specification of adaptive systems. In this paper, we argue that a
higher-order chemical model can be used to specify such an adaptive
SPE in a natural way. We also show how such programming abstractions
can get enacted in a decentralised environment.

1

Introduction

In the quest to reducing data processing delays for demanding applications,
industry is shifting from the traditional user-driven store-and-process approach
to a system-driven on-the-fly processing approach. The reduction of processing
delays is particularly crucial in domains such as social networking, where current
trends need to be ﬁgured out quickly before they get outdated, environmental
systems (e.g., climate and traﬃc), or military applications (e.g., missile or target
detection).
This reduction of processing delays has led to a new generation of Stream
Processing Engines (SPEs) addressing the processing of continuous streams
of data, while minimizing the end-to-end processing delay. SPE tools and
approaches [1,2,8,10,13] share a common ground in their programming model:
the programmer needs to specify a set of operators every data item is supposed
to traverse. The operators are combined in a directed acyclic graph (DAG). SPEs
are closely related to the ﬁeld of workflow computing in which the applications
are speciﬁed as a DAG of tasks.
For many reasons, this workﬂow of operators processing an incoming continuous stream of data may have to be adapted at some point at run time.
Imagine for instance a weather monitoring system based on a workﬂow W . In
regular conditions of operation, W stays the same, and data sent from the set of
sensors allowing to monitor the weather systematically follows the same path.
Imagine further that, some particular pattern in the data is detected, meaning
that a storm is coming. This calls for a diﬀerent processing pipeline, specialised
in emergency situations. In this state, W needs to be adapted to, say, W  in
order to reﬂect this new processing pipeline. In other words, the program itself
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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needs to be changed at run time, upon the detection of some particular (possibly
complex) event. This kind of adaptiveness cannot aﬀord stopping and restarting
the system as it would require too much time.
Chemistry-inspired models of computation have been shown to ease the speciﬁcation of adaptive systems. In this paper, we argue that a higher-order chemical
model can be used to specify such an adaptive SPE in a natural way. We also
show how such programming abstractions can get enacted in a decentralised
environment.
Section 2 presents related work. In Sect. 3, the basics of our programming
model is introduced. In Sect. 4, the abstractions for the speciﬁcation of adaptive
workﬂows are presented and illustrated. In Sect. 5, our software prototype for
decentralised workﬂow execution is brieﬂy discussed, as well as how to include
the support for the new concepts, and Sect. 6 concludes this work.

2

Related Work

There is a longstanding eﬀort to provide suitable frameworks to the scientiﬁc
community in order to design and enact workﬂows [16]. However, most of current solutions are not designed to handle stream processing. Moreover, workﬂow
adaptiveness is rarely targeted in scientiﬁc workﬂows. In this section, we present
some works describing analogous techniques and models.
In [11], authors propose a framework to compensate for the impedance mismatch between scientiﬁc workﬂows and continuous data streams. They also propose workﬂow semantics to incorporate stream in scientiﬁc workﬂows. They aim
at extending the support for workﬂow execution in a way that satisﬁes the following requirements: preserve the workﬂow programming model for the user; make
changes transparent to the workﬂow engine; and deﬁne workﬂow patterns to use
them as new workﬂow semantics. In a similar way, the work in [19] addresses
the lack of integrated support for data models to support emerging applications
that are streaming oriented. They propose a scientiﬁc workﬂow framework supporting ﬁles, structured collections and data streams. Both approaches place the
emphasis upon the programming model rather than the execution model. They
clearly state the need for streaming support in scientiﬁc workﬂows for applications that responds to events in the environment at real time, but distributed
execution and adaptiveness are not addressed in these works.
Most workﬂow manager systems ensure enactment ﬂexibility at infrastructure level. Nevertheless, the work presented in [17] proposes an adaptive exception handling at deﬁnition level that is comparable to our programming abstractions deﬁned for adaptiveness. The authors propose two patterns to manage the
exception handling based on the Reference Nets-within-Nets formalism: propagation and replacement. In spite of mechanisms for dynamically adapting the
workﬂow structure at run time, the resulting representation with their reference
model suggests a complex workﬂow deﬁnition, where the original scenario and
the alternative path are mixed (expressed in the same description artifact).
Our work envisages the workﬂow execution as an autonomous process evolving in time according to the requirements and dependencies without bounding
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to any preset constraint. A similar approach described by Verma et al. [18] proposes a workﬂow manager system inspired by P-Systems. Nevertheless, they are
focused on the elasticity properties of their framework and the associated formalism. They do not cover features such as adaptiveness or stream processing
support. In terms of architecture, our approach takes its roots in the work presented in [7]. Although there is an important evolution due to the adaptiveness
introduction and the continuous data streams management detailed hereafter.
The idea of using chemical programming to enact workﬂows autonomously
is not new [4,5,12]. These works, however, remain abstract, and only few clues
are given concerning how to implement such approach, or if it would include
centralised or decentralised settings. Again, they do not consider neither streams
nor adaptiveness.

3

Preliminaries

In this paper, we rely on the Higher-Order Chemical Language (HOCL) [3].
3.1

HOCL

HOCL is a rule-based language. In HOCL, data is left unstructured in a multiset
on which a set of rules is applied concurrently. The role of the programmer is
to write this set of rules, which given a particular input multiset will output
another multiset containing the results. In other words, the initial multiset of
data, containing the input, is re-written by the rules, to produce the ﬁnal multiset, containing the output. Such a programming approach allows users to concentrate on the problem to be solved without having to worry on some external
constraints on data structures and control. Let us illustrate the expressiveness
of HOCL through the classic max problem, which extracts the highest values
from a multiset of values. In HOCL, the max problem is solved by the following
program, given a particular input:
let max = replace x, y by x if x ≥ y in 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, max
The max rule consumes two integers x and y when x ≥ y and replaces them
by x. Initially, several reactions are possible in the provided multiset (between
symbols < and >), max can use any couple of integers satisfying the condition:
2 and 3, 2 and 5, 8 and 9, etc. At run time, the rule will be applied in some
order (unknown, and left to the interpreter’s developer). Whatever the order is,
the ﬁnal content of the multiset will be 9.
Looking carefully, we observe that max is part of the program. HOCL provides the higher order: rules are ﬁrst-class citizens in the multiset. In fact, max
is present in the solution from the beginning to the end of the execution. Also,
a rule can apply on other rules. For instance, removing max can be done by
structuring the multiset and adding a rule in the initial program.
let max = replace x, y by x if x ≥ y in
let clean = replace − one max, ω by ω in 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, max, clean
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The program has been restructured to put our initial program in an outer multiset containing it and a new clean rule which will extract the result from the inner
multiset, and remove max at the same time. However, to be sure that the ﬁnal
(outer) multiset contains the correct result, we need to apply this new rule only
when the execution of the inner multiset is completed. This is what the HOCL
execution model assumes. Note that the latter rule is a replace-one rule. It
is one-shot: it will disappear from the multiset once triggered (and completed).
The ω symbol has a special connotation as it can match any molecule. In this
case, it will match the result.
The chemical analogy is as follows: the multiset is a solution in which data
atoms ﬂoat and react according to reaction rules when they meet. In the following, we adopt the chemical vocabulary to designate artifacts of the programming
model. Note that the terms solution and multiset can be used interchangeably.
An atom can be either a simple one (such as a number or a string), or a structured one, such as a subsolution, denoted A1 , A2 , . . . , An , or a tuple denoted
A1 : A2 : · · · : An .
The previous example shows how the program’s behaviour can change
dynamically through the injection or removal of some rules. It also suggests
that the multiset is a container for the state of the program, on which possibly
distributed engines can apply rules.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we will use the notation A → B
to simplify the speciﬁcation of the n-shot rule replace A by B. A one-shot
rule will be written A →1 B. Some of them can be named using the following
syntax:
rulename : A → B
Ordered collections are manipulated as lists using the following functions:
–
–
–
–

first(l) returns the ﬁrst element of the list l,
rest(l) returns l deprived of its ﬁrst element,
cons(e,l) returns l with the element e added at its end, and
concat(l1,l2) returns the concatenation of l1 and l2,

Note that ω denotes any combination of atoms. It is used as a wildcard
molecule, and [] denotes the empty list.
3.2

HOCL and P-Systems

Built on top of the principles of chemical programming, membrane computing,
also called P-systems, relies on a structure of nested membranes [15]. The elements ﬂoating in them are called molecules. The membranes form a hierarchical
structure, and the membrane containing another membranes is called its parent.
An element can move from one membrane to another one which is either its parent or one of its child membranes. These movements between membranes can
be used to model communications. In terms of execution model, and following
a discrete-time approach, one of their primary objective is to consume as many
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molecules as possible at each step, in order to try to minimise the global execution time. This execution model constitutes a diﬀerence with the execution model
of chemical computing where the actual level of parallelism is left to the engine
implementor. Other peculiarities of HOCL compared to P-systems, is its ability to model sequential behaviours through subsolutioning, and the higher-order.
Note however, that many ﬂavours of execution models, especially regarding level
of parallelism, have been discussed for P-systems in literature [14]. Let us ﬁnally
mention the series of work about the MGS system, which is another good example of a series of work where rule-based programming has been investigated in
conjunction with membrane systems [9].

4
4.1

Programming Abstractions for Workflows
Workflow Description

We now devise a set of abstractions based on HOCL to program adaptive workﬂows. Each service taking part in the workﬂow is represented as a subsolution,
and each of these subsolutions will contain a set of atoms modeling queues storing incoming or result data. Let src be the set of sources of one given service.
Each of these queues is a list  tagged by the parametric keyword ini . Then, the
set of queues can be written:
{ini : ini | i ∈ src}
Secondly, a service is equipped with a queue where to put the results of the
computation. This queue is unique for each service and is tagged by res:
res : res
Note that a service implementation (the actual binary program producing the
output) needs to be speciﬁed. This will be simpliﬁed as a function name tagged
by srv in the following. To sum up, a service S having the set of sources src
and the implementation “func” can be denoted as follows:
S : {ini : ini | i ∈ src}, res : res , srv : “func”
Let us now give an example of a workﬂow. Consider the workﬂow depicted in
Fig. 1. It is given in its graphic form, on the left, and in its HOCL description form
(i.e., the initial multiset) on the right. Each subsolution Si acts as a container
of the information related to a given service. in and res queues, as well as the
actual service to be called, are speciﬁed within each service’s subsolution. All
Si subsolutions act as contexts, and delimit the scope of atoms it contains. For
instance, the in : in atom is present in both S1 and S2 but they are two diﬀerent
atoms, representing two diﬀerent input queues. Note that initially, all queues are
empty, except for S1 and S2 that are the ﬁrst services of the workﬂow and receive
their input from the external world.
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S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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in: in , res:[ ], srv:“func1”
in: in , res:[ ], srv:“func2”
in1 :[ ], in2 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”
in2 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func4”
in3 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func5”
in3 :[ ], in4 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func6”
in5 :[ ], in6 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func7”

Fig. 1. A workflow DAG and its HOCL description counterpart

4.2

Workflow Enactment

Let us now describe the set of rules needed to enact this workﬂow, in an HOCL
interpreter. We actually need two types of rules. The ﬁrst one, denoted call, is
related to processing. In other words, it applies the operator speciﬁed in the atom
tagged by the srv keyword to the set of inputs. Each service’s input consists
in one element taken from each of the input queues, this represents the set of
parameters for the func-i operator. For instance, the call1,∅ parametric rule to
be put within S1 is:
in : in , res : res , srv : “func1”
↓
in : rest (in ), res : cons (func1(ﬁrst (in )), res , srv : “func1”)
This operation takes its input in the head of the in queue, and puts the result
of the invocation of the service it encapsulates at the tail of the res queue. This
rule is speciﬁc to S1 . The equivalent for S3 , call3,{1,2} is the following—the
only noticeable diﬀerence, compared to S1 stands in the fact that one element
is taken from both in queues containing the results of S1 and S2 , respectively.
in1 : in1 , in2 : in2 , res : res , srv : “func3”
↓
in1 : rest (in1 ), in2 : rest (in2 ), res : cons (func3(ﬁrst (in1 ), ﬁrst (in2 )), res )
More generally, the calli,src rule can be seen as a parametric template, parametric by 1) i, the service identiﬁer and 2) src, the set of identiﬁers of the
sources of the service. Then, rule calli,src has the following general form:
{inj : inj | j ∈ src}, res : res , srv : func :: String
↓
{inj : rest (inj ) | j ∈ src}, res : cons (func({ﬁrst (inj ) | j ∈ src}), res )
The second type of rules, denoted pass, enables the information transfer between
services. Let us consider the transfer needed from S1 to S3 . What is needed here
is to model the transfer from S1 ’s queue res to the queue in1 included in the
S3 subsolution:
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1

2

3

4

S1 : in:[e1 , e2 ], res:[ ], srv:“func1”, call1,∅ ,
S2 : in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func2”, call2,{1} ,
S3 : in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”, call3,{1} ,
S4 : in2 :[ ], in3 :[ ], res:[ ], “func4”, call4,{2,3} ,
pass1,{2,3} , pass2,{4} , pass3,{4}

Fig. 2. Workflow definition with call and pass rules

S1 : res : res , ω1 , S3 : in1 : in3 , ω3 
↓
S1 : res : [ ], ω1 , S3 : in1 : concat (in3 , res ), ω3 
Note that, while the call rule makes sense inside the subsolution of the
service invoked, in the pass rule, several subsolutions (source and destinations)
are pertained by the action. Similarly, as for the rule modeling the information
transfer from S1 , the rule for S3 is as follows:
S3 : res : res , ω3 ,
S5 : in3 : in5,3 , ω5 , S6 : in3 : in6,3 , ω6 
↓
S3 : res : [ ], ω3 ,
S5 : in3 : concat (in5,3 , res ), ω5 , S6 : in3 : concat (in6,3 , res ), ω6 
Each time this rule is invoked, it empties the result queues, and transfers all
the elements that have been queued since the last application of this rule. More
generally, the pass rules are of the parametric form passsrc,dst , the parameters
being 1) src, the index of the source service, and 2) dst the set of destination
services.

Ssrc

Ssrc : res : res , ωsrc , {Si : insrc : inj,src , ωi  | j ∈ dst}
↓
: res : [ ], ωsrc , {Si : insrc : concat (inj,src , res ), ωi  | j ∈ dst}

Let us simplify our example to illustrate a workﬂow execution. Our simpliﬁed workﬂow is given in Fig. 2 (left). As detailed above, enacting the workﬂow
consists in adding the correct set of call and pass rules at the right locations
within the HOCL description to make it a runnable HOCL program. Then, that
description is processed by an HOCL interpreter which actually executes the
workﬂow.
The right part of Fig. 2 represents the HOCL program to be submitted to
some HOCL interpreter acting as the workﬂow orchestrator and the initial state
of the multiset. For the sake of clarity, we omit the explicit deﬁnitions of call
and pass rules, as their parameters are suﬃcient to get fully understood. Initially,
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only the in queue of the initial service contains some data: the input data.1 For
this example, as illustrated in Fig. 2, we assume two inputs e1 and e2 have been
sent to the workﬂow to be processed.
Initially, only the call1,∅ is enabled. Indeed, to get enabled, a call rule
needs all the in queues in the relevant services to be non-empty, which is only
the case for S1 . The same applies for the pass rules: they need the res queue
to be non-empty. So, in a ﬁnite time, call1,∅ is applied. This rule application
encapsulates the invocation of the service, the collection of the results and the
pushing of the results in the res queue of S1 , resulting in the following updated
solution (the unchanged part has been greyed out and rules removed for clarity):
S1
S2
S3
S4

:
:
:
:

in:[e2 ], res:[oute1 ], srv:“func1”,
in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func2”,
in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”,
in2 :[ ], in3 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func4”

At this point, two rules are enabled, namely call1,∅ and pass1,{2,3} . In other
words, it is possible to process e2 as well as to transfer a ﬁrst S1 result to S2
and S3 . We can verify that all other rules are disabled. Assuming both rules are
applied, the resulting intermediate multiset is the following (again, unchanged
lines/subsolutions have been greyed out):
S1
S2
S3
S4

:
:
:
:

in:[ ], res:[oute2 ], srv:“func1”,
in1 :[oute1 ], res:[ ], srv:“func2”,
in1 :[oute1 ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”,
in2 :[ ], in3 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func4”

Now, S2 and S3 can be called in parallel through the concurrent application
of call2,{1} and call3,{1} rules, respectively (pass1,{2,3} could also be triggered
but the model does not enforce the application of all enabled rules), leading to
the following multiset’s state:
S1
S2
S3
S4

:
:
:
:

in:[ ], res:[oute2 ], srv:”func1”,
in1 :[ ], res:[oute12 ], srv:“func2”,
in1 :[ ], res:[oute13 ], srv:“func3”,
in2 :[ ], in3 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func4”

While the second result of S1 is transferred to S2 and S3 , results of S2 and
S3 can also be sent to S4 . These actions are enabled through the concurrent
application of pass1,{2,3} , pass2,{4} and pass3,{4} with the following outcome:
S1 :  in:[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func1”,
S2 :  in1 :[oute2 ], res:[ ], srv:“func2”,
1

We assume, that after some time, data is sent to the workflow, filling the in-tagged
list in S1 triggering the workflow.
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S3 :  in1 :[oute2 ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”,
S4 :  in2 :[oute12 ], in3 :[oute13 ], res:[ ], srv:“func4”
We are now in a state where call rules can be applied, in S2 , S3 and S4 .
Assuming they are applied, the new multiset state is the following:
S1
S2
S3
S4

:
:
:
:

in:[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func1”,
in1 :[ ], res:[oute22 ], srv:“func2”,
in1 :[ ], res:[oute23 ], srv:“func3”,
in2 :[ ], in3 :[ ], res:[oute14 ], srv:“func4”

The remainder of the execution consists in (1) transferring the second set of
results from the res queues of S2 and S3 to the in queues in S4 , and (2) invoking
func4 on them, leading to the following ﬁnal inert multiset (as long as no new
data is injected in the in queue of S1 ).
S1
S2
S3
S4

:
:
:
:

in:[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func1”,
in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func2”,
in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”,
in2 :[ ], in3 :[ ], res:[oute14 , oute24 ], srv:“func4”

The idea behind using parametric rules is that they can be easily constructed
using the rule template and the parameters given by the user in its workﬂow
description. The idea is not necessarily to let the user write the HOCL code
directly, but to generate the HOCL code from the user’s own description.
4.3

Adaptiveness

When workﬂow reconﬁguration is needed, the set of atoms (data and rules)
describing the workﬂow needs to get updated. Let us consider the adaptive
workﬂow depicted in Fig. 3, along with its HOCL code.
As illustrated on the left of Fig. 3, an alternate workﬂow is speciﬁed by the
services and links in dashed lines, to replace Service 3 in case adaptation is
requested. More speciﬁcally, the two services a1 and a2 are to replace Service 3.
The two last lines of the initial workﬂow specify these two services. Services a1
and a2 are initially disabled in the sense that no pass rule transfers data into
them. Note also the update pass and update s5 (within S5 subsolution) rules
whose purpose is to re-branch the workﬂow upon adaptation.
The basic idea is to enable the additional services only if the adaptation is
required (i.e., when the reason for adapting is satisﬁed). As discussed above,
the need for adaptations can take several forms. For the sake of simplicity, we
will assume that the execution monitoring system is simply made to inject some
particular atom in the multiset, so as to trigger the adaptation. In our example,
we will use the adapt atom keyword to reﬂect this. The execution monitoring
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3
X
X
a2

a1

4

5

S1 : in:[e1 , e2 ], res:[ ], srv:“func1”, call1,∅ ,
S2 : in:[e1 , e2 ], res:[ ], srv:“func2”, call2,∅ ,
S3 : in1 :[ ], in2 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func3”, call3,{1,2} ,
S4 : in2 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func4”, call4,{2} ,
S5 : in3 :[ ], in4 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func5”, call5,{3,4} , update s5 ,
pass1,{3} , pass2,{3,4} , pass3,{5} , pass4,{5} ,
update pass,
Sa1 : in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func-a1”, calla1,{1} ,
Sa2 : ina1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func-a2”, calla2,{a1}
Fig. 3. An adaptive workflow, including its HOCL description

system will inject it where needed, namely, at the level of the multiset, and also
inside the S5 subsolution.
When the need for adaptation is declared, the multiset requires to get
updated on-the-ﬂy so as to enable services a1 and a2, and partially redirect
the data ﬂow accordingly. To modify the path of data some pass rules need to
be removed and replaced by pass1,{a1} , pass2,{a1,4} , passa1,{a2} and passa2,{5} .
The speciﬁc higher-order one-shot rule update pass, deﬁned below, achieves
this:
adapt, pass1,{3} , pass2,{3,4} , pass3,{5}
↓1
pass1,{a1} , pass2,{a1,4} , passa1,{a2} , passa2,{5}
The other update to perform concerns the internals of S5 , the in3 queue needs
to be removed and replaced by an ina2 queue, in order to satisfy the indices. The
S5 call rule needs to be updated accordingly from call5,{3,4} to call5,{a2,4} ,
as speciﬁed by the update s5 rule:
adapt, in3 :in , call5,{3,4}
↓1
ina2 :[ ], call5,{a2,4}
This rule is supposed to take place within the S5 subsolution. These rules are
initially present in the multiset, but it can react only if the adapt atoms have
been injecting by the monitoring system. Let us review the execution of such an
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example. Initially, we have the multiset described in Fig. 3. The data traverses
the graph similarly as for the previous workﬂow. At some point however, the
monitoring system decides that the alternate workﬂow needs to be triggered,
leading to the following multiset:
in:in1 , res:res1 , srv:“func1”, call1,∅ ,
in:in2 , res:res2 , srv:“func2”, call2,∅ ,
in1 :in31 , in2 :in32 , res:res3 , srv:“func3”, call3,{1,2} ,
in2 :in42 , res:res4 , srv:“func4”, call4,{2} ,
in3 :in53 , in4 :in54 , res:res5 , srv:“func5”, call5,{3,4} ,
updateS5 , adapt,
pass1,{3} , pass2,{3,4} , pass3,{5} , pass4,{5} ,

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

:
:
:
:
:

update pass, adapt,
Sa1 :  in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func-a1”, calla1,{1} ,
Sa2 :  ina1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func-a2”, calla2,{a1} 
At this point, due to the presence of adapt at both global and S5 levels,
the two update * rules are triggered, leading to the following multiset, where
pass rules have been replaced and where S5 has been updated—note that the
update rules, one-shot, have been removed in the reactions:
S1 :  in:in1 , res:res1 , srv:“func1”, call1,∅ ,
S2 :  in:in2 , res:res2 , srv:“func2”, call2,∅ ,
S3 :  in1 :in31 , in2 :in32 , res:res3 , srv:“func3”, call3,{1,2} ,
S4 :  in2 :in42 , res:res4 , srv:“func4”, call4,{2} ,
S5 :  ina2 :[ ], in4 :in54 , res:res5 , srv:“func5”, call5,{3,4} ,
Sa1 :  in1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func-a1”, calla1,{1} ,
Sa2 :  ina1 :[ ], res:[ ], srv:“func-a2”, calla2,{a1} ,
pass1,{a1} , pass2,{a1,4} , passa1,{a2} , passa2,{5} , pass4,{5}
As soon as it is updated, the new workﬂow is operational, new data ﬂows
being speciﬁed by the newly injected rules.
To sum up, two types of workﬂow-speciﬁc one-shot higher-order rules are
needed to enhance the adaptation of the streaming workﬂow at run time: one
to update the pass rule and one to update the internals of the services whose
sources have changed in the update. Again, these rules can be generated from a
high-level description of the workﬂow provided by the user.

5

Architecture and Implementation

5.1

Decentralised Architecture

We plan to implement the programming abstractions presented above in GinFlow2 , a software initially developed in the context of service composition,
2

http://ginflow.inria.fr.
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Fig. 4. Shared space-based coordination
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Fig. 5. Software prototype architecture

and whose architecture, implementation and experimentation has been recently
detailed in [7]. These works intend to decentralise the execution of workﬂows and
rely on a shared space to coordinate services involved in a composition. Speciﬁcally, it sits on the HOCL language to describe the service composition (workflow
of services) and its enactment. In this architecture, services are encapsulated
into agents communicating by reading and writing information in a shared data
space.
The architectural model is depicted in Fig. 4. As detailed in [6], the shared
space contains the description of the workﬂow. During enactment, each time the
execution moves forward, this description is updated so as to reﬂect the execution
progress. The service agents (SAs) are essentially workers that encapsulate the
invocation of the services. This encapsulation includes an engine able to read,
interpret and update the information contained in the shared space. For instance,
when a SA completes the invocation of a service and collects the result, it pushes
this information to the shared space, allowing another service agent, which was
waiting for this result, to collect this result and use it as input to invoke its own
service.
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In the software prototype built and experimented in [7], each service agent
taking part in the workﬂow is composed of three elements as shown in Fig. 5.
The ﬁrst element is the service to invoke (S), or a wrapper of an application
representing the service. The second element is a storage place for a local partial
copy of the multiset. This local copy acts as a cache of the service’s subsolution.
The third element is an HOCL interpreter that reads and updates the local copy
of the multiset each time it tries to apply one of the rule in the subsolution.
Communication between the multiset and the agents is done through the use of
ActiveMQ.3
5.2

Decentralising the Adaptive Stream Processing Rules

Let us now review how the call, pass and update rules can be implemented
on top of this decentralised architecture.
Firstly, when call rules are applied, the service is called from the HOCL
interpreter and the result is injected into the local multiset. Secondly, the pass
rule is supposed to act from outside subsolutions since it requires to match
the atoms from several subsolutions. To avoid the need for a monitoring system
having the global view of the system and keep the control decentralised4 , the pass
rules are modiﬁed to act within a subsolution. In other words, a passi,dst rule
will be placed inside the Si service and get triggered by the HOCL interpreter
of the SA encapsulating Si . Once the result of the invocation of some service
is collected and put in the local res queue, it triggers the local version of the
pass rule which sends a message to the destination, via the multiset. When
the message is received in the multiset, it is automatically pushed to the right
subsolution. For instance, the pass1,{3} rule will be within the S3 subsolution
and look like this:
res : res , ω1
↓
res : [ ], transfer(res , S3 ), ω1
The transfer() method sends a message to the multiset, which will update the
state of the S3 subsolution by adding res in its in1 queue and push it to the S3
SA through ActiveMQ.
Finally, to make the update rule work in these decentralised settings, we
need to slightly improve the program. We will ﬁrst assume that each SA is
equipped with a monitoring system able to inject the adapt atom within the
local multiset managed by the SA. Then, we use that SA, upon the appearance
of the adapt atom, to change the pass rules to reﬂect the new dataﬂow. In fact,
instead of only one update rule, we need one updatei rule for each service that
requires to update its dataﬂow, and include it within each Si subsolution:
update1 : pass1,{3} → pass1,{a1}
3
4

http://activemq.apache.org/.
Each SA is allowed to store only its own description.
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update2 : pass2,{3,4} → pass2,{a1,4}
update5 : in3 : res → ina1
These three rules, initially absent from the multiset, will be injected by the SA
who detected the failure in a manner similar to the pass process. Assume that
the adapt atom has been injected in the S3 service. The following rule, put
within the S3 subsolution will make the updatei rules appear in the relevant
subsolutions, in a fashion similar to how the pass rule transfers results:
trigger-adapt: adapt
↓
transfer(update1 , S1 ), transfer(update2 , S2 ), transfer(update5 , S5 )
As soon as the updatei rule appears in the Si subsolution, it is triggered by the
HOCL interpreter of its SA encapsulating it. Every updatei can be triggered
concurrently, thus realising the update concurrently.

6

Conclusions

We have presented a set of abstractions using chemistry-inspired programming
model for adaptive decentralised workﬂows supporting continuous dataﬂows. We
have described the rules to deﬁne workﬂows, modify their behaviour when exceptions are raised, and ensure service invocation management with data streams.
We also have shown the generic approach of services execution based on parametric rules. These rules enable a workﬂow enactment taking advantage of a distributed execution environment. The use of high-level deﬁnitions encompasses a
concise and clear description of workﬂows delegating the complex instrumentation to the workﬂow engine. These deﬁnitions allow users to specify the workﬂow
and its alternate paths at design time. Future work includes testing the framework with real use-cases and evolve towards better scheduling.
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Abstract. Virus Machines are a computational paradigm inspired by
the manner in which viruses replicate and transmit from one host cell to
another. This paradigm provides non-deterministic sequential devices.
Non-restricted Virus Machines are unbounded Virus Machines, in the
sense that no restriction on the number of hosts, the number of instructions and the number of viruses contained in any host along any computation is placed on them. The computational completeness of these
machines has been obtained by simulating register machines. In this
paper, Virus Machines as function computing devices are considered.
Then, the universality of non-restricted virus machines is proved by showing that they can compute all partial recursive functions.

1

Introduction

A new computational paradigm inspired by the replications and transmissions
of viruses was introduced in [1]. The computational devices in this paradigm are
called Virus Machines and they consist of several processing units, called hosts,
connected to each other by transmission channels. A host can be viewed as a
group of cells (being part of a colony, organism, system, organ or tissue). Each
cell in the group will contain at most one virus, but we will not take into account
the number of cells in the group, we will only focus on the number of viruses
that are present in some of the cells of that group (not every cell in the group
does necessarily hold a virus). Only one type of viruses is considered. Channels
allow viruses to be transmitted from one host to another or to the environment
of the system. Each channel has a natural number (the weight of the channel)
associated with it, indicating the number of copies of the virus that will be
generated and transmitted from an original one (i.e., one virus may replicate,
generating a number of copies to be transmitted to the target host group of
cells). Each transmission channel is closed by default and it can be opened by
a control instruction unit. Speciﬁcally, there is an instruction-channel control
network that allows opening a channel by means of an activated instruction. In
that moment, the opened channel allows a virus (only one virus) to replicate
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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and transmit through it. Instructions are activated individually according to a
protocol given by an instruction transfer network, so that only one instruction
is enabled in each computation step. That is, an instruction activation signal is
transferred to the network to activate instructions in sequence.
In this work, Virus Machines as computing function devices are introduced.
For this purpose, we deal with Virus Machines having input hosts, allowing us
to introduce some additional numbers of viruses (encoding the information) in
certain distinguished hosts as an input to the Virus Machine. The universality
of non-restricted Virus Machines (Virus Machines where there is no restriction
on the number of hosts, the number of instructions and the number of viruses
contained in any host along any computation) working in the computing mode
is proved by showing that they can compute all partial recursive functions.
This paper is structured as follows. First, some preliminaries are brieﬂy introduced in order to make the work self-contained. Then, in Sect. 3, we formally
deﬁne the computing model of virus machines. Section 4 is devoted to discuss the
power of non-restricted Virus Machines, and their computational completeness
(via computing partial recursive functions) is stated. Finally, in Sect. 5 the main
conclusions of this work are summarized and some suggestions for possible lines
of future research are outlined.

2

Preliminaries

In this section some basic concepts needed throughout this paper are introduced,
thus making it self-contained.
2.1

Sets and Functions

In this paper Z denotes the set of integer numbers, Z>0 the set of positive
integers, and N = Z≥0 the set of non-negative integers or natural numbers.
A function from a set A to a set B is a subset of A × B such that every
element of A is related through f with at most one element of B. The domain of
f , dom(f ), is the subset of A consisting of all the elements for which f is deﬁned.
If dom(f ) = A we say that the function is total, and denote it by f : A → B.
Otherwise, we say that the function is partial, and denote it by f : A → B.
2.2

Graphs

Anundirected graph G is a pair (V, E), where V is a ﬁnite set and E is a subset
of {x, y} | x ∈ V, y ∈ V, x = y . The set V is called the vertex set of G, and
its elements are called vertices. The set E is called the edge set of G, and its
elements are called edges. If e = {x, y} ∈ E is an edge of G, then we say that edge
e is incident on vertices x and y. In an undirected graph, the degree of a vertex x
is the number of edges incident on it. A bipartite graph G is an undirected graph
(V, E) in which V can be partitioned into two sets V1 , V2 such that {u, v} ∈ E
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implies either u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2 or u ∈ V2 and v ∈ V1 ; that is, all edges are
arranged between the two sets V1 and V2 (see [3] for details).
A directed graph G is a pair (V, E), where V is a ﬁnite set and E is a subset
of V × V . The set V is called the vertex set of G, and its elements are called
vertices. The set E is called the arc set of G, and its elements are called arcs.
In a directed graph, the out-degree of a vertex is the number of arcs leaving it,
and the in-degree of a vertex is the number of arcs entering it.

3

Virus Machines

In what follows we formally deﬁne the syntax of the Virus Machines (see [1] for
more details).
Definition 1. A Virus Machine Π of degree (p, q), with p ≥ 1, q ≥ 1, is a tuple
(Γ, H, I, DH , DI , GC , n1 , . . . , np , istart , hout ), where:
– Γ = {v} is the singleton alphabet;
/ H ∪I
– H = {h1 , . . . , hp } and I = {i1 , . . . , iq } are ordered sets such that v ∈
and H ∩ I = ∅;
– DH = (H ∪ {hout }, EH , wH ) is a weighted directed graph, verifying that EH ⊆
/ EH for each h ∈ H, out-degree(hout ) = 0, and wH
H × (H ∪ {hout }), (h, h) ∈
is a mapping from EH to Z>0 ;
– DI = (I, EI , wI ) is a weighted directed graph, where EI ⊆ I × I, wI is a
mapping from EI to Z>0 and, for each vertex ij ∈ I, the out-degree of ij is
less than or equal to 2;
– GC = (VC , EC ) is an undirected bipartite graph, where VC = I ∪ EH , being
{I, EH } the partition associated with it (i.e., all edges go between the two sets
I and EH ). In addition, for each vertex ij ∈ I, the degree of ij in GC is less
than or equal to 1;
– nj ∈ N (1 ≤ j ≤ p) and istart ∈ I;
/ I ∪ {v} and hout is denoted by h0 in the case that hout ∈
/ H.
– hout ∈
A Virus Machine Π = (Γ, H, I, DH , DI , GC , n1 , . . . , np , istart , hout ) of degree
(p, q) can be viewed as an ordered set of p hosts labelled with h1 , . . . , hp (where
each host hj , 1 ≤ j ≤ p, initially contains exactly nj viruses –copies of the symbol v–), and an ordered set of q control instruction units labelled with i1 , . . . , iq .
Symbol hout represents the output region of the system (we use the term region
to refer to host hout in the case that hout ∈ H and to refer to the environment in
the case that hout = h0 ). Arcs (hs , hs ) from DH represent transmission channels
through which viruses can travel from host hs to hs .
Each channel is closed by default, and so it remains until it is opened by
a control instruction (which is attached to the channel by means of an edge in
graph GC ) when that instruction is activated. Furthermore, each channel (hs , hs )
is assigned with a positive integer weight, denoted by ws,s , which indicates the
number of viruses that will be transmitted/replicated to the receiving host of
the channel.
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Arcs (ij , ij  ) from DI represent instruction transfer paths, and they have
a weight, denoted by wj,j  , associated with it. Finally, the undirected bipartite graph GC represents the instruction-channel network by which an edge
{ij , (hs , hs )} indicates a control relationship between instruction ij and channel
(hs , hs ): when instruction ij is activated, the channel (hs , hs ) is opened.
A configuration Ct of a Virus Machine at an instant t is described by a tuple
(a1,t , . . . , ap,t , ut , et ), where a1,t , . . . , ap,t and et are non-negative integers and
ut ∈ I ∪ {#}, with # ∈
/ {v} ∪ H ∪ {h0 } ∪ I. The meaning is the following: at
instant t the host hs of the system contains exactly as,t viruses, the output region
hout contains exactly et viruses and, if ut ∈ I, then the control instruction unit ut
will be activated at step t + 1. Otherwise, if ut = #, then no further instruction
will be activated. The initial configuration of the system is the conﬁguration
C0 = (n1 , . . . , np , istart , 0).
A conﬁguration Ct = (a1,t , . . . , ap,t , ut , et ) is a halting configuration if and
only if ut is the object #. A non-halting conﬁguration Ct = (a1,t , . . . , ap,t , ut , et )
yields conﬁguration Ct+1 = (a1,t+1 , . . . , ap,t+1 , ut+1 , et+1 ) in one transition step,
denoted by Ct ⇒Π Ct+1 , if we can pass from Ct to Ct+1 as follows:
1. First, given that Ct is a non-halting conﬁguration, we have ut ∈ I. So the
control instruction unit ut is activated.
2. Let us assume that instruction ut is attached to channel (hs , hs ). Then this
channel will be opened and:
– If as,t ≥ 1, then a virus (only one virus) is consumed from host hs and
ws,s copies of v are produced in host hs (if s = out) or in the output
region hout .
– If as,t = 0, then there is no transmission of viruses.
3. Let us assume that instruction ut is not attached to any channel (hs , hs ).
Then there is no transmission of viruses.
4. Object ut+1 ∈ I ∪ {#} is obtained as follows:
– Let us suppose that out-degree(ut ) = 2, that is, there are two diﬀerent
instructions ut and ut such that (ut , ut ) ∈ EI and (ut , ut ) ∈ EI .
• If instruction ut is attached to a channel (hs , hs ) and as,t ≥ 1 then
ut+1 is the instruction corresponding to the highest weight path.
• If instruction ut is attached to a channel (hs , hs ) and as,t = 0 then
ut+1 is the instruction corresponding to the lowest weight path.
• If both weights are equal or if instruction ut is not attached to a
channel, then the next instruction ut+1 is either ut or ut , selected in
a non-deterministic way.
– If out-degree(ut ) = 1 then the system behaves deterministically and ut+1
is the instruction that veriﬁes (ut , ut+1 ) ∈ EI .
– If out-degree(ut ) = 0 then ut+1 is object # and conﬁguration Ct+1 is a
halting conﬁguration.
A computation of a Virus Machine Π is a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) sequence of
conﬁgurations such that: (a) the ﬁrst element is the initial conﬁguration C0 of
the system; (b) for each n ≥ 1, the n-th element of the sequence is obtained
from the previous element in one transition step; and (c) if the sequence is ﬁnite
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(called halting computation) then the last element is a halting conﬁguration.
All the computations start from the initial conﬁguration and proceed as stated
above; only halting computations give a result, which is encoded in the contents
of the output region for the halting conﬁguration.
Definition 2. A Virus Machine Π with input of degree (p, q, r), p ≥ 1, q ≥ 1,
r ≥ 1, is a tuple (Γ, H, Hr , I, DH , DI , GC , n1 , . . . , np , istart , hout ), where:
– (Γ, H, I, DH , DI , GC , n1 , . . . , np , istart , hout ) represents a Virus Machine of
degree (p, q).
/ Hr .
– Hr = {hj1 , . . . , hjr } ⊆ H is the ordered set of r input hosts and hout ∈
The initial configuration of Π with input (α1 , . . . , αr ) is the conﬁguration
(m1 , . . . , mp , istart , 0), where mj = nj + αj , if j ∈ {j1 , . . . , jr }, and mj = nj
otherwise. Therefore, in a Virus Machine with input we have an initial conﬁguration associated with each (α1 , . . . , αr ) ∈ Nr . A computation of a Virus Machine
Π with input (α1 , . . . , αr ), denoted by Π + (α1 , . . . , αr ), starts with the initial
conﬁguration (m1 , . . . , mp , istart , 0) and proceeds as stated above.
In this paper we work with Virus Machines working in the computing mode.
That is, the result of a computation of a Virus Machine Π with input (α1 , . . . , αr )
is the total number n of viruses sent to the output region during the computation.
We say that number
n is computed
 by the Virus Machine Π + (α1 , . . . , αr ). We

denote by N Π + (α1 , . . . , αr ) the set of all natural numbers computed by
Π + (α1 , . . . , αr ).
Throughout this paper, due to technical reasons, we consider hout ∈ H, that
is, the output region of a Virus Machine will be a host.
3.1

Virus Machines as Function Computing Devices

Virus Machines can work in several modes. In this section we introduce a particular kind of virus machines working in the computing mode providing function
computing devices.
Definition 3. Let f : Nk → N be a partial function. We say that f is computable
by a Virus Machine Π with k input hosts working in the computing mode if the
following holds: for each (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Nk ,
– If (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ dom(f ) and f (x1 , . . . , xk ) = z, then every computation Π +
(x1 , . . . , xk ) is a halting computation with output z.
/ dom(f ), then every computation Π + (x1 , . . . , xk ) is a non– If (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈
halting computation.
The concept of computation of a subset of Nk is introduced below, via function computing Virus Machines.
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Definition 4. Let A ⊆ Nk be a set of k-tuples of natural numbers. We say that
A is computed by a Virus Machine Π with k input hosts working in the comput∗
of A, defined as
ing mode if Π computes the partial characteristic function CA
follows:

1,
if (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ A
∗
CA (x1 , . . . , xk ) =
undefined, otherwise

4

The Universality of Non-restricted Virus Machines

A non-restricted Virus Machine is a Virus Machine such that there is no restriction on the number of hosts, the number of instructions and the number of
viruses contained in any host along any computation.
For each p, q, n ≥ 1, we denote by N V M (p, q, n) the family of all subsets
of N computed by Virus Machines with at most p hosts, q instructions, and
all hosts having at most n viruses at any instant of each computation. If one
of the numbers p, q, n is not bounded, then it is replaced with ∗. In particular,
N V M (∗, ∗, ∗) denotes the family of all subsets of natural numbers computed by
non-restricted Virus Machines.
4.1

Computing Partial Recursive Functions by Virus Machines

In this section, the computational completeness of non-restricted Virus Machines
working in the computing mode is established. Speciﬁcally, we prove that they
can compute all partial recursive functions. Indeed, we will design non-restricted
Virus Machines that:
1. Compute the basic or initial functions: constant zero function, successor function and projection functions.
2. Compute the composition of functions, from Virus Machines computing the
functions to be composed.
3. Compute the primitive recursion of functions, from Virus Machines computing the functions that participate in the recursion.
4. Compute the unbounded minimization of functions, from a Virus Machine
computing the function to be minimized.

4.2

Modules

In order to ease the design of the Virus Machines computing any partial recursive function, the construction of such Virus Machines will be made in a modular manner. A module can be seen as a Virus Machine without output host,
with the initial instruction marked as the in instruction and with at least one
instruction marked as an out instruction. The out instructions must have outdegree less than two, so that they can still be connected to another instruction.
This way, a module m1 can be plugged in before another module m2 or Virus
Machine instruction i by simply connecting the out instructions of m1 with the
in instruction of m2 or with the instruction i.
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The layout of a module must be carefully design to avoid conﬂicts with other
modules and to allow the module to be executed any number of times. To achieve
the ﬁrst condition, we will consider that all the hosts (with the only exception of
those belonging to the parameters of the module) and instructions of a module
are individualized for that module, being distinct from the ones of any other
module or Virus Machine. The second condition is met if we ensure that, after
the execution of the module, all its hosts except its parameters contain the same
number of viruses as before the execution.
In this paper we consider two types of modules: action modules and predicate
modules. For the action modules we require all of its out instructions to be
connected to the in instruction of the following module, or to the following
instruction of the Virus Machine. For the predicate modules we consider its out
instructions to be divided in two subsets: the out instructions representing a yes
answer and the out instructions representing a no answer of the predicate. For
each of these subsets, all of its instructions have to be connected to the same
module in instruction or Virus Machine instruction.
The library of modules used in this paper consists of the following modules
(we name the action modules as verbs and the predicate modules as questions):
– EMPTY(h): action module that sets to zero the number of viruses in host h.
To implement this module we only need to introduce an internal host h ,
initially with zero viruses, and associate with the channel from h to h an
action that transfers all the viruses from h. Note that host h may end with a
nonzero number of viruses, but this does not prevent the module to be reused,
because h plays a passive role.
0
h
h
1

send

in

out

2
– ADD(h1 , h2 ): action module that adds to host h2 the number of viruses in host
h1 , without modifying the number of viruses in h1 .
This module is implemented as follows:
2
0
h

h1

h2
2

in

replicate
2

1

send
1
out

sendback
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This way, the module starts by transferring one by one all the viruses from
h1 to h, duplicating them along the way. Then it sends, again and again, one
virus from h to h2 and another one from h to h1 , until there are no more
viruses left. It is clear then that when the module ends, the host h1 retains
its initial number of viruses, the host h is empty (thus allowing the module to
be reused), and the host h2 has a number of viruses equal to the sum of the
initial number of viruses in h1 and h2 .
– COPY(h1 , h2 ): action module that sets the number of viruses in h2 the same
as in h1 , without modifying the number of viruses in h1 .
This module is implemented by the following concatenation of modules:
in → EMPTY(h2 ) → ADD(h1 , h2 ) → out

That is, we ﬁrst get rid of all the viruses from h2 , and then add the viruses
from h1 , so h2 ends with the same number of viruses as h1 . Also observe that
the module ADD(h1 , h2 ) does not modify the number of viruses in h1 , what
will be important later.
– SET(h, n): action module that sets to n the number of viruses in host h. This
module is implemented simply by introducing an internal host h with initial
number of viruses n and using the module COPY(h , h).
– AREEQUAL?(h1 , h2 ): predicate module that checks if the number of viruses in
hosts h1 and h2 coincides.
This module is implemented as follows, where h1 , h2 and h are new internal
hosts:
0
0
0
h
h1
h2
2
in

COPY(h1 , h1 )

COPY(h2 , h2 )

send1
1

send2
2

finalcheck
1
2
no

1
no

yes

We ﬁrst copy the contents of h1 and h2 into the internal hosts h1 and h2 ,
so that they do not get modiﬁed. Then, in turns, we send one virus from h1
to h and then another one from h2 to h. If the latter can not be done, this
is because the contents of h1 were greater than the contents of h2 and the
answer is no. If the former can not be done, we must try once more to send a
virus from h2 to h to determine if the contents were or not equal.
Notice that the contents of h1 , h2 and h get modiﬁed, but this does not prevent
the module to be reused, because the ﬁrst two get initialized by the ﬁrst two
COPY modules and the latter plays a passive role.
– ISZERO?(h): predicate module that checks if the number of viruses in host h
is zero.
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This module is simply implemented by introducing an empty internal host h
and using the module AREEQUAL?(h, h ).
Finally, notice that we can consider any Virus Machine Π as an action module
without parameters, where the initial instruction is the in instruction and any
instruction with out-degree zero is an out instruction. The only problem is that
Π would be a module of one use, because it is not guaranteed that the contents
of its hosts are the same before and after execution. If we wanted to reuse it, we
would need to set Π to its initial state, by means of the following module:
– RESTART(Π): action module that sets the number of viruses of each host hi
of Π to its initial contents ni .
This module is implemented by the following concatenation of modules:
in → SET(h1 , n1 ) → · · · → SET(hp , np ) → out

where h1 , . . . , hp are the hosts of Π and n1 , . . . , np are their initial contents.
4.3

Basic or Initial Functions

We begin by describing function computing Virus Machines that allow us to
compute the basic functions.
– The constant zero function, O : N → N, deﬁned by O(x) = 0, for every x ∈ N,
can be computed by the following virus machine ΠO with input working in
the computing mode:
• The hosts are HO = {h, hzero }, each of them initially empty.
• The input host is h and the output host is hzero .
• The initial and only instruction is halt.
• Each of the three graphs DHO , DIO and GCO determining the functioning
of the machine has an empty set of edges.
This way, for any input the Virus Machine ΠO halts in the very ﬁrst step, and
the output host hzero remains empty. So the output of this machine is always
zero.
– The successor function, S : N → N, deﬁned by S(x) = x + 1, for every x ∈ N,
can be computed by the following virus machine ΠS with input working in
the computing mode:
• The hosts are HS = {h, hone }, together with the internal hosts of the
module ADD(h, hone ).
• The initial contents are zero for the host h and one for the host hone ,
together with the initial contents of the internal hosts of the module ADD(h,
hone ).
• The input host is h and the output host is hone .
• The instructions are IS = {halt}, together with the instructions of the
module ADD(h, hone ).
• The initial instruction is the in instruction of the module ADD(h, hone ).
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• The functioning of the Virus Machine is given by the following sequence,
which determines the graphs DHS , DIS and GCS :
ADD(h, hone ) → halt
This way, for any input the Virus Machine ΠS adds it from h to hone and
halts. Since host hone contained one virus, the output of this machine is equal
to the input plus one, as required.
– The projection functions, Πim : Nm → N, with m ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, deﬁned
by Πim (x1 , . . . , xm ) = xi , for every (x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈ Nm , can be computed by
the following Virus Machine ΠΠim with input working in the computing mode:
• The hosts are HΠim = {h1 , . . . , hm , hout }, together with the internal hosts
of the module COPY(hi , hout ).
• The initial contents are zero for the hosts h1 , . . . , hm , hout , together with
the initial contents of the internal hosts of the module COPY(hi , hout ).
• The input hosts are h1 , . . . , hm and the output host is hout .
• The instructions are IΠim = {halt}, together with the instructions of the
module COPY(hi , hout ).
• The initial instruction is the in instruction of the module COPY(hi , hout ).
• The functioning of the Virus Machine is given by the following sequence,
which determines the graphs DHΠ m , DIΠ m and GCΠ m :
i

i

i

COPY(hi , hout ) → halt
This way, for any input the Virus Machine ΠΠim copies the i-th component
from hi to hout and halts, so the output of the machine is that component.
4.4

Composition of Functions

We show now how the composition of functions can be simulated by Virus
Machines with input working in the computing mode.
Definition 5. Let f : Nm → N and g1 : Nn → N, . . . , gm : Nn → N. Then, the
composition of f with g1 to gm , denoted C(f ; g1 , . . . , gm ), is a partial function
from Nn to N defined as follows:
C(f ; g1 , . . . , gm )(x1 , . . . , xn ) = f (g1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , gm (x1 , . . . , xn ))
for each (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Nn .
Let Πf , Πg1 , . . . , Πgm be Virus Machines with input, computing the functions
f, g1 , . . . , gm , respectively. Let us assume that for each x ∈ {f, g1 , . . . , gm } the
elements of the Virus Machine Πx are the following:
–
–
–
–

The
The
The
The

hosts are Hx = {hx1 , . . . , hxpx }.
initial contents of the hosts are nx1 , . . . , nxpx .
input hosts are hf1 , . . . , hfm and hx1 , . . . , hxn for x ∈ {g1 , . . . , gm }.
output host is hxout .
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– The instructions are Ix = {ix1 , . . . , ixqx }.
– The initial instruction is ixstart .
– The functioning of the Virus Machine is determined by the directed graphs
DHx , DIx and the bipartite graph GCx .
Then, the composition of f with g1 , . . . , gm can be computed by the following
Virus Machine ΠC(f ;g1 ,...,gm ) with input:
– The hosts are H = {h1 , . . . , hn } ∪ Hf ∪ Hg1 ∪ · · · ∪ Hgm , together with the
internal hosts of the modules.
– The initial contents of the hosts are
(0, . . . , 0, nf1 , . . . , nfpf , ng11 , . . . , ngp1g1 , . . . , ng1m , . . . , ngpm
)
gm
together with the initial contents of the internal hosts of the modules.
– The input hosts are {h1 , . . . , hn }.
– The output host is hfout .
– The instructions are If ∪ Ig1 ∪ · · · ∪ Igm ∪ {halt}, together with the individualized instructions of the modules.
– The initial instruction is the in instruction of the ﬁrst module.
– The functioning of the Virus Machine is given by the following sequence of
concatenated modules, which determines the graphs DH , DI and GC :
1. First we simulate the introduction of the input into the input hosts of
Πg1 . Recall that the module ADD(h1 , h2 ) does not change the content of
host h1 .
ADD(h1 , hg11 ) → · · · → ADD(hn , hgn1 ) →
2. We do the same for the machines Πg2 , . . . , Πgm .
→ ADD(h1 , hg12 ) → · · · → ADD(hn , hgn2 ) →
..
.
gm
→ ADD(h1 , h1 ) → · · · → ADD(hn , hgnm ) →
3. Now we can simulate the functions g1 , . . . , gm over the received input.
→ Πg 1 → . . . → Πg m →
4. Finally, we introduce the outputs of the previous simulations as input for
Πf , simulate f and ﬁnish the execution.
1
m
, hf1 ) → · · · → ADD(hgout
, hfm ) → Πf → halt
→ ADD(hgout

4.5

Primitive Recursion of Functions

We show now how the primitive recursion of functions can be simulated by Virus
Machines with input working in the computing mode.
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Definition 6. Let f : Nm → N and g : Nm+2 → N. Then, the function obtained
by primitive recursion from f and g, denoted Rec(f ; g), is a partial function
from Nm+1 to N defined as follows:

f (x1 , . . . , xm ),
if xm+1 = 0
Rec(f ; g)(x1 , . . . , xm , xm+1 ) =
g(x1 , . . . , xm , xm+1 , y), otherwise
where y = Rec(f ; g)(x1 , . . . , xm , xm+1 − 1)
for each (x1 , . . . , xm , xm+1 ) ∈ Nm+1 .
Let Πf and Πg be Virus Machines with input, computing the functions f
and g, respectively. Let us suppose that for each function x ∈ {f, g} the elements
of the virus machine Πx are the following:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The hosts are Hx = {hx1 , . . . , hxpx }.
The initial contents of the hosts are (nx1 , . . . , nxpx ).
The input hosts are hf1 , . . . , hfm and hg1 , . . . , hgm+2 .
The output host is hxout .
The instructions are Ix = {ix1 , . . . , ixqx }.
The initial instruction is ixstart .
The functioning of the Virus Machine is determined by the directed graphs
DHx , DIx and the bipartite graph GCx .

Then, the function Rec(f ; g) can be computed by the following Virus Machine
with input ΠRec(f ;g) :
– The hosts are H = {h1 , . . . , hm+1 , h , hone , hout , hout }∪Hf ∪Hg , together with
the internal hosts of the modules.
– The initial contents of the hosts are 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, nf1 , . . . , nfpf , ng1 , . . . , ngpg ,
together with the initial contents of the internal hosts of the modules.
– The input hosts are {h1 , . . . , hm+1 }.
– The output host is hout .
– The instructions are If ∪Ig ∪{halt}, together with the individualized instructions of the modules.
– The initial instruction is the in instruction of the ﬁrst module.
– The functioning of the Virus Machine is given by the following sequence of
concatenated modules, which determines the graphs DH , DI and GC :
1. Observe that to compute the function Rec(f ; g) we have to repeatedly
compute the function g as many times as indicated by the (m + 1)-th
argument, except for the ﬁrst time in which the function f has to be
computed instead.
2. First we simulate the introduction of the input for the function f into the
input hosts of Πf .
ADD(h1 , hf1 ) → · · · → ADD(hm , hfm ) →
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3. We now simulate the function f over its input and copy the result to hout
and hout . This is because if we are done, then the result has to be in hout ,
but if we are not done, we must pass this result as the last argument to
g. However, hout is required to have out-degree zero, so we take the result
from hout instead.
→ Πf → COPY(hfout , hout ) → COPY(hfout , hout ) →
4. We check if we are done, in which case stop the execution.
yes

→AREEQUAL?(hm+1 , h ) → halt
↓ no
5. If we are not done, one computation of g has to be simulated. For that, the
(m+1)-th argument of g is updated by adding 1 to it and the appropriate
input is introduced into the input hosts of Πg . The input for the last
argument is the result of the previous computation, that we will ensure
is always within host hout .
no

→ ADD(hone , h ) → ADD(h1 , hg1 ) → · · · → ADD(hm , hgm ) →
ADD(h , hgm+1 ) → ADD(hout , hgm+2 ) →
6. We simulate the function g and copy the result to both hosts hout and
hout . Before continuing to step 4, the machine Πg has to be restarted to
its initial state, so that it can be used to simulate again the function g, if
necessary.
→ Πg → COPY(hgout , hout ) → COPY(hgout , hout ) →
RESTART(Πg ) → back to step 4
4.6

Unbounded Minimization of Functions

We show now how the unbounded minimization of functions can be simulated
by Virus Machines with input working in the computing mode.
Definition 7. Let f : Nm+1 → N. Then, the function obtained by unbounded
minimization from f , denoted M in(f ), is a partial function from Nm to N defined
as follows:

yx1 ,...,xm , if it exists
M in(f )(x1 , . . . , xm ) =
undefined, otherwise
where


yx1 ,...,xm = min{y ∈ N | ∀z < y f is defined over (x1 , . . . , xm , z) ∧
f (x1 , . . . , xm , y) = 0}
for each (x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈ Nm .
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Let Πf be a Virus Machine with input, computing the function f . Let us
suppose that the elements of the Virus Machine Πf are the following:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The hosts are Hf = {hf1 , . . . , hfpf }.
The initial contents of the hosts are nf1 , . . . , nfpf .
The input hosts are hf1 , . . . , hfm+1 .
The output host is hfout .
The instructions are If = {if1 , . . . , ifqf }.
The initial instruction is ifstart .
The functioning of the Virus Machine is determined by the directed graphs
DHf , DIf and the bipartite graph GCf .

Then, the function M in(f ) can be computed by the following Virus Machine
with input ΠM in(f ) :
– The hosts are H = {h1 , . . . , hm , hm+1 , hone , hout } ∪ Hf , together with the
internal hosts of the modules.
– The initial contents of the hosts are 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 0, nf1 , . . . , nfpf , together with
the initial contents of the internal hosts of the modules.
– The input hosts are {h1 , . . . , hm }.
– The output host is hout .
– The instructions are If ∪{halt}, together with the individualized instructions
of the modules.
– The initial instruction is the in instruction of the ﬁrst module.
– The functioning of the Virus Machine is given by the following sequence of
concatenated modules, which determines the graphs DH , DI and GC :
1. Observe that to compute the function M in(f ) we have to repeatedly
compute the function f until we obtain a zero result.
2. First we simulate the introduction of the input for the function f into the
input hosts of Πf .
ADD(h1 , hf1 ) → · · · → ADD(hm+1 , hfm+1 ) →
3. We now simulate the function f over its input and check if the result is
or not zero.
yes

→ Πf →ISZERO?(hfout ) →
↓ no

4. In the case that the result obtained is zero, we copy the last argument to
the output host and stop the execution.
yes

→ COPY(hm+1 , hout ) → halt

5. Otherwise, we add one to the last argument, restart the machine Πf so
that it can be used again to simulate f , and go back to step 2.
no

→ ADD(hone , hm+1 ) → RESTART(Πf ) → back to step 2
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Main Result

Taking into account that the class of partial recursive functions coincides with
the least class that contains the basic functions and is closed under composition,
primitive recursion and unbounded minimization (see [2]), it is guaranteed that
it is possible to construct virus machines that compute any partial recursive
function. Then, we have the following result.
Theorem 1. The family N V M (∗, ∗, ∗) equals to the family of all the recursively
enumerable sets of natural numbers.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Virus Machines are a bio-inspired computational paradigm based on the transmissions and replications of viruses [1]. The computational completeness of Virus
Machines having no restriction on the number of hosts, the number of instructions and the number of viruses contained in any host along any computation
has been established by simulating register machines. However, when an upper
bound on the number of viruses present in any host during a computation is set,
the computational power of these systems decreases; in fact, a characterization
of semi-linear sets of numbers is obtained [1].
The semantics of the model makes it easy to construct speciﬁc Virus Machines
by assembling small components that carry out a part of the task to be solved.
It is then convenient to develop a library of modules solving common problems
such as comparisons or arithmetic operations between contents of hosts.
In this paper, Virus Machines able to compute partial functions on natural
numbers are introduced. The universality of non-restricted Virus Machines is
then proved by showing that they can compute all partial recursive functions.
In [5] Virus Machines working in the generating mode are considered, and it
is shown how they can generate any diophantine set, providing, via the MRDP
theorem, another proof of the universality of this model of computation. What
is interesting is that the structure of the design of these systems has served
as inspiration to deﬁned a parallel variant of Virus Machines having several
independent instruction transfer networks. It could be interesting to explore
other means of introducing parallelism, such as considering more than one type
of viruses or allowing more than one virus to be transmitted when a channel is
opened.
To study the computational eﬃciency of this model of computation, for example to analyze if the parallel variants of Virus Machines represent an improvement
over the sequential one, a computational complexity theory is required. This way,
the resources needed to solve (hard) problems can be rigorously measured.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by Project TIN2012-37434 of the Ministerio de Economı́a y Competitividad of Spain, cofinanced by FEDER funds.
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Abstract. There are many diﬀerent theoretical computational models,
where mutually independent agents interfere in a shared environment or
they interact with it directly.
In our paper we focus on three models which originate from
colonies – the ﬁrst of them, eco-colonies, are grammar systems with very
simple agents parallely modifying the shared environment, where the
environment is also evolved by environmental rules (0L scheme). The
second model are P colonies with agents and unordered environment
without its own development, and the third model are eco-P colonies
with a self-developing environment. We compare these three models in
meaning of structure, the way of computation and computational power.

1

Introduction

Eco-colonies were introduced in [16] as extension of colonies [8] – grammar
systems with very simple grammars (components, agents) acting together in
an environment. Eco-colonies extend this concept with environment evolution.
In eco-colonies the evolution of the environment is determined by Lindenmayer
scheme without interaction – 0L scheme (see e.g. [13,15]).
Agents according to their rules process symbols in the environment, the
remaining symbols are processed by the environment. An agent can process
only one particular symbol (in each step it scans the environment, this element
is called the start symbol). Action rules of the given agent specify the strings,
to which the agent can overwrite one occurrence of its start symbol found in the
environment. The important limitation is that the agent is unable to generate
its own start symbol.
In the source [16] two modes of derivation in eco-colony are deﬁned – weakly
parallel wp and strongly parallel sp. In both cases the agents work in parallel,
in wp mode only agents which can ﬁnd its start symbol in the environment
can work, in sp mode all agents must work otherwise computation ends. Weak
parallelism was deﬁned in a lot of manners (they are more or less equivalent), in
this paper we use the deﬁnition published in [12].
L. Ciencialová—This work was partially supported by the European Regional Development Fund in the IT4Innovations Centre of Excellence project (CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0070), and by SGS/24/2013 and SGS/6/2014.
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P colonies were introduced in [11] as formal models of a computing device
combining properties of membrane systems and above mentioned distributed systems of formal grammars called colonies. The concept is inspired by the structure
and functioning of a community of living organisms in a shared environment (for
more information consult [14]).
Eco-P colonies are extended concept of P colonies, where the evolution of the
environment is based on 0L scheme and agents use diﬀerent type of programs
from programs in P colonies. Reader can ﬁnd more information in [1].
Suﬃcient information about options and possibilities of using membrane
systems, P colonies and other models is available on web page http://ppage.
psystems.eu/.
The eco-colonies and P colonies come from the same concept of colonies.
It seems to be interesting question how diﬀerent are the models. In this paper
we focus on comparability of the environment in eco-colonies and P colonies
(and eco-P colonies respectively). In the ﬁrst section we remind notations and
deﬁnitions, we also show the main properties of the given three systems. The
second section is devoted to relationship of eco-colonies and P colonies, and in
the third section we compare eco-colonies and eco-P colonies.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout the paper we assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of the
formal language theory and membrane computing. For further details we refer
to [7,14].
For an alphabet Σ, the set of all words over Σ (including the empty word, ε),
is denoted by Σ ∗ . We denote the length of a word w ∈ Σ ∗ by |w| and the number
of occurrences of a symbol a ∈ Σ in w by |w|a .
A multiset of objects M is a pair M = (V, f ), where V is an arbitrary (not
necessarily ﬁnite) set of objects and f is a mapping f : V → N ; f assigns to each
object in V its multiplicity in M . The set of all multisets over the set of objects
V is denoted by V ◦ . The set V  is called the support of M and denoted by

supp(M ) if f (x) = 0 holds
 for all x ∈ V . The cardinality of M , denoted by
|M |, is deﬁned as |M | = a∈V f (a). Any multiset of objects M with the set of
objects V  = {a1 , . . . an } can be represented as a string w over alphabet V  with
|w|ai = f (ai ); 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Obviously, all words obtained from w by permuting
the letters can also represent the same multiset M , and ε represents the empty
multiset.
Let x ∈ Σ ∗ be an arbitrary string. The number of occurrences of symbols
from Σ in a string x is denoted by |x|. For a language L ⊆ Σ ∗ the set length(L) =
{|x| | x ∈ L} is called the length set of L. For a family of languages F L we denote
the family of length sets of languages in F L by N F L.
2.1

Eco-Colonies

We start this subsection with deﬁnition of eco-colony, the derivation step and
language generated by eco-colony.
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Definition 1 (0L eco-colony). An 0L eco-colony of degree n, n ≥ 1, is an
(n + 2)-tuple Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , A2 , . . . , An ), where
– E = (V, P ) is 0L scheme, where
• V is a nonempty alphabet,
• P ⊆ V × V ∗ is a finite set of 0L rewriting rules over V,
– w0 ∈ V ∗ is the axiom,
– Ai = (Si , Fi ) is the i-th agent, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where
• Si ∈ V is the start symbol of the agent,
• Fi ⊆ (V − {Si })∗ is a finite set of action rules of the agent (the language
of the agent).
Derivation step in eco-colony is weakly parallel (wp for short), when every
agent which can work must work. An agent can work if its start symbol is in
the environment and any other agent does not occupy selected occurrence of the
symbol. One agent can rewrite only one occurrence of its start symbol in one
step of derivation. In one step the i-th agent ﬁnds its start symbol Si and it
rewrites Si to one of strings in the set Fi . Symbols in the environment, which
are not processed by any agent, are changed according to evolving rules of the
environment.
Definition 2. We define a weakly competitive parallel derivation step in an ecowp
colony Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , A2 , . . . , An ) as the relation ⇒ and we say that α directly
wp
derives β in wp mode of derivation (written as α ⇒ β) if
– α = v0 Si1 v1 Si2 v2 . . . vr−1 Sir vr , r > 0,

fir vr
– β = v0 fi1 v1 fi2 v2 . . . vr−1
for Aik = (Sik , Fik ), fik ∈ Fik , 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
– {i1 , . . . , ir } ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, ik = im for all k = m, 1 ≤ k, m ≤ r,
– we denote tS the number of agents with the start symbol S for all symbols
S ∈ V ; then
r

|α|Sij = min (|α|S , tS )
(1)
j=1
Si =S
j

The left side of the equation gives the number of agents with the start symbol
S which work in the given derivation step, the right side of the equation gives
the number of agents with start symbol S which can process their start symbol
in the string α (all agents which can work – their start symbol is in the environment and some of the occurrences of this symbol is not occupied by any
other agent – they must work),
– vk ⇒vk , vk ∈ V ∗ , 0 ≤ k ≤ r is the derivation step of the scheme E.
The computation ends when no agent can ﬁnd its start symbol in the enviwp
wp ∗
ronment. For the relation =⇒ we denote by =⇒ the reﬂexive and transitive
closure.
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Table 1. Summary of properties of eco-colonies

Property of

0L eco-colony

Environment E = (V, P ) Dynamic, of type 0L, state is a string
Agents A = (S, F )
Action rules

Are stateless, they can process one speciﬁc symbol in the
environment, they can rewrite it to a string



S → f1  f2  · · ·  fk ,
fj ∈ F, F ⊆ (V − S)∗

Priority

Agents have priority over the environment

Activity of agents

Parallel

Output

String – state of the environment

Definition 3. Let Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , A2 , . . . , An ) be an eco-colony. The language
generated by Σ using the derivation mode wp is



wp ∗

L(Σ, wp) = w ∈ V ∗  w0 =⇒ w
We use 0ECwp for the class of languages generated by 0L eco-colonies with the
wp mode of derivation.
As regards, for the generative power of 0L eco-colonies we ﬁnd out the following: 0ECwp ⊂ RE, but 0ECwp and the class of context-free languages (CF )
are incomparable.
languages
are
0ECwp and the class of 0L 
 incomparable – 0L eco-colonies
n 
are not able to generate L1 = a2  n ≥ 0 because of the fact that agents
cannot generate their own start symbols, and this language is 0L. Contrarily,
the language of the 0L eco-colony Σ = (E, a3 , A) where E = ({a}, {a → aa})
and A = (a, {ε}) is not 0L. This language is inﬁnite and the lengths of the words
are members of the following sequence: a0 = 3, an+1 = 2 · (an − 1) (Table 1).
2.2

P Colonies

We brieﬂy recall the notion of P colonies. A P colony consists of agents and an
environment. Both the agents and the environment contain objects. With each
agent a set of programs is associated. There are two types of rules in the programs. The rules of the ﬁrst type, called the evolution rules, are of the form
a → b. It means that the object a inside the agent is rewritten (evolved) to the
object b. The rules of the second type, called the communication rules, are of the
form c ↔ d. When the communication rule is performed, the object c inside the
agent and the object d outside the agent swap their places. Thus after execution
of the rule, the object d appears inside the agent and the object c is placed
outside the agent.
In [9] the set of programs was extended by the checking rules. These rules
give the opportunity to the agents to opt between two possibilities. The rules
are of the form r1 /r2 . If the checking rule is performed, then the rule r1 has
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higher priority to be executed over the rule r2 . It means that the agent checks
whether the rule r1 is applicable. If the rule can be executed, then the agent is
compulsory to use it. If the rule r1 cannot be applied, then the agent uses the
rule r2 .
Definition 4. The P colony of the capacity k is a construct
Π = (A, e, f, VE , B1 , . . . , Bn ), where
–
–
–
–
–

A is the alphabet of the colony, its elements are called objects,
e ∈ A is the basic object of the colony,
f ∈ A is the final object of the colony,
VE is a multiset over A − {e},
Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are agents, each agent is a construct Bi = (Oi , Pi ), where
• Oi is a multiset over A, it determines the initial state (content) of the
agent, |Oi | = k,
• Pi = {pi,1 , . . . , pi,ki } is a finite multiset of programs, where each program
contains exactly k rules, which are in one of the following forms each:
∗ a → b, called the evolution rule,
∗ c ↔ d, called the communication rule,
∗ r1 /r2 , called the checking rule; r1 , r2 are the evolution rules or the
communication rules.

A initial conﬁguration of the P colony is an (n + 1)-tuple of strings of objects
present in the P colony at the beginning of the computation. It is given by
the multiset Oi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and by the set VE . Formally, a conﬁguration of
the P colony Π is given by (w1 , . . . , wn , wE ), where |wi | = k, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, wi
represents all the objects placed inside the i-th agent, and wE ∈ (A − {e})◦
represents all the objects in the environment diﬀerent from the object e.
In the paper the parallel model of P colonies will be studied. In each step
of the parallel computation every agent tries to ﬁnd one usable program. If the
number of applicable programs are higher than one, then the agent chooses one
of its rules nondeterministically. In one step of the computation the maximal
possible number of agents are active.
A conﬁguration is halting if the set of program labels P satisfying the conditions above is the empty set. A set of all possible halting conﬁgurations is
denoted by H. A halting computation can be associated with the result of the
computation. It is given by the number of copies of the special symbol f present
in the environment. The set of numbers computed by a P colony Π is deﬁned as
N (Π) = {|vE |f | (w1 , . . . , wn , VE ) ⇒∗ (v1 , . . . , vn , vE ) ∈ H},
where (w1 , . . . , wn , VE ) is the initial conﬁguration, (v1 , . . . , vn , vE ) is a halting
conﬁguration, and ⇒∗ denotes the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒.
Let Π be a P colony Π = (A, e, f,  vE , B1 , . . . , Bn ), the maximal
number of programs associated with the agents is called the height. The degree
is the number of agents in P colony Π. The third parameter characterizing
a P colony is the capacity describing the number of the objects inside each of
the agents (Table 2).
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Table 2. Summary of proprieties of P colonies

Property of

P colony

Environment VE

Static, state is multiset of objects

Agents B = (O, P ) Have their state, they are equipped by rules allowing
communication with environment
Rules in programs

–a → b, a ∈ O (rewriting, evolution)
–c ↔ d, c ∈ O, d ∈ VE (communication)
–p1 /p2 , where p1 , p2 are evolution and communication rules
(checking)

Priority

Agents have higher priority, environment has no rules

Action of agents

Sequential or parallel

Output

Number – the number of objects f present in the
environment

Let us use the following notations:
N P COLpar (c, n, h) for the family of all sets of numbers computed by the P colonies working in parallel, using no checking rules and with:
– the capacity at most c,
– the degree at most n and
– the height at most h.
If the checking rules are allowed, the family of all sets of numbers computed by
P colonies is denoted by N P COLpar K. If the P colonies are restricted, we use
notation N P COLpar R and N P COLpar KR, respectively.
The P colonies with capacity two are computationally complete.
–
–
–
–
–

N P COLpar KR(2, ∗, 5) = N RE in [5,11],
N P COLpar R(2, ∗, 5) = N RE in [6],
N P COLpar K(2, ∗, 4) = N RE in [5],
N P COLpar KR(2, 1, ∗) = N RE in [6],
N P COLpar R(2, 2, ∗) = N RE in [2].

The following results are stated for the P colonies with capacity one – there
is only one object inside each agent and each program contains only one rule.
– N P COLpar K(1, ∗, 7) = N RE in [2],
– N P COLpar K(1, 4, ∗) = N RE in [2],
– N P COLpar (1, 6, ∗) = N RE in [4].
2.3

Eco-P Colonies

In [3] were introduced new types of programs for P colonies with two objects
inside each agent. The ﬁrst of them are deletion programs — ain ; bc → d , using
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this program the agent consumes one object (a) from the environment and transforms two objects (b, c) inside the agent into the new one (d). The second type
are insertion programs, the insertion program is of the form aout ; b → cd . By
executing it the agent sends to the environment one object (a) and from the second object (b) the agent generates two new objects (c, d).
The environment of P colonies is static and it can be changed only by activity
of agents. Eco-P colonies are constructed as a natural extension of P colonies with
the environment dynamically evolving independently of agents. The mechanism
of evolution in the environment is based on 0L scheme. 0L scheme is a pair
(Σ, P ), where Σ is the alphabet of 0L scheme and P is the set of context free
rules, it fulﬁlls the following condition ∀a ∈ Σ ∃α ∈ Σ ∗ such that (a → α) ∈ P .
For w1 , w2 ∈ Σ ∗ we write w1 ⇒ w2 if w1 = a1 a1 . . . an , w2 = α2 α2 . . . αn , for
ai → αi ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 5. The eco-P colony is a structure
Π = (A, e, f, VE , DE , B1 , . . . , Bn ), where
–
–
–
–
–
–

A is the alphabet of the eco-P colony, its elements are called objects,
e is the basic (environmental) object of the eco-P colony, e ∈ A,
f is the final object of the eco-P colony, f ∈ A,
VE is the initial content of the environment, VE ∈ (A − {e})∗ ,
DE is 0L scheme (A, PE ), where PE is the set of context-free rules,
Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are the agents, every agent is the structure Bi = (Oi , Pi ),
where Oi is the multiset over A, it defines the initial state (content) of the
agent Bi and |Oi | = 2, and Pi = {pi,1 , . . . , pi,ki } is the finite set of programs
of two types:
(1) generating a → bc, d out – this program is applicable if agent contains
objects a and d. Object a is used for generating new content of the agent
and object d is sent into the environment.
(2) consuming ab → c, d in – this program is applicable if the agent contains objects a and b. These objects are evolved to one new object c and
the agent imports object d from the environment.

Every agent has only one type of programs. The agent with generating programs
is called sender and the agent with consuming programs is called consumer.
The computation of eco-P colonies is maximally parallel. The conﬁguration
of eco-P colony is ﬁnal when no agent can ﬁnd applicable program. The result
of computation is the number of objects f placed in the environment in a ﬁnal
conﬁguration. Because of nondeterminism we can associate with eco-P colony Π
the set of natural numbers N (Π).
We denote N EP COLx,y,z (n, h) the family of the sets computing by ecoP colonies such that:
– x
– y = passive

can be one two symbols: s, c. s — if there is an agent sender,
c — if there is an agent consumer in eco-P colony,
if the rules of 0L scheme are of the type a → a only,
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Table 3. Summary of properties of eco-P colonies

Property of

Eco-P colony

Environment

Dynamic, state is multiset of objects, it can evolve because of
0L scheme

Agents B = (O, P )

Have state, two types of rules (programs), depending on their
state they can change the state of the environment

Rules

–a → bc, d out, a, d ∈ O (generating)
–ab → c, d in, a, b ∈ O, d ∈ VE (consuming)

Priority

Agents have higher priority over actions of the environment

Action of the agents Parallel
Output

Number – the number of objects f present in the environment

– y = active

if the set of rules of 0L scheme contains at least one rule
of another type than a → a,
– z = ini
if the environment or agents contain objects diﬀerent from e,
otherwise we eliminate this notation,
– the degree of eco-P colony is at most n and
– the height is at most h.
The eco-P colonies with two agents (senders and consumers) with passive
environment are computationally complete. If the environment is active, the
eco-P colony can be computationally complete with two agents consumers and
initial content of the environment diﬀerent from e.
– N EP COLsc,passive (2, ∗) = N RE,
– N EP COLc,active,ini (2, ∗) = N RE in [1] (Table 3).

3

Eco-Colonies vs. P Colonies

First we will analyse the notion of environment in eco-colonies and P colonies.
In both cases the agents act in the shared environment. But it is everything in
what they are similar. In eco-colonies the environment is changing dynamically,
in P colonies it is static. Moreover, the general concept of the environment is
discrepant – the environment of eco-colony is a string with 0L scheme assigned
to it to determine its evolution, P colony’s environment is formed as a multiset
of objects in which we do not consider any order of objects.
The P colony agent’s rules are very simple. By using one rule the agent can
process only one object. A rule of agent in eco-colony can generate a string, its
elements are bound to their order and they are inserted into speciﬁc, precisely
determined place in the environment.
What is the extent to which we can compare, assimilate and eventually simulate the activities of agents in the environment of eco-colonies and P colonies?
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Disregarding the diﬀerences in understanding of environment and the result of
computation (string vs. number), we ﬁnd similarity, and the basis for the simulation of the following: Let Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , . . . , An ) be an eco-colony, with
– static environment E = (V, P ), P contains only rules of type a → a, ∀a ∈ V ,
– the agents Ai = (Si , Fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, they have restricted possibilities, they
can generate only the strings with length 1: Fi = {fi,1 , . . . , fi,ri }, fi,j ∈
(V − Si ), 1 ≤ j ≤ ri .
We construct P colony Π(Σ):
– the agents Bi are created according to agents Ai to obtain similar activity,
– we add two more agents to check whether there are any objects corresponding
to the agents from eco-colony in the environment; in negative case they cause
halting,
– capacity of the P colony is 1,
– there are n + 6 consecutive steps of computation corresponding to one step of
derivation in eco-colony,
– every agent Bi has ri programs to evolve object fi,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ri , and 2 ∗ ri
programs to exchange this object with Si (corresponding to agent Ai ) from
the environment,
– the initial content of the environment is similar to the initial state of the
given eco-colony, the initial content of an agent Bi corresponding to an agent
Ai = (Si , Fi ) is Si ∈ V .
The whole conversion process is described in Algorithm 1.
Let us outline how the use of a rule Si → fi,j by an agent Ai from the ecocolony will be simulated by execution of programs of the corresponding agent
Bi in the P colony.
The agent Bn+1 checks whether there is any object Si in the environment.
It is done from checking of presence S1 to checking of presence Sn . In every step
of checking, if it ﬁnds some Si (the i-th agent consumes the object Si ) it puts
object hi to the environment and waits for appearance of an object a in the
environment. If there is no processable object Si in the environment, the agent
Bn+1 puts the object T1 to the environment. This object can stop activity of
the agent B1 .
Let us go through simulation of one derivation step in the eco-colony. It
starts in the initial conﬁguration – the content of the environment corresponds
to the initial state of the eco-colony, the initial content of the agents B1 , . . . , Bn
correspond to the start symbols of appropriate agents of the eco-colony.
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The programs associated with the agents B1 , B2 , . . . , Bn rely on the action rules
of the corresponding agents from the eco-colony.
Algorithm 1. Eco-colony → P colony
Input : Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , . . . , An )
Environment E = (V, P ), static;
Agents Ai = (Si , Fi ), Fi = {fi,1 , . . . , fi,ri},
fi,j ∈ (V −Si ), 1 ≤ j ≤ ri ;
Initial conﬁguration – w0 ∈ V ∗ , |w0 | = d;
Output: Π(Σ) = (A, e, f, VE , B1 , . . . , Bn+2 ) with capacity k = 1
agents Bi = (Oi , Pi ),
initial conﬁguration – (VE , O1 , . . . , On ),
Environment:
Alphabet: A = V ∪ {a, e, h, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , n + 4} ∪ {Ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1}
VE = 1≤j≤d aj , where w0 = a1 , . . . , ad
end
Agents: Bi = (Oi , Pi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Oi = Si (capacity is 1)
We construct Pi according to Fi = {fi,1 , . . . , fi,ri }:
Pi = 1≤j≤ri {pi,ja , pi,jb , pi,jc } ∪ Pi , where
Pi = { Si → Si ; Si → 2 ; 2 → 3 ; . . . ; n + 3 → n + 4 ; } and
for j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri do
pi,ja = n + 4 → fi,j ;
pi,jb = fi,j ↔ Si / fi,j → Ti+1 ;
pi,jc = Ti+1 ↔ Ti / Ti+1 → Si ;
end
end
Agent: Bn+1 = (h, Pn+1 )
Pn+1 = { a → h ; h → h1 ; T1 ↔ e ; Sn ↔ a ;
hn ↔ Sn / hn → T1 } ∪ 1≤i≤n {pia , pib }
for i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 do
pia = hi ↔ Si / hi → hi+1 ;
pib = Si ↔ a ;
end
end
Agent: Bn+2 = (e, Pn+2 )
Pn+2 = { hn → a ; a ↔ e ; e ↔ Tn+1 } ∪ 1≤i≤n {pia , pib }
for i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 do
pia = e ↔ hi ;
pib = hi → hi+1 ;
end
end
Every simulation of use of an action rule starts with n + 3 steps of evolving
content of the agent. In this phase the agents Bn+1 and Bn+2 need to check
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whether there is any object Si in the environment. In (n + 4)-th step the agent
Bi rewrites the object n + 4 to some fi,j – the object corresponding to a symbol
generated by the agent Ai . If there is any Si in the environment, the agent Bn+1
consumes it and sends the object hi to the environment. Appearance of the
object hi in the environment makes the program of the agent Bn+2 applicable.
The agent Bn+2 consumes this object and after some “waiting” steps it puts the
object a into the environment.
The “waiting” steps ensure that every simulated derivation step of the ecocolony takes the same number of steps of computation in the P colony. The agent
Bn+1 exchanges the object Si for the object a and the agents B1 , B2 , . . . , Bn can
trade “their” contents for the corresponding objects S1 , . . . Sn in case that these
objects are placed in the environment. Let S2 (resp. Sn−1 ) be an object present
in the environment, w ∈ A∗ . The two sequences of conﬁgurations for these two
objects (see Table 4) show that the given computation takes the same number
of steps for each agent corresponding to an agent of the eco-colony.
Table 4. Conﬁgurations of P colony during simulation of execution of the action rule
of the agents B2 or Bn−1 in the case of presence at least one copy of the corresponding
symbol S2 or Sn−1 in the environment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
..
.
(n + 2).
(n + 3).
(n + 4).
(n + 5).
(n + 6).
(n + 7).

env.
wS 2 Sn−1
wS 2 Sn−1
wS 2 Sn−1
wh 2 Sn−1
wS n−1
wS n−1
wS n−1

B2
S2
S2
2
3
4
5
6

wS n−1
wS n−1
wS n−1
wS n−1 a
wS 2 Sn−1
wf 2,j fn−1

n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
f2,j
S2

Bn−1 Bn+1 Bn+2
Sn−1
h
e

Sn−1
h1
e
2
h2
e
3
S2
e
4
S2
h2
5
S2
h3
6
S2
h4
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
fn−1,k
Sn−1

S2
S2
S2
S2
a
h

hn−1
hn
a
e
e
e

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
..
.
n.
(n + 1).
(n + 2).
(n + 3).
(n + 4).
(n + 5).
(n + 6).
(n + 7).

env. Bn−1 Bn+1 Bn+2
wS n−1 Sn−1
h
e

h1
e
wS n−1 Sn−1
2
h2
e
wS n−1
3
h3
e
wS n−1
4
h4
e
wS n−1
wS n−1
wh n−1
w
w
w
wa
wS n−1
wf n−1,j

n−1
n
n+1
n+2
n+3
n +4
fn−1,j
Sn−1

hn−1 e
Sn−1 e
Sn−1 hn−1
Sn−1 hn
Sn−1 a
Sn−1 e
a
e
h
e

Two situations can arise in the next conﬁguration – an object Si is either
present or absent in the environment. If there is at least one occurrence of the
object Si in the environment, the i-th agent can use a program with a communication rule fi,j ↔ Si . Otherwise the agent uses an evolution rule fi,j → Ti+1 .
Because of priority (the communication rule must be used if it is possible) we
group these two rules into one checking program. In the following step the agent
rewrites its content to Si and continues with simulation of the next derivation
step of the eco-colony. It does not hold if the object Ti appears in the environment. The object Ti signals that no agent can work and it is necessary to
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Table 5. Conﬁgurations of P colony during simulation of execution of action rule
of agent B2 , agent Bn−1 cannot work because of absence “its” object Sn−1 in the
environment
env.
1.
wS2
2.
wS2
3.
wS2
4.
wh2
5.
w
6.
w
7.
w
..
.
(n + 2).
w
(n + 3).
w
(n + 4).
w
(n + 5). wa
(n + 6). wS2
(n + 7). wf2,j
(n + 8). wf2,j

B2
S2
S2
2
3
4
5
6
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
f2,j
S2
S2

Bn−1 Bn+1 Bn+2
Sn−1
h
e

Sn−1
h1
e
2
h2
e
3
S2
e
h2
4
S2
5
S2
h3
6
S2
h4
n + 1 Sn−1 hn−1
n + 2 S2
hn
n + 3 S2
a
e
n + 4 S2
fn−1,k a
e
Tn
h
e

Sn−1
h1
e − this conﬁguration corresponds
to the conﬁguration 2.

stop computation. After consuming such object, the agent has no applicable program. While consuming the object Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the agent Bi gives the halting
object for the agent Bi+1 into the environment except of object Tn+1 , this one
is consumed by the agent Bn+2 .
The sample computation for the case when there is no object Sn−1 corresponding with the agent An−1 in the environment is shown in Table 5.
When there is no object Si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in the environment the computation
is performed in the way that it is shown in Table 6.
The computation of the P colony begins with the objects corresponding to
the axiom of the eco-colony in the environment. As shown above the previous
agents correctly simulate the behaviour of the eco-colony, and the computation
of the P colony stops if and only if the computation of the eco-colony halts.
According to the previous algorithm and description of simulation process
we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let P colony Π = (A, e, f, VE , B1 , . . . , Bn+2 ) with capacity 1 be
constructed from the eco-colony Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , . . . , An ) where Ai = (Si , Fi ),
1 ≥ i ≥ n and with |fi,j | ≤ 1 for all fi,j ∈ Fi , 1 ≥ i ≥ n in accordance
with Algorithm 1. If wk is state of the environment in the eco-colony Σ after k
derivation steps, k ≥ 0, and wk is state of the environment of the P colony Π
after k · (n + 6) derivation steps, then |wk |a = |wk |a for all a ∈ V .
In general, we can simulate the execution of the action rules fi,j with the
length greater than one but we have to use a P colony with the capacity at least
two to generate all symbols from the string.
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Table 6. Conﬁgurations of P colony during preparing to end the computation
env.
1.
w
2.
w
3.
w
4.
w
..
.
(n + 1).
w
(n + 2).
w
(n + 3).
wT1
(n + 4).
wT1
(n + 5).
wT1
(n + 6).
wT1
(n + 7).
wT1
(n + 8).
wT2
(n + 9).
wT2
(n + 10).
wT2
..
.
(n + 15).
wT2
(n + 16).
wT2
(n + 17).
wT2
(n + 18).
wT3
..
.
(10n).
wTn+1
(10n + 1).
w

4

B1
S1
S1
2
3

B2
S2
S2
2
3

...
...
...
...
...

Bn Bn+1 Bn+2
Sn
h
e
Sn
h1
e
e
2
h2
e
3
h3

n
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
f1,j1
T2
T1
T1
T1

n
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
f2,j2
T3
S2
2
3

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

T1
T1
T1
T1

n+4
f2,j2
T3
T2

... n + 4
. . . fn,jn
. . . Tn+1
. . . Sn

e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e

T1
T1

T2
T2

...
...

e
e

e
Tn+1

n
hn
n + 1 T1
n+2 e
n+3 e
n+4 e
fn,jn e
Tn+1 e
Sn
e
2
e
3
e

Tn
Tn

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Eco-Colonies vs. Eco-P Colonies

In accordance with the deﬁnitions above, a closer relationship between ecocolonies and eco-P colonies could be expected than in case of the previous comparison of eco-colonies and P colonies. In the both systems there is dynamic
environment, the environmental changes depend not only on agents’ activity.
Let Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , . . . , An ) be an eco-colony with n agents where
– the environment E = (V, P ) is 0L scheme,
– the agents Ai = (Si , Fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n generate the strings according to the
action rules from Fi = {fi,1 , . . . , fi,ri }, fi,j ∈ (V − Si )∗ , 1 ≤ j ≤ ri .
We construct the eco-P colony Π(Σ):
– the agents Bi are created by the agents Ai such that their activity will be
similar to that of the agents in the environment of the eco-colony,
– one step of derivation in the eco-colony will be simulated in three steps of
computation in the eco-P colony,
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– every agent Bi has ri triples of sets of programs, for each triple-step one of
these sets will be chosen (the third program is the same in all sets so the agent
Bi has 2 ∗ ri + 1 programs),
– the initial content of the eco-P colony’s environment VE corresponds to the
axiom w0 in the eco-colony, and the initial content of an agent Bi based on
the agent Ai = (Si , Fi ) is Si X.
Whole construction of the eco-P colony from the given eco-colony is described
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Eco-colony → eco-P colony
Input : Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , . . . , An )
environment E = (V, P ) is 0L scheme
agents Ai = (Si , Fi ),
Fi = {fi,1 , . . . , fi,ri} fi,j ∈ (V −Si )∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri
axiom w0 ∈ V ∗ , |w0 | = d
Output: Π(Σ) = (A, e, f, VE , DE , B1 , . . . , Bn )
agents Bi = (Oi , Pi ),
the initial conﬁguration (VE , O1 , . . . , On )
Environment:
A = V ∪ {e, f, X} ∪ {a , a ; a ∈ V } ∪ {[i, j]; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri };
VE = 1≤j≤d aj , where w0 = a1 , . . . , ad ;
DE = (A − {X}, PE ), where
PE = {a → a , a → a , a → β; where (a → β) ∈ PE } ∪
∪ {f → f } ∪ {e → e} ∪ {[i, j] → fi,j ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, fi,j ∈ Fi }
end
Agents: Bi = (Oi , Pi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Oi = Si X
Pi is constructed according to Fi = {fi,1 , . . . , fi,ri }:
Pi = {pi,c = Si → Si X, f out } ∪

1≤j≤ri {pi,ja , pi,jb }

, where

for j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri do
pi,ja = Si X → [i, j], Si in
pi,jb = Si → Si f, [i, j] out
end
end
One computation step of the eco-colony is simulated in three (sub)steps in
the eco-P colony. We show that:
– in the ﬁrst substep (from the given triple-step) only such agents Bi work
whose objects Si are present in the environment,
– in the second and third substep only those agents work, who worked in the
ﬁrst substep,
– the concept of priority of agents over the evolution of environment is kept.
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We describe how the agents work and how the environment responds. Let us
follow the action of an agent Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Substep 1. Only such agent who can ﬁnd “free” object (which it can process) in
the environment can work. The agent Bi nondeterministically chooses an action
rule from Fi and consumes the object Si from the environment simultaneously,
by using a program Si X → [i, j], Si in for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri . The agent
changes its content from Si X to Si [i, j].
But if the agent Bi does not ﬁnd its object Si in the environment, it cannot
work in this triple-step because
– any programs of the type pi,ja (see Algorithm 2) are not applicable – there is
no object Si in the environment,
– any programs of the type pi,jb are not applicable – there is no object [i, j]
inside the agent,
– the program pi,c is not applicable – there is no object f inside the agent to
be placed into the environment.
The rules of the type a → a are used to evolve the environmentȦfter executing
this substep there are only objects a , a ∈ V in the environment.
Substep 2. Let the agent Bi worked in the previous substep. Its content is
Si [i, j]. There is only one applicable program Si → Si f, [i, j] out for some
index j ∈ {1, . . . , ri } (pi,ja are not applicable because there is no object Si in
the environment, pi,c cannot be applied because there is no f inside the agent).
The content of the agent changes to Si f , the object [i, j] is placed into the
environment.
After execution of the substep 2 there are these objects in the environment:
a , a ∈ V (e and f eventually) and [i, j] produced by active agents.
Substep 3. The agent Bi is in the state Si f . It has only one applicable program
Si → Si X, f out . The content of the agent changes to Si X and the object f
is placed into the environment.
The rules of the environment evolve it in the following way:
– the objects a are processed by the rules a → β (simulating execution using
the 0L rules of the eco-colony),
– the objects [i, j] are evolved using rules [i, j] → fi,j (the environment cooperates on simulation activity of the agents Ai from the eco-colony).
The content of the environment is corresponding to the string in the eco-colony
except the order of elements. Moreover there is one object f per active agent in
the environment of the eco-P colony.
It is obvious that the process of computation in the eco-P colony corresponds
to this one in the given eco-colony. The number of steps in computation in the
eco-colony is tripled. Now we focus on halting in the eco-P colony. If no agent
in the eco-colony can work (there are not any corresponding objects Si ), the
computation in the eco-P colony enters analogical conﬁguration – no agent Bi
can apply any of its programs, and computation ends (Table 7).
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Table 7. Content of the environment and agents in eco-P colony
Substeps:

first

second

third

Object Si is present in the environment:
environment αSi β ⇒ α Si β 
agent Bi
Si X ⇒ Si [i, j]

⇒
⇒

α [i, j]β 
Si f

⇒
⇒

γfi,j f δ
Si X

α β 
Si X

⇒
⇒

γδ
Si X

Object Si is absent in the environment:
environment αβ
agent Bi
Si X

⇒
⇒

α β 
Si X

⇒
⇒

As the result of computation in the eco-P colony we can observe how many
agents were working during whole computation (the number of occurrences of
the object f at the end of computation placed in the environment).
From the previous algorithm and the description of simulation process we
obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let eco-P colony Π = (A, e, f, VE , DE , B1 , . . . , Bn ) be constructed
from the eco-colony Σ = (E, w0 , A1 , . . . , An ) in accordance with Algorithm 2.
If wk is state of the environment in the eco-colony Σ after k derivation steps,
k ≥ 0, and wk is state of the environment of the P colony Π after k · 3 derivation
steps, then |wk |a = |wk |a for all a ∈ V .

5

Conclusion

As pointed out in Introduction, the aim of this paper is not to compare the computational power of the discussed models, we dealt with comparison of activities
of agents in their shared environment.
While agents of eco-colonies are (intentionally) very simple to construct, they
have no internal status, they only aﬀect the environment (moreover, they can not
generate their own starting symbol), agents of P colonies and eco-P colonies are
rather more sophisticated – they have their own internal state and they interact
with the environment by using several types of rules. By contrast, agents in
eco-colonies can generate various strings, diﬀerent number of symbols than one
as well, but agents in P colonies and eco-P colonies work with strictly speciﬁed
number of symbols in each derivation step.
Eco-colonies and eco-P colonies share one important trait – their environment
is able to self-develop.
In this paper we introduce two algorithms – the input of the both algorithms
is an eco-colony (in the ﬁrst case it is of the restricted form), the output is
a P colony (Algorithm 1) or an eco-P colony emulating the actions of agents
in the environment. The goal was to ensure similarity of environment changes
synchronously with the original system as close as possible.
The ﬁrst algorithm is more complicated – it is not possible to utilize selfdeveloping environment, agents generate only symbols instead of strings, and
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one derivation step of an original (and restricted) eco-colony is simulated by
n+6 steps of the constructed P colony. The main problem was to stop derivation
of the constructed P colony in the step corresponding to the stopping step of
the given eco-colony – it is the reason of adding the additional agents Bn+1 and
Bn+2 and derivation lengthening.
In the second algorithm we were able to count on the possibility of development in the environment, we used it not merely for simulating the selfdevelopment of the environment itself but also to provide inserting variously
long strings, in the given eco-colony inserted by agents. One derivation step of
the original eco-colony is simulated by three derivation steps of the constructed
eco-P colony.
We can undoubtedly say that eco-colonies are much more similar to eco-P
colonies than to P colonies, and the above stated algorithms specify degree of
this similarity respectively diﬀerence.
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